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BABYLONIAN AND ORIENTAL RECORD.

.1 AA. I /;/.!.\' AMJ SUMERlAy L\ COMFA UATIVE PHILOLOGY.

^ 1. Thk position which tho Sunieriau and § 2. A large proporticjii of tlio Sumcro-Ak-

Aiwwidian dialects^ are (Mititled to take in the kadian affinities with tlie Turki languages,

languages of the world is still disputed. ahly shewn lately by Pmf. Hciiiniiel,-* will cer-

A broad connection with the Turanian Ian-
taliily remain as genuine instances of a rclu-

guages'"^ has been claimed for them from the tionship, however remote it may be })rovcd to

beginning, i. e., 1{^5 l, and several times denied be, and whatever explanation it may receive,

with apparent reason. Altaic scholars of But tlie question remains whether a similarly

eminence, as well as comi)arative philnhig- large, if not larger, proportion of affinities

ists engaged in other lines of linguistic re- might not be jia-oved related as well to aimtlier

search, have objected to the proposed classifi- branch of the Turanian languages. Tiiough
cation^ of the Akkadian among the Ugro- some of the Ugro-Finnisli aflinities pointed
Finnish languages. Too confident in the out ten years ago by the late Fran gois Lenor-

small variability (apparent only) of these ton- mant, are now discpialified by recent progress

gues, antl despite the fact that the ground and lu'tter decipherment, many of them stand

they offer to study is lui^ted by the existent good.^ And their number is large enough, in

literary documents to live or six centuries only, phonetic, glossarinl, and morphological simil-

they had based their objection on two main arities, to show that, after all, the balance of

discrepancies. The position of the adjective affinities does not lean more on the Turko-

or genitive in Akkadian, with a few excep- Tartaric than on the Ugro-Finnisli side,

tions, is after the word which it qualifies, I )r llnmm(>l has the merit of having cstab-

while the reverse is the rule in Uralo-Altaic. I'.shed, beyond all reasonable doubts, that

The verbal conjugation most frequently in use ])arts of the phonesis, mnrjihologv, and many
in Akkadian is pre{)ositive,

or largely incor- words of the Sumero-Akkadian dialects, have

porating, and not postpositive, as in tlu; said a decidedly Turanian character
;
which conclu-

languages. The objection, which is chielly sion, before his last papers, had still remain-

grammatical, was enhanced l)y the incorrect- el unsettled.

ness of some {)remature comparisons of words §3. Notwithstanding tliesc efforts, even

still dubiously deciphered, and rested maiidy this solution is open to douI>t, so far as it bears

on the old assumption that grammar is a on the genealogy of the language, as long as

p(!rmanent feature in a language. the grammatical objections have not been re-

1) The distinction of the dialects was not made scientifically before 1880. See my note

on The. Si(merian and Akkadian dialects, Tiie Academy, .lune 1, 1882, No. 530.

2) Including three large divisions, each comprehending several families or groups: a) Uralo-

Altaic
; b) Kundanic

; c) llinialaic
;
and some luinor ones, as shown in my forthcoming

work on The Science of Language, chietly with reference to S. E. Asia.

3) As at first ciaimiid by {\w. late Frangois Lenormant in several of his works, notably :

La Lanyue 2>Timitive dcht Chaldec et Ir.s Idiomcs Tonraniens^Vixrx?', 1875, 8vo; Chaldean

J/f'/f/ic, London, 1878 8vo. In th(( latter work, j). 294, he had .somewhat modilied Ids

views, 'and claimed an e(iud ]iarentag(! with tlio TTgn.-Finnish and Turko-Tar(aric groui)s.

4) In two valu dilc paj>ers : hie Sumero-A kkadische Sprache nud Hire Verwandtsc/ia/t-

verhaltnisse, G5 pp., reprinted from the Zeitsrltrift filr Keihchriflforschnnii, Munich, 1884,

vol. i. : The Sinnrrian. lanc/naf/e and ifs ajinilien, 13 Jip.,
in J. It. A. *S'., 18-^0, vol. xviii.

b) For instance, dcsj)i(e I'n.f. llommci's ingenious cnmpari.sons with the Turki, 1 cannot

help finding the Sumero-Akkadian numerals more similar t(i the llgric than to tl

numerals. Vid. F. Lcnurmaul's Tables of ('omparisou, Cluiktean Ma</ic, p. 300.
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2 AKKADIAN AND SUMERIAN IN COMPARATIVE PHH-OLOGY.

moved; and should they prove insuperable, as a minimum and make it practical, I in;ike

some Altaist scholars maintain, these affin- use of the following formulte of Arabic and

ities will require another explanation, such, for Roman figures which, with five figures, (four

instance, as a Turanian importation and super- Arabic for the separate points of word-order,

imposition on the Sumerian and Akkadian, and one Roman for the sentence arrange-

whose relationsliip and origin will have to be ments), permit the ideology of any language

sought for elsewhere. to be notated in its main lines :

The population speaking the Akkado-Sume- —
1, genitive -f noun —2, noun

-|- genitive ;

rian dialects may have been of Turanian origin,
—

3, adjective+ noun—4, noun+ adjective ;

though the monumental evidence, far from —
5, object+ verb— 6, verb-fobject ;

Ix'ing conclusive in favour of a mongoloid —
7, verb + subject

—8, subject + verb ;S

type, suggests more an hybrid type than any _j^ ^^-^^^^ g^^j^^^. _^^grb—II, obj. + verb+
other of a pure race. So that would not pre- subject-
elude the possibility, when coming down to

_in, verbH-obj.-j-subj..IV, verb-|-subj.-|-obj.
the vicinity of the Persian gulf, of their hav- _y^ subj.-|-obj.-|-verb-VI, subj.-l-verb-f-obj.

ing adopted a language different from their

own, though retaining something of their

phoncsis, vocabulary and morphology. § 6. The Ideological Indices of the Ak-

§ 4. Therefore the interesting problems, kadian, ^ .

^.
5. 8. 1, are rather complex, and

historical and linguistic, of the genealogy of those of the Sumerian dialect, supposed to be

Akkadian and Sumerian, still remain un- of later date, 2. 4. 5. 8. V, show, in compar-

solved, and must so continue, as long as the ison with the other, an ongoing or regressive

important grammatical question which their evolution of the language which it is import-

solution implies is left unanswered and open, ant to examine carefully. Both are hybrid

And it cannot be answered but by a special formula;, and suggest an intermingled in-

study of Comparative Ideology, in the depart- fluence of languages of different linguistic

niriit of which is the point at issue. formations.

§5. This new branch of the science of Ian- §7. The first two points of ideology in

guage is concerned with the word-order in Akkadian,^ 3 ,
for the positions, postpositive

the sentence
;
it proves that languages are and prepositive, of the genitive and adjective,

respectively built according to a few different require to be explained away. The four pos-

jijmis of thought, and that grammar, though itions, noun -f- adjective, adjective -p noun, gen-

with greater difficulty than any other part of itive-|-noun, and noun + genitive, do not ap-

a language, does evolve, mix and change un- pear equally in the ancient texts,

der the pressure or intermingling of another The preposition of the genitive to the noun

language having a different ideology.
6 In a is found in group-characters which have re-

special work^ I have ventured to show that it niained undisturbed when the indirect ideo-

is a most important f.-.ctor for ethnological l'>gy, in accordance with which their coniposi-

research, genealogical classification of Ian- tion had been framed, was no longer in use.

guages, and the history of the human mind. E.g.,sw-a6, lit. "wisdom's residence," readafi-

In order to reduce its difficult management to zu, lit.
* residence of wisdom,' for abyss^^ ;

6) Cf. Comparative Ideology, The Academy, No. 748, Sept. 4, 1886.

7) Wurd-order or Ideology of Langitages and its relation to history. (London, D. Nutti

1886. 8v(..)

H) Tiiese firniulHD are extended in the above work, with the help of diacritical marks

anil small additional letters, in order to carry the descriptions and distinctions further, as

shown in the instances below.

9) Fritz Honunel, lAe Semitisclie Vvlker und Si^rachen, p. 295.
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bil-gi, lit.
'

fire's convey,' read gi-bil}^ yni\\ Akkadians Ikivihl,' deflected tlieir ideology
the same meaning in another ideology. on botli the<e points, without having ahered

The preposition of the adjective to the the respective positions of the component

noxm, 3, is only known through similar in- character of tliese groups, the great probab-
stances of former group

- characters which ility is that their arrangement belongs to a

have remained crystallized. For instance : pre
- Akkadian period, when an older non-

Gal-lu, 'great man', read bi-gal, or 'man Semitic people, speaking an inversive Ian-

great' ; guage, made use of this writing, probably of

Gal-usum,
'

great unique', read usum-gal^^, ot of their own invention or derivation'^.

'

unique great'. §9, The third and fourth Indices, 5.8,

Otherwise genitive and adjective follow showing the preplucing of tlie object and sub-

their nouns, 2.4, as in e-sag-il, 'house of (the) ject to the verb, stand good for the most an-

head high''^, as they always do in Sumerian, cient and the more modern Akkadian and

according to the Semitic Assyrian ideology, Sumerian texts. But their relative position
which has most probably affected the ideology has differed, and the syntactical Indices per^
of these languages on those two points. mit to follow tlie evoluti<jn. Tiie hrst stan-

§8. So that, after all, the fij-st two points dard, (I., or, Object+ subject+ verb), was

of inversive ideology, 1.3, are not regularly prevalentduringthe Akkadian or older period,

used in the oldest current texts
; they are while the Vtli standard became dominant

only met with crystallized in a few obsolete in the later or Sumerian period, as it did in

groups of characters, thus preserved in the Assyrian. It probably remained there as a

tvritten style, as survivals of a former period, survival of a former stage, which had been

And, consequently, nothing shows that these altered in Akkadian for a certain time, by

instances do belong more to the Akkadian the influence of a pre-Akkadian population,

than to any other language spoken by any as we shall see hereafter,

people who used to write these characters in § 10. One of the principal difficulties for

former times. Taking the matter as it stands, the classification of the Akkadian and Su-

with reference to the improbability of the merian dialects is this complexity of the verb.

10) Name of the god of fire, on which cf. Lenormant, Chaldean Magic, p. 184-8. The
learned author had translated Bil-gi, 'fire of the rushes', because gi(n)=:gi means 'reed',

but this interpretation proves philologically impossible, as it would be against tlie law of

ideology, (1) as in zu-ah. There is no doubt that gil is here a genitive, in which case gi
has a noun value of one of the meanings, 'bringen, drchon, evenden, zuriickkehren, senden',

(cf. P. Haupt, Akkadisclie und Sicmerische Keilschrijttexte, p. 152, for these meanings ;)

and the compound word alludes to the old practice of fire-drill, as a means of producing fire,

which was known in ancient Babylonia. 1 have already explained as a pramaiitha the cone

of wood held by the small kneeled bronze statues, which used to be said of Gudea, in my
Early history of the Chinese civilization, p. 32, (London, 1880, 8vo.)

11) T. G. Pinches, MS. note... Prof. Hommel writes ershu-gal in Die Scmitischen Volker

und Sprachen, p. 276.

12) An Akkadian name of the temple of Babel.

13) This will be discussed in a special paper on The Kushita origin of the Bahi/lnni<(n

writing. I have advocated for several years the existence of the Chaldean or Babylonian

writing, anterior to the arrival of the Akkadians there, and in the./. /'. A. S., April, 1S83,

vol. XV., p. 279, n. 3, I gave several pala^ii.'-raiiliical
reasons in support of this view. Tliis

discovery of mine has just received new confiruiation by the disclosures of Mr G. Berlin,

in his paper on 2'he Pre-Akkadian Semites, about the original Semitic names of the stars

afterwards translated into Akkadian.
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Kot only could it be expressed by the simple (I/) (jaMmmanri, i. e., gah-im-na-an-ri^^,

stem!'', but to it might be added series of lit.
'

broast-liim-to-he-set,' or, 'he aet the

particles, expressing the persons, both sub- breast to him', (he opposed him.)

ject and object, or the passive, causative, or {Jf) igmnnnse, i. e., igi-im-na-ai^-se,^^ lit.

intensive idea'^. And, as the late Lenormant *

eye-on-him-he-give(s,' for
' he looks at him.*

had himself stated, this prepositive arrange- (I) munncsingiilgalla, i. e., mu-un-ne-si-in

ment is in opposition to the usual postposi- ga l-galla^^, lit.
'

that-them-to-he-give', for 'he

tire conjugation of the Uralo-Altaic Ian- gives that to them'.

guages's. ^I) mnanlal, i. e., In-na-an-lal,^^ lit. 'him

The most interesting phenomenon is that to-he-weigh', for ' he weights to him', other-

process of incorporation, which was carried wise, 'he pays him.'

in Akkadian to a high extent'? seldom met (Vic) as gulagalla Hme lu-ra ban-m-gar^^,

with elsewhere, as we shall see hereafter. Let lit.
' curse evil demon-like man upon itsclf-it

us see how it is exemplified in several in- -fix, for 'an evil curse, like a demon, has

stances, and combined with the general ar- fixed upon a man.'

rangement of the sentence. I append the
^Yic) Silihnuluhi iiie im-ma-an-sii*, lit. Si-

ideological indices :

likmahJii,
'

mercy him-on-he-place,' for 'Silik-

(I^) hv-gisgaUu-bi as gula Iti-Jcime Summa}% muluki pities him'.

lit.
' man-that curse evil lamb-like slaughter(s (V) Ana zae magmenP, lit. 'heaven-in thou

-he', for 'the evil curse slaughters that man great be', for 'thou art great in heaven',

as a lamb,* While the first of these arrangements is

14) With only the lengthening, or the suffix, marking the plural. Cf. Theo. G. Pinches,
Observations upon the languages of the early inhabitants of Mesopotamia, p. 14, from J. R.

A. S., xvi.

15) T. G. Pinches, Beport on the progress of Cuneiform Research, p. 96, in Eleventh

Annual Address of the President (A. G. Ellis) to the Philological Society, May 19, 1882,

pp. 77-100.

16) Chaldean Magic, p. 286.

17) Mentioned slightly by the late Lenormant, Prof. Sayce, and Dr Paul Haupt. It

was noticed by Mr T. G. Pinches and Prof. Hommel in their above papers ;
and quite

lately it has been studied specially in an important paper by Mr G. Bertin, on VIncorpora-
tion verbale en Accadien, pp. 105-15, 148-61, in Revue cVAssyriologie et Archeologie ori-

entale, vol. i., (Paris, 1885-6, 4.)

18) Cf. T. G. Pinches, Report, p. 94.—On swmma cf. Lenormant, Etudes Accadiennes, ii,

226: iii., 9
;
Ed. de Cliossat, Repertoire Sumerien (Akkadien) p. 192, (Lyons, 1882, Svo.)

19) T, G. Pinclies, Observations upon the languages of the early inhabitants of Mesopo-
tami'i, 1). 10. Reprinted from J. R. A. S., vol. xvi., l88i.-^Western Asia Inscriptions,
iv. 26.' 15.

20
j

Cf. T. G. Pinches, Observations, p. IQ.^-Western Asia Inscriptions, iv, 26, 15. ;G.
Berlin, De VIncorporation, p. l2.

21) Western Asia Inscriptions, iv.. 5, 61, ;
G. Bertin, De VIncorporation, p. 11.

22
) Cf. Fr. Lenormant, Glossaire, in Ed. de Chossat, Repertoire Sumerien, p. 75.

23) Cf. T. G. Pinches, Report, p. 94.

24) E. Lenormant, Incantation magique bilingue ChakUenne, a, texte primitif Accadien,
avec rertiion Ansyrienne, in Journal Asiatique, 1878

;
cf. p. 223, where immansi is trans-

late!
'

grandeinent -|- il 4- a accorde', by a wrong identification of the pronominal suffixes.

25) Cf. F. rjononnant, Etudes Accadiennes, ii., 116, 17.—T. G. Pinches, Report on the

progress of Cuneiform research, p. 95.
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more commonly met in Akkadian, the latter which have not been pushed onward before

is that which is more usual in Sumerian, and having reached a certain degree of fixity from

instances could be multiplied without any other literary culture. But it has been stretched

result here than a useless lengthening of this to the utmost by such other of these languages

paper. which were compelled by the pressure of one (jr

• * several tongues of different origin to strive

§ 11. It results from the foregoing re- after clearness. The difference of syntactical

marks and instances that the Ideologies of standards required for this result has just

Akkadian, and, to a less extent, that of Su- been pointed out. The instances, not to be

merian, are abnormal and composite. The numerous, are, however, conclusive in some

postposition of the genitive and of the adject- known cases. In Moksha-Mordwin, and some

ive have been explained away above as a result Ugrian tongues, there is a simple incorpora-

from a deep influence of the Semitic ideology, tion of an objective pronoun which has been

But if this explanation is true, we ought to rightly or wrongly explained as resulting

find also traces of such an important influence from the weakness of distinction, between the

as this in the verbal ideology ;
and if such is action and its object, common to the Turan-

the case, the clumsy arrangements as exhibit- ian languages in general, and there carried

ed by the Akkadian verb cannot be consider- into practice from the obligation of satisfying

ed otherwise than as makeshifts. When object some extra want of intelligibility.

and subject, represented by pronouns more § 13. The phenomena of incorporation are

or less dependent, are both incorporated, or more developed in Abkasian, Vayu (Gan-
one incorporated and one affixed to the verbal getic), Santhali (Kolarian), and Euskarian.

base, notwithstanding the presence, independ- The first is one of the North Caucasian lan-

ently and outside the verb, of the nouns object guages, but too little is known of its histori-

and subject, we may be sure that it is the out- cal circumstances to give it as an instance

come of hybridism. It must be distinctly put explanatory of other cases,

apart from the regular phenomenon of incor- TheEuskarian,wluch is decidedly a stray lan-

poration, where the nouns themselves, object guage of the Uralo-AItaic stem, has stretched

or subject, are used, as in Nahualt of the to their utmost all its capacities under the

American Indians. Such complicated arrange- pressure of languages of the IVth and Vlth

ments result from the impotent efforts at standard, which have successively surrouinh^d

satisfying the intelligibility required by both and impressed it. Now the Vayu, one of tlie

people speaking and spoken to, without sac- Gangetic.and the Santhali,one of the Kolarian,

rificing one ideology to the other. languages of Central India, both lielonging

§ 12. Experience teaches us^^ that similar to sub-branches of the Turanian family, Hi-

phenomena of incorporation take place where- malaic division, are jiarticularly interesting in

ever a language of the fifth syntactical stan- connection witli the ob;ect of the present ]ia-

dard
( Subject -f object -j- verb) comes under per. They possess tlie general features of

the modifying influence of another language indirect ideology proper to the .stock to which

of the fourth standard (verb -f subject -f ob- it belongs ;
but they have altered tlieir syn-

ject). The Turanian languages wliose original tactical order, and largely developed, specially

family standard of syntax was the Vth, liave, the Santhali, the j)henoinenon of incorjioration.

accordingly with the sentence word-order of The modifying intluence there has lioen that

that type, a common tendency of tin's kind of an Indo-Pacific language narrowly connect-

which has remained in a state of virtuality and ed with the Peguan and Cambodian of Indo-

undevelopment in such of these languages China, having a direct ideology and a syntax

26) Cf. my Ideology of Languages and its relation to history^ Part ill.
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of the lYth or Vlth standard proper to the

Indo-Paciiic family. A 11 this illustrates the

law of comparative ideology mentioned above.

S 14. But there are some forms of Ideo-

logical evolution, taught us by comparative

ideology, which we must quote before return-

ing to the Akkadian problem on wliich they

have a direct bearing.^''

XVII. Whereve?' a language spuLen by im-

viignint tribes is brought into contact with

another language of different ideolog>/ spoken

by a settled population, and intermingles with

it, the power of preserving its sentence ar-

rangement is greater with the less civilized of

the two, settled or not settled.

XVIII. When there is superimposition

and not superseding, of two languages spoken

by two popiulations at different stages of civil-

ization, the position of the genitive and ad-

jective which generally prevails as to their

nouns, is that proper to the most civilized

language, frequently with the addition of an

affix.

XIX. Under the same conditions, the pos-

ition of the verb, as to its subject and object,

which has the greater chance ofpTevailing, is

that of the less civilized language of the two,

frequently ivith the addition of reiterative

pronouns, object and subject.

XX. Phenomena ofincorp)orative pronouns,

reiterative of object or subject, take place

wherever a language of indirect standard ( V)
comes under the modifying infuence of an-

other language of a direct standard (IV, VI).
* * *

§ 15. Now let us see how the Akkadian

and Sumerian imbroglio will yield to the ap-

plication of the rules and experience exposed
in the above page.

The hybridism of the ideology of Akkadian,
J
.^.5.8.1, and of that of Sumerian, 2.4.5.8.V,

are now clearly such as should be expected

from an intermingling of two opposite normal

standards, like 2.4.6.7.IV and 1.3.5.8.V, as

wanted by the fourth law mentioned above.

Let us remember that 2.4.6. 7.IV, which is a

normal standard, and the original one, of the

Shemo-Hiimitic languages, impHes the post-

position of the genitive and adjective to their

respective noun and the sequel, verb 4- subject

+ object, in the sentence
;
while 1.3.5.8.V

also a normal standard and original to the Tu-

ranian languages, is the inverse of the other,

and requires the ante-position of the genitive

and adjective to their noun, and the order,

subject 4- object -I- verb, for the sentence.

S 1 G. In the present case, the language of

the IVth standard is that of the Babylonian

Semites, which originally, as shewn by an

analysis of the older proper names and the pos-

ition of the pronouns united to the verb at the

permansive-^, belonged to the normal Shemo-

Hamitic standard 2.4.6.7. IV, as exhibited

in Egyptian, Arabic, and partly in Hebrew,

Gheez, &c. This language which, for conven-

ience, might be called the Assyro-Babylonian,
underwent several changes in its syntactical

and verbal arrangement, which show that the

modifying intiuence was due to an indirect

language, spoken by an uncouth and some-

what uncivilized people. It passed transitorily,

as shown by isolated archaisms through the

second and tliird syntactical standards before

settling finally with the fifth standard, 2.4.5.

8.V. At first sight it might be supposed a

result of the Turanian influence suspected

above, in other words, of the Akkadian and

Sumerian, as we shall see below
;
but it

cannot be the case for two or more reasons.

One alteration of the original features of the

language had taken place previous to the poss-

ibility of any Akkadian influence29, and the

Assyro-Babylonian is not the only Shemitic

language which has altered in the same way

27) The numbers, XVII—XX, are those under which these rules appear, in the attempt

at a classification I have made in my Ideology of Languages and its relation to history.

28) G. Berlin, The Akkadian Semites. I am indebted to the autbor for an advanced

proof
of this paper.

29) G. Berlin, The Akkadian Semites.
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its original ideoloo'iciil standard. Tlie Syrian and verb in the Sumerian, notwitlistandiner

Aramaic of the northern and tlie Aniharic of the altering pressure of the latter, may beac-

the southern branch liave both altered tlieir ori- counted for somehow by the apparent prob-

ginal standard into 2. -i. 5.8.V and 1.3.5.8.V ability of their being less under the Assyro-

respectively.'^'j Admitting that the Syrian Babylonian pressure than the Akkadians, and

change may have been caused by theAssyro- their coming into contactwith the local Ku-

Babylonian. the explanation is worthless for .shite tribes whose general ideology belonged

the Amharic
;
and what makes it more than to the fifth class.

doubtful in the first case, is that the early alt- § 18. The syntactical standard of the Ak-

erations alluded to in Assyro-BabyIonian have kadian and its incorporative features is, as we

been pointed out similarly in another Ian- have seen above, nothing more than one of

guage of the same family. Therefore we are those which Turanian languages are apt to

to attribute this influence to another and pre- assume under the pressure of a foreign tongue,

vious local language of indirect ideology of direct in Ideology and powerless to impose its

the fifth standard, similar to that which was own standard. That 5.8,V, the Ttiraniaa

apparently spoken, as we have seen above, by standard, was the original one of the Ak-
the people who brought, innovated or, in any kadian and Sumerian, is furthermore proved

case, who made first use of the Chaldean writ- by the common possession of these Ideological

ing. Tliis people was apparently one of the Indices by the other extinct languages of S.

oldKuslutetribes, of renowned mythical fame, E.Asia with which a parentage has been

who used to inhabit the lands and the sea- elaimod. The Indices of the Sumerians were

shores from Abyssinia to India, and of whom 2.3.5.8.V, and those of the Amardian, i.4.5.

the Bishari, Somali, Agao, Galla, &c., of Abys- 8.I.V.32. The latter known to us at two

sinia, the Bagas of the Oman coast, the periods by the inscriptions at Mal-amir and

Brahui of the Northern, the Kolariansof Cen- that of tlie second column of the Akhannen-

trnl, ai.d the Dravidians of Southern India, ian inscriptions, also known as Proto-Medic,

are the representatives diverged by Semitic Medic, Scythic, &c., long after the extinction

Aryan or Negritic intermingling, all of tliem of Akkadian, had gone a long way towards the

speaking languages of the fifth standard. possession of similar liybrid ideology as that

§ 17. The Turanian Ideological Indices of the latter. The Susian had altered only

(1.3.5.8. V), which analogy of linguistic in- its original position of the genitive,

stances has led us to surmise in the case of § 19. No doubt ought to remain now in

the Akkadian and Sumerian, were most cer- tlic miiul of our readers about the Turanian

tainly those of the original state of these dia- characterof the Akkadian and Sumerian
; they

lects. The abnormal ideology of Akkadian certaiidy belong to the same stock asthe Ugro-

speaks by itself of a deep intermingling, and Finnisii, Turko-Tatar, and Kuenlunic groups

that of the Sumerian shows still more com- of languages ;
and they have branched off at

l)letely than the preceding,
3i that the foreign a very early period, previous to the modcru

i.iluence was that of a more civilized people arrangement of these groups, long before they

than themselves, "jpeaking a direct language had evolved or acquired their jiresent distinct

which is liere the Assyro-Babylonian. The features. Such is the conclusion of our re-

pernianence of tlie word-order, subject, object searches as resumed in the present paper.

IHth Aug., 1886. Tkuuikx i>e Lacoui'ekie.

30) Ideology of languages in its relation to histon/, Part iii.

31) By its more complete adoption of the post-position of the genitive and adjective.

32) As exemplified in Prof. A. H. Sayce's learned jiaper on The Inscription of Mal-<imir^

(cndthe Language of tJie second column (ftJie Ak/urini'/iiiin Inscriptions, pp, 638—756, vol. ii.

Actes du Vlieinc Congres dcs Orientalistea, 1883, Leiden.



8 SIN-OASIIiS CIFT TO TIIK TKMlM.p; K-AVA.

,^rx-GAsfD\^ cirr to the temple e-axa.

TiiR text wliirli fni-ms tlio subject of tlic Akkudiiii laii,--ii;iu-('. The siz<' of the tablet

present i)aj>'i-
is one of peculiar interest. It is 4 inc'ies uml

^,
In' 2 iiiciit's aiiil

^^ths,
the

is ;iii iiiscriptioii,
in the Akkadian Ian- thickness in the thirkest pari Iw ii'4 abnit 1

Liuai^e, of an earlv Mesnpntamian king wlio iiicliand 5th. Like in jst rmbylKiiiaii talih^ts,

])ears a Semitic Babylonian name; and it is whether of clay or stone, the cihverse is ilat

not au original, l>ut a copy in clay, by a maii or n<'arly so, and the reverse convex a form

naiii(>il Nahfi-lMh'itsu-ikbi, )f a stone tablet probal)ly originally arising t'lOin tlie sinking

kept, in ancient times, in the great temple of of the ends of a clay tablet whilst in a soft

E--/ijla, now the ruin known as the Birs- state, and afterwards adopted by tlie scribes a8

Nimroud. The tablet which has come down a very convenient f.rm for inscribed tablets of

to us, (of which the plates accompanying this all kinds.

]):ip('r
will g've a fair idea), has been inscribed Jn .n-Jer to make tlie explan ition of the

liy the copy st with the utmost care, and the t^^xt as clear as possble, 1 give herewith two

forms of the characters, as he has given transcriptions and two translations. The

tiiem, probably rei)roduce the exact style i;f
fl,.gt transcription gives the text transcribed

the original. The number of lines of writing cliaracter by character, the groups only hc-

is twenty-six, the last line of the (jbverse
j^g given as complete words. This is follow-

(1. 14), however, Ixsng double. The three ed by a transcription in which the characters

lilies at tlie end are written smaller than the are joined as they ought to be pronounced to

ri'-t, and are in the late-! Babylonian style of make complete words, and a literal transla-

wriiing. With the exception of these three tion in parallel columns. Lastly, I have

lines, and also, of course, of the name of
given a free translation in idiomatic English:—

Sin-gasid, the whole of the text is in the

TRANSCRIPTION.

OliVKKSK.

1. D. P. Lnf/iil-/)iii)da

2. (/i iH/ir-ra-iii-ir,

3. J). J'. NiiHiid

4. (OiKi-ii-ni-ir.

5. D. P. Siii-(l<(-^i-id,

6. hijid,! Uinifi-D.S.-fiit,

7. hiqal Am-na-nu-um

8. u-a K-an-na,

9. IJd E-nn-na

10. m\i-du-a,

1
'

. E-kinkalf e hi-tur

12. sa-'yid-Ja-ka-ne

13. imtr-ne-en-du .

li.Bild na'n-hu/nl-la-

ka-ni,

TRANSCRIPTION
(ivith the words properly joined).

Lugal-banda dingiranir, Nin-gul amimir,

Sin-gasid, lugal Unuga, lugal^
Amnanum, ua

E-ana. Ud E-ana mudua, Edtankal, 6

Reverse.

1 5.
^>'i(?) se-gur-ta,

16. (jlo-min ma-na sig-ta,

17.
(j>t

ma-va um-ta,

18. (!< s Igis-ta

19. I:i-l(iin-ma d((-na-ka

20. yi'sl.-iii (/i ge-e

2 1 . gi-ip'du-zig

22. ma-a-ni mn gi-gal-la

23. gi-a.

24. Gah-ri na-ru-a sa iW,

25. !<tt-g(( E-zida, N'ahu-fmldt-su-ik-bi,

27. abil Mi-sir-a-a is-*tur.

WoHP-Fon-WoRD
TRANSLATION.

Lugal-banda god his to, Ningul mother his to,

Sin-gasid, king of Erech, king of Amnanum,

nourisnerjof E-aua. When E-auahe built. E-





S1N-GA811)'S GIFT TO THE TEMPLE E-ANA.

OBVEllSE.

^^ '^i^Slfc^. ^=:fe=4

>^^ 3r=
'^^ "^ <E

^i^ If J:::^ 5r>

^er®^^^; ,Y

%^;

^^nn::^ ^::^t>-#i^^
.^=:^^

^ ^ o^- ^
3:1 .^^ ^

"^i^ fe^^j>-jl
w-^-^i^:^^ ^^^
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REVERSE.

.%o T g^ m

>H> s^ tM
^ "£j^-^ M-tt>^
< ^^>-^ ^ Pt^^ ^f=- ^ ^t^

^m '^SF^'^.

fc^i ^W^w
^Tf^^lfe^E^

If

7 crt^ t^-^iti %r^ i«^4^^^





SIN'i\-IPS f;l1"T TO TlIK TKMPf,!'; K-AN'A.

kitiir sa-gulak;iii('. iiiuin'inlu. Bala

iiaiiilugaliikaii;, ln'i sc;;ur-ta i;'miiiii

iriaiia silt ta, i;'U iiima uiiila. a^

t;al,i4is-ia, k'laiua-tlanaka. n'liskin

.<;•! .n'e'o g pdazig, miiaui iiui giyak

Ualiri iiarua sa usi, s.iga E-zida, Naltu

balatsu-ikbi, abil ^lisinia, istur.

kaiikakilifliMiH,'] ihc scat of heart-joy liis he
mailo it.

l)ur:ii'4J iMUMiinii liis, oU wheat meas-
ure witl), 12jiiiaiia wool with, KJmaiia produce
witli,an asjof oil witli, the tarilJ according lo(?)

go]d]oii(!slickcl. ](«• hiui endow, his yeara year
(if iilcul y] may )

he.

Copy lit' the talili'i ni iisH-aUmo, the property of

E-z'da, (which)] Nabu-balfitsu-ikbi, son of

Misiraa, has written.

FREE T];AX>LATi()X.

Sin-gas;d, king of Erech, king of Am:i,.uu u, aul patron of E-ana, to Lugal-banda
his god and Nin-gul his goddess. Wlicii 1 e huilt J<]-ana, be erecteil E-kankal, the house

wliicli is tlieseatof the joy of his lieart, 1 )ui'iiin- bis dnmhiion, be will en(b)w it with 30

measures of wheat, 12 mana of wool, Id miiia if produce, an as of oil according to (?) the

tariff, and one shekel of gold. May liis years be years of plenty.

Co})y of the tablet of «*7i-stone, the property of E-zida, which Nabu-balatsu-ikbi, son of

the Egyptian, has written.

As will be seen from the above translation, that it is to L'/gal-bnit/l i and a goddess, his

Sin-gasid l)egins with an invocation to Lugal- consort, wliose name 1 read provisionally Nin-

baiida and bis consort Nin-gul, who were his gal. Th" reading of this lattername is part-

patriin god and goddess. He then speaks of
ly based upnn the passage in Vol. II. of the

E-ana, one of the great temples of Erech, (! ni'i/or/n Iw^criptions of Western ^.svVi, pi.

(which seems to have been Sin-gasid's cajiital), .09. 11. 4 & 25, wdierc the cliaraclers Nin-gul

and E-kankal, probably one of the shrines in
(col. ii.) are followed in col. iii. by the words,

the temple E-ana. Judging from the word- assnt/'-s/i, zinnistu,
" his consort, female,"

ing, he seems to claim to be the founder of which ar(> a literal tran.slation of the common

bdtli these fanes, though be probably only re- Akkadian phrase <•/«///«-W, sa/, and refer to the

built them. Sin-ga.^id then gives a list of name Lugal-banda in the line above. This

the amounts of produce, &c, with which be identification of Ningul as the consort of

had endowed the shrine, and ends with a pinus [jugal-baiida is important, as it shows that

wish for his country. Tbedatenf the (iriginal

inscription was most likely ahuut 'J GOO years

liefiire Christ. The copy which has come

down to us probalily dates from the time (if

the antiquarian revival in Babylonia during

the reisi'n of Nabonidus.

ler his "mother," did not

he was his real earthly

S ii-gasid, who call:

mean tn imply that

parent, imt that h<! simply traced his descent

friui her, thus asserting bis divine origin. Geo.

Smith's douh!('-(picrieil "l>elat-sunat" (as be

transcribed the name nf this gixldcss), "the

The inviicatidii may be regardeil as extend- i^arliesl known (|U('en
in the Euj)bratcs valley"

ing as far as line 8. and pro-eiits many jioints mn-t therefm'i' he erased from the list of

of interest. T'he first fact to be noted is historical rulers in Erech.'

1) With r(\Li,-ard to the readings of these two divine names, it must be iiotiMl that they are

both more or less (buihtful. In transcribing them, I have s'mply given the usual valii(>s

of the characters of which they are composed. As, however, tlie dialectic forms ol these names

seem to be Umun-banda or Un-handa and Uiwm-gul or Un-gul respectively, the Akkadi.an

or non-dialectic pronunciation of the former was probably Vgum-banda or Un-handa, and

of the latter Uguni-guJ or Un-gul or E-gal. The meaning of Lugal-banda or Ugun-
banda \A "powerful king," or "king of youthful strength."



10 SINGASin S (ilFT TO THE TEMPLE E-ANA.

Tlie next interesting point is the titles of

Sin-gasid, which are '-king of Unuga, king
of Amnanu, and patron of E-ana." As ^\e

know from pi. 23 of Vol. V. of the Cunei-

form Inscriptions of Western Asia, Unug is

the Akkadian form of the Semitic Bahylonian

or Assyrian Uruk, the Erech of the Ijible,

now called Warka by the Arabs. In tliis

most interesting word, all the Semitic forms

show r for the Akkadian n, and k for the

Akkadian g. In our text the determinative

suffix denoting the name of a place comes

between the ideograph Unug and the phonetic

comjilement </«. Amnanum or Amnanu was

possibly the district in wliicli Erech was

situated. 2 E-ana (
" the house of heaven"

)

was tlie principal temple of the city of Erech,

and Ekankal (
" the house of the sanctuary' '?)

was probably the name of one of the shrines
A

within it. It is not unlikely that the E-

kankal here mentioned is the same as, or the

fellow-shrine to the E-gili-ana mentioned by

Assur-b;uii-apli as the sanctuary, apparently
in or connected with E-ana, to which he

restored the image of the goddess iSTanfi, which

was carried off hy the king of Elam, Kudur-

nanhundi, about 2280 years before Christ.

As the passage is interesting, I give it here

in full :—

"For 1635 years had the goddess Nana
been angry, had gone, and had dwelt within

Elam, which was not her proper place; and

in those days she and the gods her fathers

proclaimed my name to the dominion of the

world. She entrusted to me the return of

lier divinity thus: 'Assur-bani-apli shall bring
me out of the midst of wicked Elam, and shall

cause me to enter within E-ana.' The words of

the connnand of her divinity, which she had

spoken from remote days, she again revealed

to the later people. I grasped the hand of

her great divinity, and she took the straight

road, with joy of heart, to E-ana. In the

month Kislev, on the first day, I caused her

to enter Erech, and in E-gili-ana, which she

loves, I caused an everlasting shrine to be

founded for her."^

As the date of Sin-gasid is doubtful, it is

impossible to say whether the capture of the

image of Nana took place before or after his

reign, bnt it was probably after.

After the invocation, which wvaj be regarded
as ending with line 8, Sin-gasid refers to the

restoratifjns which he had made at E-ana,A

and in E-kankal,
" the house of the seat of

his heart-joy.
"

Here may be noted that the

scribe has not written sa-guUaue
" his heart-

joy,
"

h\lisa-g^lllakane, with the ending g of

yidlag not only retained, but even hardened

to h. This fact may be regarded as bespeaking

a rather early date for the composition of the

inscription, for in most inscriptions this final

g or k has entirely disappeared. The last line

of the obverse shows also the same retention

of the final consonant in the word nariilugala-

kani, "his dominion."

The list of objects or produce given by

Sin-gasid presents some few difficulties. The

three horizontal wedges before the sign se*

" wheat" in the first line of the reverse I have

transcribed as "30" because "3" seemed to

be too small an amount for the gift of a king.

If, however, my rendering be right (as is very

probable), this form of the numeral will throw

some light on those interesting but puzzling

half discs used evidently as numerals in the

archaic inscriptions from Sippara of the Sun-

god. In the third line I have transcribed the

last character but one as nm, and translated

it
"
produce,

"
regarding it as an early phonetic

writing of the character to which is translated

into Semitic Babylonian as lunu, meaning

"green herbs" (W.A.I.,V.,pl.27. 1.56). The

character in the inscription now under ex-

2) Samas-sum-ukin or Saosduchinos, brother of Assurbanipal, also calls himself king of

Amnanu.

3) There is hardly any doubt that Nana of Erech is the same as the goddess Istar, and

Lugal-banda, her consort, is thcrer(jre, the same as Dumu-zi,
" the son of hfe," Tammuz

or Adonis.

4) Tlie line-form of the character se sliows an ear of corn.
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amination may, however, have liad a more Semitic Bahylonian or Assyrian, the Semitic

restricted meaning. In addition to tlie above, word -forms of the ideographs have been insert-

the translation of the three characters folhnv- ed in the transcription, and for this reason the

in 2: kilama in the fifth line uf the reverse is two end-characters of tke first line of the

doubtful. colophon ( the sign for " stone ", na, and the

Turning to the expressions in the list of sign for "
precious, "^'^r/n J have been trans-

which the translations are more certain, the cribed by the word i'ts?! Now this z«sw,*5( the

following remarks may serve to elucidate a few Akkadian form of which is est), is used also

points. The group ?!/-i?- (line 4, reverse): I to denote some precious wood ( the group used

have in this case thought it best to transcribe is gih
" wood " and k da •'

precious "), and the

zfd-yis "oil of wood" =" vegetable oil," earlytranslators, when they met with the word

rather tlian kisal (^^gis-zal^), "wood of oil" in the inscriptions, sometimes gave, as a con-

=altar," on account of the sense here required, jecture, the translation "ebony." If this

One of the most interesting signs is the charac- conjecture be correct, it is not unlikely that

ter »/<7, at the end of the 7th line of the reverse, (isu designates some such stone as black

This character, which I have translated by basalt.
"
endow,

"
is formed of se

" wheat" (see the The inscription here translated and com-

second character of the first line of the reverse) mented on is a duplicate of one published in

within the sign gur (^7i/7i(/a ) (in Assyrian Vol. IV. of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of

namandu) meaning" measure" — in fact, by Western Asia. pi. 35, No. 3, from two cones

turning the character round so that the right)- from Warka, This text, which is rather

hand end is at the bottom, a very good figure rougiily written, gives the reading ,va-</»/'a-

of a corn-measure is obtained. In the verbal kanr'ne, "their heart-joy
"
for sa-gullakan-" (1.

form gipdazig "maybe with endow, "the 2, obv.), and has the sign denoting a precious

presence of the infix -da- " with" seems to metal {ku or azag, the first character of 1. 6,

have made the repetiton of the suffix -ia (rev., rev.) between the characters gi and e {gCe
lines 1—4

)
after gi'e

" shekel
"

(1. 6) needless. " shekel ") at the end of 1. 6. This additional

With regard to the two characters transcribed character is ajiparcntly a kind of determiiiat' ve

as gi (
11. 8 & 9

),
the extra wedges in the sulTix inserted (like /t« between U)uig awA qa

latter have been inserted by the scribe simply in 1. 6 of the obv.) between the word and its

because he had more room to put them than lengtiiening. It possibly denotes that the

in the case of the character in the foregoing weight here meant was the shekel syiecially

line. used f(ir precious metals. A tentative render-

The colophon added by the scril)e who ing nf the text i(ul)lished in the Cuneiform

copied the text enables us to guess what may In.-cr//itii)ns of' W'fsteni Asia wa?. given liy

have been the kind of stone upon whicli the (lie late (Jeo. Smith in his "Early history of

original was written. As this coloplmn is in 15abylmia.' TiiKo. G. Pinches.

5) Bezold, Zeitschriftfur Keilschriftforschung, Vol. ii. p. 71.

6) The form zsw or em also occurs.

THE PLAGUE LEGENDS OF CIIALDEA.
In a thickly populated land like ancient native punishments offered to David for his

Babylonia, its cities teeming with all the va- sin in numbering the people (2 Sam. xxiv.

ried elements of Oriental life that war and 13) ; they formed also a trinity in the four

commerce had brought thither, and with an dire disasters threatened to fall upon Jeru-

ever ebbing and flowing tide of luimanity salcm (Ezek. xi\-. 13, iM
) ; and throughout

through its marts and highways, it is only Hebrew, (Jreek, lionian and Aloliammedau

natural to suppose that epidemics, as at the chronicles, and even to the present day, tlie

present time, broke out there, and the plague records of the visitations of plague and pesti-

demon inflicted his scourge on the land. The lence in Syria and the Tigro-Euphrates valley

sword, pestilence and famine, were the alter- are almost continuous.



1-2 TTIR PLAGUE LEGENDS OP CHALDEA^

The plague, in its various forms, has ever

been regarded in the East as a demon who

makes war upon mankind. The dread trinity

of destruction, the swurd, the pestilence, and

famine, is one common to most of the oriental

mythologies.

Among the legends gathered from the As-

syrian Inscriptions are some very poetic tales

relating to this god of pestilence, and they

appear, like the Gisdhubar legends, to have

formed part of an ancient epic poem, consist-

ing of at least six tablets, which was called

the "
Story of Dibbara." The name of this

ancient deity is evidently of Semitic origin,

and may be compared with the Hebrew Deher,

"plague or death," which Gesenius derives

from a root meaning to destroy or plot against,

comparing it with the Arabic Dahr,
" destruc-

tion." The root, however, occurs in Assyrian
with the sense of

" to sting, to bite with venom,"

and from this we get the derivation of the

plague as " the sting of the grave,
"
and also

of the name of Deborah,
" the bee—the fe-

male stinger." The god Dibbara in the le-

gends is another form of the war-god Nergal
or Aria, who is also termed the "lion-headed"

god of death, whose chief epithet was that of

Dakhihe, "the trampler" or "crusher." The

seat of worship of this direful trinity, which

consisted of Aria or Nergal, Dibbara, and the

goddess Laz, the goddess of famine, was the

city of Kutha, now marked by the mounds of

Tel-Ibrahim. This city was the great necro-

polis of Chaldea, and at the present day the

remains of tombs are scattered for miles round

the central mound. The ancient name of the

city in the Accadian was Gudu, from which

the S<>mitic form Kutu, the Cutlia of the

Scriptures, was derived, this being the phonetic

reading of a compound name which meant

"the city of the bowing down of th(! Load," a

most fit and appropriate name for tli(> great

Necropolis.

It is with tliis city Cutha that the legends

of the plague-god are closely connected. The

tablets on wliicli those legends are written (K
1282 and M 55) come from the library at Ni-

neveh, and are copies of tablets in the library

at Kutu, made by order of Assur-bani-pal.

Although written in the form of an epic poem,
like the legends of Gisdhubar, they appear to

have some historical basis, such as the sweep-

ing of the land in remote days by a great

pestilence. As in the case of the Deluge, so

in this
;
the plague or visitation of the god

Dibbara was a punishment for sin apparently

against the god Bel. The legend, therefore,

begins by stating the command of the Gods
to Dibbara to go and destroy the wicked :

"Dibbara opened his mouth and said, I cry

unto all of you [people] ;
I will drive away

the former sin, for in my heart I am enraged
...Like a flock of sheep may they flee. Like

the spoiler of cultivated land and pasture land,

[may I sweep]. In the mouth even of a dog

reputation may they not have."

The close connection between the pestilence

-god and the war-god is shewn in this poem
by the narrative assuming the form of the de-

scription of a war or campaign by Dibbara

against his enemies, and the phraseology is of

a military character. Thus at the conclusion

of the fifth tablet we read :
" One shall slay

seven. All his cities turn thou to ruin and

heaps; his great spoil thou shalt carry away as

spoil from the midst, and all the productions
of the countries thou shalt seize.

"

In another part of this tablet a most

curious phrase occurs, whi^h affords a valu-

able illustration of the Hebrew idea of the

pestilence; we read :
" In the beginning of

the night I sent him." He is also called

"the chastising sword." We have here a

close parallel to the passage in the Psalms

(xci. 6) :" The pestilence that walketh in

darkness," while the latter epithet reminds

us of the drawn sword the Angel held over

Jerusalem during the three days' pestilence,

(2 Sam. xxiv. 16). The larger fragment of

tliese legends (M 55) abounds in orientalisms,

and it is sufficiently well preserved to be

translatable fully in parts :
—

Dibbara couches in the great gate on the

body of noble and slave
;

There he has fixed his seat.

The men of Babylon, even they themselves,
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are shut in.

Their curse thou art.

Thou tlirowest down, dust thou makest,

Oh, warrior Dibbara !

Thou departest not [when] thou goest to

another place.

Gnawing as a dog thou makest, and the

palace thou enterest.

They shall see thee, and throw away their

arms.

The high-priest of Babylon, the enticer to

evil, hardens his heart.

Go to that city whither I shall send thee,

Eeverence no man —fear not a soul.

The host of the king is gathered, and enter-

-eth the city.

Drawing the bow and piercing with the

sword,
The host of the bound ones he cuts down.

Their weapons thou breakest.

Their corpses, into the streets like the down-

-pour of rain, thou hast cast.

Their store-houses thou openest, and sweep-

-est [the food] into the river.

This extract abounds in fine similes indica-

-ting the poetic character of the work. One

of the most quaint metaphors, perhaps, is that

the pestilence departs not, when it goes to

another place
— an evidently poetical phrase

for the spread of the infection, which does not

leave one city to pass to another.

In the second column of tlie same tablet we

have a most valuable reference to the cultus of

the city of Erecli, one of the cities of Nimrod,

and the chief seat of the worship of Istar. The

pestilence now passes to—
Erech the dwelling of Anu and Istar,

The city of the handmaidens Samlchnt and

'Kharimat, companions of Istar.

Death they fear, and are delivered into my
hands.

They are slain. In the temple of Anu, the

priests the sacrifice-makers.

Who to deceive the peoiile of Istar their

manhood have turned away:

]) Two deifications of Pleasure and the Devotee—who

accfinii)''i"y l^tar the ftoddess of Love as her constant atten-

UanU in all her adventures

rnrrying swords, scrajiors. dupenTu] knives,

will) Imped to make glinl i1m> heart of Istar.

But, O fierce high priest ! the bowing down
of the face over tliem thou shalt make.

Their foundations and shrines I sweep

away.
Istar cried out with rage, and was grieved

over the city.

It is evident that the writer of this poem
was one who was opposed to the ])ccnliar

worship of Istar, the mother-guddess, whicli

was the same as that practised throughout all

Western Asia. This consisted in the service

of the temple by emasculated priests. From
a passage in the last column of the Text, in

which tlie writer speaks of tlie glory that shall

come to the city of Akkad after the pestilence

has visited all tlie surrounding lands, and es-

pecially Batnlon and Ereeh, cities of ijie

south, it is probable that he was an Alckad-

ian, or North Bal)ylonian. who was opposed
to the southern cities of Chaldea.

If tliis is proved to bo the case, as there is

strong reason to suppose, we have a cm-ious

parallel to the feud between Israel and Judah

so apparent in Hel)re\v literature.

The dread god now passes on from city to

city. The city of Duran "streamed with blood

—the people who dwell within it shake even as

the reeds," The small portion wliich remains

ofthe third column gives us an account of

the city of Kutu or Cuth, wherein was the

temple of the god of Death and Fcstilence.

Short as this passage is, it very valuable

as illustrating the eschatology of Clialdoa :
—

warrior Dibbnra the established in Kuta,
and the unestablislied in Kuta,

Those who sin against thee, and those who
do not sin agiiiiist thee.

All fear thee.

This extract illustrates a belief current in

Chaldea tluit Ciitlia was the abode of a dual

population of the living and the dead.

It was in this city that the great miracle-

play of tlie descent of Istar into Hades was

porfnnued, and tlie description of the under-

world there given is that of a ruined deserted
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city. The palace, dark and dreary, peopled

by disembodied souls clad in birdlike robes of

feathers flitting to and fro, feeding on mud
and dust, and shunning the light of day—
this was the abode of the trinity of death,

Dibbara, Aria and LazorNin-Kigal. In these

legends Dibbara has a friend and companion
who advises him, as Heabani was the mentor

of Gisdhubar. This companion is 7s?tr,
" the

burner, or fire." He is rather to be regard-

ed as the hot fever-demon than the fire-

god, and liis epithet of " the street traverser"

is applicable to him as the god of fever. This

companion of the plague-demon who is said

to come from the land of Khikhi, an ancient

name of the desert of the south-west, is prob-

ably to be identified with the demon of the

south-west wind. This wind, which blew

from the hot deserts of Arabia across the

marshes and lagoons of the Persian gulf, came

to the land laden with death. There is in

the Louvre a remarkable statue of this demon

represented as having four wings, the body
of a man with the claw-like feet of a gryphon
and the head, a half-decayed parched skull.

Special invocations against this demon, the
"
burner," as he is called, are found in the

legends and magical tablets.

B. W.

[The foregoing paper does not profess to treat the subject from a scientific point of view
;

hence the omission of certain lines, and the freeness of the translation.]

REVIEWS.

Decouvbrtes en Chaldee. Par Ernest

de Sarzec. Part i. Paris, 1884, &e.,J'ol.

Leroux.

This splendid work describes the explora-
tions undertaken by M. de Sarzec, the French

consul at Bussorah, which have resulted in

the discovery of a series of monuments of

Ancient Chaldea, for his Government, un-

equalled by any other collection. The statues

and carved objects show the astonishing pro-

gress which Chaldean art had attained at a

very early period, and present a remarkable

likeness to the work of the earliest dynast ;(^s

of Egypt. Indeed the resemblance between

the green diorite statues of Gudea, the pate-
si of Zergul or Lagas, the site of which is

marked by the mounds of Tel-Lo, and the

famous diorite statue of Kephren, is very

striking.
In the work before us, the results of the

explorations carried out by M. de Sarzec are

illustrated in the most lavish style. Tiie re-

production of the long inscription upon tlie

large statue of the king Gudea, by the process
of heliogravure, is most perfect, the form of

every character being clearly shewn. This in-

scription, over three hundred lines in length,

is the longest text in the Sumero-Akkadian

dialects wiiich has been preserved to us, and

contains matter of the greatest value to the

historian and philologist. The translation

of portions of these inscriptions recently pub-
lished by M. Amiand in the Zeitschrift fur
KeihchrtJ'tjoJScJrung, shews that at the time

wlien this document was written, B.C. 2500,
there was an intercourse of trade between the

South of Chaldea and the region of the Sin-

aitic peninsula. There is mention also of

wars and campaigns in the land of Ansan in

Elam, a land of the greatest importance in

the history of Western Asiatic civilization,

a region which was no doubt the cradle of

the Elamite civilization. One of the most

interesting objects here represented is a twelve

sided cylinder, ])earing a long inscription
of Gudea, partly tluplicate of the text upon
the stattie but which is especially interesting
as shewing that the cylinder, so extensively
used by the Assyrians and the later

Babylonians, was also in use in Chaldea iu

tlie earliest times.
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The great oare wliicli lias been expended by

the artist on tlie carving of the statues, not-

ably on the fine liead of red porphyry, has pre-

served to us a very valuable representation
of

the ancient human features. It is to be

hoped that the success of M de Sarzec's work

will encourage others to undertake explora-

tions in Chaldea,

Guide to the Antiquities in the Nimroud

Central Saloon, British Museum. Piih-

lished hy the Trustees. London, 18SG.

In this little work Mr Pinches continues

the description of Assyrian antiquities in

the British Museum, which he commenced

in his former guide to the Koyunjik gallery.

The rapidly increasing interest in Assyrian

and Babylonian archaeology has rendered tlie

publication
of a more detailed guide than

that embodied in the " General (iuidc to the

Collections in the British Museum" necessary,

and the work which Mr Pinches has prepar-

ed will be Avelcomed by students, as well as

the fjeneral public, as supplying a long felt

want. The antiquities in the Central Saloon

have chielly been obtained by Sir Austen H.

Lavard during his explorations in the mound

of Nimroud, the site of the ancient city of

Calah, the capital of the middle Assyrian em-

pire; to these have been added the antiquities

obtained from this site, and in the neighbour-

ing mound of Ballawat. In addition, there

are now arranged in this saloon a very impor-

tant scries of Babylonian antiquities, chiefly

the results of Mr Rassam's explorations at

Aboo-Hubba,the ancient Sippara, and in tlie

ruins of Babylon, Borsippa, and Cutha. The

author has (fivided his work into tw(^ parts.

The first portion is descriptive of the objects

from Assyria, and the second and larger part,

of those from Chaldea.

In the work now before us, there are to be

noticed several improvements on the former

guides, such as the introduction of translations

of the' most important inscri])tions; among

others, the standurd inscription (.f Assur-nasir-

abla,(B.C.885),
the inscription on the four

statues of the god Nebo dedicated by the pre-

fect Bel-tarsi-ili, for the preservation
of the

lives of Rinmianu-nirari, and his queen Sam-

muramat, &c. In the Babylonian section, the

verj- full translations given of legal, con-

tract, and other tablets, afford the visitor to

the gallery an insight into Chaldean life and

manners, such as could not otherwise be ob-

tained without very extensive reading.

In the Assyrian portion the author has al-

lowed a mistake to appear which we hope to

see corrected in the next edition. The iden-

tification of the region of Sa-ijiiri-su with

Samaria certainly cannot be proved, and has

the effect of making Benhadad and Hazael

appear as Israelite kings. It can be no other

than Damascus. In the analysis of the Black

Obelisk, also, the geographical details are

not as clear as they might be made. For ex-

ample, the author has failed to recognise the

Sukhai as the Shuhites of the Book of Job,

(viii. 1), or the land of the Patinai as the

Batenea of the classics.

In the Babylonian section, ^\x Pinches

displays his well-known mastery of the difficul-

ties of the literature of the Southern empire.

From the inscriptions exhibited aird described,

we are now able to understand very clear-

ly the remarkably popular character of the

literature of Chaldea, and the extensive pat-

ronage it received from all classes. In As-

syria literature was essentially a product of the

state, all the libraries were royal libraries,

and all the works bore the ascription of tha

king. In Chaldea the support of the art of

letters extended to the lowest ranks, and we

find even workmen, gardeners and irrigators

dedicating tablet-books to the temple libraries.

From the largt^ number of legal and con-

tract tablets,thre is mucli valuable information

as to the commercial ami social life of I'abylon

from the sixth to the first century before the

Christian era.

L'lNCORPORATIOy VeUI^ALE EN AcCADIEN,

par G. Bertin. Reprinted from the Revue

(Vassjirinlogie et archcohgie orientale, vol.

i., Nos. 3 &4. Paris, 1886.

This work consists of two articles publii'hed

in the "Revue d'assyriologie et d'archoologio

orientale," in which Mr Bertin treats in a very

detailed manner oF one of the most important,

and at tlie same i iiiie most complicated, sections

of Akkadian grammar. In the analysis; of the

various forms (he author shews very clearly

the agglutinative character of the language.
K.A.
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Another value for the character k,if or

k.rl (Sayce, Gram. SyHabary, No. '11;

Tiiiches, TiX/s, Signlist, No 18) is tal

or dad. These values are used not uiifre-

(jucntlv in late- Babylonian texts. The
value dad is found in the word imaddad,

and the root tnadadu, in the texts in

(|uestion, seems not to have the meaning
of " to measure," but " to commit "

(a

crime). T.G.P.

A paper entitled
" The Erechites lament

over the Desolation of his Fatherland^ is

unavoidably postponed till next month for

want of space.
* * *

It is difficult to give in a short space all

the details of the Orientalist Congress,
which took place at Vienna, and lasted

from September 27th to October 2nd. The

gathering was, however, highly successful,

and the papers were of great value and

interest. We can do but little more here

than note the more important. Dr C
Bezold, of Munich, read some rem:u"ks upon
his

"
Prolegomena to an Assyrian Gram-

mar ;" Mr. 8. A. Smith (U.S A.) gave a

new and thoroughly revised translation of

the principal inscription of As8urbanip:il

(Cylinder A), and the Rev J. N. Strass-

maier, S J., made a statement on the

inscriptions of Nabonidus which he has

recently copied Prof. J. Oppert also

treated of some of the so-called juridical

texts, dating from about 2.500 P5 C. One
of the most valuable communications,

however, was an explanation h^ the Kev.

W. H. Hechler, Chaplain to tiie British

Embassy at Vienna, of his Chart of Hiblical

Chronology, extending from the death of

Solomon to the close of Old Testament

history. Tne author, who has been engaged
on this work for the last sixteen years, has

incorporated all the latest researches of

Assyriologists and others, referring to the

formerly unknown kings of iiabylon,

Assyria, and Egypt. This communication
was made first in English, and afterwards

in German. The lecturer also showed
some of the oldest inscriptions known, these

being of the time of Gudea, 2500 or 2700

years B.C. They had recently reached

him from the ruins known as Tel Loh in

South liabylonia, the site of the an-ient

Lagas. Prof. Honunel, of Munieh, joined
in the diseussion, and ))i'oniise(l aif accurate

description for the Congress, of tiiese old

Babylonian records. These texts are of

great importance and one of them refers to

a city, the name of which is wi-itten with
the same ideographs as that of the city
Nineveh, by which name it may also have
been called. Prof. Hominel, however, reads

the name as ghanna ki {=.(ianna ki),

seemingly on account of the sign ga (ha)
within It is said to be likely that the
Kev. W. II. Hechler's historical chart
will be introduced into the Austrian scho 'Is.

Dr Jeremias spoke of the important
As-yrian dictionary now being compiled
by Prof. Fried Delitzsch, who has been

working upon it in London ibr the last

three weeks, and studying the many docu-

ments of the British Museum
The next Congress of Orientalists, which

will take place in two years time, will be

held at Stockholm.

As we are going to press, we receive the

prospectusof Dr P. Delitzsch's "Assyrisclies

VVorterbuch,' and as this work will doubt-

less prove of great value to scholars, copies
of the prospectus accompany this number
of the " Kecord

"

* * *

Will a contributor give the historv of

the Akkadian decipherment and the cryj)to-

graphic hypothesis, and explain how the

two now stand ?

What are the various epithets given to

the languages in cuneiform inscriptions,
as

"
tongue of slaves,"

" of women,
'

&c. ?

Is the forgery of Assyro-Babylonian clay
tablets still going on? And by what means
can a false tablet be detected?

What was probably the true pronouncia-
tiou of the consonant transcribed by the

older school of Assyriologists as v or m,
and b}' the younger school as m ?

Special attention is drawn to the section
"
Queries," as by means of this monthly

medium a great many interesting questions,

obscure, probably, simply because attention

has not been drawn to them, may be

elucidated. \Edit.'\

Printed for the Proprietor at 51, Knowlo Road, Brixton, S. W., and published by him there ;
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''THE BURNING FIERY FURNACE.

WHE>f the first Cuneiform Inscriptions

were deciphered, it was predicted that the

Assyriological researches would throw a new

liglit on many passages (>f the Bible. No

prediction has been so well fulfilled
;
for many

statements contained in the Old Testament

have already been onfirmed, and many ob-

scure points elucidated. But much more

still remains to be done
;
and the cuneiform

texts might explain things which areeyennow

enigmatic or unsatisfactorily interpreted.

The book ol Daniel,' for instance, tells us

how the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar

threatened to cast into the "
burning fiery

furnace," Shadrach, Meshach, and A bednego,

on their refusal to worship the golden image

set up on the plain of Dura, and how, on seeing

the three young Jews persisting in their re-

fusal, he commanded that the furnace be

heated " seven times more than it was wont

to bfc heated."

According to some eastern traditions, this

is not the only instance of a Babylonian

king having cast into the furnace those who

refused to worship his idols. In the Koran

Abraham is said to have been treated in the

same way for having destroyed the Babylonian

idols.2

What were these furnaces always burning?

and why was this punishment chosen in pre-

ference to any other?

To these two questions answers may be

found in Babylonian customs, of which we

were ignorant, l)ut which have now been re-

vealed by the AssyrioKigical discoveries and

cuneiform studies. One of these customs

was the burning of the dead—what we call

cremation. This was so unexpected, and the

idea of a .Semitic pojnilation disposing of

their dead by annihilating them by fire, was

so adverse to all that was accepted, that it

was at first rejected. George Smith was the

first, I believe, who admitted the possibility

of such a custom; but, even with a clear text

before him, he did so timidly. The text pub-

lished by hiin^ is a fragment of the Babylon-

ian royal Canon, which gave the list of all

the kings, with the length of their reigns,

and, in some instances, a few remarks about

them; in the case of Simnias-sihu, it is stated

that " he was burned in the palace of Sa^

gina."

The text of the tablet is written principally

in ideograms, and by means of Akkadian

words and even verbal forms
;
but the whole

is to be read in Semitic Babylonian, the Ak-

kadian words and verbal forms being consi-

dered as ideographic groujis, as happens often

in more modern texts, even in private con-

tract tablets. If there were any doubt as to

the text having to be road in Semitic Babyl-

onian, it would be removed by the presence

in it of prepositions, and not postposition •*,

as Akkadian would require, and of few Semitic

1) Dan. iii.

2) This legend has been rejected as apocryphal by most Orientalists, no doubt because

it is not mentioned in the Bible, and it is said to have arisen from a mis translation. Hut

the legend is also accepted by the Syrian Christians, (See Salo\s Al honoi, pp. 24;") & L'lG.)

3) Transl. of the S. B. A., vol. iii, p.a71.

Vol. I—No. 2, [17]
1>k«' 1««6.
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words phonetically written.

The passage referred to aboye runs thus :

Ina e-kal Sar-gina ki-bir,^
" he was burned

in the palace of Sargina. The tablet con-

tains three other similar statements, in which

ki-bir must be equally translated by
" was

bumod." This word is written phonetically

^J^ -^t^, ki-hir, and is very likely of pure

Semitic origin. It must be acknowledged,

however, that in the other Semitic tongues the

corresponding words have the meaning

of to inter, like the Arabic .Jj, and the

Hebrew l^p, but we must only see in these
~
'T

different adaptations of the word the con-

sequence of its being taken to mean " to

dispose of the dead," without reference to the

manner in wliich it was carried out.

The ideograph J[^, which is to be read

ki-bir, leaves no doubt as to the mean-

ing "to burn." It is explained in a syllabary*

explanation knlu,
" to burn." In other cases

this sign is explained by "fire" and "
flame."^

There is, therefore, very little doubt as to ki-

bir meaning
" to burn."*

How we find this Semitic word, meaning

primitively "to bury," used by the Akkadians

and Babylonians in their respective languages
with the meaning of " to burn the dead,

"
is

simple to explain. The early Semites probably
used to bury their dead, as was customary

among their kindred of Syria and Arabia.

When the Akkadians invaded Mesopotamia,

they introduced their custom of burning the

dead; but in consequence of the intercourse

of every day life, their borrowing the Semitic

word for burial gave it naturally the meaning
carried ly their own way of disposing of their

dead. The Babylonians having adopted, to

a great extent, the religion and customs of the

conquerers, accepted also the new meaning

by kilitu, a "
burning;

"
in another syllabarye given to their word for

" to bury," which came

the pronunciation ki-bir and gibil is given in t^i^n to mean " to burn.
"

the first column, the former being the dialec-

tical or Sunierian, and the latter the Akkad-

ian, forms of the word; butas noticed by Geo.

Smith, it is also used in Assyrian under the

form of kibiruj With the prefix of wood,

the same sign, i^ \^^ is given as the ideo-

graphic name of several kinds of woods—
used in funerals, no doubt, to burn the dead

—and is translated in Assyrian by kibirru

and niakkadu
; glosses in the non-Semitic

column give the pronunciation kibir in the

first case, and giskibir in the otlier. Another

syllabary gives also gibil as one of the Ak-

Another fact which supports the argument
in favour of the existence of tliis custom

among the Babylonians and Assyrians is, that

nowhere in IVIesopotamia do we find tombs

which might be assigned to them.

Sir H. Layard noticed that all the funereal

remains are found in the mounds formed by

the ruins, but over the palaces or temples,

leaving no doubt as to their having been

placed there after the destruction of the

monuments. Some tombs contained sarco-

phagi, but these are undoubtedly Parthian
;

others contained small stone cases or large

kadian readings of J^^^T, with the Assyrian clay vases, and belong no doubt to the Sas-

4) Transl. of the S. B. A., vol. iii. p.iJ74:,

5) W. A. I. II. iv. 6.5.').

6) ibid. III. Ixx. 195 & 196.

7)S. B. A. p. Tlu.

8) Prof. Sayce's Syllabary, No. 244.

The reason why the word kibir is in the syllabary generally found in the non-Semitic

column is easy to ex})lain. At the time of the Semitic renaissance, when the syllabaries were

written, the Babylonian grammarians, or rather coTuinentators, not being able to connect the

word kibir,
" to bum," with any Semitic root of kindred meaning, and having no idea that

the Word meaning primitively "to bury," had changed its meaning into "to burn" with the

change of custom, took it to be of Akkadian )rigin.
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sanian period^ : while tlie clay vases contain-

ing lialt'-chaired bones must be assigned to

the Greek period. None of these funereal

monuments bear any inscription. This fact

alone excludes all idea of their being Assyr-

ian or Babylonian; for, among people having

such a high esteem for literary works,

the funereal monuments would certainly be

covered with inscriptions.

But how are we to explain that the Baby-
lonians have left no trace of their funereal

customs in monuments ? It can be explained

in two ways. They may have had a custom

similar to that of the Brahminic population of

India, who throw the ashes of their burnt

relatives into the river Ganges, believing

that these ashes are carried up the river

to the land of the Blessed
;
the Babylonians,

if they had the same idea, would have thrown

the ashes into the Tigris or Ea})lirate3, as

they thought that the land uf the Blessed

was at the mouth of these two rivers. '^ The

other explanation is that the Babylonians,

having for their object the annihilation of the

body, would leave the corpse in the cremat-

orium till it was entirely consumed, and

would not gather any remains. They

had, no doubt, in every city a special furnace

kept always burning, to consume the corpses

as soon as life was extinct.

We are not, therefore, surprised to see the

Babylonian king thrcaieuing to cast the

young Jews into the furnace which was kept

always burning, as implied by his order that

it should be heated seven times more than

usual.

The Babylonians had, no doubt, a special

reason for choosing this strange way of an-

nihilating those they considered as impious.

There was certainly a mystic idea in their

mind as to consumption by fire.

Cremation has been advocated in our own

time on sanitary grounds. Its partisans ar-

gue that the living must be thought of before

the dead, and that the corpses being reduced

to ashes all danger of spreading disease is

aToided. The Babylonians appear, indeed, to

have been the precursors of our modern crem-

ationists; fire was in their eyes the great

purifier morally as well as physically.

This character of purifier is well illustrated

by a bilingual incantation preserved in a tablet

now in the British Museum^'; the poet ad-

dresses the Fire as a god, calling him by
his Akkadian name gibil. The Assyrian

translation leaves this name untranslated, but

as we have seen gibil is the Akkadian form

of the Semitic kibir, it therefore is the burner

or god of burning, and the same word as that

used to describe the burning of the dead.

The incantation runs as follows :—
god Gibil ! great prince who risest over

the land;
Warrior son of the abyss, who risest over

the land;
Gibil ! thou bringest light with thy fire;

Thou makest bright the house of darkness;
Thou fixest the destiny of every thing wliich

has a name;
Thou art the improver of copj ler with lead ;

^'

Thou art the polisher+of silver and gold;
Tliou art the companion of the goddess

Ninkasi;
Thou art the one who hast power to tnni the

breast of the wicked;

9) See Layard's Nineveh, popular edition.

10) Tninsl. of the S. B. A. vol. ui. 567.

11) W. A. I. IV. xiv. No. 2.

12) That is,
' the maker of bronze.' The Assyrian transl. is 'the mixer of copper AloAd.'

•^ f.iterally, 'the one who makes silver and gold shine."

\6) It is (lillicult to say if in the last 3 Unes, the child of God,' i. «., Mhe rightful mftn,'or

the god hiniBclf, is meant. This incantation has been translatc<l by l)r Ojipert, M. Lenor-

mant, and many others. It is not thought necessary, therefore, to give the text and the

transliteration here. The Assyrian is not always the exact rendering of the Akkadian ; for

instance, the Assyrian scribe writes: 'in the middle of the sky,' no doubt to avoid repeating

the same line as the last but two.
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Mayest thoumake 3hine the limbs of the child

May he shine like the sky! [of God!

May he shine like the earth!

May he shine hke the sky !*3

It is evident from this incantation that

fire was considered as the purifier and the

improver morally as well as physically. The

annihilation of the body by fire had, therefore,

for its object the purification and the improve-

ment of the soul; by burning the body the

soul, which always had a kind of attraction

for its material envelope, even after death, was

delivered from the burden of its corpse and

broken from all material connexion.

This purification is also very apparent in

the Babylonian religious poetry. The material

evil, that is disease, and the moral evil, that

is sin, was, according to the Babylonian, always

the work of some evil spirit, called Utuk, Gallu,

&c. When a Babylonian was ill, or when he

thought he was in a state of sin, it was pract-

ically the same as to be possessed by some

evil spirits; to be cured physically or morally

he had to drive away the evil spirits by means

of incantations or charms. For that purpose

the supplicant went into the temple, and

standing before the blazing altar, he recited

the incantation. He held in his hand pieces

of ribbon, of cloth, of thread, seed or other

objects, and assuming that the evil spirits had Jews into the furnace was, therefore, to purify

passed from his body into them, he threw them, that is, to send away from their bodies

them into the fire one by one, saying : the evil spirits who possessed them and made

•'May he be burned like this reed! may he be them, from the Babylonian point of view, bias-

ritual translated from Akkadian; but as it

was to be recited by the laic supplicant, the

Akkadian is not given. Akkadian was, it is

to be remembered, like Latin for the Roman

Church, the religious language. The scribe

who made the translation, however, wishing
no doubt to preserve as much as possible the

character of the original, transcribed the Ak-

kadian ideograms, to be read then as Semitic

words.

Like this plant he is cut, and, in the fire

Of the consuming god Gibil, he is burnt;
It shall grow no more in the furrows;
It shall not be placed in a pot or in a vase;
It shall not take its food from the ground;
Its seed shall not come up, and the sun shall

not shine on it;

It shall not be taken to adorn the god or the

king, &c.

And the supplicant adds :

The sickness is in my body, in my flesh, in

my veins.

Like this plant may it be cut;

In the fire of the god Gibil may it be burnt;

May the plague go out, and myself may I

see the light !

In other words: May the evil spirits which

cause my disease be destroyed, and may
I be purified,'*

The object of the Babylonians in casting the

consumed like this cloth! &c."

A tablet,!* now in the British Museum, con-

tains a collection of incantations of this kind.

The text is written in Semitic Babylonian,

but with such a profusion of ideograms and

Akkadian expressions used ideographically,

pheme the gods.

Many years ago I suggested that the custom

of burning the dead had been imported into

Greece from Mesopotamia through Asia

Minor. 18 If such is the case, we must find

among the Greeks a religious conception, simi-

that Unes now and then might be taken for lar to that of the Babylonians, concerning the

Akkadian. The order of the words alone practice, for a custom is always the expression

shows that we have a Semitic text; the reason of a certain view, as the burning of the dead

is no doubt that we have in it a piece of the grew among the Alvkadians from the mystic

14) w. A. ivrvTTl
~

15) As my object is not to give a philological interpretation of the text, which, on account

of its ideographic character, would require a great development, and would extend too long,

I only give the translation of one passage as an illustration. It has also been translated and

publislied by M. Lennnnant.

16) The Antiquary, vol. i., p. 176; (^April, 1880).
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idea of purifying the body, or rather of anni-

hilating the body to purify the soul.

The Greek*; liad indeed a view of cre-

mation very similar to that of the Babylon-
ians; like tliein they burnt their dead to purify
them, or rather to dehver them from all mat-
erial parts; if they gathered piously the ashes

or a few charred bones from the funeral pyre,
it was by a refined feeling of respect to keep
a kind of memento of the departed.

The idea of the purifying nature of fire

was equally strong among tlie Greeks, so

much so in fact that the burning of the body
became a part of the apotheosis. Tho soiil

being immortal participates, in their mind,
in the divine essence of the gods, and it was

prisoner in the material body; the destruction

of this body by fire was the liberation of the

soul and at the same time its purification of all

the pollutions which it might have received

during its association with its mortal envelope.
Before being placed among the gods, Hercules
has to ascend the pyre. There are many other

cases mentioned by the classics in which im-

mortality is acquired by means of fire,

and this is the material development of the

idea of purification by fire.

Perhaps we might trace to the same con-

cept ion the monstrous custom of the Phen'«

cians of burning their own children as ofiferings
to their god.
We might also trace back to the same

source many otiier customs, but what has
been said is enough to shew what was the

mystic idea from which sprung the custom
of the burning of the dead.

In conclusion, it may be Paid that when
Nebuchadnezzar ordered the three young
.Tews to be cast into the "burning fiery fur-

nace,"itwas not through the capricious cruelty
of a despot. The Babylonian king, who
knew how to acknowledge the merits of

Daniel, must have been above such petty acts;
he was a great statesman, and was also apious
man, having in view the glory of his gods
and the prosperity of his country, but ordering
those who, in his judgment, were blaspheming
the gods, to be cast into the furnace, he had
for object, neither to take a mean revenge nor

to inflict a cruel punishment, but to drive away
from the blasphemers' bodies the evil spirits
who possessed them. Hence his quick conver-

sion,when he found that the God of the Jews
had preserved the three young men unhurt in
" the burning fiery furnace !"

George Bertin.

THE ERECHITE'S LAMENT
OVER THE DESOLATION OF HIS FATHERLAND.

In connection with the paper, published many improved readings have thereby come
in the first number of the Record, on Sin- to light.

gasid's gift to the temple of Lugal-banda,
1 give herewith a kind of penitential psalm,
written in the Sumerian dialect, and accomp-
anied by a translation into Semitic Babylonian,
This interesting composition, if not actually

written and sung after the carrying away

Tliis fragment,as published, begins with the

reverse of the text, and breaks off when rather

less than half-way through it. Of the obverse,

which is unpubh'shcd, the remains only of

about sixteen lines at the bottom are left.

It refers to the devastation wrought by an
of the statue of the goddess Nana by the enemy in the city of Erech. This same

Elamites, miglit well have chanted by the

desolate Erechites on tliat occasion. Tlie

text is published in Vol. IV of tlie Citni'i-

form Inscriptiom of Western Asia, pl.l9, N<>.

3. The transcription and transaltion here

given, however, are based on several recent ische Busspsnlmen, pji. 74 78
and most careful collations of the text, and

1. Li-sf UMtiN'-MP [Miii.n MAf';] masta(;a'(?)/a i>r k]in-kaih-ta ?
2. Adi, matim bcUi, nakru gahhi mnUak-ki iiniiC ?

subject is continued on tlie reverse, and ends

with a kind of litany. Translations of this

most interesting text have hi-cii given by
Prof. F, Jlomuiel, in his work Die Semiten,

p. 225, and by Dr. Zimmern, in his lialj/lon-

1) The original lias t])«> rh»vfM'ior nml whh f^nl insidt'. insfead of /vr/- a? in ihi' svllabnriep.
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How long, my lady, shall the strons* enemy hold thy sanctuary ?

3. Uru (eri) saoa-zu, UNnf;-(D. S.)-so imma-imma bav-mar
;

4. Jna dli-ki r-e-'tt Uruk, srhnii ittaskan
;

In thy glorious city, Erech, want has come on;
5. E-CLI5AR, E-BARA-ZU, a MUPA-DIM MUN?nM-E\ :

6. Ina J^-ulba?-, bit piristiki, dami lima me innakku ;

In E-ulbar, tlie house of tliy oracle, blood is flowing like water;

7. KURKCR NIGINAZU BIL MUNDAfsafi], SEMUR-DIM BA-DDH.

8. Ina naphar matati-ki iSatam iddima kiina tumri ispnk.
In all thy lands he has placed fire, and poured it out like hail.

9. UmUN MB GULA MAG-BI LALANI.
10. Belli, tna'dis mlpuli sandaku ;

My lady, greatly am I bound up with misfortune
;

11. UnUM-MB SIRSIRATA GIGA BANDUE.
12. (Belti) ttil-attirinvima marsis tusiminni.

My lady, thou ha^t surrounded me and placed me in grief.

13. (mubb) Kur magam gi as-dim munsiosigi
;

14. Nakru dannu kima kane idi usippdni ;

The mighty enemy has smitten (?) me down like a single reed
;

ir». DlMMU NUMBNDIB, NI-MU NUMUSTUGMEN ;

16. Teme ul sabtaku, ramant id hasaku :

1 cannot take counsel, myself 1 am not wise
;

17. Zbgadim 0-mioa munsessss

18. Kima suse musam u urri adammum.
Like the fields night and day I mourn.

19. Mae, eriza uoul-anmama.
20. Anaku, arad-ki utnen-ki.

I, thy servant, pray to thee.

21. SA-ZB GENKBE, BARAK-ZU GENsIdE.

May thy heart take rest, may thy disposition be softened.

22. . . asera sa-zu

. weeping, (u^'^j) thy heart (take rest).

23. ...... SA-ZU

(may) thy heart (take rest).

24. ..... . . SBR8UR(?)ANS[B.'
save (?) thou !

FREE RENDERING.
How long, my lady, shall the strong enemy hold thy sanctuary ?

There is want in Erech, thy glorious city;

Blood is flowing like water in E-ulbar, the house of thy oracle;

He has kindled and poured out fire like hailstones on all thy lands.

My lady, sorely am I fettered by misfortune;

My lady, thou hast surrounded me, and brought me to grief.

The mighty enemy has smitten me down like a single reed.

Not wise myself, I cannot take counsel;
I mourn day and night like the wide fields.

T, thy servant pray to thee.

Let thy heart take rest, let thine anger be softened.

The twentyfir^t and following lines, which are, as before remarked, written as a kind of

litany, are in the Sumcrian language only, and it is very probable that the remainder of

the text was exclusively in that language. The accompanying plate gives the cuneiform text of

this interesting psalm. Tneo. G. Pinches.

2) Or, ... garjnisih.
" make thou.''
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GLEANINGS FROM CLAY COMMENTARIES. — No. I.

"The moon and the stars which Tlcou luist ordained." ...Vsaln. viii. 3.

The recovery of the " records of the past,"

which has resulted from tlie discovery of the

inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia, has

been the means of restoring to us long lost

chapters of the world's history ;
and we are

thus able to test the accuracy of the Hebrew

historians by a strict and continuous canon

of contemporary documents. It is not in

the field of liistory alone that this ancient

literature has proved of value to the student

of the Scriptures.

From the libraries of the cities and temples

of Chaldea, and the palaces of Nineveh, have

come a vast number of clay books, whose im-

perishable pages have preserved the sacred

hterature of the ancestors of the Hebrew na-

tion. From these we can learn the religious

thoughts and aspirations of the servants of

Assur and Merodach preserved to us in a lang-

uage akin to the Hebrew, In these sacred

pages we see the same pious feelings of the

heart in words and phrases identical with those

already familiar to us from the Scriptures, and

thus these restored volumes are jilaced before

us a? valuable clay commentaries, to aid us in

explaining the beauties of the Hebrew writings.

It is only those who have wandered from

our humid nortliern clime, with its clouded

and leaden skies, and spent their nights be-

neath the clear azure dome of an eastern sky,

who can understand how vast a factor the stars

are, by their pure brilliancy, by their innumer-

able host, and the systematic and regular

character of their movements, in proclaiming
to men the illimitable power and guidance of

the hand of the divine creator. To warm
blooded races such asthe Hebrews and theArabs
—ever in commune with nature, ever using
her myriad beauties as instruments of poetic

thought and expression — the stars were a

source of boundless inspiration. The shep-

lierd, who passed tho lung night watches in

lonely guard, found in t]i(>m a cnuiitorpart of

iiia flock on earth. Kach minniug as the sun

rose and veiled the stars by its brightness, it

was to him but tlie folding of the celestial tlock.

each night once more to be scattered over the

celestial field. It must have been some such

communing with the host of heaven which in-

spired the royal Psalmist of Israel, perhaps in

liis youth on the plains about Bethlehem, with

such a beautiful pastoral simile as that ex-

pressed in the words, "He telleth the number
of the stars, and giveth them all their names."

(Ps. cxlvii. 4). How often must he as a lad

have waited eagerly for the "
singing of the

morning stars," (Job xxxviii. 7), for that

flickering light in which the stars of the twi-

light (Job iii. 9) gradually fade away. It

must have been oft with the same longing as

that so beautifully expressed by an Arab poet,

Al Nabiga, who thus describes a long night
as : "A night so long tliat T say to my-
self, it has no end, and the Slieplierd of the

Stars will not come back today." In the

Psalms, and in that most pastoral of all the

Hebrew writings, the book of Job, the stars

are a source of many beautiful similes and

poetic outpourings of the heart.

To the Hebrew it was forbidden to find an

expressionof his wondering admiration in wor-

ship of these bright orbs of heaven (Deut. iv.

19) : but oilier nations of the same family,

Assyrians, Chaldeans and Arabs, blended

largely in their creeds the worship of the ce-

lestial host.

The Chaldeans have ever been regarded,

and justly so, as the fathers ofAstronomy and

Astrology. Those ancient star-gazers who, in

their nomad life, had communed hour after

hour in wondering awe with the stars that had

guideil tlieni across the deserts, and seen in

tliein the heralds of coming heat or drought,
had learned to read with no moan skill the

bo«)k of heaven. In their astronomical books,

many of which are in tlie British Museum, we
find nuinerons striking parallels to the Hebrew

writings : and tlius they afford u.s valuable
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commentaries on tho sacred writings. The

frequent reference to the stars in their in-

numerable character in such passages as : "I

will multiply thy seed as the stars of the

heaven"(Gen.xxii.l7); "tell the stars if thou

be able to tell them"(Gen.xv.5); has its exact

counterpart in the Inscriptions : for the great

conquerer Assur-bani-pal speaks of his booty

of sheep oxen and camels as being "without

number as the stars of heaven," (Smith, Hist.

p.86.) In like manner the pastoral similes

above referred to are to be found in the In-

scriptions. The name given to the planets

by Akkadians was Lubat, which is translat-

ed by tsenu,'' sheep,"the Hebrew Tson, while

they were also called Ailu, bellwethers or

leaders of the flock (Is.xiv. 9). So also the

pole-star is called
" the star of the flock of

the many sheep of heaven," and in a hymn
we meet with the expression,

" the stars of

heaven in their courses like sheep." In the

tablets this same pastoral tone is prevalent,

and it is remarkable, as has been ali-eady

noted, that but few omens in the " book of

the Illumination of Bel,
"
as the great work

on astronomy is called, relate to cities. The

following may be quoted :
" The star on high

rises, and to rain it points. The star of

tlie eagle is observed; the cattle decrease."

Another omen, evidently the deduction of a

nomad tribe, reads thus : "The moon, at its ap-

pearance with the rising sun, is seen. The gods
the fields of the land to evil assign ;

Bel cour-

age to the enemy gives." This points directly

to the dark nights under which the ghazzi,

or tribal raid, could advance—a time often

sung of by the Arab poets.

Among the tablets obtained by Mr Rassam

from Babylonia is a valuable astronomical list.

This tablet bears a docket stating that it was

Kima lahri su sadir-va hari, "like its old

copy written and explained," and that it was

a tablet saga E-zida" the property of the

temple of Ezida," (tl e h upe of life), the

temple of Nebo in the ciiy of Borsippa, the

ruins of which are marked by the mound of

the Birs Nimroud. We know moreover the

name of the ancient astronomer who edited

this new edition of this ancient work; it is

Nahu^lddina-akha (Nebo has given a bro-

ther) the son of Arkat-ilani-damkati (From
the gods is fortune), who placed it in the

library of the temple. This tablet proves

most clearly the naming of the stars, and

some of the names are of great interest. The

star of the god Merodach is called "the king,"

while two stars termed "the star of the flock"

and "the star of stars" are called "the star of

of the weapon of the hands of Merodach." The

star of the "
Hyena" is the god Anu. Venus

as evening star is called Nabat A-aMa6zt,pro-

claimer of the star. The star of the Lady was

the " star of Venus of Babylon ." Two other

stars of special interest are the "star of the

Horse ," dedicated to the god of the whirlwind,

reminding us of the Maruts and their horses

in the Vedic mythology, also of the Hebrew

expressions:
" He rode upon a cherub and did

fly. Yea, he flew swiftly upon the wings of

the wind (Ps.xviii.lO)." Also:"To him that

rideth upon the heavens of heavens (Ps.lxviii.

33). Again : "Behold the Lord rideth upon
a swift clor.d"(Isa.xix.l). So also the star

whose Akkadian name was "the star who

speaks before the day," is called
" the river of

the day." or day-spring or dawn, sometimes

called nam sa yumi, the river of day, so well

referred to in the Holy Scriptures : "He
causeth the dayspring to know its place," (Job

xxxviii. 12),

More sombre are the titles,
" the star of

the serpent, sacred to the goddess Nin-kigal,
the "lady of the great land," that is, the

goddess of death. The serpent was called

Binut aralli," offspring of the grave," so

the star became the star of death : as there

was a star of Death so there was kakabu

haladhum,
" the star of life." Other stars in

this list were "
bright star," the star Iku or

Dilgan, called the star of the land of Babylon,

Among the stars none was more important
tlian the morningstar whicli came as a brilliant

forerunner of thf> Lord of Light. We iind

the morning stars Venus and Mereurv called
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REMARKS.

The accompanying- plate (which is a reproduct-
ion of a pen and ink drawing) shows the upper

part of the reverse of a large bilingual tablet,

the lines of which, ( with the exception of four

at the end), are alternately Sumerian and

Senritic Babylonian or Assyrian. The

lines written in Sumerian arc distinguished

from the others by their beginning at the very

edge of the clay tablet. In drawing this text,

I have tried to reproduce all the peculiarities

of the writing of the original.

In addition to the Sumerian lines being

written more to the left, the scribe has also

taken extra care to get these lines straight,

by ruling with a rectangular straight-edge or

the handle of his stilus, lines against which

he has ranged the tops (not the bottoms, as

with us), of the characters. His writing,

however, has an upward tendency, so that

tliough eacii line is fairly begun, j'cl his

guiding lines go through the middle of the

characters towards the ends of the line. Where
the characters are close together, the guiding
line has become obliterated by what is tech-

nically known among die-sinkers as
" the burr,"

and is therefore invisible.

As inilicated on the accompanying plate,

each line is, in the original, divided into two

parts, probably to mark the metre.

At the end of 1. 16, the scribe seems to

have wavered between hu and ki {hasaki for

hnsakii), hence the corner-wedge which I have

reproduced. Ifasaku is, however, apparently
the right reading. In three cases the lines

of the translation extend beyond the surface

of the reverse on to the edge of the clay tablet.

T.G.P.
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by deeply suggestive and interesting names, and similar points for consideration in another

But we must reserve further remarks on this paper.

W. St Chad BoscAvras.

-^—5^ -^-^ -JC—J<—J{-

THE KUSHITES—WHO IVERE THEY f

I. THE BIBLICAL EVIDENCE.. S'lhteka, which survivcd in the names

1. In the ethnographical table of the of Tamydaces and Samyd ice^, town and

10th chapter of Genesis Kush appears as river on the shores of Cararn mia.

one of the sons of Ham with Misraim, Put, 3. Therefore this biblical list of popu-
andKanaar. In hist coical tinjes, as shown lations descendant from Kush extends

by the Egyptian inscriptions, the race c{ from African Ethiopia to the boiders of

Kush was identified wiih the Ethiopian Gedrosia. Let us see how it is confirmed

populations of the South of Nubia, on the by evidence from other sources,

upper course of the Nile, But the schohvrs n. the historical & ETHNicai. EVIDENCE,

who have investigated the matter all agree 4. Tlie Kushites ot antiquity, along
to admit that in Genesis this nauje, like the shores of the Southern O.ean from
that of Ethiopians in classical geography, Abyssinia to India, have remained famous

had a much wider meaning. in the traditions and semi-mythological
2. 1 he extensive sense is proved by accounts of a prehistoric ])eriod. Tiieir

the list given in the, biblical text of the activity in trade, their boldness in seafar-

sons of Kush, which follows a regular ing expeditions, and the extensive spread

geographical order from the west to the of civilization which followed their efforts

east.^ have won fnr them a lasting fame. But

Seha^ on the Eed Sea, north of the the historical data concerning their deeds

Straits of Bab el-Mandeb. have to be inferred from shadowy and

Havilah, which must be distinguished nearly faded away traditions, lost in the

from the Yagtanide people of the same mist of antiquity, and a few vague state-

name, and represents the Arabites on the ments of historical authors only, have

right of the Ked Sea, near the gulf of been understood as countenancing these

Zeulah. h.ilf-f(j7 gotten souvenirs All this period

Sabtah, capital city of the Chatramotites, of past history has been gloriously depicted
or inhabitants of the Hadramaut, Southern some thirty years ago, in a series of valu-

Arabia. able and most interesting papers by the

L'aentah, (Regma), on the Arab side of late Baron d'Eckstein, who was endowed
the Persian Gulf; the names of his sons, in an extraordinary manner with an in-

Dadeit and Sheba, appear respectively in tuition of Oriental antiquity and the

that of Daden, one of the Bahrein islands, talent of reviving with his pen events of

and in that of Asabes, on the coast of former times.

Oman. 5. We are told-' that the Kushites

1) Cf. Fr. Lenormant, Hi4nire Avcienne de VOrient (9th edit.), vol, i., p. 266,

2) Scientific accuracy could not, from insufficiency of documents, be always respected
in these ])remature generalizations, where imagination had to i)'ay some part ; but,

taken in the whcde, these papers jnesent several faithful tableaux of bygone ages.
Vid. D'Kcksiein, Qatstiona lilullm's aiix j^lnliquiUes <les I'euplcs iSiutiii'ijUi^, in Jievue

Archeoligique, 1855-56, pp. 573, 677, 724; Stir let< ISources de la Cosmogonie de Sanchoni-

atm, in Juvmul A.siallque, 1859 60, vol. xiv. j^p. 157, 362, 501
;
vol. xv. pp. 67, 210,

3 99
;
and the live other papers quoted in the following notes.

3) See G. Maspcro, llistoire Ancienne des Feuplcs de VOrient^ 2ud edit., p. 145.
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whose name means dark-coloured, were a 6. "From the mouths of the Indus, the

race of small stature, posspssing a well- shores of Catoch, Guzerat, Concan, and

proportioned body and fine lirabs
;

a Malabar; from the strands of Gedrosii,
luxuriant head of hair, frequently curly, Caramania and Fersidia, as well as al< ng
but never woolly like that of the negro ;

the windings of the Persian Gulf, we meet
their complexion varied from light brown with a number of mythological feats which

to black ;
features regular .md frequently may be fairly attributed to them. They

refined ;
forehead fail ly high, straight and marched along tie shores of Arabia to

narrow ;
no«e long, thin, and delicate, less Ethiopian Africa,^ where they spread

salient than that of the Aryan. Their into the regions of Sofala ; they pene-
one solitaiy defective featu'-e was the trated through the Straits of Bab-el-Man-

mouth, the lips being thick and fit shy.* deb, advancii g towards the extreme ends

Tradition relegates their cradle to Buctria, of the Elanitic Gulf. Their activity over-

that portion of the land of Kush watered came these barriers. We can follow their

by the Gilion."' A few of the Kushite traces towards the Mediterranean Sea

tribes settled on the banks of the Amou- from the Delta of Egypt to Joppa on tie

Daria and the Syr-Daria, at the foot of shores of Palestine."*

mountains which divide the Bokharan Such names as those of /fW^ for Cappa-

plains from the plateau of Iran, which docia,'° and Kassi or Kassu (N.E. Mesopo-
still bear the name of Hindu-Kush;" tamia) in the Cuneiform inscriptions;
others penetrated as far as Asia Mil or, if Rush or Ethiopia; Cuich (KachcL) of

we may attach credit to the legends of N.W. India; the Kush of Hindu-Kush,
the Carians and their co-settlers, as a Kuga Irripa and Kusistan; lu/.^/i of Cash-

branch of the Kushite race;^ many came mere and others may be considered as so

down the Indus and spread into the many landmarks left by the Ku-hite

Dekkan. Some of the more venturesome race ;" and the Kuch of N.E. India—the

crossed the Straits of Bab-el-Man deb, brown Kugikas of heroic times—one of

settled on the Blue Nile, their descen- the oldest Indian races, are most probably

dantsbeingthe most irreconcilable enemies their modern representatives, much
of the Egyptians. They appear to have altered and mixed. ^-

developed seafaring proclivities from a 7. Advancing in boats, they brought

very early date. to the regions of Babylonia the arc of

4) Piitchard, Physical History of Mankind, t. ii. p. 44. The statues and heads of

statues from Tel loh illustrate most probably the type. Cf. E. Babelon, Histoire

Ancienve de VOrient, vol, iv. pp. 55, 57, 59.

5) Genesis ii. 13.

6) Obry, Du Berceau de VEsphe Humaine selong Us Indien.% les Persar,s et les Uehreux,

Amiens, 1858, 8vo. D Eckstein, Les Ethiopiens de I'Asie, in Athevceam Frangais, 22

Avril, 1854, pp. 364—368
; Les Ilegions de Cousch et de Chavila, ibid., 27 Mai, 1854,

pp. 48G—489
;
Les Origines de la MHollurgie, ibid., 19 Aout, 1854, pp. 775—778

;
De

Quelques Legendes Brahmaniques qui se rappoitent au Berceau de VE^phce Hmnaine, 1855,
in Journal Asiatique. vi. 191, 297, 472. Fr. Lenormant, Histoire Ancienne de I'Oritnt^

9th edit. t. i. p. 268.

7) Afterwards superseded by or mixed with an Aryan race. D'Eckstein, Les Cares

ou Cariens de VAntiqiute, in Lievue Anheologique, 1857, p. 322
; 1857-8, p. 381 ; 1858-9,

pp. 445, 509.

8) At the time of the XXI. and XXII. dynasties, i.e., 1110--980—810 B.C. Cf. G.

Masptro, Histoire Andetme des Feuples de fOrient, p. 424.

9) D'Eckstein, Les Ethiopiens de PAsie, I.e.

10) Lately discovered by Mr. T. J. Pinches, Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology.

11) Several names were most likely locally altered by folk-etymology.

12) On the Kuch or Kocch. Vid, Col. Edw. Twite Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of
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writing, apparently derived from the important of all the primitive races of

same source as that of Egypt, which pro- which we possess any souvenir
,

a people

gressed there and superseded probably extending from the Ganges to the Nde
another and more rude system. Thence and from Greece to the Indian Ocean,

they ascended the two great rivers—the Its power, although considerably dirain-

Tigris, which way led them to the founda- ished in after-times through the rise of the

tion of Nineveh, or at least to that of a Greek empire, spread as far as that

settlement there
;
whence the early tradi- country. We are indebted to Greek poets

tions about Nimrod the Kushite and the for the creation of Memnon,^* the founder

aiterwards always-wanted predominance of Susa,
i'^' the ally of Priam; and these

of Nineveh. Those who ascended tlie EtI iopians the most remote, and at the

Euphrates carried their rude art of writ- same time the wisest of nations, were

ing— half phonetic, half pictorial
—to the sung by old Homer and ^'' immortalized by

north of Palestine, where it became the him.

Hittite writing, and from where they 9. The direct descendants of this race

advanced in Mediterram-a along the shores do not seem to be represented nowadays
of Asia Minor, founding those establish- in any stite of pu-ity of type, unless the

raents, colonies and trade which came by continuous influence of climate has effected

inheritance to the Carians and to the strong alterations in helping the return

Phoenicians.^^ back of their physiological leatures^^ to

8. Hence the origin of Kush, the most one of their component ethnical character-

Ben^a/ {Ca]cwttsi, 1872, 4to, py. 89- -94. M. Brian H. Hodgson, Essay on the Kocch,

Bodd, and Dhimal Tribes, Calcutta, 1847, has published a lengthy description of them,
as well as a grammar and vocabulary, which turn to be corrupted Bengali, i.e., Bengali

covering a substratum of their earlier language.

13) There are strong reasons to believe that the Babylonian and Egyptian writing
have sprung from a fcjrmer system. They have many symbols in common, with similar

phonetic vahies, which are not loan signs. A list of such signs was begun by Prof.

Hommel and by myself independent!}', and requires only to be extended for being

published. Prof. Hommel thinks that the Egyptian writing was derived from that of

Babylon, and says that he can put forward some facts in supj)ort of this view. For my
part, I find that there are cogent reasons to believe that both writings have come from
an older system, which has also produced the Hittite hieroglyi)hics, and the pictorial

figures and symbols which were preserved on the blackstone of Susa, the bornstones

of Babyloni.i, and also preserved in some later symbols, may be the relics oi the older

system in that region. Cf, my Beginnings of Writing §§ 5, n. 5, and 7.

14) Hesiod. Theogon. 984; Pindar. Nem. iii. 02, 64
; ^schyl. in Strabo, xv. 3, § 2.

15) Herodot. v. 54
; Diod. «icul. ii. 22, § 3.

16) Odyss. i. 23. 24. G. Rawlinson, Herodotus, 3rd edit., vol. iii. p. 212; iv. p. 213 >

i. p. 675. G. Maspero, Hi%ire Andenne, p. 146.

17) Ther(^ was certainly some exaggeration in this idea of the ancients, that the

Ethiopians of Asia, and those of Africa, were a single and homogeneous race. Strabo,
better informed of some local dibtinctions, could already characterize this generalizing
view as " the ancient opinion con(;erning the Ethiopians," and Ptolemy, like Hero-

dotus, could go further in his distinctions. But it is not impossible, tliough unlikely,
that the earlier opinion may be right, and that the differences of type spoken of by tlie

later Greek authors may have appiiared only afterwards, and broken the former unity.

However, we may be sure that tne qualification ot Kushites has been unduly extended
to some populations belonging to the JSyro-Arabian stem, such as the Phoenicians, who
had partly mixed with the Kushites, and to a certain extent inherited their traditions

and experience.
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istics at the expense of any other.'** This

is probably the solution of the problem,
and it is an open question whether the

Kusliitrs have ever attain' d to any
uiiifcrrni y of type. The testimony of

antiquiiy in favour of such a unity m.iy
be umlerstood with the usual absence of

scientiHc strictness in ancient statements,

as sufficiently justified by a few gent^ral
features in common—such as a mclanian

com])texi()n ani thickish lips, trading pro-

pen>ities, iVc.'® The name of Kusliite

was apparently a by-name, used to desig-
nate tile; semi-maritime po]»ulatioi)s which
were the outcome of interminglings, here

of ISemitii', there of aiK.ther I'ace, with the

milanian tribes on the shores of the

Indian Ocean, and who rose to civilization

owing to the incitemeiit of the mixture of

blood and the topographical nature of

their surroundings leading them to inter-

course with other countries."'^

10. Populations belonging to the me.la-

niau ethnic element which entf-red into

the Kushite formation and some of whom
still nowailayp i)nssess by inheritance some

linguistic f-atures, which, in anticipation
of my conclusion, I shall jet here char-

acterize as Kushite, have been known
since historical times. They formed the

ethnic substratum of the historical Kush-

ites,^' and api'ear to have always inhabited
the region of the great marshes round the

Persiiin Gulf, where they lived in a rather

savage state, and ovcr whom the culture

of the groat cities of the neighbourhood
soon lost their influ^uce. The bas-reliefs

of .^!!usiana prove to us the existence of

tribes with a strong melanian element in

t'lem,^^ though not negro, and nssembling
the present iidiabitants of the coast of the

Red Sea, as seen from an examination of

skeletons found last year during some
excavations made on the site of the

palace of A texerxes Memnon.'* The
Assyrian bas-reliefs of Sennacln rib and

Assuibauijial exhil'it the populations of

melanian features of thw marslies of the

Per-ian Gulf as coidesceing wi'h other

tribes of a more or less Mongolian type.
These melan'&n tribes at pear to have
bt-en the ancestors of the trbes of the

present d ly,"" who are closely allied as an

anthropol igical type, to the Bisharis of

the nnghhouring land of N.K. Africa.

11. We are thus led, from mere anthro-

pological evidence, to disclose an e\er-

lasiitig connection between some popula-
tions of hthiopia and others from the

shores of the Persian Gulf, in conformitj'

18) See below, § 10.

19) On the people inhabiting the Lemlun marshes, vid. Ohsarvaiinns sur quelques

Popvlati'ins de la Perse, by Ch. Texier. B.eoae Orientnleet Americoine, vol. xi. pp. 285—
292, The frizzlv head-dress of the statues discovered at Fal-loh cannot have iieen sug-

gested by anything short of fr.zzly hair, which therefore were, or had been natural to

that population.

20) The late Frangois Lenormant held a similar view. Cf. his Chaldean Magic,

p. 347.

21) Ibid., p.^346.

22) G. Riwlinson, The Five Great Monarchies, 2nd edit., vol. ii.,p. 500, had been too

far in his opinion that they belonged to an almost pure negroid tjpe, as this is not

countenanced either by the bas-reliefs of Koyuiidjik or the Liter discoveries. Some
Elamite trib s froni the pdace of Assurbanipal at Koyun^ljik are reproduced in

Lenormant, IJistoiie Aruienna de I'Orient, 9th edit., vol. i., p. 280.

23) In 1885, the excavations of Mr. Dieul ifoy in Susiana were directed on the

palace of Artaxerxes Memn.n. In the midst of the foumiations was found a frieze in

bas-relief representing twelve soldiers. . . . Their faces, feet and hands are black.

From an exanaination of skeletons found ou the site, it would appear that the early

population of Susiana must have belonged to a black race, not negroid, but resembling
the present inhabitants of the coast of the Red Sea. —The Academy, July 24, 1886.

24)
" Of whom we have heard a good deal from the French traveller Texier. . . ."

Cf. F. Lenormant, Chaldean Magic,, p. 346.
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with the fabulous traditions of former

ages.^ The cdnnectiou fa)i still be traced

eastwards to the Indian continent, through
the Bra' ui of Beluchistan (who belong
soHievvhat to the same type), ^"near the

mouths of the Indus, ;ind speak a l)ravi-

dian language now Arj'anized, though to

a less extent than its congeners of

Southern India. The physical types of

the populatiims spe;ikii g the latter idioms
are by no lueans objfci, enable to the kin-

ship here suggested.
In this manner the mythological connec-

tion of jintiquity from Abyssinia to India
would be recovered. But we can go
further.

12 The enterprising seafarers and

traders, the K lings or Kalingas, of the

same race in S.R. India, who carried away
with them die Indian civi ization all over
the south of the Far East, through the

Indian Ocean to Indo China, Anstralasia,
and the China Sea, who have left traces

of their nauie and influence everj'where in

these regions
—who have shown a remark-

able ability for writing, have spread its

use, and extensively multiplied its varie-

ties in Indonesia, where more writings are

found than in any other part of the world—who have carried their own writing so

lar that it afterwards extended eastwards
to the extreine East, so tiiat we find it

nowadays, forgotten and in a disguised

form, oji the <hitt-wo(id inscriptions of

Easter Island.''—the Klinirs have con-

tnund, in the ea'^t of India, he habits and
merchant traditions of the Kushites, their

jirobable ancestors, who once I'uled over
the shores of the Arabian Sea from

Ethiopia to India."*

III. THE LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE.

13. A certain number of lanunasres, in-

eluding some Semitic ones, some languages
to the ea>t of the Persian Gulf and some
in and around Etliinpia, besides some
more non-Ary^m langu ges of India,
althoiiLili obviously belonging to diffeient

linguistic formations, have each one of

them come to present some similar kind

25) It is still an o[)en question, which may ver^' likely r<-ceive an affirmative answer
to know if some of tlie languages of India, belonging to the Hiinultic divi&ion of the

Scyiian stock, must not exltnd their affinities so as to include in their i;rou]) some ('f

th>^ A'ric Ji laa,nii.;'S meiitioue I al)ove. The nami; S'jijihiiii is mure apprnpria'e than
the objectionable and meaningless word 'lurunvni

;
it has already been employed by

sever d schol.ir.s, and offers a sufficiently approximate meaning f^a' the put pose
required.

26; Tr ces of a Melanian type can still be detected among the Frahuis of Beluchistan,
and ;dso in a trbe o) the coast of Oman, the Gabas. Moreover, on the coast of

I\lozambiqui\ negr.ies ; re met with which remind of the Oceanian nciiroes ; some of

them have the same charact' ri>iics of hair as the Papuans. A jjreat resemblance has
been pointed out beiwcen the Australians and the l!..kalah;iris, who bilong apjjarently
to the same race as the Bethuanas, their neighbours. Alfr. Maury, La 'Jtrre d
I'lJoni'Lc, p. 447.

27) Cf. ray Beginnings of V/riiing, §§ 41—43 and 223.

28) The pipers of D'Fckstein quoted above will be advantageously coupled with the

following ci.nc riling the southrrn traile in ancient times and its exten-ion eastwjirds :

The hliinds <<{ BuJircin, by S r Henry b'awlinson {.Jotuii. Unj. yts. iSic, i8t^0, vol. xii.,

pp. 201— 227).
—

Ertrjnnia, <hiejly Ports (f Arub und Jndiun Jute^wiiu.mil Cvvtwenc hv-

foie the Chii!<l.mn Ere, liy E. behatsek, 18S1 (7. Baihhuy B. B. A. ^'., vol. xv. pp. lOi)—
14t), and map).

—Nofr.^ on the oldest Bmrrds if the Sea Boiite lo China from ll'fstri n

Asi , by Col. H. Yule, 1882 (Proceed. B. G. S., Novunb.r, 1S82).—T. ihaddell. 'J he

Anient Trude of the Jndiun Archijie/ago, li^hl {Jourii. Ind. Archi/:, >>".S. ii., {)p. 237—
277). Cf. also my notes on : lUilifiU.nvjn and Old Chinese Meosirres (The Acailiii.y, Oct.

10, 1885); Babijliida and China (ibid., Aug. 7, 188G).-
— Mattrial jirocfs of the early

existence of this trade are now coming firward. During his tiij) in Egypt in 1883,
Pr(»f. A. W. Sayce has obtained a motlur-of-pearl snell ol the Ce} lonese kind ngravcd
with the cartouche of vsurtasen (Xllth dynasty, circa 3U(tO u.c).
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of Ideology, especially with regard to the

position of the Subject, Object, and Verb

(Id. Ind. v.), and display more or less

completely the Ideologi al Indices (or

gen, X noun
; subj x noun; object x \ eib ;

subj. X verb
; subj. x obj. x vt-rb) 1,3,5, 3,

which as an iinportant substratum uiiderly

the whole region from Afiica to India,

passing through ancient Armenia and the

modem Cancji!-us. Jf Ideology and Com-

parative I liilology mean anything, this

must have a b.'oader import than wouM
appear to anj^one unaware of the rolatiotis

existing between history and langunge.
This characteiistic, comm n to all these

languag'S, is not that of the i

aily S\ ro-

African stock (or so-called Semitic and

sub-Semitic or Hamiiic languagt-s). We
are assured ihat the hieohigv of this

special formation was 2, 4, (j, 7, IV (or

noun X gen ;
noun x adj.; verb x obj ;

verb X subj. ;
verb x subj. x obj.). which

was that of the Hieioglvp'.iical Kg>pian,
and is still that of the lieiber formation
—still that of the Araltian ami Hebiev,
and we also find it among the Nubian

group of idioms in Eastern Africii. Tlnre-

fore the similaniy of divergences observ-

able in some of the Semitic languages, in

Sumerian, Susian, AmuMian, and Medic
are most significant.

14. Ajid now for an examination of

those indirect langu;igi sof Africa to whi(di

we h;ive just alluded. It is very temark-

able that they should staml in the l)ark

Continent between the languages of the

Shemo-Hamitic formation and those of

similar Ideology (limited to its broad lines)

which belong more or less directly to the

great Ba-ntu family in the south of the

continent. Not v/ithstand ng the substitu-

tion of races and the intermingling of

blood which has taken place siiice their

introduction in the Dark Ccmtinent, these

inversive languages are generally spoken
by non-Negro races, Bishari. Dankali,

Somali, (ialla, Agao, Chaho, Billm, Kuna-

ma, all belong to this inversive formation,
and their former arrangement as an

Ethiopian branch of the Hamitic languages
must, in our opinion, give way to some
other classification. They have extended
their influence westward-;, and the Man-

dingo, Susu, Vei, and olhe:s bear testi-

mony by their indirect Ideology, isolat d
in the west, to the influence here spoken
of. BcJtween these and the above-men-
tione<l languages, lor which the denomi-
nation of Ethiopian is sufficient, we mt:et

with ill-" B )riiu group, which is a witness

to a similar be iring from a lengthy period.
15. Most iinportant similarities in Mor-

phology and words, not to speak of

Ideology (as the latter had not as yet
attracted the attention ot scholars), were

pointed out as an inexplicable phenomenon
between those inversive languages of

Africi and the Caucasian, Dravidian, and
Kolarian groups in pariicular, and the

Si;ythian stock at larire.''® The affinities

shown, however, in the Ko'arian and
Dravidian languages seeiu only to be sur-

vivals of an older formati )n, extending to

India, of which remnan^.s may be found
in a few idioms still exi-ting in some out-

ot the-way corner-, the latter being par-
ticularized by a similar Ideology, and a

large stock of common words.

16. The most leinarkable of all these

connections is the relationship between

Daghestan, N. Caucasian, and Alarodian

or S. Caucasian languages, and the pre-

cediuii;. Larsre and numerous ; ffinities

have been d'sclosed between their grammar
and glossaiy with those of several lan-

!ju iges of the Kuenlunic divisi ms in par-

ticular, and the JScyihian st«ck in general,
and also of the indirect languages of

Af ica. These remaiks of foriutr jihilo

logists are now cnnfirm«'d and conijJeted

by recent research, co necting them with

several wedg-'-written langtiages now
extinct. The Welanian ethnic substratum

in the Caucasus, sp(d<en of by Greek

authors, has disapjjcared under several

strata of other races wluse languages have

mixed wiTi the older one.

17. In the broad lines sketched here we

29) By a great philologist of Singapore, the late J. Logan, in his valuable papers on
The Ethnology of the Indo-Pacific Islands, published in the Journal of the Indian Archi-

pelago, vol. ix (Singapore, li" 56, and suppl. Penang, 1856).
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are compelled to neglect the divergencies

presented by these languages in their

Mor[)bolo:iy, and imposoti upon thjiu

through the necessity of striving after

intelligibility.

18. It would .-ippear from all that we
have seen bitl.erto that thus far we have

unwillingly been led to trace out an old,

and now extinct, formation, whicli once

covered the sea shorii from Vbyssinia t>

India, and inland frMii the Pe-siau Gulf

to the M'^diterrunean. This firniati)n

canii'^t be oilier than tint of th;; iii\iliical

Kushites so much spoken of, but hitlu'ito

uurecovered. It is perfectly clear from

other grounds that the exclusively Semitic

character attribute.! to the Kushite race

arose from misconception and we have no

doubt that this misconception his pre-

vented elhiiol 'gists from clearly coiceiv-

ing what wa-, m language and other" ise,

the great race whicli at the davvn of his-

tojy has played so important a part in the

REVIEWS.

Hebraica : A Quarterly Journal in the in- De iNscRiPT^oyiBng CaxBATis qu:B psr-

spreading of civilisation.

IV. CONCLUSION.

19. The biblical evidence, the traditions

of history, as well as the liu uisti; re-

mains and su 'sx istious, all aG:ree in testi-

fyiug to the past existenc ; ot tlie Kushite

race .n the above-nam d regions.
•JO. S lould the views here presented

be definitely proved, they would siini)lify

rainy diffii;ultics of an ient history. The
cross evolurion of the Seuiitic Ian ua^es,
that of t e S imero-Akkakian, the civiliz .-

tion of Baly Ionia by the Persian Gulf,
the many m\ th-i and fables preserved by
ancient authors whi,;h connect aU the-e

re ions f'-om Africa to India, w((uld be so

many traces in ancient hit^tory of the

first efforts of an iinportiiit primitive
race (the effects of which are now fast

diaappearing) towards civiliz ition.

T. DE Lacoupeuie.

\m Nov., 1886.

terests of Hebrew study. October, 1886.

The Amer. Pub. S.)c. of Heb. Chicago,

In this number special attentiim is devoted

to the subject of Assyriology, for Mr T. G.

Pinches contributes a very interesting article

on the sub-ect of the laws of inheritance in

ancient Babylonia. The tablet which forms

the subject of this article forms part of the

collection obtained by the Wolfe expedition,
under Dr Hayes Ward. A portion of the

tablet was, however, purchased in 1885 by
t!ie Trustees of the British Museum. It re-

lates to the application of Bel-kasir son of

Nadinu to be allowed to adopt his step-son

Bel-ukin, and make him his heir. This

application his father refuses, as he wishes the

property, in default of issue, to go to his second

son.

The tablet is dated on the l,5tli day of the

month Seb.it, in the ninth year of Nabonidus

king of Babylon, B.C. 516.

In a translation, with an accompanying
plate, Mr Pinches shews, by lo'ig and careful

study, lie has inastereil tluidinieulties of this

clars of tablet in whieh technical ideograph}'
and signs often form the most important sec-

tion. The translation has tlie merit of read-

ing smoothly, and being correct in its legal

phraseology. W. St C. B.

tinent ad Sam .s s im-ukin, Regis Babylo-

nite, &c. By C. F. Lehmann. Mun ch.

Tliis small bat carefully compiled mono-

graph, which formed tlie thesis presented by
Dr Lolimanu to the University of Berl'n, is

the forerunner of a larger and m.ire important
work which will contain all the inscriptions of

the royal brothers, Samas-sum-ukin and

Assur-bani-abla. The two inscriptions which

form the subject of this memoir are both in

the British Musemn, having been obtained by
MrRassam dur'ng his explorations intheeast.

The bilingual c\ I nder of Samas-sum-ukin,
now translated for the first time, is a document
of great interest, as it affords another proof
of the well known desire of the kings of the

Sargoniile dynasty to associate themselves in

every possible way with the ancient traditions

of the mother einp're. Sargon in his Cyprus
monolith, EsarhaiUlon in the inscription on

the black stone formerly in the possession of

Lord Ahenleen, each adojit the most archaic

forms of P)ahyloiiian writing; but in this cyl-

inder Sam s-s iin-ukin not only adopts a very
archaic script, hut writes his royal record in

Akkadian and Semitic-Babylonian, in imitat-

ion of the inscriptions of Khammurabi, and

the earliest rulers of Chaldea. This atTectation

of Babylonianism is carried to excess as, e.g.,

.-•II. .*..
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the U3e olenutfor theusuil bilut, "lordship"
The maation of theg:>dd933 Brai is of int-

erest, as, it will b3 re:n3iu')3re i thU, an ler

other na'Ti3.5, she fornix an imp. )rtant parson-

age in Clialdean mythology. In the sixth

line we find the city of Assur mentioned under

its ancient nam3 of B.xlki-ki, an I we abo liav^e

of life."

The second inscription referred to hero

is one engraved upon a sraiU stela, by order
of Assur-bani-abla. It r3cords the appoint-
msut of his own hvothsr Ah i-talim Samas-sum
ukin to the throne of Bibylon. This text

presents butfewditfinilties, but is an excellent

an explanation of the ancient nim3 Din-tir- specimen of the dedicatory inscription of the

Ki applied t) Babylon. Here the Akkidian

p )rtion reals : Km. bal. be. ki. dix-tir-

ki-ta; which th3 Assyrian version renders

tt'^t Icirib Bil-ki(assiir) arti sii-'lat di-'a-tn;
' From within (the city of) Assur to the seat

best period of Assyrian literature. The care-

ful way in wh'ch Dr Lehtnxnn has pre )ared

this hr.n'Jiwe leids us to anxiously await the

largjr work he has in preparation.
W. St C. B.

NOTES, NEWS AND QUERIEb
It is rather needful to note that, in the wh'ch later on gave its name to the district

tran-cription of Babylonian words, the which 3) corresponds to Sas/ana, Akkadian
letter in is often to b3 pronounced as lo. Nuinina, Assyrian El tin, in the limite;! sense

Tiie uniform transcription as
?n^ however, of the geographical names. Numma or Elam

has b3en adopted by many Assyriologists compreliended the whole of the mountainous

tn consequ mce of the difficulty of deter- region ea^t of Babylonia, but use restricted it

mininij in all cases whicli transcription was
the more correct. Thus the name of

Uarius is not to be pronounbed hariawvis

(as it is often written), but Daria\Yus.

Similarly usum-f/alla '-the great one" (a

to the country ruled by the kings of Susiana.

And it is not impossible that Anzan was the

old capital city ousteq afterwards by Susum or

Susa."

Among recent publications is Es^ai cVia-

word which has been probably somewhat t^'j-p'-e'tcition As-^j/ro-Chaldeenne hy G.Massa-

A^synamzet] Inionn, o'd'^htmoiitMkely to be Yoli {'m Le Muf'e'on, Nrv., 1886, vol. v. pp.

pronounced usuw {^—osd)-c;aUu\ and tlie con-

tracted form un '-.ord" shows Wsk' umnn (cf.

p. 9) would b- better transcribe 1 as uivun.

That Sam:;s (the name of the Sungod), and
the word amelu "man," were jjronounced as

Sawas and amelu, is implied by tlie names
Saosduchinos and Evil-Merodach, and has

610-620.) It is a new Latin versiim of the

description of Bit-zida, from the great iu-

scription of NabuchodMUosor (Borsippa).
Two very interesting courses are now being

delivered at the British Museum by Mr G.

Bortin and Mr W. St. C. Boscawen. The
former treats of the languages of tlie Cunei-

lately received new confirmation from the form Inscriptions, and the course is free; and

Aramaic dockets found on Babylonian contract

tablets, which give Sawas and airelut—the

former as the name of the Sungod, and
the latter as the abstract noun from amelu.

One of the most interesting examples, however,
of the interchange between m and w, is pre-
served in the name of the month Marcliesivan,
the Babylonian form of which is arah-samrti,
"the eighth month" "October." in which w
has been restored as m at the beginning of this

compound, whilst the 7n in samna is repre-
sented by w in the transcription. An an-

alogous change takes place in Gennan, tlie

word wir (for example) becoming 7nir in some frequent repetition of the same tablet, also by

the latter of the Ancient Civilizations of the

East. Both series have been very well attend-

ed. Mr Bertin's lectures are on Thursdays and

Mr Boscawen's on Wednesdays, both at half

past 2.
* « «

The forgery of Babylonian clay tablets,

which was carried on a few years ago to a

large extent by certain enterprising dealers in

Baghdad, has now almost entirely ceased; but

forged cylinders of Nebuchadnezzar, of the

two column barrel form, are still offered for

sale. Forged tablets may be detected by the

districts. T.G.P.

ANZAN. Prof. A. H, Sayce has written

in the Maseon (vol. v. pp- 501—505), an in-

teresting notice, from which the conclusions
are the following :

"
1) Anzan or Ansan was tlie name of a town

traces of the joining of the portions in the

mould, and by a lack of sharpness in the

characters. Any one accustomed to examine

these tablets would also at once detect a forgery

by the "
feel" of the tablet virhich is greasy and

soft, quite different from that of a genuine

inscription. W. St. C. B.
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BABYLONIAN ASTRONOMY IN THE WEST—
THE ARIES OF ARATOS.

Thk researches of the last few years have B. O. 370-270, Hipparchos, in the interest of

brought to Hght a krge quantity of highly science, proceeded to criticise and correct these

interesting and important evidence, historical supposed errors in his work Ta-f Wpa-ou kui

and arch^ological, from which it appears be- Evco^ov (paivoficvwv c^ij~iijaeivv i3i(3\ta 7I

yond doubt that the now familiar Twelve I have long been satisfied (1) that Aratos

Signs of the Zodiac, together with others of was no original observer, but, as Cicero call-;

the -48 ancient Constellation figures, were hiui, "homineni ignarum astrologia'"^; (2)that

well known in the Euphrates Valley at an he faithfully handed down ancient statements,

archaic period'; and were thence brought which had been handed down to him; and (3)

westward, chietly by land through Asia Minor, that these statements had once been correct

into Greece, t^ be subsequently for ever ster-

eotyped in theFhainomena, the famous astro-

nomical poem of the unscientific Aratos, B.C.

270, and which was itself a versification of

the Phainomena of the astronomer Eudoxos,

B.C. 403-350. The poem of Aratos, which

somewliere. The cycle of the ])recession of

the equinoxes is 25,870 years ;
and hence if

we have an observation which was once correct,

the when and the where are simply matters

of calculation. Thus, at one time Vega
was the Pole-star, called in Ak. Tir-anna,

was early illustrated by representations of the (" Life-of-heaven"), and in As. Dai/aii-same,

constellation-figures, became deservedly pop-

ular
;
numberless commentators, at the head

of whom stands the great astronomer Hip-

parchos, in the second century B.C., have ex-

ercised their learning and ingenuity upon it
;

the elegant Latin verse translations by Cicero

and Germanicus are familiar
;
and a third

rendering in Latin verse by Rufus Festus

Avienus, cir. A.D. 370, is both of much merit

in itself, and also interesting from the addi-

tions of the learned author.

Now it could not escape the trained intelli-

gence of Hipparchos, that many of the .stellar

observations recorded by Aratos were incorrect

if applied to the stars at the period when the

poet wrote; and assuming that the poem was

meant to record actual observations made cir.

(" Judge-of-hcaven"), as having the highest

seat or throne : at another time, e. g., wheJi

th(! Great Pyramid was built, «, Draconis

was the heaveidy Dn'inn ;
now our Polaris

is a, Ursa' Min.

Since the historical and arclueological evi-

dence pointed to Babylonia as the earhest

known home of the zodiacal Signs, it seemed

desirable to determine whether the observa-

tions recorded by Aratos were correct at an

early jieriod in the Euphrates Valley ;
and

tiius to re-test the conclusions of liistory and

archaeology on the iiide})('ndent lines of as-

tronomy. I, therefore, with t be al)le assivS-

tance of Mr John T. Plinniuer, of the Orwell

P;nk Observatory, proceeded to examine the

statements of Aratos respecting the constel-

1) Vide Siyce, AHron. and As^trol. of the Bahi/lonianx, (Trans. Soc. Bib. .Vrclwvol., vol,

iii); R. B., On the orir/in of thr Si(/ns of the Zodiac, {Archa-olofjia, xlvii. Ft. ii) : The Lai¥

ofKosinic Order, 1882 ; Eridanus, River and Constetlatiun, 1883.

2) De Oratore, i. 1<!.

Vol. 1.—No. 3. [33] Jan. 1887.
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lations on the Equinoctial ;
and 1 give hero

tlie result arrived at with reference to the

first (if tliem, ^bvV^s',
" thb Leader and Prince

of the Signs." The annexed Star-map shows

Aries,

JO

5

Eq

5

10
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I liavp sliim-n filsewliore'o that there is much We may remember generally that it was na-

reasiiii to identify the star I/ainal with A- tural to tlie Eiii)hratean to speak of the stars

loros, (^As. Ailuv, Hob. A^/il, tlie equiva- as a "
flock," and of bright phuu'ts as "old

(t.

lent of the Ak. Lu-nit, "male-sheep"), the e. protagonistic) sheep." But this will not

first of the 10 mythical antediluvian Baby- suffice to explain the particular proljlem. It

Ionian kings, and that such kings re- is the Principle of Reduplication which we

present 10 principal stars in the ecliptic, must call to our aid. Long ere the triumphs
The Ten are said to have reigned 120 sais, of primitive astronomy, the Sun had Iteenre-

trdpot, which, it is stated, =432,000 years, garded as a golden Ram, who opened the Day;
This equation is arrived at thus : Each Sign as the stellar Ram, in subsequent thought,
was divided into 10 parts (=121 x 0=120, opened the Year. Archaic Egypt knew of

the
srt?v'!), and each part contanied 60', and the solar "Ram, the greatest of the creat-

each minute 60"; therefore 10 x 60 x 60 ures."'' Archaic India knew Indra as "the

(=36,000) = ,^
of tha circle, and 36,000 Ram irradiating the firmament.'- There is

X 12=432,0()0=the circle in seconds. It no borrowing in the matter between these an-

will be remembered that 60 was the Euph- cient nations ;
the same idea arises naturally

ratean mathematical unit. and spontaneously here and there. No

Lastly, it may be asked, Why should a Euphratean tablets have as yet given us a

particular star, and that iiot one of the first whole circle of archaic ideas equivalent, in

magnitude, be called the Ram ? We must not mental standpoint, to the oldest portions of

appeal to the principles of Chance and Inven- the Book of the Dead ox of the Vedic Hymns,

tion; they are useless in archaic psychology, But this may come
; and, meanwhile, we see

and do but repeat the problem they cannot in Babylonia the same human mind, at work

explain. The human mind moves easily, on on the same worlds external and internal, and

the line of least resistance, and ever with a producing, as it necessarily must, similar re-

reason luminous to itself at the time, although suits,

necessarily frequently unknown to posterity. Robt. Brown, Jun.

scriptions name the star Sir,
" the Snake"), Crater, Corvus (vide R. B., The Heavenhi Dis-

})lay of Aratos, Fig. Ixvi. The Crow), the Claics{fhid. Fig. Ixvii.),
the Snnke-hoJiler, the

Smite, the Eagle, (perhaps Idkhu,
"
theEagle"), and the Horse (vitie

The Jfeavenl// Displa/i,

Fig. Ixv. The Winged-horse was also a Hittite symbol ;
vide the Hittite seal in Lajard,

Culte de Mithra, xliv. 3, a). In the case of Orion alone there is a discrepancy, which, how-

ever, is easily accounted for, (vide R. B., The Heavenhi Display, S2) ; in all the other con-

stellations the agreement between the statements of Aratos, and the state of things in B. C.

2084 is absolute. This harmony cannot, therefore, be the result of chance ;
and it follows,

as a matter of course, that Babylonia had originally supplied the material from which the

verses were constructed.

10) Vide letter in the Academy, dated May 17, 1 HS4 ;
The AntedHitrian Rahylonian

Kings, in the Journal of the American Akadcme.'Oct., 1884; The Heavenly Display, A pp. 11.

11) Litany of Ra, i. 2(1, np. Naville.

12) Rig-Veda, I. U. 1. 2.
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THE FOUR-EYED DOGS OF THE AVESTA.

The forty- first/flf?_9ajY7 of the Vlllth chapter

of the Vendidad' is one of those which have

most set to work the imagination of expound-

ers. It relates to that part of the road which

was once followed by people who carried the

corpses of men or of dogs, and to the impur-

ity which the pas^ai,'e of those baneful objects

communicated to those ways.
"
Through it,"

says Ahura-Mazda to his prophet, "there

shall pass no more either flocks, or beasts of

burden, or man, or woman, or the fire son of

Ahura-Mazda, or the barccma formed accord-

ing to the ceremonies."^ Then the god indi-

cates how these routes may be purified and

rendered fit for traffic.
"
Only let them first

cause to pass through them three times a

yellow dog with four eyes, or a white dog with

yellow ears. If they will make him do that,

the Nagus^will fly towards the regions of the

west under the form of a hideous insect."

Who are these four-eyed dogs ? Of what

kind is this idea? It is this which exegetes

have explained in the most A^arious ways.

To solve this question there was one method

simple enough, and that was to apply to it the

explanation of the Zoroastrian interpreters.

To them the matter has no obscurity. Tradi-

tional teaching informed them that this passage

related to dogs which had a very marked spot

above each eye, a spot which had the appear-

ance of a second eye. The Pahlavi gloss re-

lative to the passage affirms this without

hesitation, and without leaving one to suppose
even the existence of a different opinion.

But this cxjilanation was remote from the

system of the interpreters who believed that

one should find in the Avesta a continual echo

of the Vedas. It is in the sacred book

of the Aryo-Hindus that they thought they

should seek for the solution of the problem.

To that first conviction became united this

other, that every act of religion should spring

from a myth, and consequently that our dogs
of the Avesta owed their birth to one or other

of the mythical conceptions originating in

the treasury of the Indo-European imagina-

tion. The four-eyed dogs were thus the fathers

of the Greek Cerberus with the three heads,

or of the dogs of Pluto, (Hindu, Yama, men-

tioned in the Rig-Veda, X,14, 10, &c.), and

who protect the dead on the way to Hades.

Those interpreters even stated that the white

dogs with yellow ears had only been added

to our text, to supply the want of others

whom it was naturally difficult to find in that

land. Indeed the neglect of the real sense

and the true origin of the mythical animals

has caused the invention of the explanation

of which the Pahlavi translators have only

given the echo.

I confess that I have never been able to

convince myself of the correctness of tliis iden-

tification. I certainly give all credit to the

perspicacity of those searchers who have dis-

covered the points of resemblance, but I can-

not accept their views.

In arriving at this conclusion, I had first

the conviction, contrary to that of my hon-

oured colleagues
—the conviction that every-

thing is not a myth in religions, and that

superstition has often a totally different

source. I had also some exegetical reasons

which appeared to me preponderating. In

the first place, I believed that, among these

1) Book of the Avesta, treating of the rules of discijiline, of impurities, i)urifications, &c.

2) A bundle of twigs which the jn-iest lidil wliilc reciting the prayers.

iJ)
The spirit in all corpses, wliich takes possession of them and defiles them.
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various categories of conceptions, there were

essential differences. We have, on the one

haml, some animals belonging to the infernal

world
;
on the other hand, some agents of the

sublunary world, upon the surface of the

ouilh. The one class are engaged with the

iload, the otliers with the evil spirits which

haunt our world and attack mortals. As to

what relates to Cerberus, the non-resemblajice

is absolute. Between a dog with three heads,

which guards hell against any escape from

it, and another dog with four eyes, or a white

dog having yellow ears, which chases from

the terrestrial roads a monster entirely un-

known to the Italo-Hellenic world, there is

not, I think, any sort of connexion. The

dogs of Yama have, it is true, with tli(> ani-

mals of the A vesta, the common feature of

four eyes. But that even is only in ajipcar-

ance. The eyes of the guardians of the

kingdom of Yama indicate their watchfulness.

Even that quality is not peculiar to them. The

Fire-god Agni is uniformly termed C'tturalcia

in the Rig-Veda. I. :!1. 1:^); Vnruna. the god

of the Empyrean, is distinguished in like m:i li-

ner as (jatnrnml-a, (having four faces.), B.

v., V. 47. 3. The poet by this desires only

to give it to be understood that tliese super-

natural personages see on all sides, and that

nothing escapes their observation. But how

could this extraordinary gift be of use to the

purifying dogs of the Avesta ? And how could

the Mazdians inti'oduce into their paths of

communication certain animals endowed with

this double sight? As far as it does not con-

cern itself Nvith speculations or poetical con-

ceptions, the myth may take free scope, but

when it meddles with practical operations, with

acts to be frequently ])erforme(l, I do not see

what ])lace can Ik- found for it then. Wlmt

religious legislator has ever introduced ii|Hiii

earth the chimerical beings of mythology ?

Moreover, the addition of jjip white do^ with

yellow ears shows in a
jiliiiii

uiiiiiiicr that we

^re on ground of tho iiio<t vnlj^ar reality. To

say that this creature replaces only the myth-
ical dog is, in the first place, to affirm what

cannot be proved: next, it is to suppose tliat

the animal of the myth has been used in the

first instance. All these considerations have

always prevented me from adhesion to this

exegetical system: and T am still constrained

to accept, with f^piegel, the explanations of

the INIazdians.

Things were in this i)osition, when chance

brought under my notice a Mandshu word,

whose meaning and use are, as il seems to

me. oapalile of throwing great light upon this

question. The word is durhe, wliicli, accnril-

ing to the 7".«/n/5«-?/v??-!/'«/-.«//*///.indicates a dog
witli four eyes, a dog which has two yellow or

white spots aliove the eyes. Any one can

satisfy liiniself on the subject by consulting

the dictionary of Amiot .<?. h. re,rho. II. p.

:-524. The Mirror of the Mandshu tongue.

(Mavju gisun-i ImlrLu-Inthe ). exjilains durhe

in the same way as to the spots.

No one, doulitless. cjiii assert that the

Maiidshus have borrowed this idea from the

old Indian myth. This would li(> much less

adnn'ssibleon the ground thatthismyth was not

spread abroad, nor even in India. It is quoted

only once in the most recent book of the Big-

Vedii. And the great Dictionary of St Peters-

burg mentions only three other cases, in which

it is spoken of in the post-Vedic literature.

In the borrowings which the Tartars made

later from Btidilliist India, they have always

preserved the Sanscrit words liy deforming

them only according to the exigencies of their

phonesis. Indeed the Vedic myth does not

appear anywhere among the Tartar supersti-

tions which contain no tradition of this kind.

It is, then, quite permissilile to say that

the dogsoF the Avesta have a Tarlar-Tiiraiiiaii

origin. It is among the people of the Amur

exclusively that they have ;m ecpiivalent.

Thus still iiiore is the Avestic conce])tion

thoroughly exjilained. and it is oidy explic-

.il.le by the Tartar idea.
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The notion of the Nacus or spirit haunting
the corpses, is essentially Tartar, and is very

nearly the same thing as the Mandshu biiceh',

spirit of the corpses, whose name also is de-

rived from a root which signifies "to die,"

biice. This kind of spirits is of a nature

essentially proper to Tartar demonology; and

this method of chasing them, by a supernatural

power, from a man or a dog, springs from a

class of ideas belonging to Western Tartary.

There are some analogous practices referred

to in the paper on the Tartar religion which

I am at present preparing.

It may, perhaps, be asked if th3 origin of

the Avestic ideas may be sought for in the

countries of Central or Western Asia. The

reply to this question cannot be doubtful.

There were in the Avesta—in the Avestic

religion
—many beliefs and practices which

did not belong to the Aryan race, and which

could not be borrowed except from among
peoples called Turanian, Tartar, or by some

other similar name. There are three of them

whose origin cannot be doubtful.

1. The custom of exposing the corpses in

the open air, on skins, mats, trees, or rocks,

to save them from the teeth of the wolf, or

the talon?! of the vulture.

2. The religious respect which surrounded

the canine race, and which weni, amongst the

Lamas, so far as to consider a re-birth in

the body of a dog as noble as to be bom in

human form again.

3. The worship of Fire. The Mongols,

among other peoples,did not dare to extinguish
it by a breath, nor to sputter it inwards, nor

to contaminate it in any way. ( Cf.J. Schmidt,

Forsckungen im Gehiete alt. Religionen, ^c,

p. 145.) We do not say that the disciples
of the Avesta have borrowed all this from

the Tibetans or the Mongols, but that they
have received these ideas from peoples of

the same race, dwelling quite near them, or

even amongst them.

I conclude, then, that in my view the best

and simplest explanation of the Pour-eyed

Dogs of the Avesta is that which makes them

the subject of a Turanian (?) superstition
—

a superstition which attributes to these ani-

mals, of a somewhat bizarre aspect, a super-
natural power capable of chasing away evil

spirits.

Farewell, then, to the dogs of Yama !

C. DE Hablez.

Lonvaiv, Decemher, 1880.
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BABYLONIAN TERA PRIM.

In a creed such as the Chaldaso-Assyrian, threshold of the door, ri^ht and left." The

possessing an essentially magical basis, we statue of Merodach,
" the protector of the host

may certainly expect that the belief in talis- of men" and his all-wise father Hea, were to

manic objects, such as figures of deities, en- be placed within the doorway,

graved stones and other objects, formed an Of such an arrangementof guardian figures

important feature. Of this we hav^ ample as this we have ample proof afforded by the

proof afforded by the discovery of examples of discovery made by M. Botta in the jialace at

several classes of these articles. Khorsabad of a number of statues of the divine

The belief in the efficacy of the figures of protectors of the royal abocfo of Sargun fB. ('.

gods or mythic personages, to drive away evil 721), which were placed beneath the throsh-

from the house or person of the worshipper, old of the door in a specially prepared recept-

is one common to all ancient religions, and acle. These were the emblems of tlie gods

exists to this day in various forms in more mo- ^vho »^ere to protect the going out and coming
dern systems. in of the royal footsteps, and to turn away

In the magical hymns of Chaldca a descrip-
evil from the dwelling of the King of nations.

tion of the manufacture of these figures. In addition to the images of Ncigal and

(W. A. I, iv. 23, 1), and their disposition Merodach, wliich were powerful to expel evil

throughout the various parts of the house, is from the home or person of the worshipper,

given. The evidence ot the Inscriptions is therewerealso the images of the special guard-
still further sulistantiated by the discovery of ian gods and goddesses of the person using

many examples of these figures, varying in them, which ft)rmed a species of domestic

size from the huge winged bulls to the small Lares and Penates, and wliicli approach near-

terra cotta images, or minute charms for per- est to the Teraphim of the Scriptures. The

sonal wear. teraphim which Rachel stole from her father,

The winged bulls, which were placed at the (Gen. xxxi. 19) were evidently small images

entrances to the Assyrian palaces, were of capable of being hid in the camel's furniture

Akkadian origin, being called by these an- (V. 34) ; yet these are distinctly called by

cient people Alat or Lama, were known to Laban "my gods" (V. 31). So also in the

the Assyrians as sedi or '

spirits,' the sedim case of David's wife, Miclial; she hid the tera-

of the Hebrews, or La/masi. *colossi," and phim in the bed (1 Sam.xix. 13). They also

were a species of teraphim or talismanic fi- formed an important ffnturc in tlio nothel or

gures, being called "the guardians of the House of God mailoby Micah the Ejihrainiite

royal footsteps
—the opponents of evil." wliile (Judges xvii. 5). These rcfiMvncos point to

the winged lions were theemblems of Ncrgal, the teraphim as t^fliig the images of the special

the god of War and Death, and were espcc- deity or deities who guarded (bo life of the

ially clTcctive in protecting the house from worshipper; and they then>fore correspond to

evil. 1.1 an ancient fragment relating to the the god and goddesf< who wore assigned to

disposal of the various talismanic imagciswe every Chaldean coming into the world. This

read: "Place the image nf the heroic warrior idea still survives in tlic I'Vavashi^^ of the

(Nergal), who cuts in pieces, inside the door. Zend-Avesta and in the Ketubira of the Arabs

Place the heroic warrior, who cuts in pieces,
— the over guardian and recording sjiirits

who overpowers the hand of rebels, on the assigned to each man. In the Inscription
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above referred to we reaa :
" The image of

his god M ,
and his goddess, N , place

at tiie door;" where the names are left blank,

in order that the priest giving the directions

may insert them.

The character and role of these guardian

gods is shewn in the hymns with great clear-

ness, where the usual formula is : "'The man,

son of his god," or " May the heart of my god

be appeased !"
"
May the heart of the goddess

my mother be appeased !"

The teraphim may be regarded as small

figures of the special divine protectors of the

persons using tliem, and of certain other Gods,

especially Merodach and Nergal, who were

guardians of the house.

The Fire-god was often represented by

small teraphim figures, as he was the dis-

peller of evil, and the guardian of the house

and hearth, and we may quote the following

hyum to that deity :
—

Fire supreme chief, rising high in the land !

Hero, son of the Absi, rising high in the

land !

Fire, with thy pure and brilliant flame

Thoumakest light in the abodes of dark-

ness
;

Thou decidest the fate of all that has a

name :

Thou art the mingler of copper and tin !

Thou art the pm'ifier of silver and gold !

Among the teraphim figures found at Khor-

sabad was a small statue of the Fire-god.

The bright god is here represented, as the

Sun-god is also, with flowing locks and

beard, symbolical of the flames, while he

holds in his hands the sacred cone, the em-

blem of the reed—the Arani of the Indians,

with which the fire was kindled.

Figures also of Bel, with the homed cap,
called in the Inscriptions

" the crown of div-

inity," and of thejackal-headed god of death,

were also found, placed in the teraphim shrine

beneath the threshold of the door. In the

British Museum there are several small tera-

phim figures from Nimroud, and also a little

shrine, in which figures of Hea, the Fish-god,

were found. These come chiefly from Nim-

roud, and date about B. C. 800.

In conclusion, the use of these teraphim in

Chaldea, prior to the Abramic migration, and

afterwards in Kharran the city of Laban,

shew that some among the family of Terali

still retained their old Chaldean superstitions

after they had come forth from Ur of the

Chaldees.

W. St. 0. BoscAWEN.
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(A Teraphm Jigure),



AN ASSYRIAN LETTER

ANENT THE TRANSPORT OF STONE BY ShIP. [S, 1031.]

6. ^f, -+ ^!!-<? -+ 5^!!?

8. ^ttTj. ^ <!--!!<! m ^h

9. ^y -^ttr !-- -^! 5^!? ^ -^T <T- ^T

12. fy ^^^ -^T

13- s^I'f j^tlT ^-t V J^ ^T

REVERSE.

14. t:yn!^ t] n

15. ttyyt ^ ^ ^
16. 5.yn^ "^T! -I^4t Tt
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THE BABYLONIANS AND ASSYRIANS AS MARITTMR NATTONS.—L

Information supplied by the Bilingual Inscriptions,

Though the A^i^yrians, from tlio inland pos- Uri. Ura, Nitug, Maganna, Melukha) ;
and

itlon of their country, could never become jnd.cing from this short list of places, each of

great as shipbuilders or as navigators, they which most likely had a distinct build of ship,

seem nevertheless to have made the fullest use there must have been many boat- and ship-

of their rivers and canals for the uausport of building yards in Mesopotamia in early times

merchandize from place to place, by means —indeed, the first of the above-named ship-

either of boat^ or of rafts made of planks placed building towns in Babylonia and Assyria,

on inflated skins of 'animals. Their neigh- Mairi. means (if we take the usual significa-

bours. liowever, were, in many cases, more tion of each component part of the name)
fortunate than they in having a certain amount nothing else liut

"
ship-city" ("5^111 •~^TT'

'"'^"

of seaboard, which gave them scope for exer
/?•), and it is possibly for this reason that the

cising their ingenuity in building ships, and name of the town wasputat or near the head

their skill in navigating "the rolling main,"

and communicating, for purposes of trade,

with the inhabitants of distant lands. Thus

it must have been with Babylonia, Assyria's

parent-state, and her southern neighbour,

of the list by the Babylonian and Assyrian

scribes. The name of this city or district aUo

occurs, in \o\. V of the Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions of Western <4s/a,pl. 14, at the head <>fa

short list of districts from which wool was

which possessed a certain stretch of seaboard obtained, showing that it was a place of

on the Persian Gulf, an arm of the sea which, some commercial importanee.

in ancient times, reached much further inland

than now. It must have been at a very early

period indeed that the Babylonians ( both Ak-

kadians and Semites) first liegan to launch

their keels on the waters which lay at their

doors, judging from the most interesting lists

of kinds of ships and parts of ships, drawn up

by the Babylonians, and copied by the Assyr-

ians, which have been unearthed on the sites

of their cities: and a good idea of the extent

to which navigation was carried on in Meso-

potamia, in exceedingly ancient times, maybe
obtained from tliesc same lists. There we

find mentioned Ma'irite, Assyrian, IJrite. Ak-

The word for ''ship" or " ark" was elippw

in Semitic Babylonian or .\ssyrian. and ma

in Akkadian. Other words fur boat or shi{)

no doubt existed, but these arc by far the

most common. In many cases new words

were formed by adding other words to the

Akkadian ma, making compounds ti> which

a Semitic form was, :is much as possible,

given. Thus we find nmturra "boat," liter-

ally, "little sliip," tVoni ma "ship," and tnr

"small:" Tnagilnm and magisii, perhaps little

arks made of reeds, («w "ship," and gi

"reed," added to lum "to be fruitful." and

.m); also w/f/'/// "boatman," "sailor," fri'.u

ma "ship," and lag "to go ;" anil maiUnlukadian, Dilmunite, Makkanite, and Meliihh-

\&n shiY>s (eltjipu Mairitum, Assuritum, Ur- (apparently partly a synonym of malah),

itum, Akkaditwm, Dilmunilam, Maki.anitniH from //iu "ship," and '/('//«,
"

t«i g (often)"

Meluhhitum; in Akkadian tna Mairi, Aukir, —perhaps
"
ferryuum."^

1) A god named fn-(ib ("Lord of the Deep [?]""> bears the title of mac/iirfu of I'riiln

( [v-ah maffiidu Guriifhi<i<i/. it )—\iYo\':\\>\y the I'lahyloniaii Charon, who may have been regarded

as ferrying the souls of tiir dead over to Gtintduga or l']ridii. Tlie god In-ah is perhap-,
to be identified with Ea or Ac (often read Ilea), the "lord of the abyss," and god of seas,

rivers, sailors, and the mafhu/u. Tlio loridii ahove-nnnlioneil is proltaltly no( the well-known

city in Southern Babylonia of that name, but simply the
" Good City,'' the ah.'ac of llit;

blessed in the world to come.
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Besides the classes of ships mentioned a- bit ilippi,
«' the house of a ship ;" and hart

bove, there were also others, whose character- ^Iip2n,
" the treasury of a ship," &c., are

istics are expressed without having recourse also mentioned. All these interesting details

to Akkadian, namely, the elippu driktu, are furnished by a bilingual list which could
**
long ship," the elippu siktum,

" short ship" hardly have been drawn up later than 2500

(the word siktum is from the Akkadian sig B. C, and gives, as has already been remark-
"
weak," probably also "

small," puny,") ; ed, the equivalent nautical terms, as far as

the nibiru, probably
"
ferryboat," (names the shape and accessories of ships are concem-

of larger ships for this purpose seem ed, in the Akkadian and Semitic Babylonian
to have been eltp tgri and ^lip nihiri) ; and or Assyrian languages. The great advance

other kinds of vessels, one of which was made by these people in the art of shipbuild-

called elip Gistubar (Akkadian, 7na gisttig), ing at an exceedingly early date is therefore

•'Gistubar's ship," and another elip dbi (Akk. quite beyond question.

ma aba),
" the father's" or " old man's ship,'' i„ addition to the above, another exceed-

both expressions being probably applied to
j^^jy interesting fact indicated by the same

vessels of antiquated pattern. document may be noted; and that is, the

Parts of a boat or ship mentioned in the method of indicating the tonnage. One of

lists are kahkar Mtppi,
'• the ground of a the most common measures for field-produce

ship," probably the deck
;
tsid ehppi,

" the was the giir, and being apparently a large

foundation of a ship." probably the lower measure, it was found to be very convenient

part of the hull; karmi elippi, "the horn of for indicating the capacity of such ships as

R ship," and karndti Uiptpi,
" the horns of a were used for the conveyance of grain and

ship", probably intended to express
" mast" other merchandize. The list in question

and "masts f silUippi, "the side of a ship;" mentions ships of 60, 50,40, 30, 20, 15, 10,

igurdte elippi,
" the bulwarks of a ship ;" and 5 gurru or gurri. All these vessels were,

esen seri Elippi,
" the strength of the back of naturally, of very small size; but although the

a ship," probably the keel
;

kiskitti elippi, list does not go higher than 60 gurri (the

perhaps "the ribs of a ship;" markas elippi number with which the list begins), it does

and <im?nMsa c/ip;n', "the cordage if a ship;" not follow therefrom that vessels of greater

tmeri ilippi, "the ass of a ship,''
^
perhaps capacity were not built— the scribe merely

the prow or figure-head ;
drkat elijjpi,

" the began with 60 because that number was, with

8t«rn of a ship ;" hin elippi, the " hold" or the Akkadians, Babylonians and Assyrians,
" hull of a ship," &c. Accessories, such as a kind of " mathematical unit."

Theo. Gr. Pinches.

2) Prof, de Lacoupevie has pointed out to me that Herodotus (I. 194) says that "each

vessel has a live ass on board," (to carry back the skins of which the vessel was constructed),
Wliethcr " the ass of a ship" mentioned in the inscriptions be a living one or not will be dis-

cussed when describing the vessels depicted on the sculptures.
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AN ASSYRIAN LETTKIi

ANKNT THE rKANSVOKT, BY SlIIT, OF STONE EOH A WINDED BULL

ANIi COLOSSUS.

The following translation of a text referring

to the carriage "in the midst of sliii^.s" (to

use tlie quaint language of the original) of

certain stones, which were ajiparently to he

carved into the likeness of a winged bull and

a colossus (the latter probably a winged lion),

may not be unacceptable to the readers of the

Rfcord, as it will illustrate, to a certain extent

the paper entitled "The Babylonians and

Assyrians as Maritime Nations" in the pres-

ent number. Tne original is an ordinary

As.-^yrian letter-tablet, rather less than 2 in.

and iths long by 1 in. and fths broad; and

is numbered S. 1031, being one of the tablets

obtained by Geo. Smith at Kouyunjik on his

second expedition to Assyria in 1873-4. The

inscri|)tion is very well written, but is not

altogether easy to translate, as it seems to

contain idiomatic phrases or provincialisms.

Line for line and character for character

TRANSCRIPTION, AND LITERAL
TRANSLATION.

1. A-NA SARUI liELI-lA

T<j the king my lord

2. AP.DI-KA
y
ASSUR-BA-NI.

thy servant Assur-bani.

3. LO-SALI-MU A-NA SARRl BELI-IA

May there be peace to the king my lord I

4.
y
AssuR - MU -KI - IN

Assar - mukin

5. IK-TA-AU -RA- AN-NI

has aided me,

G. AisAN ^Jf- Sepi ^>^ Lamassi

the stone of the bull (and J colossus

7. INA LII! [kLII'PETi]

in the midst of ships

8. U -SA - AR-KI - I'l.

I have caused to ride.

9. [ElIPPETI] LA E-MU-KA SI-NA

The ships not deep (were) they,

10. LA IN - TU - HA
'

they did not rest.

11. A - KA- NI DA-'-TAM

Thus himlrance

12. A - BU - TU

I have destroyed.

13. E - TA -AP - SA - NI - iMA

I have done and

Reverse,

14. u - MA- A

today

1 "). u - SA - HI - IR,

I collected,

16. u - SI -LI - A.

I sent up.

In order to make the text clearer, I give

herewith (after my usual custom) a connected

transcription and a free translation of the

above text, with a few remarks upon the words.

TRANSCRIPTION
(with the words joined as the// are to be

pronounced).

Ana sarri ])elia, ardi-ka, Assur-bani, Lu-

salTnm aim sarri belia.

Assur-mukin iktadranni, aban Sedi, Lam-

aesi, ina lib elip)ieii usarkipi. Elipjieti la

emuka sina, la intubu. Akani da'tam abutu;

©tapauni-ma fmia usahir, uselia.

FREE TRANSLATION.
"To the King my lord thy sevant AsSur-

bani. May there lie peace to the king my
h)rd !

Assur-mid\iii has aidecl me. and I havf

shipped the stone foi' tin" Inill :ind colo-^su-.
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The draught of the ships was not great', and

therefore they did not ground. I liave thus

got rid of all liindrauco. 1 have now finished;

and today I collected and sent up the stones).'"

NOTES LTOX THE WORDS, &c.

Lines 1-2, "To the King my lord," &c. This is

the usual short form of address to the king,

in which the sender of the letter announces

who he is. The name Assur-bani means

"Assur creator" (or "creating"), or " Assur

my creator." Perhaps an abbreviated

name. The character »^>^ (Assur), in

the original, is written almost like the sign

^JL (/^it "god"), with three small wedges

on the top of the single upright one. The

same form occurs at the beginning of the

fourth line, in the name of Assur-mukin.

L. 3. Here we have the usual salutation in

its shortest form. It often extends, how-

ever, to several lines.

L. 4. Assur-muMn,
"
Assur, establisher" (or

"establishing"). It is possible that this

name is also abbreviated.

L. 5. Iktadranni. Aorist of the secondary

form of Kal from the root kadaru.

L. 6. The character for Sedu is dan (not

dir) with bat inside—the usual form. The

origin of the group is doubtful.

L. 7. Elippiti. This I conjecture to be the

correct plural of Uippu
"
ship," on account

of its being of the feminine gender. Tlic

termination (9<* is that generally found with

nouns having i in the second root-syllal)le.

L. 8. Usarkipi. Aorist shaphel of /(*/.«/>«

(more usually rakdhu)
" to ride," with the

provincialism of D instead of 1^ in the for-

mative syllable.

L. 10. Intuha. Aorist of the secondary form

of Kal from the root «aAw,
" to rest," here,

apparently, used to indicate the resting or

grounding of a vessel too deeply laden, or

of too great draught.

L. 11. The translation of this line is doubt-

ful, and is partly suggested by the context.

L. 14. tJma,
"
now," "today," accusative of

umu,
"
day," here used with an adverbial

force. Very common in documents of this

class,

L. 15. Usahir. Aorist Piel oi saJiaru, "to

enclose,"
" to collect."

L. 16. UseUa. Aorist shaphel ol Uu, "to

ascend," for uselia, with formative Q in-

stead of Xy*, as in line 8,

The probable date of the above text is about

630. B. C. (reign of Assur-bani-apli or Assur-

banipal). Of course the vessels which Assur-

bani designates as ships were not such as we

shotUd so name nowadays—they were pro-

bably simply large boats.

Theo. G. Pinches.

1) Or :
" The ships were not deeply laden."
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2HE SINIM OF ISAIAH, NOT THE CHINESE.

I.

The 12th verse, chap, xlix of the book

of Isaiah, has been generally understood

until the present day as containing a re-

ference to the country of tie Chinese, i.e.,

China
;
and not a few books or pamph-

lets relating to the Middle Kingdom or

its people have been launched upon the

world under headini^s borrowed from or

alluding to the words of the Bible. My
object in the following note is to show that

this assumption rests on a twofold impos-

sibility, and that the country alluded to

must be sought for on the slopes of the

Hindu-Kush. Let us recall the wording
of the verse referred to as rendered in the

Revised Version.

Behold, these shall come from far : and, lo,

these from the north and from the west ; and these

from the land of Sinim.

The inspired author, whoever he was,

speaks of the dispersed of Israel, who,
wlien the mercy of lahveh extends to

them, shall be called back from the distant

regions of their exile. Two verses—5 and

G, chap, xliii.,
—illustrate plainly the pur-

pose of the speaker.
Fear not, for I am with thee

;
I will bring thy

seed from the east, and gather thee from the west
;

I will say to the noith, Give up; and to the

south, Keep not bHck; bring my sons from far,
and my daughters from the ends of the earth.

It is now admitted among the exegetes
that the Book which goes by the name of

Isaiah had been written in Babylon during
the captivity, about the middle of the 6th

century Bx.

The xlv. chapter has been understood as

a charge against the dualist proclivities of

the time, addressed to Kyros the Great,
who conquered Babylonia in 538 B.C.

And an eminent critic. Dr. Reuss, has felt

himself justified iu admitting the date of

536 B.C. as that of the composition of the

Book.

From the internal evidence offered by
the context, the country of Sinim is a far

distant land, which must be sought for in

the East, the only point of the horizon

left unnoticed by the author. The word

Sinim exhibits the grammatical form of the

Semitic plural, therefore it is an ethnic

teim—the name of a people, not that of a

country.

In the Septuagint version the difficulty

of identification, ipsif. verbis, was explained

away by a simple substitution of names.

The country of the Persians gk 7ry? Uepau'v,

was named instead of the country of

Sinim.

We may corclude these pr^ liminary re-

marks by recognising that the Sinim were

a distant population in the East, whose

name, equivalent to that of the further-

most known lands, had been heard of in

Babylon through the Persians.

II.

Just before his conquest of Babylon the

great Kyros had achieved extensive con-

quf^sts in the East, which had bus-ied him

for fifteen years (534-539 B.C.) The regions

of Bactria, Margiana, Uvarazmiya, orKho-

rasmia, on the east of the Caspian sea, were

successively subdued and garrisoned ;

stopped in the north by the Siberian

steppes, his advance in the north-east did

not reach further than the Sacce, vvlio re-

cognised his suzerainty, and henceforth be-

came the vanguard of his dominions

atjainst the wandering tribes of the East.

Kyros thnu, descending southwards on the

plateau of Iran, conquered the regions of

Haraiva (Arya), Thatagous (Sattagydia),

Haraurati, Zaranka, and the country be-

tween the Cabul river and the Indus—
namely, the modern Kohistan and Kafiri-

stan.

Thus far no impossbiility has ai)peared

to show^ why the Persians in their con-

quests could not have heard from their

border populations the name of the Chinese,

should this name have been in existence.

But it was not in existence, and the political

circumstances whicli later on have put for-
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ward the name which became the antece- the Great. It is exceedingly probable that

dent of that of China, had not yet ap- the said Chinese principality was not dur-

peared, and were not to do so yet for two ing these several centuries without com-

liundred and odd years. munications and intercourse, casual, inter-

Ill, mittent or otherwise, with the West. But

The late exegetes who have upheld the no recoi'ds have been preserved of the

identification of the name of the Sinim Chinese and semi-Chinese bordering states,

with that of the Chinese have followed, as And this absence is the reason, and the only

to the origin of the latter's name, a track one reason, which has led some to suppose
beaten by the early Sinologifts, unaware that the middle kingdom has remained

of the peculiarities of the evolutions under- during so many centuries without any re-

gone by the Chinese sounds in the course lation with the outside world,

of history. Now the name of the state lately pro-

On the north-west of the Chinese do- nounced Ts'in, should it have been dis-

minion, and as a part of it, was an impor- guised into Sinim, ought to have been pro-

tant state, whose name was written with a nounced in antiquity as it is in modern

symbol which in modern Chinese orthoepy times. There comes a crushing evidence

is pronounced Tsin. Established about against the assimilation of the two names.

909 B c.,this principality grew steadily, and It is only three centuries after the Christian

in the third century B.C. was powerful era that the Chinese symbol employed to

enough to conquer the six other states of write this name began to assume in its pro-

the Chinese confederation
;
and its prince nunciation a hissing sound which, in the

assuming the title of She Hwang-ti, or "First wear and tear of speech, was developed

Universal Emperor," founded the Chinese from an originally dental mute. The pris-

empirein 221 B.C. His dynasty under the tine pronunciation of the name we ascertain

aforesaid name, now pronounced Ts'in, was in several ways. The most archaic of the

extinguished soon after his death, and did Chinese dialects—the Sinico-Annamite has

not last, his own reign of 12 years in- still preserved the old sound of Tan. A
eluded, more than sixteen years. dictionary of ancient words, the She-mmg,
The end of the third century being the compiled in the first century of our era by

time when the country of China, then Liu-hi, a scion of the Han dynastic family,

covering about one-ha'f of the modern gives for the same symbol the sound of

China proper, was known under the name Tan. Kuoh P'oh, a great scholar of the

of its ruling dynasty, Avhich is now pro- third century, very learned as to the old

nounced Ts'in, it is out of question for the words, confirms the same, and further

Chinese Empire to have been spoken of proofs may be adduced from the rhymes in

three hundred years previously in the Book the poetry of antiquity,

of Isaiah. But the name of the princi- Therefore, the evidence is overwhelming

pality of the same name, from 909 B.C. against the proposed assimilation. The

downwards, might have been heard of on name of the Chinese principality of Tan

the other side of the Tsung-ling range, that cannot be that of the country of Sinim

which is commonly, though erroneously, more than it can be the antecedent of the

known as the Bolor range, on the west side name ot China. The latter name, as I have

of which were the Sacse subjects of Kyros shown elsewhere,^ arose in the south-

1 ^ Beginnings of Wrilings, § 80
;

also in Col. H. Yule, Glossary of Anglo-Indian.

iVords, p. lo7.
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Tchen or Tsen was the name of the lake of is more than doubtful, and the reverse is

Yunnanfu, which becam e that of a power- more than probable. The names of Seni

ful non-Chinese state in the south-west of and Ichino, whence Tchiniztan, were ap-

China, and which for several centuries parently applied to these regions a long
after its foundation in 331 B.C., centralised time after the deaths of Afrasiab and

and monopolised the trade routes from the Kyros ;
most probably when the Buddhist

interior of China to the Gulf of Tungking, monks and the merchants, acquainted with

and to the Bay of Bengal. And it is by the names of Tchen or Tzen by the south-

this name of one of its feudal states that ern intercourse and trade as that of the

the Empire of China became known far and powerful empire of China, had it applied to

wide through the maritime trade to the the aforesaid region, which in the first cen-

Persian Gulf and the West. But all this tury B.C. became the western most ad-

has nothing to do with the Sinhn of Isaiah vanced posts of the Chinese dominions,

whose identification is still wanting and The Persian tradition may be true as far

must be sought for elsewhere. as the country is concerned
;
but the an-

IV. tiquity of the geographical appellatives rest

Since the Sinim cannot be the Chinese, on too slender a basis to be trusted, and I

who did not bear any name of the sort, think I am justified in believing them to

who can they be % In the Persian tradi- be lacking in the antiquity i equired for the

tions fabulous, misty, and untrustworthy explanation of Sinim.

as traditions may be, we meet with the V.

name of the country of Seni. It is said In his conquests eastwards, Kyros the

that Afrasiab, the Turanian king, whose Great, as we have seen before, advanced as

historical existence dates probably from the far as the modern Kafiristan and Yaghi-
seventh century B.C., gave his daughter stan, on the N.W. borders of India, and

Ferangiz. as a dower, theafoiesaid country these he included in his dominions. The
of Setii., which is Tchiniztan, and was prob- population there formed at that time the

ably a t(;rritory near Samarkand, also, per- most distant people known, and though no

haps, connected with the mount Jchinor detailed list of their nameswhen thry were

Ferangiz was married by Siyawesh and subdued by the Persian conqueror, has been

became the mother of Kyros or Khusrau, handed down by tradition, we are enabled

according to the same traditions.^ A link to ascertain the existence of at least several

between the country of Sefii, which might of them through Indian sources. The
have become Sinim in the Biblical text, Shinas were amongst the most important,
and Kyros, the king of the Persians, would They are enumerated in the laws of Manu^
thus be established. But is the tradition in the Mahabhxrata,

" the great epos of

trustworthy so far as the antiquity of the India, in the Lalita 7>is/ara/' the Buddhist

name is concerned ? The affirmation of this history of the Bodhisattva Buddha, in the

2) Cf. Dr. F. W. West, Pahlavi texts, i., 59 {Sacred Books of the East. vol. v. Also
Prof. -S, Beal, Gleaningsfrom the S'l-yu-K'i, p. 283 (/. R. A. S., 1.SS4, vol. xvi.

3) Mirkhond, History of the Eatly Kings of Ptrsia, transl. D. Shea, p. 225.

4) Manava Dharmaqastfa. x., 44.

5) Mahabharata Bhishma Fan)an%\. 317—378. H. H. Wilson, The Vishnu fumna,
translated edit., F. Hall, 18G.'>, v«il. ii., p. ISI.

G) Lalita Vistara, x.
; trans). Rjijendra La! Mitra llUiHotcra Indica, N. S., n. 473

;

transl. Foucaux, Annates da M/rsee Guiniet, 1881, vol. vi., p. 104.
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Ramayana^
^ the Furanas,

® and elsewhere
;

a body of evidence which goes back to tiie

times preceding the Christian era. The

Shina tribes, now five in number, are still

in existence in the same or nearly the same

region as they have been driven eastwards

in the mountainous country somewhat more

than in former times. They have been

extensively studied in late years, in situ, by
Dr. Leitner, Major Biddulph, and their

dialects have been examined also by some

scholars of eminence—Dr. Trumpp, J.

Van den Ghein, and others.^

VI.

There is no probability of doubt that these

Shinas of ancient and modern times on the

slopes of the Hindu-Kush, were the remote

populations referred to in the expression
land of Sinim of the Book of Isaiah. Such
will be the conclusion of my enquiry.

T. DE Lacouperie,

December, 1886.

7) Ramayana, Bengal recension Kishkinda-Kanda, xliv., 14.

8) Markandeya, Ivii., 39.

9) Cf. Leitner, Dardistan, 1870—1877; Trumpp, Calcutta Revieiv, cviii., 1872;
^Yi'AVf, Journal Bengal Asiatic Society, 1877; Major Biddulph, Iribes of the Hindoo-Koosh,
ch. iii.

; J. Van den Ghein, Les LanguesdeVAsie Centrale, ii., &c.

RE VIE WS.
Remarks on the Zodiacal Virgo, in con-

nection with a representation of the con-

stellation upon the porch of St. Margaret's
Church, York, by Robert Brown, Jun.,
F.S.A. [Yorkshire Arehoeological Journal,
vol. ix.) The author continues in detail

his diligent researches On the Origin of the

Signs of the Zodiac, which were the subject
of his important paper published in Archce-

ologia, xlvii., part ii. It is a serious en-

quiry, worthy of being referred to.—
T. DE L.

Ancient Sculptures in China, with nine

plates, by Prof. Robert K. Douglas {Journal

Royal Asiatic Society, 188G, vol xviii., extr.

8 pp.) Under this uncompromising title,

the author publishes six plates of sculptures
in Eastern China of 147 a.d. and three

plates of Egyptian sculpture for compari-
son, with a few descriptions. It is evident
that the Chinese artists at that time had
in their minds some notions of ornamen-
tation and symbolism, derived from old

Egypt. We may suggest that they were

probably carried from hand to hand through
the sea trade of the South, which brought
to the Northern shores of China, as early
as a few centuries hnfom the Christian era,

many notions from the West. —T. DE L.

The Hitlite Empire, by Rev. W. Wright,
D.D.

( Victoria Institute, Jan. 3, 87). The

author, who has the merit of being the first

collector in situ of Hittite inscriptions and
whose work, The Empire of the Hittites,

has reached a second edition, has explained
in this paper the ensemble of the historical

position of this interesting people. T. DE L.

Die Keilschrifttexte Asurbanipals
.... mit Transscription, &c. —Von
Samuel Alden Smith. 8vo. Leipzig,

Pfeiffer, 1887.

In this work Mr. Smith gives a very

complete and readable translation of the

important and excellsntly preserved cylin-
der discovered by Mr. Rassam in the north-

west palace at Koyunjik. This cylinder
is one of the most valuable inscriptions in

Cuneiform literature, and contains an

account of the first and second Egyptian

campaigns of Assurbanipal m Egypt and
the capture of Thebes by the invaders
—most important material for the recon-

struction of the history of the XXIV.

Egyptian dynasty. The carefully written

accounts of the Babylonian King's action

against his rebel brother, Samas-Sum-ukin,
are now, for the first time fully translated,

and restore important chapters in the his-

tory of Westeiu Asia during the seventh

century. Mr. Smith accompanies his trans-

lation with a transliteration of the text and
a vocabulary whicli will rentier it of con-

siderable value t • students. W. St. C H,

Printed for the Proprietor at 51, Knowie Road, Brixton, S.W., and published by him there ,and by
D. NUTT, British and Foreign Bookseller, 270, Strand, W.C,
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BABYLONIAN AND ORIENTAL RECORD.

The Editorial Committee is not responsiblefor the opinions or stcUements of the Contributors,

IRANIAN STUDIES.—II.

THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE PAHLAVI.

Everyone knows that the language in been regulated by any fixed law. This use,

which were written, under the Sassanian kings, and even the creation of the words with a

the royal edicts, the legends upon coins and Semitic form, seem to have been left more or

seals, as well as all the religious books of less free. Sometimes it is the Persian word

Mazdeism, is a composition of heterogene- which is employed, sometimes it is its Aram-

ous elements, of Aramaic and Persian words, ean equivalent ;
often the one and the other

The Iranian part of this singular mixture,

was the Persian, such as it was spoken at that

time, mixed up' nevertheless, of words borrow-

ed from the Avesta, and slightly modified ac-

are in one and the same phrase. We shall

see farther on some examples of these differ-

ent cases.

When thedeciplierment and comprehension

cording to the genius of the language of the of a considerable number of Pahlavi frag-

period. The Aramean part was composed,

either of pure Aramean words, or of

mixed terms in which a Persian suffix for-

mative or flexive, was added to an Aramean

root. To the first category belong, e. g.,

1/om day, aL-h brother, gabrd man, am mother,

ahar after, kola all
;

to the second, loitik

non-existence, yedrunishn carrying, yedrun-

tanoto carvj,karituntano to summon, &c. &c.2

Certain suffixes and words cannot yet be

classed with certainty. But that matters little

to us in the meantime.

At whatever period we study it, the

Pahlavi appears witli a double character. The

most ancient monuments 2)resent some words

of the two Icinds mixed together. The greater

number of Aramean words have an Iranian

correspondent; a few only, among others

the prohibitive negative Id, do not appear to

iiave had any in the written languag<'.

But a very large number of I'ersian words

have no Semitic representatives.

The use of these last seems not to liave

ments had been accouiplislied, it was sought

to ascertain the nature of tliis singular com-

pound. It was thought at first tliat there

was here a Semitic language mixed up with

Persian forms and words. But it was not

difficult to discover that all, or nearly all,

the suffixes, the forms of flexion and the

construction of the words belong to the

Persian grammar ;
and this prevented the

admission of anything but an Iranian

origin.

As the Pahlavi was still taken for an or-

dinary tongue, it was considered to be a mix-

ed idiom, similar to English, which is com-

posed of Roman and German elements. But

this error was soon recognised and generally

rejected. The freedom of choice between Ara-

mean and Persian words, and the arbitrary

substitution of the oik; i'or the other, revealed

a conventional language. Other indications

not less clear, as well as the testimony i>[' some

oriental authors, removed all doubts on this

point. The cxaiiiincrs then went to the op-

1) By this term, altliough it is not properly used, is meant the collection of Persian and
Aramean words. It probably had no special naiui'.

2) See my Manuel de la langue Pehlevic, <|-c., Introd., pp. 11, 12.

Vol.. I,—No. 4. [ID] Fed. 1887.
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posite extreme, and proceeded to maiutain

that the Pahlavi was purely and simply tlie

Persian of the middle age, that Aramean

words did not figure there but in form, and

that they were only the written represen-

tations of Iranian words, and never read.

According to this system a Pahlavi phrase

would be representeti thus :

Arma andrmnqyia aeido Trojaj 'o jorotus

ap' oris ^
;

which ought not to be read thus, but as it

really is :

Arma virumque cano Trojan qui primus aboris.

This opinion appears to have prevailed till

now. However, the learned dragoman of the

German Consulate at Constantinople, (whose

premature death is a source of deep regret to

science), Dr. J. H. Mordtmann, maintained

to the last that the Pahlavi is a language of

the Effendis, that is to say, a real language,

but one created to please the people of the

higher classes, to place them above the vul-

gar, and thus to be unintelligible to the

latter. The question actually stands at this

point at present.

Since the demise of Dr. Mordtmann,
his opinion has been without a defender

;
it

api^ears generally to be admitted that the Se-

mitic portion of the Pahlavi has never been

used except for writing, and that no word of

this description was ever pronounced.
This opinion can boast in its favour the

names of savants of superior authority to all

others— Spiegel and Noldeke. It rules at

present, and it appears rash not to range

oneself determinedly on its side. And yet

there remain in our minds a good many doubts

and difficulties whose solution has not been

given. We shall set these forth fully, what-

ever may be our fate, and we hope, in submit-

ting them to the judgment of our learned col-

leagues, to call forth a definite solution of this

important problem.

Let us first put the question distinctly. It

is certain that at a particular epoch the

Huzvaresh did not serve for any other pui-pose

than reading, and that the Pahlavi had the

character which Spiegel and Noldeke attribut-

ed to it. That appears incontestable. But

it remains to be discovered if this character

existed at its origin, if the first authors of the

Pahlavi system, the first who thought of em-

ploying collaterally with Persian words, cer-

tain Aramean words and radicals, did not take

these last for simple representative signs, en-

tirely despoiled of their own value.

To render the discussion clearer, and to give

it a palpable basis, let us expose and analyse

two or three Pahlavi phrases taken from the

more ancient monuments of the language.

We shall choose for this purpose the legend

upon a coin of a Cilician satrap, an inscription

of the first Sassanian king, and a fragment of

theZend orPahlavi commentary on the Avesta.

The words, or parts of the Aramean words,

are written in italics. We translate them as

types in Latin-Greek, the Greek representing

the Aramean.

1. The Satrap coin.

Mizdi zt val Abd Zoharan Khalk.
misthos qui pro Abdou Zoarou.

2. Sassanide Inscription.

Patkali denman bagi Artakhashar malkvLH.

malld airan minucetri men Yazatan barman

bagi Papeke malld.

Imago taate divi A. basileum basileus, Erani

celestis-originis apo deo huios divi papeki
basileos.

3. Verse from the Avesta. Vendidad, Farg.
V. §1-

_

Gabrci aitiin bara vitirit m^7t/?re t/tni zak zo-

far rostak {aigh zofar men rostak
;

ait (?)

mano rostak yemlalumi) zak miiru vazit men

zak biland gir avo zak zofar rostak. Mehim

zak kehrp vashta tink vulman rostak anshota.

—Aner outo apo transit (moritur) huper en

tini, saltii coUis (toiit' esti fauces ek monte
;

sunt (?)
hoi collem /^<70wunt. tis avis epi it

apo autou alto colle ad auton saltum. Huper
toiito corjiore pro esthiit ho mortui anthropou.

Let us specially analyse this passage.

We find there anAramean noun subject, then

3)
First verse of the yEneld written in Latin-Greek,
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a Persian noun with an Aramean prefix, a duced for the figurative use of Semitic words

preposition composed of two Aramean terms may be resumed and arranged under two

rendering a simple Persian term, an Aramean heads, the irregularity of the expressions

pronoun determining a Persian noun ob- wliich are apparently Aramean, and the t«sti-

jective, having itself an objective of the same mony of Orientals. Let us examine each

nature. The parenthesis which follows ex- of them successively,

plaining the two last words, contains a Semitic 1. Tlie irregularities which are of principal

adverb and two Persian words bound between moment are those presented by the title taken

them by a Semitic preposition, then a doubt- by theArsicidan and Sassanian kings
—

i Malk-

ful word, a Semitic pronoun, a Persian noun, anmaltd, king of kings. We find, in fact, in

and at the end an Aramean verb. The an- this expression two Semitic words construed

alysis could be easily continued. according to the rules of Persian syntax.

Here is certainly the most singular mixture Further, the first is formed of an Aramean

of words that can be conceived. And all this radical and a Persian suffix indicating the

should be read as if there were nothing in it plural; the second is purely Semitic, but it has

but Persian words! Just as if Greek words a form which the genius of Aramean does

ought to be pronounced as if their Latin not allow; it is in the emphatic state when

equivalents were written only! There is here, it ought to be in the construct state as gov-
one cannot deny, a very extraordinary fact, erning the genitive Malkdn. The terms have

We know that in many countries there are the impossible sense of "a king of kings.'*

some ordinary or artificial languages which Now, it is declared, it cannot be admitted that

present a mixture of lieterogeneous elements words containing such gross faults have ever

of one and the same kind, although different been pronounced. These scholars conclude from

from various points of view. The Urdu, the this that they serve only as indicators, and

English, the pidgin-English, have something that in reading, Iranian equivalents were sub-

in common. But a hybrid dialect, with words tituted for them.

intended to be spoken, some as they were writ- This argument, we frankly avow, in no

ten, others in quite a different manner, is not- way cmvinces us. Let us admit, without

withstanding what we have said, as we shall reserve, the existence of the grammatical er-

see further on, a phenomenon unexampled in rors which are pointed out; we draw from them

history. A fact unique of its kind, is not to the diametrically opposite conclusion.

be rejected for that alone; but in order that it Tf such gross barbarisms could not be uttered

should be !icco[)ted, while its awkwardness ])y the lips of an educated man, tluMv is much

renders ituulikely, there must be grave reasons more reason that they should be excluded

and serious proofs. Can we imagine an from his writing. Verba rolant, scripta man-

Austrian author writing first a German word, ent. The Sassanian kings would have

and following it with a Hungarian word writ- blushed to employ these expressions in the

ten in every letler, Init only intended to re])res- ficcting act of speech, and they would not

ent its German synonym, which alone onglit liavc hesitated to engrave them in iron ami

to be read? Yet that is tlie very case which on the rocks, and to s])read through the world

is supposed to exist here. coins stamped willi llils sen! ul' ignonuu-f,

The scholars who have adopted this ex- which would exix^sc tlnin lo tlic laughter of

planation, have l)een drawn naturally to it the world, especially of their neighbours and

by reasons which have appeared to them sufT- Semitic subjects ! This is not jirobaiiif.

icicnt.
.
We have tlien first to examine the These scholars would perhaps reply tluit

value of these motives, then to set forth the the use of the tenii< Mdlldn malld is

fact which makes us incline towards a differ- juslilied by their luMiig imitated from the

ent opinion. The arguments which are ad- Persian words <§/*"//(?» >'/*«//, and that the (i in
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midkd is in fact only the Hnal of shah. This

would seem to us quite useless. This justifi-

cation would have some value if Mallcdn mal-

kd were the only expr.ssion of this kind. Now
this construction is to be found at every step

in the Palilavi books, (e. g., ahrubdn rubdn,

darvanddn patj'ras, &c.), and many Huzvaresh

words have the form in d (ah) of the em-

phatic state, while there is no Persian word

in ah to correspond ;
e. g., gabrd (Pers. mart)

man
; lalbd(^Fers. sag) dog; inatd (Pers. dih)

country, &c. Indeed, if this supposition were

true, it would necessitate Alalkahdn malkd

like 8h ihdn shah, and not Malkdn malkd
;

therefore the whole explanation falls to the

ground. We shall see, besides, farther on,

how the title Malkdn malkd was formed.

And even if we were to put this considera-

tion aside, the reasoning would not be more

solid, for the expression Malkdn malkd has

nothing of the character they attribute to it,

and is not faulty, as they assert. It is, on

the contraiy, easily explained by a constant

and universal fact, and it is formed according

to the process followed by all those nations

who borrow words from other peoples. Where-

ever foreign words are introduced into a lan-

guage, they are so in the fashion and accord-

ing to the genius of the people who appro-

priate them, whether it be to make a super-

ficial and transitory use of them, or to incor-

porate them into their vocabulary.

Let us take German as an illustration. We
find there a large number of words talcenfrom

Latin or even French. Now in none of these

borrowings is there any account taken of the

laws of these languages ; nearly all violate

(openly the rules of orthography and gram-

mar, both Latin and French. Let us recall

only such words as theater, medizin, litcratur,

Cur, notiz, manier, passagier, officier, adjut-

ant, universitdt, apital, medisiniren, kritisir-

en, privat dozent, Religions lehrer, soldaten,

fnemmren, realien, personalien, Italien, and

a hundred others like them, and we shall sco

how German does not in tlie least regard the

ortliography, flexions, or rules of construction,

either French or Latin. Let us now consider

again, and separately, the two Pahlavi terms.

1. Malkdn. While ev3u admitting that

the suffix dn may be of Persian origin, we

can find in this word nothing extraordinary or

Irregular. It is the exact counterpart of sol-

daten, realien, personalien. The first, like

all the other three, is formed by an exotic ra-

dical (malk-, soldat-, reali-, porsonali-,) and

by a plural suffix in use among the people

borrowing ;
(«* corresponds exactly to en in

German. We have, then, this parallelism :

Malk - an

soldat - en

reali - en, &c.

Thus the form Malkdn is perfectly normal
;

let us proceed.

2. Malkd. The fault we find in this word

is that it is in the emphatic state, that is to

say, as isolated and determined, although it

ought to be in the construct case, as govern-

ing a genitive. There is in this argument
a sort of appreciation which we do not

share. But, to be clearer, let us divide

our observations.

a. First, Malkdn maZ/.v/ does not signify

"a king of kings," but " the king of kings"—
(see hereafter.)

b. Besides, we cannot lie certain that the

Persians observed the distinctions and rules

of the three states of Aramean nouns. That

would be an unheard-of fact. As we have

remarked above, all people who appropriate an

exotic expression transform it and employ it

according to their own system, and without

regard to any foreign custom.

Gorman, e. g., which borrows from Latin

some words such as, genius, ordinarius, gym-
nasium

;
does it trouble itself in the least with

their different forms ? Certainly not
;
but it

says,
— der genius, des genius, dem genius,

die, den genien ; absolutely as if no Latin

declension existed. Of the French niemoires

it makes M emoiren; of belles lettres it makes

Bellettristik. It says lieliginns-, Unlversi_

tats lehrer, as if religion and iiniversitaf

were German words. And ye it can be

demanded that the Persians should have

observed the distinction, more or less subtle,
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of the nominal states, of which their grammar
has no suspicion, and this contrary to the

usages of all peoples !

3. a. This is much less justified, inasmuch

as the Arameans themselves commenced to

lose the feeling of these differences, and to

confound the various cases of the nouns.

Many words, in Chaldea as in Syria, have

lost the form of the absolute case, and use

the emphatic in both cases. These are jjoZ

bull, jZc^X dead, j^^^ demon, ]fvi;c|

servant. In many instances, tlie two cases

are used indifferently. We find some words

in the emplmtic with the indefinite pronoun

^ (Jclmd^, 'quidam,' and even without that

pronoun, but with the same sense.

Ex. u^JiA. ^^ :in'l \-^^ -^ "^ S7ibito,
7 "

^

Luke ii. 13 and xiii. 7. i^ ]^::iy.
=

avOpuiiro'i

Tts, Luke xix. 12.

The value of the emphatic is lost at tliat

point where the demonstrative coi ^^ added

to convey the force of the article.

Ex. 1^ .^ ocn '^^!iC 'locutus est mutus,'

cXaXT^arcv 6 KW(f)o<;, ^latth. ix. 33.

But more tiian that
; they use the empJudic

instead of the construct case, by prefixing the

particle "7, ^ to the word governed, Ex. :

l^^v^j l-^l
and sometimes even witliout

hat partifle. See Esther i. 9.

b. The same phenomena show themselves in

Manda?an with still greater frequency. Tlic

distinction of the cases is yet more effaced.

The emphatic oftener replaces tlie construct

case before the governed word ; it soiiK'tiiiios

even designates the attribute or the objective

of an adjective. E.g., ^''TF J"^'2^i t lie good

fortune of life, ^^^'"^ ~l\"IN* abounding in lil'e_

(Sec Th. Noldeke, IJeber (.lie Mundarl (h-r

iManda'cr, pp. G'J-7<»)-

It is to be noted thnt the^ Maniliean liad

its scat nearer the Iranian countries than the

otlier i<nown Araiman dialects.

r. As soon as the Persians adopted tlie

construction jMnlLt'iii nudka, (and tliat it

ou/r'it to be, we shall >cc in a monicnl,) there

ccmld be no longer any question of the con-

struct case for the second word; the einj/liatic

agrees with it liest, as it is used in a deter-

mined sense. Tlie thing is so mucli the

clearer because these terms are often preceded

by the particle ?, which is, without contratlic-

tion, a determinative.

d. The construction of tliese words cannot

be other than Iranian
;
that is the result of

our first observation. Tlius German, when

it would render the idea contained in the words

"maniere" and " soldat" takes the two Frendi

words "maniere" and "soldat." It mutilates

tlie former to adapt its elements to its own

phonesis, and thus makes from it manir

(manier); to the latter it adds the suffix oi

of the German plural; then placing two terms

in the order required by the German con-

struction, it makes up the compound fohkifen

manier. Some expressions, such as 'Religions

lehrer' present phenomena of the same kind.

e. All, then, is natural, all is norma! in

the formula of the royal title of the

Sassanians. Its mode of form;ition will point

out to us its nature. The Partliian kings who

took it did not quite at fir-t entitle tlieni-

selves malkdn maJ/.a or i^hahan ftliah; they

began with tlie sinqile qualification DKiIkd,

king, in the nnphatic state, and as that was

more natural to foreigners, it was first ^f^t-

radnt malLd, Valga^h i malL'i; the same also,

with the Aramean term zi, zi Malta, 6 ySacrt-

Aeus, Mitradat king, Valgasli( Vologes i), the

king, as they had had A/jcru/xvys/Sttcri'Acus before

Mt^/xSarr;? (3acTt\iv<; fSarnXewv. Then the title,

eompleting itself, became i MalLdii malkd,

the king of kings, as that ought to l)e; for a

Persian could imi h;ive dreamed of changing
the form of the wonl ///•'//•'/ to follow the laws

of the Aramean grammar, which, besides had

already fallen into desuetude.

We might remark here, tlial the tirst time

this title ap[)ears is in the form miilhin mul-

/,}. and not /H«'/.v?//..Valgash i Akhshak Ma/.

kill iimlkd. Tlie (lue.slion i- not tluMi of ;»

Semitic r.idieil unilod t > an Iranian suffix,

iiut of a word purely and exclusively Semitic

which could not be copied over a Persian word
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only intended to be pronounced. But we are above all to whom they refer, and whom

sure enough on this point. Let us pass on we shall specially discuss.

to the evidence of Orientals. There are two

\_To be continued.']

C. DE Haklez.

I. Gaddas, an early Babylonian king.

The tablet 84-2-11, 178 is one of peculiar

interest. It is apparently an address by a

king named Gaddas
(Y J^< j:*EY Yjy Ga-ail-

da^) "to the bright day {(oici umu namri^, the

divine bull of Ilan(^>f ^]i^ ^>f ^^D.P. Har

tlan^), the three lords." Gaddas calls him-

self
"
king of the four regions (sar kipratu

drhd), king of Sunicr and Akkad, and king
of <<< <« ^^yy." The last two lines of the

obverse seem to speak of some misfortune

which befel this last-named land or city, and

the reverse is inscribed with a kind of lamen-

tation, in Sumerian and Babylonian, as fol-

lows :
—

"Woe, woe! heart of (my) heart! zinzigi

zingi ! my city has no judge.

Woe, woe! heart of (my) heart! hinili li'niJi !

in my city Nippu^ there is no judge."

This lamentation is followed by two short

lines of doubtful meaning, the last reading
una pipt sadir, and apparently meaning,

hterallv, "to mouth - mouth written"— that

is :

" Written down according to the po-

pular tradition." The doubtful word is

BABYLONIAN NOTES.

Babih, (" gate of God"), which is also often

written BahiJam, is a folk-etymology origin-

ating with the Babylonians themselves, and

which was translated into Akkadian under

the form of Ka-dingira, also meaning
"
gate

of God." The Hebrew explanation of tlie

word as meaning
" confusion" has, therefore,

great probability
—for the confusion of tongues

was indeed great there in Babylon, A Baby-

lonianian, however, would probably have pre-

ferred (supposing th.it be bad not chosen the

etymology Bcib-il/,
"
gate of God) to derive

the name Babalam from the Babylonian ba-

bdlii, to bring," rather than from 77^ "to

confuse."

Thus, from a small fragment, with no

more than 12 lines of writing, do we get re-

vealed to us two facts of early Babylonian

history
—the name of nn ancient and hitherto-

unknown king, and a most interesting vari-

ant for the name of Babykm.

II. Tarzia, "king of Bajiylon
AND Countries."

The tablet 82-9-18, 360a, wliicli is a re-

cei])t for a certain amount of tithe for tlie

pipi, which looks like a reduplicate form of i"'^"^!' Marcheswan (October), paid to Tak's-

Gnla, (apparently a receiver of titlies at Si] ar

or Sepbarvaim), is dated "the lltli day of

MarchesAvan, in ibe first year of Tarzia, Ic'ng

of Babylon and countries,'' ( <<<1^ *^Ty ^
<i^ I >^-^T ^ -m^Vy r^^
^ "^S-Y *Pt K ^^ Ara/n samna, umu fst/'n-

i'sr/'t, sattu est/'n, Tar-zi-ia, mr Babili u

matdti). This 2Vu-:m is apparently a variant

the word pu "mouth"— "written down at

mouth and mouth"—compare the phrase
"
at

his mouth."

In the word ^^^ ^/^ ^"^IT
^^^ ^^^^^ appar-

ently one of the forms of the name of the city

Babylon, for, as has been pointed out by Dr.

Jensen, and as we learn also from pi. 87

of Vol. V. of the W. A. I., 1. 43, the char-

acter {^{^ has sometimes the value of ba, be- f<'i' the more common B<n-z/((, (^ >^~ »ff"t$E^Ir)
sides that of .</?? and ^'i-. This group is there- the Bab3donian form of (lie well-known

fore undoubtedly to lie read Babalam, a foiin name Bardes or Smenlis. WIicIIkm',

wliieb implies, as lias already lieen supjiosed however, this variant is to be liMikeij n)iMii ns

by some scholars, that the more common form '>•
•'^lip

of the pen on the jiari of the scribe, or

1) For an explanation of this expression, see below. 2) Or, "in Uk- city Yanibbu."
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af^some peculiiuity in ]irouuiici;ition, is uii- tabha means "
double," and tlicrefoiv we fin'l

certain. The Persian form is Bard'-ifia, tY ^Y four lines lower down the characters T). P,

^^JY^'^^^Bu-r-d'-i-ya
— a form which .uives -Bw-/«/'6« explained hy /lu L-ila/l-in, "the

no indication of the existence of a dental. double ,L>-od"
- an ox)ilanati(in whicli is aj)-

It is, however, not unlikely, that there was plied both to ^*^ yy ^ ^, D. J'. Minahi,

some suspicitm of a dental or sibilant sound also moaning "doulile" and to ^J^ jiyyj tuf^'^y,

in tlie Babylonian jironunciation nf the name, a group to whi^'li tlic pronunciation

which would account tnr the strange form of 3Ii)iaJ>i seems to have been given as

Tarzia, and. at the same time, for the Sni well. Prom this same text we learn, moreover,

which replaces tlie B in the Greek fonu Smer- that the names of the two persons of this

dis. It is hardly likely that this Tarzia is double divinity, were y^';y/?< and ^(f?'?vtym, and

any other than Bardes, notwithstanding that that the characters
.->|- .->^ are to be pro-

the reading Hazzia is also possible, nounced Han " the two gods" (dual of 'dn

III. The Deities Ilan axd Har. "god"), a formation Hke /.v7«/Za«
" the two

In the note printed above, upon the in- sides" (a word whose true meaning was first

scription of kingGaddas. I have said that the treated of by l)r Jensen). This dual in -f(«,

inscription is dedicated by him " to the bright of which the dual in d is a])parently only an

day, the divine bull of Ilan, th > three lords,'
'

abbreviation (compare iaptun and iini>tn, "the

^J- ^t -^-^ .-Jp >-IT *-^ >-I][^.
A few two lips") is most interesting— only less so

remarks upon those expressions may not be indeed, then the fact of the existence, in

altogether uninteresting. Babylonian mythology, of the trinity com-

Tbe imitortant text for the explanation of jwsed oi Birdii, S<trrapu, and their messenger

this rather difficult half-line is W. A. I. III., Har, which, in the ext of Gaddas noticed

pi, 08, No. 2. We there find that .->^ i^i^,
aliove, are apparently designated by the ehar-

pronounced^rt?-, is the messenger of Bar-tabba acter for loid [^'^) repeated three times.

( ^:^ lil^^TT^ y? -Hf- >f S^ --T !^m Theo. G. Pinches.

D. r. Kiiufia D. J'. Bartahki-kit). Bar-

THE BABYLONIAN IDEA OF A DISEMBODIED SOUL.

Dr. W. Hayes Ward, writing recently on some confidence that it does depict the dis-

the scenes depicted on the Babylonian embodied soul as brought up for judgment

cylindrical seals, has expressed tbe opinion in the lower world. - This seal Dr. Ward
that these are concerned somewhat exten- describes as " of green jasper, and with the

sively with the introduction of the souls of concave face of the older period," and as

deceased persons to one or other of the representing a "
figure, half-man and half-

gods, or with other circumstances in the bird, being led to the god by tbe figure iu

I)assage of the souls of the dead to the un- front of him, and pushed on by the figure

seen world.* The generalisation which behind. The rear, and fourth standing
Dr. Ward has suggested is probably too figure, instead of lifting his emjity arms,
wide

;
but there is at least one seal in his carries a victim for sacrifice. The god is

collection of which it may be said with distinguished by streams flowing from his
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abdomen, while near them are several fishes

to indicate that it is water which is de-

lineated. The god would seem to be Hea,

deity of the waters of the lower world.

There is no crescent to indicate the moon-

god. The reader will imagine the seated

god repeated at left of figure."^ With

regard to the "half-man and half-bird,"

with which we are at present chiefly con-

cerned, Dr. Ward adds,
" It would seem

as if for some offence the culprit was being

changed into a bird." This last statement

must be regarded, however, as inad-

missible. The soul is not being changed
into a bird as a ^Dunishment for its sins.

There is evidence pointing to the conclu-

sion that the Babylonians regarded all souls

as possessing, when disembodied, a semi-

birdlike character—a conception agreeing,

indeed, substantially with what is to be

seen on Egyptian paintings
—and it is this

conception which is portrayed on the seal.

In proof of the asseition just made the

reader may be referred to the tenth line in

the " Descent of Ishtar ":—
m Ml ti <V yr 5.1 t^gN -yT<T t-&^ -<
LAIi - SU - MA KIMA IS - SU - \\l SIJ - HAT

clotlied also, like In'rds, [in] a dress

j.^ ->
GAP -n,

of feathers.

Here the quasi-birdlike character of the

soul comes out with sufficient clearness.

Dr. Ward's seal, then, may be taken as re-

presenting the disembodied soul as brought

up unwillingly for judgment before the

Babylonian Minos. The attendant next

to the judge is apparently listening to the

delivery of the judgment, which would

seem to include a castigation with a stick

or similar ipstrument in the hand of the

attendant, and behind the back of the un-

fortuuate soul. How severe is the sentence

is seen from the shrinking away of the

soul, and from the position of its hands.

The Babylonian conception of human

immortality has an important relation to

the question, formerly a good deal dis-

puted, as to the l)elief of the Hebrews in

earlier times concernins; a future retribu-

tion. But, apart from this general refer-

ence, there is one obscure passage of the

Old Testament on which Dr. Ward's seal

sheds a new and unexpected light. This

passage is Joli xxvi., 5. The translators

of the Authorised Version would seem to

have been unable to get any consistent

sense out of the passage, for they give the

translation—" Dead [things] are formed

from under the waters and the inhabitants

thereof" This the Revisers have certainly

much improved, for they render—
"
They that ai-e deceased tremble
Beneath the waters and the inhabitants thereof,"

But perhaps the sense would be given a

little more forcibly as "The shades {ha-

rephaim) writhe {YechoMu) beneath the

waters and the inhabitants thereof." It

would seem not unlikely that the author

of the Book of Job had in view, when he

wrote this verse, just such a scene as that

depicted on Dr. Ward's seal, where the

judgment is taking place "beneath the

waters," whose "inhabitants" are repre-

sented by the fishes. The "
writhing," or

"
trembling

"
is entirely suitable to the

unhappy position of the soul shrinking
from the judge, and about to receive severe

punishment.
Several seals more or less analogous

appear to exist in different collections,

though the British Museum does not seem

to possess one. Cullimore, in his Oriental

Cylinders, a work unfortunately never com-

pleted, depicted a seal from the Imperial

Collection at Vienna, which is worth com-

paring with that of Dr. Ward.^ The

scene is essentially the same, though some

3) In Fig. 1, as we have said, it has been attempted to remedy the defect of Dr.

Ward's figuie.

4) The translation is by Mr. Pinches, who has also kindly transcribed the text.

5) This seal is numbered 147 in CuUimore: see Fig. 2 in the accompanying plate.
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of the accessories are varied. The minister

of justice bears now a drawn sword; with

which, no doult, the punishment adjudged
is to be itiflicted. There is, however, no

clear indication that the scene is laid

beneath the waters
;

but the water ap-

parently spouting up from behind the

judge is probably to be connected with

originally sub-aqueous characteristics.

There is in the British Museum a very

interesting seal, on which tlie semi-bird-

like character of the soul, according to the

Babylonian conception, throws an im-

portant light." This seal represents, I

have no doubt, the nightly voyage of the

sun beneath the waters, from the place of

setting in the west to his eastern starting

place. On the tablet C)f the sun-god obtained

by Mr. Rassam from Abu-habba (JV. A. /.,

vol. V. pi. 60) the sun is represented in

successive places beneath the waters, to

denote his sub-aqueous jouruey. But on

the seal the representation is more

eiaborate, and he is conveyed or escorted

by a spirit crew on a boat or raft. The

sun is seen above the helmsmaa. In

the middle of the vessel are two other

figures, between two masts, and above is,

as Mr. Pinches points out, a canopy or

awning, needed apparently for protection
from tlie rays nimiuni propim^ui solis. It

may be doubted whether this is not to be

looked upon as a sort of engine room.

There is something like a 1)ottle, probably
in the hand of the shorter figure, and tliere

is another globe above. These may con-

tain the imprisoned winds as a motive power
in the absence of sails. One is reminded

of the bag of winds presented to Ulysses,

and which his companions so unfortunately

opened. Beyond the canopied compart-
ment is what would apjiear to l)e the man
at the bows on the look out.

'

In Dr. Ward's article and illustrations

before alluded to there are various other

matters of interest which I cannot now

discuss
;

but a Avord must be said with

regard to the seal numbered by Dr. Ward

Fig 20. Here we have a priest or wor-

shipper standing before two altars or

pedestals, one in front of the other. On
that in the rear an animal, perhaps a dog,

is seated. Immediately in front of the

worshipper is an altar, bearing above it

what Dr. Ward describes as " an irregular

oval object not easy to identify." This

object is clearly, to my mind, a phallic

symbol or ashera/i. Queen Maachah's mipt

letseth, or "abominable image," which Asa

cut down (I. Kings, xv., 13) may very

well have been just such an object as that

on the seal in question. The British

Museum has a seal essentially analogous,

though differing very much in details.

Anions these differences is the fact that

the asbcrah approaclies more nearly to a

cone. This seal has curiously indicated on

it the number 15,^ connecting the objects

delineated with Ishtar as goddess of love,

she being the goddess 15, .-.^y ^^^ ,
a

name supposed to be connected with half

the days of the month. On the "oval

object" in Dr. Ward's figure there is a

number of marks, probably also fifteen,

though from the nature of the representa-
tion this cannot l)e clearly made out. On
another seal in the British Museum with

two asherahs, one surmounted by a star

and the other by a ci-escent
;
that bearing

the star probably had fifteen marks origin-

ally, though a piece is now chipped off.

The other ashcrah under the crescent has

ten marks, still it should be observed a

multiple of five. It seems not unlikely
tliut there is under these numerical indi-

cations some principle at present hidden,
but which hereafter may come to light.

Thomas Tyler.

6) See Fig. 3.

7) One is tempted to suggest that with the shape of the Sun's vessel, as depicted on

the seal, is to be connected what is sai<l in the Greek i)oets of the Sun's nightly voyage

being peiformed in a cup. In this voyage, moreover, the sun a})pears to have descended

to the depths of Oceanus (Atlieiixnis, lib. xi. p. I HO).

8) As to the indication of this number, I am permitted to say that Mr, finches agrees

witlj me.
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DID CYRUS INTRODUCE WRITING INTO JNDIA?
In the Lalita vistara,^ ch. x., to the young position. Therefore the vexed queotiou as

Bodisattva- led to the writing-school lipi- to the date of the work is important. Tlie

sahi, is attributed the authorship of a list Sanskrit text now known is almost identical

of 6 -i writings. In a recent translation,'' with that which was translated into Chinese

the statement runs thus: in 615 A.D. under the title of Fang kwang
"Now Bodhisatlva, taking up a tablet /a^cA^amr/j/^/iA-mr/, and later on into Tibetan

made of Uragasara sandal-wood and excel- Rgya-tcher-rol-pa. The differences are un-

lent ink, with a golden pen mounted with important, as for instance in this case,

jewels, thus addressed the tutor Vigva- the list amounts to 65 in these Chinese

mitra :

' Which is the writing, sir, which and Tibetan versions. The said Chinese

you wish to teach me ? version covers about 540 pages of text.^

Is it the Bi-ahrai writing 1 An earlier text of the same work had

or the Kharosti writing 1 been previously translated three times

(and so forth unto sixty-four different into Chinese, in circa 250, 308 and 427 A.D.

writings)* under the title of P'u-yao king, bnt the first

Out of these sixty-four kinds which is it, and third of these were already lost in

sir, that you wish to teach me t
'"

730 A.D.'' The second, which is still in

2. This complete list is in itself valueless existence, covers about 360 pages of text,

for scientific purposes, but a few of the namely, one-t'iird less than the version of

names derive interest as far as we can 685 A.D. in th.^ same edition of the Bud-

ascertain their precise reference to some dhist Tripitaka." The third century*^ A.D.

known writings, from the date of its com- would be therefore the earliest pei iod

1 The Lalita-visita is neither a poem nor a prose text. Mr. Ph. Ed. Foucaux evaluates

the proportion of prose to three-fifths of the whole work. The other two-fifths are some
sort of gathas, or popular verses interspersed with the prose text, and always introduci-d

in support of the latter. The distinction between prose and verse is carefully preserved
in the Chinese translations.

2 Gautama the Buddha, also called Sa-kyamuni, i.e., the Monk of the Sakya family.
3 By the Babu Rajendra Lai Mitra, in the Biblioteca Indica, N.S,. No. 473. Cf. also

Ph. Ed. Foucaux, Rgya-Icher Rol-pa, on developpement des J^eux contenant I'histoire du
Bouddha Cakya-Muni. traduite sur la version Tibetaine du Bkah Hgyour et revu sur

I'original Sanscrit (Lalita-vistara), 2 vols., Paris, 1847, 4-to
;

vol. ii., pp. 122-123. Le
Lalita Vistara, traduit dis Sanscrit en frangais (in Annales dn Musee Guimei, vol. vi.,

1884), pp. 114-115. I have compared also the list with those of the two Chinese ver-

sions, viz., in the P'ic yao king, iii., 7, fol. 5, and in the Fangkwang ta tchwang yen king,
bk. iv., fol. 6 (edit. Tripittaka, Nos. 159, 160), and I have noticed the variants of names
when important, marking them A and B for these two works—in my Beginning of

Writing, ii., 147, where the list is given in full with commentaries.

4 All the names given there may be classified under five heads. Referring to

certain writings (1) of importance, (2) Of particular people or countries. (3) Of fabulous

beings. (4) Of semi-mythical lands. (5) Implying peculiarities in the configuration of

letters
; cryptic or immaginative forms. The names of Bralimi and Kharosti belong to

the first of these classes.

5 In the Japanese edition of the Chinese Tripitaka at the India Office Library.
6 Bunyiu Nanjio, Catalogue of ike Chinese Ttipitaka, Nos. 159, 160.

7 M. E. Senart, La Legende die Bouddha, p. 497, n. 4, has given an accurate summary
of this work, says S. Beale, 7he Buddhist Tripitaka, p. 18.

8 That of 75 A.D., which is often lepeated from the late Stan. Julien, was a confusion

made by this scholar with another work. Cf. 15. Nanjio, Catalogue.^ col, 380,
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wliich the Chinese tr<inslations permit to

be assigned for the composition of the

ground-work of the Lalitavistara. But it

is possible to carry on our investigations

further, and the short statement above

quoted from the list of writings is an evi-

dence nf an earlier date, as we shall see

presently.

3. The Fa ivan shu lin, a Chinese En-

cyclopccdia of Extracts from the Tripitaka,

compiled in 668 A.D. by Tao-shi, reports a

traditional legend attributing the inven-

tion of writing to three individuals : 1) Fan

(or Biahma), who wrote from left to right;

2) Kia-hc (or Kia-lu-she-to for Karoshta),
who wrote from right to left

,
and 3)

Isang-hkh (the Chaldean Dungi, as I have

shown elsewhere), who wrote from top to

bottom, and is the legendary inventor of

the Chinese characters. Xow the Kia-lu

was transcribed variously," but explained

^y ^i W) i-*^- *ass' lips' which is the

meaning of Kharosti, which name can be

easily recognised in the complete Chinese

rendering Kla-Iu-she-ti. Kharosti is the

name of the man to whom the legend
ascribes the introduction of astronomy into

Chaldea, according to Armenian authori-

ties, ^o

All this goes far to explain what the

Brahmi writing, and that of Kharos'ui,

above quoted from the Lalita-vistara, were

in reality.

4. From the aforesaid association of the

two names of the Fan and Kia-lu writings

on the same footing, we may infer that

this association belongs to the time when

two writings were used simultaneously in

India, namely, to the time of the Indo-

Pali, and Bactro - Pali alphabets, their

respective directions from left to right and

from right to left, as explained l)y the

Chinese legend, support this inference,

which is suggestive in other respects.

5. In the short preamble which, in the

later Chinese version of the Lalita-vistara,
^ ^

precedes the enumeration of the 64 writ-

ings, P'u-sat ^. f,;)^-,^-
i.e. Bodhisattva, is

mide to taKe in hand the tablet of red

sandal wood employed for the T'ien-shu or

Divine writing, i.e. the Devanagari, and

so far agrees with the present Sanskrit

text. In the older Chinese version,
^^

which is that of an earlier text, this pre-

amble is somewhat longer and especially

interesting for the case in point. The

P'u-sat takes in hand the golden pencil and

the red sandal wood tablet; then the master

(Vigvamitra) states that there are two

writings, that of Fan"^ * or Brahma, and

9 Chin. A. :

>f^ ^ Kiuh'u .• B: ij; l^ 4 ^ Kiiilu-sJu-ti. The first syllable is

also written {]^ Ida.

10 The accuracy of the Chinese transcription and explanation does not permit our

acceptance of the suggestion of Prof. Alb. Weber (Indian Litoature, p. 248 j assimilating
the nail e to that of Kraushtuki, reputed in the Atharva (Lit. C. Bl., 1869, p. 1497), to

have arrangt^d the constellations in the order beginning with Krittika.

11 Fang Kwang ta tc/nvang yen kin, bk, iv., fol. bv.

12 Now P'u-sa, commonly used in China for all kinds of gods and idols.

13 P'uyaoking, bk. iii., t. \v.

14 ^ Fan (formerly Bam) for Brahma, as disclosed by Stan. Julien {MeJwde pour
dechiffrer les fioms Sanskrits dans les livres Chinois, N. 281), wlio, however, has not under-

stood the ingenious formation of this Chinese syml^ol of Buddhist make. The under

character was Bain, and the up[)(!r one lam for 7-ain
;

the two making Barn-ram, or bet-

ter B-ram, according to the practice followed usually by the Budilhists in their Chinese

transliteration of co. plex groups, which rec^uired the dropi)ing of the last part of the

first of two rhyming syllables.
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that of /iTWrn, both equally good and not quislied Krsesos (554 B.c,) in fulfilment

differing; but the P'u-sat retorts that there of the following prediction of the Pythoness

are in fact 64 different writings, and that of Delphi, whose oracle the Lydian King
he does not see why the master advocates had just consulted :

only two sorts. From all that precedes,
" When Media's King shall be a mule,

J-, p .1 T1 1 o ti T T Soft-footed Lydian, by the poolFan was for the Brahman South Indian qj ^^^^,,^1^
jjj^,,^^^ A^-; ^^/g^^y

writing running from left to right. R'u-/iu Nor dread the coward's name that day.'
'
'

was for Kia-lu-she-ti or Kharosti, i.e. 'Ass' Now as Kyros was then looked upon as

lips,' the writing running from right to a mule, being the offspring of a Persian

lett. These two names are here the desig- and his Median wife, the accomplishment
nations of the Indo-Pali and Bactro-Pali

; of the prediition was certainly spread far

and their association on an equal footing and wide, in order to magnify his fame

goes far to show that the redaction of the and inculcate a just apprehension of his

text, where it occurs, belongs to the period advance as a conqueror.
^^

when they were both in use, from the time 7. It was })reviously to 540 B.C. that

of or before Agoca (250 B.C.) to the first Kyros extended his sway in the east, north

century of our era, when the traditions of and south, and subjected to his rule the

the respective origins of the two writings regions bordering India on the north-west,

were still fresh. and it is therefore from that date that the

6, But in this name of K'u-lia and its introduction into India of notions of civiliza-

meaning is hidden, I think, another valuable lion from the west became possible through
information concerning the primeval origin the channel of the well-managed Persian

of this writing for the Hindus. Let us monarchy.
^^ The knowledge and use of

keep in mind the meaning
'

ass' lips,
'

of alphabetic writing, though limited as it

its full form Kharosti,
^•'' and premise that may have been, because of the little de-

this name, foreign to the Sanskrit onomas- mand for it in N.W. India, were certainly

tics, is a folk etymology, an Indian signifi- among the tiien introduced notions
;
and

cant adaptation obtained in the striving- there is a great probability that in the

after-meaning of a foreign name,
^° which name of the Kharosti writing, running

name was probably no other than that of from right to left, as was that of the Per-

Kyros, the Kuras and Kurush of the Cunei- sians, we find concealed the name of Kyros,
form inscriptions, the Khusrau of Persian introducer of the writing in India, and

history. The great conqueror had van- traces of his fabulous capacity of a mule or

15 Zend Xhara
; Afghan Khar; Pamir dialects Khur, &c.

; Kurd, Ketr ;
Ossete

Charag, &c., &c., same meaning. A. Pictet, les origines Indo- Europee/ines, 1859, vol. i.,

p. 355. Dr. 0. Schrader, Sprachvergleichung und Urgeschichie^ 1883, p. 347.

16 We do not think necessary to insist here on this interesting fact known to every

ol'server, that foreign proper names undergo gradually in current and popular speech,
such alterations and adaptations that are required to make them significant.

17. Herodot. i 55, transl. Sayce.
18. G. Maspero, Histoire ancienne, p. 516. Prof. A. H. Sayce {Muscon, 1882, vol. i.

p. 550) says : Cyrus was a Mardian, whose father Athadates was a brigand, and whose
mother Argoste was a shepherdess of goats. Mirkhond, History of the Early Kings of

Persia, transl, D. Shea, makes Khusrau sou of Feraugiz, daughter of Afrasiab, the

Turanian King, and of the Persian Siyawesh son of Kai Kaoos. Vid. pp. 226, 233.

19. Tliese conquests of Kyros the Great were achieved previously to his conquest of

Babylon, which took place on the 16th of June, 638 B.C. Ho conquered Media in 550
and Persia in 548 B.C.
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ass the motive, of the former having been

lost on tlie way, or found objectionable for

the play which was made on the name of

till- Persian conqueror.
We shall return directly to the peculiari-

ties concerning this Persian writing, but

we must first examine with reference to

the above explanation of an historical

problem, the bearing of the Armenian tra-

dition already reported. Kharosti is said

beginning of the colonization of their coun-

try, 980 years before Alexander,-" i.e.

1304 B.C. Kyros hail subdued their coun-

try and incorporated it in his dominions,

previous to his conquest of Babylon,
- ^ and

therefore their advanced knowledge in

astronomy must have been carried there

afterwards. The great Persian conqueror
was an eidightened monarch, and was no

doubt interested in the progress of science,

to have been the introducer of astronomy if not himself acquainted especially with

into Chaldrea, a statement which, with the

large allowance due to the Persian exag-

geration, is by no means antagonistic to

the identification of Kharosti with Kyros.
There is a growing feeling among Assyri-

ologists, increasing with the progress of

their science, that the ancient knowledge
of astronomy in Chaldsea was not worthy
of its wide repute, and did not extend

much beyond a notation of astronomical

events. More sensible notions and better

knowledge appear on the Cuneiform tablets

of later times only. This would agree
with an importation of astronomical lore by
the Persian conquest. We are well aware

that Kwarism on the e^ist of the Caspian
Sea was an old focus of astronomy, and

the science of Kwarism, inasmuch as the

Chorasmian traditions report that his

father Siyawesh had ruled over their

country.
- -

9. The Persians employed a Cuneiform

writing from the time of Darius (521—
485 B.c), down to Artaxerxes Okhos (3()2

339 B.c.),"'^ for monumental purposes.

They had derived it'-'
*^ from the wedge

characters of Assyro-Babylonia, and this

derivation and adaptation to the require-

ments of their language has been rightly

looked upon as an accessory proof of their

having an earlier system of phonetic writ-

ing.
- ^ These older characters were traced

on skins.-" A tradition preserved by a

very early and learned Arabic writer, Ibn-

that important progress in the science was el-Nadim, who is reputed to have had un-

made there. An adaptation of twenty- usually good means of information as to

eight lunar mansions with the solar year genuine Persian traditions, ascribes the in-

was one ot them, and it is most likely there venti^n of Pt rsian writing to Djamshid, the

also that the zodiacal signs were regulated. son of Vivcngham (who, with the Zoroas-

The Chorasmians used to reckon from the trians, was the Eponym of the Persian

20. Albiruni, 7he Chronology of Ancient Nations, transl. Sachau, pp. 40, 57, 172,

173, etc.

21. The same date occurs in India as that of the Jyotisha observation of the Colures,
still in use in the Vedic rituals of India.—Edward Thomas, Comments on recent Fehlvt

Decipherments, p. 18.

22. Albiruni, /. c.—The Siyawesh of tradition is apparently the Teispes or Chaifh-

paish of the Greeks, who ruled at Susa GOO B.C. But according to historians, Cyrus was not
the son but the grandson of Teispes.

23. Prof. A. H. .^ayce, The Andrat Empires of the East, pp. 438, 483.
24. It was neither an alphabet nor a syllabaiy, as some of the signs were syllabic.

The total of the cliaiacters was 38 and odd. Cf. Dr. J. Oppert, Expedition scknt(fuine en

Mcsopotaviic, vol. ii. 1851, p. 12; AJila?i(/('s perscsin Bevue dc Liii(/tiistiqw, iv.
pj). 205 20G.

25. Prof. C. de Harlez, Introduction a tetude de tAvesia et dc la religion AJaz-

deenne, p. 54.

2G. Vid. the authorities in C. de Harlez i^Ad
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race), and adds that he. Djamshid, dwelt at which neither the ancestry nor the progeny
Assan, one of the districts of Tuster are known, occurs on the Sabjean coins

(modern Shuster).-' We can dismiss this from the fifth (?) century B.C. down-

legend so far as the name of the inventor wards.-® These coins are trilingual, Greek,
is concerned, as Djamshid, the sixth an- Musnad, and the writing unknown,

cestor sovereign of Kyros, is attributed the Putting aside the Greek letters A Q E,

authorship of everj'thing useful and good which are reproduced in imitation of the

in the Persian histories, such as that of Athenian originals, there remain two

Mirkhond. But we take it as meaning genuine lecjends.
- ® The Musnad characters,

simph' that the use of writing among the also called Himvaritic, give two words,

Persians was much older than the time of y-n-]j and X'^'-' which I have recovered in

Kyros, i.e. some 150 years previously, or the unknown letters with the help of the

about 700 B,C. Indo-Bactriau alphabet, to which thej are

10. Though no specimen of this ancient evidently related. The matter requires

writing is known to be still in existence, more extended explanations and a distinct

as Persian irriting in Persia, we may be sure enquirj', which space here precludes.
^°

that it was derived from the Shemitic stem, All that can be said is that this cursive")

as we have elsewheie, I think, some remains writing must have been carried there by
and descendants from it which do not bear an extension of the Persian influence and

any other geneological ancestry. probably conquest, under the rule of the

There are three sorts of them, two of Akhaemenides in Babylonia, i.e. after

which are exemplified by single specimens, 538 B.C.

viz., from Southern Arabia, from Babylon. 12. An unknown writing, which seems

and from X. India. to fill up a much-wanted gap, has been

11. A round and cursive writing, which found^^ in 1882 on a contract clay-tablet

reminds us of the Indo-Bactrian, and of at Babylon, dated in the 23rd year of

27. Kitab-el-Fihrist, p. 12, 1. 22
;
Sir Henry Rawlinson, Notes on a tiewly-discovered

Clay Cylinder of Cyrus the Great, p. 77 of foutn Roy. Asiat. Soc. 1880, vol. xiL

pp. 70-97.

28. Cf. Barclay V. Head, Himyarite and other Arabian Imitations of Athenian Coins

{Numismatic Chronicle, N.S. 187S, vol. xviii. pp.2"3-2fe4); on a H'lmyantii Tetradtachm and
the Tresor de Sana (ibid. 1880, vol. xx. pp. 303-310). W. F. Prideaux, On some Recent

Discoveries in South-Western Arabia (Trans, Soc. Bibl. Arch. vol. i, 1873). G. Schlum-

berger, Le 7r«(9r ^i? 5a«a (Monnaies himyaritiques), Paris, 1880, 4to. The most im-

portant work on the hi.story of the region is that of Dr. D. H. Miiller, of Vienna, Btcrgen
und Schlosser Sudarabiens, parts i. and ii.

29. Dr. Mordtmann, in his Neue himyarische Munzen, p. 299 {Ahimistnatische Zeits-

chrijt, "Wien, 1881), has proposed a decipherment Avith the aid of the early Pehlvi in

reading tiie legend topsy-turvy '. Besides the incongruity of this process, there is an in-

superable objection to read an inscription Avith a writing of a distant country seven cen-

turies afterwards.

30. iM. J. Halevy {Journal A siatique, 14 Jan. 1881) has remarked that the coins must
be called Sabean and not Himyaritic, as they belong to a period previous to the Him-

yaritic dynasty. Caussin de Perceval {Essai sut f histoire des Arabes avant rislamis7ne,

vol. i. p. 63) says that this dyna.sty began in the first century before the Christian era.

Cf. also Fr. Lenormant, Lettres Assyriologiques, vol. ii. p. 13.

31. By Mr. T. G. Pinches, of the British Museum, who then showed it to me. He
has since published a facsimile of the whole tablet, and a translation of the Cuneiform

text, in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Archceology, 3 April, 1883,
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Artakshatshu (Artaxerxes). Besides twen ty-

three lines of Cuneifoi-ra writing, it con-

tains one line and several strips of un-

known characters, more or less clearly

traced, some forty in number. Their

characteristics are rounded forms and

apparent combinations of signs, two traits

similar to the Indo-Bactrian alphabet'- in

contradistinction to the pointed forms and

individual isolation of the characters in the

Arampeam alphabets. Some of the charac-

ters on the Babylonian tablet can be easily

enough connected with the Indo-Bactrian

letters and combinations."^"^ From an at-

tempt at decipherment which I did in

March, 1882, with the two-fold aid of the

Aramaean and Indo-Bactrian letters, and

which disclosed notably words correspond-

ing to several of the names of the wit-

nesses mentioned in the cuneiform text, I

thought and still think^* that further in-

vestigation will show that this unknown

writing furnishes the wanted link between

the recognised Shemitic basis of the Indo-

Bactrian writing and its antecedent.

Since my above remarks, and quite in-

dependently, these characters have been

looked upon by a great scholar"^ ^ as be

longing to a kind of cursive Persian

writing.

Therefore all that represents most

probably the oldest writing of Persia is a

mere wreck.

t3. The next remnants we have now to

consider consists of the Bactro-Pali, or

Aryan -
Pali, or Indo-Bactrian alphabet,

which represents a great advance on the

preceding. The Aramiean basis of this

alphabet, however remote, has never been

doubted since its decipherment in 1837,

but its immediate antecedent had never

been found. I think that the above-quoted

fragments represent this antecedent, and

forming the link which was wanted, show

it a regular descendant of the old writing
of Persia.

This Indo-Bactrian alphabet is chiafly

known as that of the inscription .set up by
the Maurya King Agoka, at Kapur di

Giri, on the confines of India and Af-

ghanistan in .25 1 B.C. There are altogether
eleven other inscriptions of various lengths
known in this writing,

^"^ besides the

legends on coins of the IndoScythic Kings

32. It is worth noticing that the practice of monograms, where the principle of com-
bination is carried to the utmost, by the pouring in of seveial characters into one, did

not begin in Greece before the Persian period. I am indebted to Prof Dr. Percy
Gardner, of Cambridge and the British Museum, for the following note :

" The earliest

naonogram, so far as 1 know, to be found on a Greek coin is <E (""E A )
on a coin of

Adessa, of about 480 B.C. (see Cat. Gr. Coins, MaadGu, p. 37). But fur a century after

this tiiey are very rare, and do not become usual until the time of Alexander the

Great."

33. The late Dr. A. Burnell, in his last days, was made acquainted with this unknown
writing by a rude tracing, which he was unable to study properly, and from which he
fancied a connection with the Indo-Pali characters {7/ie Academy, No. 528, 17 June,
1882), an opinion to which I mo.st strongly object.

34. Cf The Oldest Book of the Chinese and its Authais, § 25 n., Jour. Roy. Asiat. Soc.

Oct., 1882, voL xiv., p. 803.

35. Dr. J. Oppert, writing about this unknown writing, exprested it as his opinion that,
"the 'unknown' characters are a kind of cursive Persian writing, and the name may
be a Persian one. Several of the characters look like our Zendic characters; some otlieis

resemble Georgian, and one or two show Phoenician forms." {Proceed. Soc. Bill. Arch.,

May 1, 1883.

36. Cf. On a newly-discovered Bactrian Pali Inscription ; and on other Inscriptions in the

Bactiian Pali character, by the late Prof. J, Dawson,
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of Bactria.^^

li. It is a development of a former and

simpler system ;
the number of characters

have been multiplied, and their systemati-

zation, as well, has taken place undoubtedly
in connection with that of the other Indian

writing, that which is called Indo-pali, Lat

Pali, or even South Agoka from the fact

that it was also employed by the latter

monarch for his engraved moral inscrip-

tions.

15. To resume this paper, we may say
that our investigations show the foUowino-

result :
—

The Kharosta writing mentioned in the

Lalitcb Vistara was the Indo-Bactrian, and

its name conceals a curious tradition, show-

ing that (notwithstanding the changes and

improvements it had undergone probably
in the meantime) it was connected with

the sway of Kyros the Great, established

540 B.C. on the northern confines of India.

T. DE L\COUPERIE.

37. On the latter vid. The Coins of the Greek and Scythic Kings of Badrla and India, by
Prof. Dr. Percey Gardner (London, 1886).

—I have shown reasons to believe that the

Sulek or Soghdian writing of old was most probably derived from the Indo-Bactrian.

Cf. ray Beginnings of Writing, ii.
!^,§

169-172.

REVIE WS.
Traite de Medecine Mazdiexe, tra-

duit du Palilavi et commente,by L.C.Cosar-

telli, D.L.O., Louvain, 1886, 8vo. 51 pp.

The author, who dates his pamphlet from

Manchester, has reprinted separately his

series of articles which have appeared in

the Mushn, of 1885 and 1886. They
begin by an introductory on th subject,
and an analysis of what is found in the

Avesta on the same matter. 1 hen comes
an analysis followed l)y a tr.mslation of

the chapter of the Dinkart, which consti-

tutes the Traite, and whi'.h the learned

author looks upon as an old medical treatise

remodelled and rewritten, based on the

Avestic system, and presenting a tableau

of the Iranian medicine at the Sassanian

period. The paper is wound u}) by a few

grammatical notes referring chiefly to

faults and variants caused by the writing.
Whe.n did Babylonian Astrology eater

China ? by Rev. J. Edkins {Society of
Biblical Archceology, Dec, 7, 86. Eastern

sjjread (f Chaldeans, by the same ( The

Academy, Jan. 1, 87). The learned author,
who writes from Peking, has collected in

these papers some of his researches on the

spread of Chaldean culture and thought to

China at successive periods in ancient

times, a task in which Prof. T, de Lacou-

perie and he have been engaged for some

years.

Pecent Work.—Astrology in the Apo-
calypse ;

an essay on Biblical allusions to

Chaldean science. B. W. Gershaw Colling-

wood, M.A. Orpington, G. Allen, 1886.
A work full of suggestions.

—T. de L.

NOTES, NEWS AND QUERIES.
A FACT which has been communicated

to us by a kind and learned reader of the
" B & O. R.," tends to confirm what I have
said in the preceding number, concerning
the four-eyed dogs of the Avesta. Miss

Agnoss Smith, of Kingston-on-Thames,
writes me that she has a dog jiossessing
the qualities of the magical animal of

the Avesta. Covered as it is with a
thick fur of a chestnut colour, this little

dog has under its eyes spots of a bright

yellow, resembling spectacles or extra eyes.

Originally from Lapland, this animal, like

those of the same kind, belongs to coun-

tries inhal)ited by Turanian peoples, Tar-

tars, or the like races. This goes to prove
that the origin of this superstition is not

Aryan, still less Hindu, and that it has

really for its foundation a fact of natural

history, and not a myth.—C. DE Harlez,

[In the translation of Dr. di*. Harlez's

article in last number,
'• The Pour-Eyed

Dogs of the Avesta," we regret that at page
38, col. 1, last line but one, the phrase
occurs "

to save them fiom the teeth, etc."

It should have been the opposite,
"

to

deliver them to the teeth, &c."— Ed.]

Printed for the Proprietor at 51, Knowle Road, Brixton, S.W., and published by him there, and by
DNuTT, British and P"oreign Bookseller, 270, Strand, W,C
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' A BABYLONIAN LAND GRANT.

Ix the beautiful tablet recordinf^ the re- work of restoration of certain portions of the

storation of the temple of the Sun^'od in the temple was entrusted to Ekur-siima-ibassi,

city of Sippara by Nabu-apla-iddina, king of
( y ^y ""i^ >-^^ Y<J ^^) , priest of Si{)-

Bubylon, in his 3 1st year, the king makes para, the ^(^i'yif. This restoration took place

special mention of the fact that the carrying about B. C. 1140, and from the same tablet

out of Ids benefactions to the temple and the we find that the priest, Nnhu-iddina-smna,
annual ])resentations of offerings, sacrifices, (Col. I. 20 -

31), whom the king ]!s'abu-

robes for the gods, was entrusted to a com- apla-iddina appointed his executor about

mision of Babylonian officials of which l^abu- three centuries later, was a member of this

family, his genealogy being given as of the

seed ina seri
(,^ *^i)^ Ekur-suma-ibass',

This indicates that the priesthood, and the

office of gas-s-u whatever that post may have

Tlie king thusiddina-stima was the head-

describes the appointment
" Kalu VI Itdnisti

daniLati sahal satti vadan iurri sa {II")

sarnas (Ilu) Ai u
( //») Scrnene Nahu-aplu-

iddinasar Buhilu (din-tir-ki) ana Nahu-
been, was hereditary in the family of Ekur-

iddina-s-nma sangu (^y ^)Sippar nis gas- Siima-ibassi.

sti
(,^^)

arad iic irim. In all, six beauti- Among the tablets in the British ^Museum

ful robes the tale of.the year the gift of the is a very fine inscribed stone, on which is a

king for Samas, Ai and Sernene, Nabu-apla- land-grant by Nabu-apla-iddina, to a man
Uldina k'ng of Babylon to Nabu-iddina-siima named Nabu-apla-iddina, son of Adnai, to

the priest of Sijijiara the gaiiu his servant he whom had been entrusted the charge of the

lias .^iven, ( W.A.I. , pi. 61, col. VI, 5-13). king's statue. This doeument wln"c'h is dated

The fiilhir genealogy of this man is given in on "the 20th day of Nisan, in the 20th year
another part of the inscription, and reveals to of the reign of Xabu-apla-iddina king of Baby-
iis an important fact regarding the hereditary Ion," is, therefore, eleven years earlier than

character of certain official positions in Baby- the Aboo-Hubba tablet; and a comparison of

hmia. In this same tal)let we learn that in the witnesses affords additional proof of the

the reign of an early BaI)ylonian king7?-(///>c7r- hereditary character of certain official posts.

rnHn-iuma, ( J^y ^^y^ *^ ^ *^\ ).
<!"<'

Witnesses.

Tablet, 20th year.

1. Bel-suma-ibni, son of Kaba-sa-Marduk,

prefect of Nisin.

2. Akhi-irl)i, son of Kirban the lahi.

3. Nergal-usibsi, son of Tambasadathe priest

{fartgii).

4. Marduk-umzir, son of the same, tlie chiel

of the land. 4

5. Irba-marduk, son of Arad- lira, tlie chief

of the prefects, (niii hel-pikhati).

Nov.. I—No. 5. r^'-"']

Tablet, 31st year.

Marduk-siima-ukin, son of Kirban, tlie

llussl-ihi, son of IbM-iriniani, the i)riest.

ManluU-unizir, son o| Tand)asada tliechicl.

.Mnrdnk-l>ahitsu-ikbi, son of Arad-Ilea.

llif chid' of till' prefects.

Makcii, IH.^7,
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Thus we see that, durinc; the elevoii years
that ela])sed between the drawiii,i>' up of tliose

two documents, changes liad taken place in

the (iftices of lulu, priest, and cliief of the

prefects, and in every case in tlio same family.

The house of Kirban (T^T ^^T) seems to

have been an influential one in North Eastern

Mesopotamia, for, from the tablet of Nebu-

chadnezzar I., (B.C. 1150 W.A.I. V, 5G-

59), we find that Bel-nacUn-mma, son of

Kirban, was governor of Namar or Kurdis-

tan, a post which also seems to have been

heredita y ;
for in that remarkable charter

the following passage occurs (Col, II, 26) :

planatory descriptions :

1. Zalam D.P. Ni(])ii...i(pla-iddina apil D.P.
Adnai

(I ^^y .ij yr yp.
The statue of Nal>u-apk-iddina, sonof Adnai.

2. Z dam D.P. Nabu-apla-idcUna sarru.

The statue of Nabu-apla-iddina the king.

The text on the obverse is somewhat ob-

literated, but the transliterated version ap-

pended to this paper indicates the broken

portions. The genealogy of Nabu-apla-iddina
remains: "

Nabu-apla-iddina, son of Adnai,
descendant (lip-pal-pal) of Agar-Nabu", the

priest (tiunal).

We then read: "
Nabu-aqla-iddina, the king

'of glorious form" {buni namruti), favourably
" In future days, whcsoever among the sons had regarded Nabu-apla-iddina, son of Adnia,
of Kirban, or anyone else, to the governorship

of Namar shall be appointed ;" which seems

to indicate that a sort of priority of claim was

vested in the family of Kirban.

The tablet of the 20th year, which is mark-

ed with the British Museum register numbers

83.1. 18, is of black marble, (4| x 6| in.), in-

scribed on either side with thirtytwo lines of

and three (jur of cornland {se-zir'), in an en-

closure measured by the great cubit; "the

boundaries being: "The upper side on the

East a boundary is fixed by Gu la-zer-basa,

the sukha, the lower side on the West, a

boundary i.i fixed by the land which Zer-ya,

son of Agar-Nabu had bought. The upper
headland on the South, the bank of the Eu-

writing, the text on the lower part of the ob- phrates and the lower headland on the North,

verse being slightly mutilated. On the ob- is the river Mase; in all three gur corn land

verse is a small sculptured plaque, in which, in an enclosure measured according to the

as is usual in the case of these land grants, great cubit and five gardens (Kirteti), the

is a representation of the chief contracting land of Bit-Adnia, Nabu-apla-iddina king of

parties, here Nabu-apla-iddina the king, and Babvlon, to Nabu-apla-iddina son of Adnai,

Nabu-apla-iddina, the son of Adnai. The and his servant has given." The names of

former is represented as holding in his hand

the long staff, his emblem of office, and wear-

ing on his head a pointed helmet, while his

servant, Nabu-apla-iddina, stands before him
with hand raised in token of reverence

;
be-

hind each of the figures we have short ex-

the witnesses whom I have already enumerated

are appended, and the date " Month Nisan,

20th day, 20th year of Nabu-apla-iddina,

king of Babylon." The river Mase (^y^^

^l) was probably one of the small canals sit-

uated between Sippar and the Euphrates.

1.

3.

TEXT, TRANSCRIBED AND TRANSLATED,
D. P. Nahu-apla-idd/fia apil Adnai lip-pal-pal (^2^ >-«y^ "^4^)

Nabu-apla-iddina, son of Adnai, descendant of

D.P. Agar (*p^'^) v.v. - Nabu tumal d.p. Nabu-apla-iddina

Agar - Nabu, the priest. To Nabu-apla-iddina,

i?«r bGl-su it-ma um[ma^. ...

the king his lord ... he spake thus :

4. J2kla bit abi[ya C^:!;!)]
... arad

(:^p^]]) bitabi-ya

The field of the liouse of my father to ... the servant of the house of my father

5. arm abli
(y>->->->-)

... .(/'
-

''^^'

to the sons of ... has passed [?J

6. Sarru ittadin n rilhi ('-yy<y^) '''^'''*
^''^ -

"'^'''-^«

the king has given. The increase of tlie field of the house of my father
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/. Sar li-ri-man-ni hit abiya
The king may he grant me the house of my father,

8. ana zi-it-ti la rcs-si

fur a possession not passing away,

y. Nabu-apla-iddina sar ina huni namruti

Nabu-apla-iddina, the king
" of glorious form,"

lU, ana Xahu-apla-iddina apil Adnai khadis

On Xabu-apla-iddiua, son of Adnai favourably

11. ippalis niu salastt Gur se-zer ina gani
looked, and Three gdr of arable land in an enclosure,

madid [as] ana ammatu rahu

measured according to the great cubit,

12. emid [us] elis d.p. Sadtc emdu
[os-sa-duJ

The upper boundary on the East is fixed

13. D.p. D.p, Gula-:er-basa nis sii-tha

by (the property of) Gula-zer-basa the sukha •

14. emid sapUs d.p. Akharrit emidu

the lower boundary on the West is fixed

15. D.p. Zer-ya ahil Nurea, abil Nahu-elu-zera

by tlic [property] of Zerya, son of Nurea [from] Nabu-clu-zera,

16. ahil Agar-Nithu i-sa-inu

son of Agar-Nabu, lias bought.

17. Sak-hi elis d.p. Suttc akhi nar Piir-rat-ti

The upper end on the South is the bank of the Euphrates.
18. Sak-ki sap)lis d.p. lltanu sa nar Ma-se-e

("^TT -^ ^l)
The lower end on the North is the bank of the river Mase

;

19. kahi saJastu GuR Se-zer ina gani madid ana
In all, Three Gur of corn land, measured according to

ammatu rahCi

the great cubit,

20. u khamisti kirieti (ty <^< ^J I"-'"'-) ''^''^ ^*^ Adnd >.

and five gardens, the field of Bit-Adnai,

21. Nabu-a2)l(t-iddina sar Bahilu

Nabu-apla-iddina, king of Babylon,

22. ana Nabu-apla-iddina apil d,p. Adnai arad sa i-ri-mu

to Nabu-apla-iddina, son of Adnai, his servant, he has given.

23. Ina lanak duppi (x^J Ci^f) suatii,

For the sealing (attesting) oi' this tablet,

21. D.p. Bel situia. ibni apal d.p, lUiba-xa-Marduk

[by] Bol suma-ibiii, son of liaba-sa- Marduk,

25. [rtiV]
mlat NisiN

.Prefect of Nisin,

26. D.p. Akhi-irba apil v. p. Kirbun[nit:^ kalii

Akhi-irba, son of Kirbaii, the Kalu,

27. D.p. Nergal-uiibsi apal d.p. Tambasada [»/*] sanga

Nergal-usibsi, son (if Tandiasada, the priest,

28. D.p. Marduk-nmzer apil \_nis\
saka iitati

Marduk-uiiiacr, sou of the saiiui, chief of tiio district,

29. \).v. Irba-Marduk apil iM-. Arnd-llca nis bcl pikliati

Irba-Marduk, sun of Aratl-lica, chief of the prefects ;
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30. is-sa-as Bahilii Aralh Nisannu tun XX[_Ki(n~\,
it is established Babylon,' month Nisan

,
2Ulli ilay,

81. SattiL (mu-AN-Na) Nafm-apli-iddina s'^r Bahilu.

2Utli year of Nabu-apla-iddiua king of Babylon.

32. Duppu m siprcti

Tablet which is written.

W. St. Chad Buscawen.

ST. JOHN FIT. 38, ILLUSTRATED BY A BABYLONIAN SEAL.

In his interesting article on the Baby-
lonian Seal (fig. 1), depicted in the last

number, Mr. Thomas Tyler called

attention to the "new and unexpected

light
"

Avhicli it has throw^n upon an

"obscure passage in the Old Testament."

I should like to point out how it illustrates

an equally obscure text in the New
Testament. The passage to which I refer

is, John VII., 38.—" He that believeth on

Me, as the Scripture hath said, out of

his belly eV
Ti/v

KoXu'a'i ovtoo shall flow

rivers of living water." These words, as

is well known, have proved a source of per-

plexity to expositors of the New Testament,
from the fact that, although Jesus utters

them with the fonnula citandi, no such

sentence is to be found in any Canonical

book of the Old Testament, nor yet in the

Apocrypha. It would be out of place here

to enter into a discussion of the various

suggestions that have been made with a

view to nicet the difficulty. Probably the

best suicsrestion that has been advanced is,

that Christ regarded the thought rather

than the words as the essence of the quota-

tion in this particular instance. It is not

the strict KuOCa '^/c^j/jaTrrir.,
but huOw'i

eiTreu
ij 7/j«07, words which may, with-

out any forced interpretation, be under-

stood as meaning,
"

acci>rdinrj to the

Scriptural expression." And a similar

figurative reference to rivers of living

water, we find, over and over again, in the

Old Testament. But, even admitting this,

the fact remains that the allusion here is

to a great extent different from that in the

Old Testament passages which are usually

quoted in connection with the subject.

In such places as Isaiah xiv. 3, viii, 11,

the reference is to a spiritual refreshment

in the soul of the individual believer. And
in this sense Christ applies the same figure

in Chap. IV., v. 14 of the Gospel. Here,

however, the reference is no longer ex-

clusively personal. The believer in Christ

has become, in his turn, a source of refresh-

ments to others. From him the quicken-

ing influence Hows forth like the streams

of a fertilising river.

Kuinoel cites, in illustration of this

passage, two Rabbinical sayings :

" When
a man turneth unto the Lord, he shall be

as a fountain of living water, and his

streams shall flow to all the nations and

tribes of man." And again
— " His two

reins are like fountains of water from

which the Law Hows." This last passage

is singula rlarly illustrated by the drawing

(iig. 1) from Dr. Ward's seal, Avhere a

double stream of water would seem to be

flowing from the reins of the god. It is

clear that in the passage from the fourth

Gospel, Jesus is making use of symbolism
with which not only the Jews but other

Orientals also were familiar. It 'uould be

interesting t3 know whether the deity Hea

was regarded, like Poseidoi^, both as ruler

of the waters and the source of fertility.

The symbol of the water flowing out would

seem to imply this.

W. A. Harrison.
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TRA XIAX S TUDIES.—IT.

THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE PAHLAVl.
( Continuedfrom p. 54J

A. Aimiiiaii Mairellin says, lib. xix, 2, 11, B. The second evidence is the well-known

of liis history, that the Persians called their text of K^ah al Fihrist which we reproduce

king (Sapor III) shaausha andj()?so3('6'(victor- in order to render the point in dispute more

ious). They conclude from that, tliat the simple. "The Persians," says tlie Arab
words malkan malkd were never pronuuncd, author of this book, "have a system of form-

but were read Shahdn shah. ing syllables,4 in which the letters are written,

We can understand how this argument joined and separate.
^ There are in this system

might be pled at the time when the Palilavi about a thousand words (which serve to dis-

was held to be an ordinary language, mixed, tinguish words that are alike.) E. g., if any
like the Englisli. But what we cannot con- one were going to write gosht (Iranian), he

ccive is that it should be repeated today. The wrote bisri/d, and pronounced it gdshf. They
Huzvaresh has manifestly never been spoken; thus write, according to this system) anything
or if it ever has been, it was certainly not by they desire. There are none except the words

the army and the Persian people. It has which are not suitable for this exchange which

never been a national language. The ordin- they write according to the pronunciation."

ary formula was, without contiadiction, ,S7w/<- This passage is certainly obscure in its ex-

dn shah, and not malkdn malkd, when even planations. What are those ///.<? words which

that might have existed in the languagj of tliis system teaches to distinguish, and how
the educated classes. By the same argument is this distinction made ? Why are

we could prove that the Latin legends of the certain words suitable to be subjected to this

Middle Ages were not pronounced, because exchange, and others not? It woukl be im-

the French and Gorman soldiers did not call
possible to answer these questions. Never-

their sovereigns Francorum rex or German- theless, what seems perfectly clear is that at

orum imperator. What we say here applies the time the Fihrist was written, and even

equally to the oxi)lanation of another fact, sooner, perhaps at the end of the eighth cen-

from which they likewise reason, to account tury, the Aramoan words served for no other

for the complete disappearance of Aramean purpose than writing, and that the Iranians

terms from geograj-hical nouns in which we read everything in Persian. The fact is in-

see them figure, in Karnameh and elsewhere, contestable and uncontested. But if this

Once more, the usual names have nothing in usage did prevail at that periotl, can we affirm

in common with the Iluzvaresh and those that it was the same at the origin? Evidently

alone remain : the artificial creations of books not The change supervening on the sacred

never could have anything but a passing ex- language of Sassian Persian is perfectly ex-

istence, and are confined to the place where plained; its date and its origin are known ;<3

they were used. but what will always remain inexplical)le is

4) We willingly ailinit that h!jd refers commonly to suclling, to speaking and not <o

writing; but here it ought to be otherwise since tli,t author says :' After (his hijd they
write the letters joined or separate.' They did not write after a system of spelling, it seems

to us.

5) It is a question of the Palilavi ligatures used as much for Pcnsian as for Aramean
words.

6) We shall give further some details ou this subject.
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that the Persians could, from the beginning,

have taken some Aramean words (entire and

intact) only for tlie show, and intermingle

these with some words of their own language,

written as they were read, and that in the

name whlcli has been explained above. We
remark that often a single and same word is

formed from two heteroo-encous elements, of

which the one would be read as it was written,

and the other quite differently. E.g., tistdno

yadman.
'

To support what is called the purely figur-

ative system, they have naturally sought in

history for facts analogous to those which

this thesis has for fundamental principles, and

many think they have found three. The first

consists in those abbreviations which are

used in English to designate weights, meas-

ures, monetary values, &c. It is unnecessary
to discuss this proof. There is plainly no

connection between the use of signs intended

to sliorten the work of writing, signs without

any value; of their own, representing only the

W()rds referred to, and an entire system con-

sisting of a use of the words of a foreign lan-

guage, complete and written in all the letters,

simply to recall the usual terms. Far from

facilitating the labour of the scribe, the

use of the Aramean words served rather to

increase it
;
for the words are frequently longer

than their Iranian correspondents. (Cf. yad-
man and dast, havbd and sag, yditi/unfano

and midamu &c., &c.) One of the two facts

is as natural as the other is little so
;

let us

pass on then.

The two other cases of analogy are fur-

nished by the Assyrian and Japanese. The

Assyrian sought to write Akkadian, and the

Japanese, Chinese
;

both of these peoples

made use of words in the languages of their

masters to represent those of their own idiom.

It was thus the Persians did in the school of

the Semites
;
the cases are exactly the same.

That is what they say of it. The fact is, the

processes are really analogous, in appearance,

only so long as we consider them cjuite super-

ficially ;
but whenever we examine them

closely, the analogy disappears, and we find

nothing more than irreducible cases.

The graphical processes of the Assyrian

and Japanese are quite other than those of

the Pahlavi; they are essentially different.

The Sumerian (?) characters Avhich the

Assyrians first used were, in general, ideo-

graphic. Thus, to write "month" the As-

syrians drew a sort of circle representing the

disc of the sun, and, in the centre of the

circle the number 30, recalling the number of

the days in the month. Three triangles touch-

ing each other at one of the points symbolize

the idea of division, and, with the help of dif-

ferent readings, mat, sat, Jcur, &c., represent
"
country, mountain, hand." The ideo-

grams, picturing objects and not sounds,

could naturally serve for all languages.

The Chinese writing, being also ideographic

in principle, is easily adapted to the ex^^res-

sion of Japanese words. Besides, the Jap-
anese have had recourse to a system entirely

unknown to the peoples of Western Asia.

The Chinese words being monosyllabic, each

of them serves to render a Japanese exactly as

in our j'cbus the signs for the musical notes

represent syllables, the notes do and ?'e, e. g.,

7) M. Darmestater, holding fully to tliis o})inion in his learned Iranian Studies, a})peals
farther to the forms ah/tar ahitav, and above all gabrdum. This last word is significant.

It evitlently cannot be anything Ijut a graphical substitute for mo,rtum. But it there describes

a manner of slow writing which was not employed except at the period when the Pahlavi

had become a real series of figures.

M. 1). sees also in the c road ye in certain Pahlavi Aramean verbs the first letter of

the corresponding Persian words and the letter da. I should liave difficulty in expressing

myself as of that opinion. Tliis use of the first letter of the Persian word Avould be too ex-

ceptional to be admitted with certainty. The explanation is, besides, not aj)plicable to many
words such as yedruntdn'j=l>i'irda'ti yeintiun'i(ano='i)iitrtan. yensahunlan=^sHddan, (j'C, 4'c-
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signifying do, re. In the same manner, wlicn

the Japanese wish to write fumite, a pencil,

they take tlu'ee Chinese words (monosyllabic)

whose sounds come closest to Japanese sounds :

pii-mei-thi. We see that this process is ex-

actly the reverse of that adopted by the Per-

sians. With the Japanese the Chinese sounds

alone are taken into consideration
;

and if

they used Chinese characters, it was solely

because of the sense arbitrarily assigned

to them. It is to have the three sounds p?<,

mei, and thi, tliat the Japanese borrow from

the Chinese the signs I'epresenting these

words. The Palilavi does quite the reverse
;

it uses Arameau characters to represent

sounds altogether different from those which

these letters naturally indicate. E, g., the

word leli/d would be written in all the letters

chssen originally to read shap.

Besides, as the Chinese fundamental charac-

ters did not represent the sounds, it was easy

to give them the pronunciation suitable to the

purpose in view. The Chinese, moreover,

having made for themselves a system of

writing which could be used for all dialects,

the same word could be read ^>fl?/ or /i!<, while

retaining the meaning "father."

All these Assyrian, Chinese, or Japanese

usages are perfectly natural
;
the ideograms

help all the readings. But nothing of this

kind exists in the Pahlavi,

The Semitic words which form part of its vo-

cabulary are written in alphabetical characters.

All the Semitic letters are found even when

they are disfigured in the ligatures. We sup-

pose then that the Iranians, in learning from

the Semites the art of writing, have taken no

account of the alphabet of their masters, and

have sought to pronounce the Semitic words

without troubling themselves in the very least

concerning the value of the letters—taking

them as indivisible figures to represent Iranian

words. Tiie Persians in using such terms as

^\^^ , Jt-^'^i e> knew quite well that they wrote

all its letters including the a, lakum2)ui man;
and recognised these letters since they used

them to render the Iranian suffixes. Wlio

can explain, then, why they should have pre-

ferred the use of arbitrary signs to render, e,

g., tun (you), dalidn (mouth) to that of tlio

proper letters to represent these words?

All this is very unlikely.

This supposition, inadmissable in itself, is

at the same time contradicted by the best es-

tablished historical facts. The Cuneiform

Inscriptions show' us the Persian in the school

of the Semites. Now, we see here that the

Persians, far from adopting the Semitic words

as representing Iranian, created for them-

selves an alphabet agreeably to the phonetic

laws of their tongue—a writing exclusively

appropiated to the Persian language. By
what marvellous phenomenon could they at

a later time have fallen to such a degree of

ignorance, that they should have taken Ara-

mean words written phonetically for simple

ideograms ?

This system of explanation rests at the out-

set on an inadvertonce. In order that this

should be true, the Pahlavi would require to

be the most ancient language which has ever

been written, l^ow, it is impossible to carry

the date of its origin further back than the

middle age of the Arsaciiles. The Persians

wrote their language, with its own alpliabeti-

cal characters, already under Cyrus ;
and yet

they were to owe, after Alexander, their

know^ledgc of the art of writing to their neigh-

bours 'of the West ?

We know, besides, from the testimony of

Herodotus, of Ctesias^ and from the book of

Esther, that the Achimenian kings had in

their service scribes who wrote on i)archmcnt

both their decrees and annals. \\^ have

treated this point elsewhere
;

it will bo suf-

ficient to refer to the texts. See Herodotus,

HI, 128. IV. 1)1. V. 58. Vir, 100. Vlll.

90.
;
Esther IV, 8, VI. \-i. VIII. s ; i)io-

dorus Sic, II, 32.

We cannot reas.juably sujtpose tliat ilie

translation of the Avesta had been put into

writing before the text itself. Now, if the

Avestic words were written in tlieir own cIku-

acters, why should ideogams have been ne-

cessary to write the Pahlavi words ?

The supposition on which this syslcni is
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founded would bo aduiissible, if the priui-

itive Palilavi contained only Semitic worels.

We could understand that the Persians

would have used Semitic words thus if they

liud di>ne so in a coui[)lete manner. They
would liave been obliged to do so in that case,

because they were incapable of writing their

own language. But the most ancient Palilavi

already contained a mixture of written Semi-

tic and Iranian words. There are likewise

some which are nothing but Persian words

(See Blau, De oiiimis Achcenienidurum, p. 5,

B. class I
; p. 7, class IV). Thus the legend

on the medal or coin of Abd Zoharau, satrap

of Cilicia, which we have assigned to the last

days of the Achimenides, bears these words :

mizdt zt ral A. Z., that is to say, a Persian

word mizd, and two Semitic words zt val. If

the Persians knew how to write the word

mizd (pay), how were they incapable of writ-

ing the relative and the preposition of tendency?

how, besides, could they havcd wished to give

themselves the trouble of acquiring a system
of writing so comphcated and so difficult,

since they knew how to write their national

words ? In mizdt zt the first z and the first t

have their own value and natural sound
;
in

zi, on the contrary, they would do nothing but

represent hi/a / Is that likely ?

Thus some authors abandon this rather un-

tenable ground, or betake themselves to an-

other kind of proof. According to them, the

influence of a powerful sacerdotal body was

sufficient to impose upon Persian this very

inconvenient mode of expression, and the

Magi, who were this privileged body, created

the Huzvaresh, to make their sacred books

unintelligible to the profane. They rest their

opinion on the final text of Yesht IV, which

prescribes the secret relating to its contents.

Tliis hypothesis is equally untenable. We
could admit it up to a certain point, if the

Palilavi had not been employed except in re-

ligious treatises, l)ut it was used also for roy-

al proclamations, and for the legends on coins.

Can we suppose the Persian monarchs would

thus desire not to be comprehended by their

subjects ? And did the satrap of Cilicia not

intend that he should be understood by his

satellites to whom he gave pay, or by his

subordinates on Avliom he imposed tribute ?

Was he willing that they should comprehend
the word "pay" (or

"
tribute"), mizd, and the

name of their governor; but did he wish them

to remain ignorant of the sense of the pre-

position
" for" which united these two terms

(red) 1 Would this not have been an inex-

plicable childishness ?

They forget that the Huzvaresh is older

than the advent of the Mazdian monarchy of

the Sassanians
;
that they have already proved

its existence under the Arsacides; and that

at that time the Magi were not in a position

thus to impose their will upon Iran.

The means, moreover, were altogether

wrong to obtain the end in view. The intro-

duction of Palilavi words might well discon-

cert the vulgar, but not the educated classes of

Semitic origin. Now if the Magi thought to

conceal their doctrines, it would have been

above all from their fellow-citizens of foreign

(Semitic) race
;
Semitic words were, surely,

not fit for this purpose.

We see, besides, the Sassanian monarchs

setting forth their beliefs in their writings, and

designing to impose them on the East. Let

them read inEliseusthe edict of Yezdejerd II,

and they will see if the Magi sought to con-

ceal their doctrines. All the manifestations

of public life in Persia at this period are pro-

duced by means of the Pahlavi; it is the

mode of writing royal inscriptions, money le-

gends, &c.
;
is there in that the character of a

tongue for religious mysteries ? Certainly not.

Yesht IV cannot be cited to corroborate the

argument. In that passage there is no ques-

tion of the Mazdian law, but of a magical

formula, the property of a family. The text

says :
•' Do not communicate this manthra

except to a father, a son, a brother, or a dom-

estic priest." It would be a very curious

thing if the Avesta prescribed the non-in-

struction in its precepts to any but the near-

est relatives, and to keep them secret from

all other Mazdians who knew them perfectly.

An interdictioii like this would be laughable ;
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it was tliorefore iinpo<.->iblL'.
The Avcsta, uinrc-

over, exliorts its believers, aboA-e all, to propa-

gate the holy law, to make it known
;

wliicli

is, doubtless, quite the reverse of prescribing

the secret. This, then, only concerns tlic magi-

cal formulas belonging to a family. All the

reasons adduced in favour of the exclusively

figurative system are, therefore, insufficient
;

and the Pahlavi, as to its formation, remains

unexplained.

But we have hitherto looked only at the

negative side of the question. Let us see if

the examination of the facts will not furnish

us with probable, if not certain, indices of the

true nature of the Huzvaresh, or the Arameau

part of the Pahlavi writing. Let us enquire

into all, or at least the principal, features

which may help to a solution. Of these the

most important seem to me :

1, The date of the origin of the Pahlavi

can scarcely be carried as far back as that of

the last days of the Achemenian monarchy.
The language whicli forms its essential part is

the same middle-Persian which was sjioken

and written in the middle of the IMidtllc Ago.

It is going far enough to admit for it an ex-

istence anterior to the conquests of Alexander.

It is not probable that this mixture of Ara-

mean and Iranian writing should have been

made before this period. Earlier, moreover,

they would have used the Assyrian idiom

which had penetrated into the Persian
;

and that was not before this. It is, there-

fore, certain thatthe Pahlavi had been formed

at the time when the Persians already pos-

sessed an alphabet suited to their language,

and which they had created for themselves.

The use of Semitic words as a means of

writing was useless and cjuite impossible,

2. The Pahlavi was not, in its Semitic

part, a uniform language. We distinguish

three or four kinds of it, especially what is

called the Sassanian Pahlavi, the Chaldean

Pahlavi, and the Pahlavi (if the manuscripts.

These three dialects, if we can quality them

so, are principally represented i)y the in-

scriptions of Ilajn'tbthl and of NuLhi-Jiustein,

and by the Parsee manuscri[)ts. The Persian

words used in these three classes of monu-
ments are naturallv the same, but the foreio;n

terms designating the same objects and the

same ideas are altogether different, and give
evidenee of a nuiltiple origin. Let us quote
as an example the commencement of the in-

scrijitions A and B of IJajiAhdd. AVe see

tagalah'i, djian, hati/d, levhii, corresponding
to Karzdvani, valan, hararyd, and qadmai-
man of the second

; similarly regelm(in=nag~
al'in, hcmakhtiin=haqdhnut, &c. &c.

This simple fact places before our eyes
several particulars :

1. In the Pahlavi of the Sassanians the

words have not always flexional Persian

forms
; hanakhtun, e. g., and many other

words in the following lines are entirely un-

provided with them, (see hanitun, ramUdn,

hdman). There are, therefore, no Semitic

radicals (for the show), with Persian suffixes,

as has been asserted, and as is necessary to

the purely figurative system.

2. The corresponding words of the two in-

scriptions have not the same suffixes
;
—cf.

lenni, and qadinatiiKin, regelinan, iiagalin,

&c.—which would he equally indispensable.

?). If the exotic words were only used to

represent the Iranian words, can we believe

that the Persians would at this point have

created difficulties and would have accumul-

ated them at pleasure, by taking the exclus-

ively figurative teim^ of three or four different

dialects? The phenomenon is on the contrary

more simple if we suppose these parasites to

have been admitted with their phonic force.

It was natural to borrow the words from the

best known language of the country where

they were written. In the same manner, if

ever the mania for using archaic terms ha<l

prevailed in France, the Roman Walloon

would have been laid under conlribution in

tlic north, Provencal in the south-east, Gas-

eon in the south-west.

We have seen by the foregoing that the

Persians knew how to write when the Pahlavi

was formed. On the other hand, the oldest

monuments of this language j)reseiiird al.

ready a mixture of heterogeneous words
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which made for it its own character. How

are we to beUeve that from the begimiing

these words had a value so different. Let us

see a Persian busy with the work. He first

wrote ^^/<o?ief/crt//^
two or three words of his

own language, and these were to be read just

as they were written. Then he traced, phon-

etically also, alphabetically or all in the same

letters, an Aramean word, e. g., sf yom,

'

day,' ^,i^ lehjd,
'

night,' »] \ ^ 'bull.' That

ought not to be prononuced ;
it is only there

for the show, it must be replaced by the syn-

onymous Persian word
;
and that without any

object, for to the author the Semitic word was

neither an ideogram nor an archaic term. He

reads it perfectly, but he makes a complete

abstraction of what he reads. He addresses

himself to a reader who knows Aramean, for

otherwise he would not be understood. He

speaks Aramean to him, and, to him, that

is to speak Persian. Further and better

still. To a Persian verb he joins a Semitic

prefix, lie couples in the same compound two

elements of different origin. E. g, ustdno

yadman, 'who has the hands raised,' com-

posed of the Avestic ustdno,
'

raised,'
' lifted

up,' and of the Semitic yadiman). In a

single phrase he presents us with the same

words under the two forms. Thus in the

Yagna XXVIII, 11. c, fratum,
^ at first,'

is repeated under the Semitic form avla. In

Yaona XI Imzvd is so by the synonymous

Aramean lislind
;
and here, as in the in-

sciptions which have been spoken of above,

the Semitic words never have the Iranian

finals which would call for their explanation

by simple figures. Thus the heterogeneous

elements follow, intermingle with, and cross

each other in a 2ieh-mtle of the greatest ab-

surdities, some for reading, some for the

show
;
and that without any assignable reason

or object.

Again, let us put ourselves in the place

of the reader. He may know Aramean well,

or he may not know it well. In the former

case he sees before him, after some words

whicli he naturally reads, certain other forms

in whicli he sees, clearly and in their order, all

the letters of words such as {• yom 'day'

H)^^ Ulyd, 'night,' ^a6ra' man', &c. He

reads there in spite of himself, Ulyd, &c., but

he puts a shade before his eyes that he may not

perceive them, and pronounces mentally roc,

shap, and martum. In the latter case, he has

before him certain obscure forms, in which he

easily recognises some letters famihar to him,

yet to which he does not attribute any sound,

but in which a written vocabulary has appris-

ed him he should find certain ideographs re-

calling the corresponding Persian expressions,

in spite of the alj^habetical nature of the char-

acters; this would have explained to the young
Persian that «)• was identical with \ ,that in

the first he had not to disturb himself about

the letters f; '» & 5 which he has distinguished

without difficulty, and that they have there no

value, and ought to be read roc.

But this is not all yet.

In the legend of Parthian and Sassanian

coins, Malhdn malld, the Aramean subjects

of the Persian empire could only read what

they saw before them, written in all the letters :

the foreign people in the Sassanian monarchy,

the Semites, Greeks, Hindus and other neigh-

bours of Persia came necessarily to use it in

such a way that a Greek, a Lydian, a Cap-

podocian or any other person into whose hands

one of these coins fell would be able to read

it, if it bore, e. g., Valgash malkd or Tirdat

malhdn dialled. Was each piece accompanied

by an instruction pointing out the true read-

ing ? How the letters m, I, k, a, were there

only to be read shah ?

It may be that some very distinguished

scholars persuade themselves that this theory

has some probability. For ourselves, we can-

not admit it in any manner. Everything in

it is against nature. The opposite supposi-

tion is, on the contrary, of the simplest kind.

In all ages we have seen people borrow ex-

pressions from people more civilized than

themselves, and mixing them with their own

expressions, as if they made part of the na-

tional vocabulary.
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Only one reservation is to be made here. Tlie

Huzvaresh lias a special character which is

not altogether without analogy, but which

may be explained by the records. This point
will be treated in a few moments; let us not

anticipate lest we repeat ourselves.

They will ask, perhaps, if the Huzvaresh

and the usage of the Persian are explicable on

our hypothesis. To reply to this objection,

we ought to consider the question in all

its bearings. The origin, the formation and

use of the Huzvaresh cannot be explained by
the figurative thesis; their explanation is quite

simple if ours be adopted. The fourth problem,
the decline of the Aramean words, finds, it

is true, a natural solution in a supposition flow-

ingfrom the ideographic system, but it resolves

itself in a manner quite as natural, and mure

historic, by the opposite system. But wo

shall once more seek to reconsider this dis-

cussion at the close of our study.

All that has been said hitherto has rendered

more and more improbable the hypothesis of

the ideographic origin of the Huzvaresh.

The question would have made a decisive

step if we could find in the language itself

some signs indicating that the Huzvaresh was

sometuncs read. The doubt then no loncfer

remains possible.

Now, we believe we have found these indices

and are able to point them out to our readers.

The principal have furnished us with the fol-

lowing facts:

1. The Pahlavi alphabets are Arniean in

origin, but they have been specially adapted
to an Iranian language. L and It are

confounded as in Persian and Avestic. Tlie

aspiraicd gutturals have only one expression;

it is impossible to distinguish the Semitic H H
from yj. In the same way kal and qol

have only one expression, ^ the Persian K,

&c. The letters of the Aramean words re-

quire to be transi'nrmcd so as to ])e capal)l(^

of writing correct Pahlavi. It is (iHTcfore

Persian whicli has been fir.-^t wiitlcn. flic Ara-

mean comes only in the second anil subord-

inate ])lace.

2. In the greater nuiiibcr of Aramean wonis

the ^4/« is changed into V\ e. g., kevan 'now'

for hehan; val for hal, &c. How can we im-

agine that they would change the ortho-

graphy of these words, that they would change
it regularly, and that it was never pronounced ?

3. Certain joinings of terms indicate clearly

that the Huzvaresh words had their own

reading. E. g., the Semitic prefix laid cor-

responds to M^,
' on high,'

'

upwards.' Now
it is found before some words which have al-

ready the prefix vc; e g., laid ugntat zartus'ht.

If the Persians lia<l read the Iranian word in

place of the Semitic term they would have

clearly perceived that in ucuc the same term

was repeated twice, and they would have a-

voidcd that logomachy. (Fg. XIX, 11, 16).

In the version of the Avesta, gdics,
'

ox\
'

cow', is rendered in Iranian by gogpend: the

corresponding Semitic word is tord. Now in

Fargard II. 100, we find tord gocpend. If

tord were nothing l)ut an ideogram represent-

ing gogpend, did the Persians then read gog-

2)end goopend] Who would believe that?

4. Frequently, in the Pahlavi version, Ir-

anian words are explained by Semitic words.

Thus, in Fargard XIX, 1, nemah is ex-

plained by _;7«rt/j ; J'rcdtim'iii so by ai'la in

Yagna XXVIII, 11, c, as hart is by vddunt

in the same song, o, at end. In the same

way tdshit is explained by yeJiahiuit (Y.

XXIX, 1, a, at end), and fsJw'in'itano by
lakhvdr yelisicntano, (Y. XI, 6). Could the

author who at the side of ncinah wroto JindL\
and ypliahant at the side of tdsMt, think of

explaining an obscure term by an ideogram
Avhich demanded the erudition of his readers ?

And the Persian who liad read kart in his

mother tongue, what could he do wi(h tvJ-

«•/«/(/! following, if that were intended only to

reproduce the same sounds and the same

words ?

It will I)e said, perhaps, that these Aram-
can words were introdne«^d to emliarrass the

uninitiated reader. lint wiiy, then, is the

reverse fact so often [iroduced .' Wby are

the Huzvaresh words explainetl in Persian ?

(See i/rmtli'nH=:m<irgih, Fg. IV, l;{o, itc.)

Why are some explanatit.ins in pure Persian .'
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(See Y. XI, 8, r, gloss ; 18, Y. XXVIII,
o, last glos.-?. Farg. 11. 126, gloss, &f.)

And when in a repeated phrase one word is

given first in Aramean and then in Persian,

is this also to emharrass the reader ? Is it not

rather to give him the key of the enigma ?

C. DE HaRLEZ,

A FRAGMENT OF A BABYLONIAN T[THE-LIST.

As a rule, Babylonian tithe-lists are dry

and uninteresting. They give simply the

usual formula, with the list of amounts paid

and the names of the payers, and it is often

merely in these last (the names) that the main

interest lies.

Very few, however, of these texts have been,

as yet, published, and I therefore present to

the readers of i\\Q Babylonian and Oriental

Record a specimen of a tablet of tlie nature

above indicated, the text in question being

slightly above the average in point of interest.

The text, as it has come down to us, is

exceedingly short, eight lines being all that

are now legible. The tablet, which is of un-

baked clay, is broken off short about the mid-

dle, and the inscriution on the back is so

mutilated that only two <jr three cliaracters

remain. It begins with a heading in the

usual way, stating that what follows is the

tithe for the treasury of the Sungod of E-papar

(E-babar) from Nidintu™ son of Bel-ibni ,for

the month lyyar, 1st year of Darius the king.
The tithe in question ispaid,not by individuals

(as it usually is), but by certain cities, the

names of which are given. It would seem,

therefore, that every place was laid under

contribution to support the great temple of

the Sungod at Sippara, in addition to the

smaller fanes which existed in all the chief

cities of ancient Babylonia, and of which it

may reasonably be supposed that each of the

cities named in this short list had at least one.

TEXT OF TiiK TITHE-LIST, S2-7-U, 144,

5-



A FRAGMENT OF A BABYLONIAN TITHE-LIST 11

TRANSCRIPTION.
1. Sk-bak cs-nt-u sa-ga ^>][- Sennas

2. E-pajmr i-a Mdintu'», ahli-i-u m
| Bcl-ibni,

ij. sa drah Aari, i-attu estiii
| Dar-i-mu-iu, sarru.

•I- J^it i:i^>K sitte m ina pan ^5 ummandti.

5. Selasda gurru se-bar dlu Pallulcahi™.

G. iJsrit gnrrii dlu Ni-ik-ku.

7, Ei-rit gurru dlu Itah-hi-i-li.

8, Esrit gurru dlu Kur-ra-su u hdb

TRANSLATION,
1. Grain, tlic titlie of tlio treasury of the Suugod of

2. ]']-papar, from Nidintun^
,
son of Bel-ibui

i). for the montli lyyar, 1st year of Daruis tlie king.
4. Bit-sittI which is before the people.
5. :^0 gurru of grain the city of Palhikatu'"

(). K) gurru tlie city Nikku
7. 10 gurru tlie city Rabbi-iH

8. lU gurru the city Kurrasii and tlie gate of...

REMARKS,
]. In translating the above text I have (Daruiw us) ,'f •^y<| y][ <jj ^^^ ^^^ }^JJ((-a-

adopted for se-b.vu the rendering of "grain"
there being a certain amount of doubt as to

the correct translation of the word. Instead

of SE B.\R, the group might just as well be

read se-maI (" the double seed,") and if this

l»e correct, it is not impnjbably connecteil

Avith the word samas in the compound samas--

it<imme, a word of a\ hich the Akkadian render-

ing, ^ j:y js: (se-gis-sal), shows that it is

for s-ainai- mmne " seed of oil,""oilseed," iden-

tified as "sesame," xirab. ^^^-. (slmsim).

Se-bar or se-mas is not barley, as this was

expressed by tlie group 'l^ ^^
2. The more usual way of writing the name

of the great temple (jf the Sungod at Sijjpara

ii'^T-^y E-para [bara)ovE-papara (hahara ).

'I'he .scribe here seems to have written
)iliiiii-

etically E-papor.
•>. The spelling of the name Dar-i-'iu-iu

rio-ia-es-su (^Ddrui<(i's-sa).
found mainly

during the early years of his reign when the

name was new and strange to the Babylonian

scribes.' It is doubtful wbetlier ntlier eliar-

acters foILiw the word s-arru
"
king," or not,

as the tablet is defaced after this character.

4. What may be the exact meaning of this

line is difKcult to say, as there is no verb in

the whole sentence. Most likely we have to

supply the words " collected in" before 'the

])hrase
" Bit-sittI which [is]

before the people.''

means literally
'* the house of hands," the first

character being the sign /v/7/< jr bHu "house,"'

the sec(md the determinative jtrefix for a part

of the body (srni,
"

ilesh"), the third th.-

eliaraeter s-it or ;//, one ot" whdse meanings is

•'the ilat part of the liand" (palm or l>ack,

including the wrist). y>//-.v///7 is, tlicivfore,

(Darius) is unnsunl. The most connnon form most likely, toi)e translated " the h..use of

is
y >^y<y »yy^ j^y;[ ^^4^ /)a.-r/-iu-i,iHs- hand-palms;" that is, a temi)le where there

{Dariawus). Oll!^ unecmmoii fcrms of the wen' receptacles f..r eolleeting the gifts of

name are
y ^y<;Ey \y y;[ -^J[< />ro--ia-a-/««.v \vorshii.per.s.

Time idnne will show ^^Ur^hvv

1) In this last form tiiere seems to lie some attempt at a pun, (/(//« and rss-H, in ilaliylon-

iaii, meaning respectively "long-existing," and "new"—Durio-ia-ciia "My lung-existing

uew one,"
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this interpretation be the right one or not, taken by Tiglatli-pileser III., who writes the

but it seems to have a certain amount of name ^^ ^t]] t^ "-^p,
^^ - hi - tlu

probability, especially when taken in con- The probable meaning is "great (is)God." The

nexion with the words " before the people." last line has apparently two names, Kurrasu,
We may therefore translate "

[From] the
[which may also be read Madrasa (Matrasu,

offertory-house which
[is]

before the people." j/atmsu) or Sadrasu {Satrasu, Satrasu),
L. 5—8. The names of cities here given ^p.], and a name beginning with bdb. With

are all Babylonian, and the cities themselves
regard to the latter name it is not unUkely that

all lay, probably, in the neighbourhood of the broken wedges following the last character

Sepharvaim or Sippara. Pallakatu was are the two single uprights meaning
"
ditto,"

probably the name of a village, and seems to in which case tiie word should be restored as

be connected with the word pallukku, the ^Y yy ^, and read Bdb-tli, the common
name of a tree or plant

—
perliaps a name of form of the name of Babylon,

the cypress. Pallulcatu is seemingly a fern- xMs little text will give some idea of the
inine plural of 2)alluH-u, which was probably character of a large number of the tablets

borrowed from Akkadian.^ .V/M« is probably fromAbu-habbah (Sippara or Sepharvaim)and
a town or village, so called after a star or elsewhere. Examples of others will probably
constellation which seems to have borne that ^^ ^^^.^^ f.^^^^ ^jj^^^ t^ ^^^^ i^ the llecord.

name. Eabbi-tlu is one of the xVramean towns

ADDITIONAL NOTE on the name of thk BABYLONIAN KING GADDAS.

Thp. name of the early Babylonian king p. 195) as Kandis.
y j:s^ J

Gandii (or

y ^^ ^^ |[]y,which
I have transcribed(B. Kandis) ruled about 1570 B. C, and

& 0. R.
}). 54) as Gaddas, may also be read nothing is known about his reign except that

Gaddcs or Gadd/'s. If either of these last- it lasted IG years, ending about B. C. 1551.

named transcriptions be correct, it is not un- The assimilation of n with d would explain

likely that this ruler is to be identified with the form Gaddis, and presents no difficulty,

the king whose name I have transcribed as it is a sound-change often met with in

(Proceedings Soc. Bibl. Arch, for May, 1884, the wedge-inscriptions.

Theo. G. Pinches-

2) Words borrowed by the Semitic Babylcjuians ami Assyrians from foreign language^
liaA'e gcui'Vi\l\y fcmiiune i)h(n(l'< (igurii, pi. igwatc; eLallu, pi. ckallati, &c.)

NOTE ON BABYLONIAN ASTRONOMY.

The point respecting how far the des- his own time, than with those they occupied

cription of the constellations versified by in the time of Eudoxus, has been discussed

Aratus agrees better, through the effects of l)y Delambre in the first volume of his Ris-

precession, with their positions in the toire d'Aslronomif Ancitnuu-'. He considers

heavens at a period several centuries before that it is impossible to come to any decided
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conclusion on the subject, owing to the

difficulty of feeling sure as to what part

of a constellation is alludeil to in any par-

ticular case. But he says,
"

il est en effet

trcs possible et tr^s probable que la sphere

d'Eudoxe ne soit pas reellement de lui et

qu'elle appartienue a une epoque plus

ancienne." I may remark that a Arietis

was very nearly in the vernal equinox
little more than two thousand years ago,

or in the time of Eud'xus, whilst lour

thousand years ago Aldebaran {a Tauri)

was at no great distance from it. The

allusion, therefore, to the "
crouching legs

"

of the Bull having been in the equator
would apply very well to Babylonian times.

The strongest point, it appears to me,

which seems to bear out Mr. Brown's

theory is that of the position of the pole

with respect to the stars. Hippar-
chus condemns Eudoxus for statiug that

there was a star in the north pole of the

heavens, but affirms that three stars form

a sort of square with it. (It is interesting

to us as Englishmen that he cites as his

authority for this Pytheas, of Marseilles,

who was the earliest Greek navigator to

the shores of Britain.) Delambre identifies

these three stars as
/:{

Urste Minoris;

a and v Draconis, but thinks it possible

that Eudoxus was alluding to a small star

in the nose of the modern constellation,

Camelopardus. Two thousand years, how-

ever, before the time when he wrote

or about four thousand years ago, a

Draconis (as is well known) a star of the

third magnitude, was very near the pole,

and may have been the star alluded to by
him in of the description of the heavens,

on which the " Phainomena "
of Aratus is

founded. Of the work itself, of Eucioxus,

there are only extant the few fragments

preserved by Hipparchus.

I must remark, in conclusion, with re-

gard to Mr. Brown's allusion to a Lyiaj

as formerly having been a pole star, that

that has not been tlie case since about

twelve thousand years ago, long before

historic, even Babylonian, times.

W. T. Lynn.

Blackheath, Feb. 2, 1887.

EGYPT EXPLORATION BUND.

We quote from the last Report of this the Exodus
;
and we all know how dei'ply

Fund the following sentences which will

show the important and interesting

character of the present campaign :
—

"The course of the Sweetwater Canal
from Cairo to the Wady Tumilat, the fertile

pasture land Ix.-tween Zaguzig and Tt-ll t-l-

Kebir, the caravan route from Kantara to

Farama, lie mapped out before you. With
this part of the ground you are already
familiar. You visited Tel-el-Maskhuta in

the Wady Tumilat, in 1883, and tlie

country lying between Belbeis and Fakus
in 188.'j. Your next journey will be taken
with the same object.s and under the same
leadership. The name of the discoverer of

Pithom, the "
treasure city," and Goshen

the capital town of the old Scripture region,
is identified with the quest of the route uf

Mr. iS'aville is interested in the soluiion of

that moi^t (liffieult and important jiroblem
of autient lii.story. Tliree great l>il)iicul

sites, he it remembered, have been dis-

covered by the instrumentality of the

Egypt Exj)loration Fund—Pithom, Goshen,

Tapanhes—and for two out of three we
have to thank Mr. Naville. Those two—
Pithom and Goshen—are, I need scarcely

say, of incalculably high nnpi>nance, inas-

much as they determine a host of !>ueli

issues, and establish upon an uncjuestion-
able basi.s tlie hi.stdrieal accuracy of a

substantial i)art of the Pentateuch."

Mr. Ed. NaviUe has sent his first

report from Cairo, Jan 151, on Ids tour of

ins[)ection in the land ot Cioslu-n,
"
namely,

the ilistrict east of '/a\m&/vs, between

Tell-el-Kebir and Belbei.s." Tlie explorer
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" found that there had been at Belbeis a

temple built by Nekhthorheb(Nectanebo I.)

and that it was dedicated to ' The great
Sekhet who resides at Bast.' No other

royal name occurs except once that of

Eamses II," Near the same place at Tell-

el-Yxhoudieh, i.e., "The Mound of the

Jewess," which is quite different from the

Tell of like name near v'!!chibin-el-Kanatir,

the explorer found thrice repeated, on a

square granite stone, the name of a king
hitherto unknown. •'

It is a strange sound-

ing name. His first cartouche reads—

' User ma Ra Sotep en Amen
;

' and his

name,
' Thot upet si Bast mi Amen.' I do

not believe this cartouche has ever been
seen before. Judging from his coronation

name, which is identical with that of

Takeloth II., Sheshonk III., and Pimai,
I should say that he belonged to the

Bril)astite dynasty, or that he was one of

the petty princes who reigned in the

Delta at the time of the Conquest of

Piankhi or Esarhaddon," For this in-

teresting report in full, see The Academy,
Feb. 19, p. 136-137.

NOTES, NEWS AND QUERIES.

KiBiR, GiBiL,
"

fire."—The Akkadian

luHr, Sumcrian Giln/,
"

fire," has some

Scythian afiinities, and is apparently cog-
nate to the Mongolian ghel, ghal, Sokpa
Kival Garo wal, Chinese hwoh, Brahui

Kdhkar, all with the same meaning of

"fire."—T. DE L.

* -K- * *

Babylonian Astronomy.—Our Col-

laborateur, Mr. G. Bertin, writes to say
that (as far as lie knows) "he is the only

Assyriologist having expressed publicly or

in ptivate conversation, though not printed

anywhere," the o})inio'n that the astronomy
of the Babylonians was not A\^orthy its

wide repute, as recorded in the last num-
ber of this Magazine, p. Gl. We may,
however, assure Mr. Bertin that he is not

of its columns to any paper of a polemical
or personal nature.—-T. DE L.

Forthcoming Papers.—H. M. Baynes:
" Iranian origin of the word God."— " The
Mongol Concept of Deity. W. St. Chad
Boscawen :

" New Assyrian Tablets."

Rol). Brown, Jun. :
" On Oriental words

from Hezychius." Dr. L. C. Casartelli :

" The Semitic Verbs in Pahlavi." Dr. de
Harlez :

" Iranian Studies, II. The origin
and Nature of the Pahlavi," (concluded).
Dr. T. de Lacouperie:

"
Tatooing in

Babvlonia and China."—Babylonia and
China I,

" The Cardinal Points." Theo.
G. Pinches :

*' The Babylonians and

Assyrians as Maritime Nations," (con-

tinued). Dr. Mark Aurel Stein :" A
newly discovered inscription in the Heri

the only person enteitaining these views Bud Valley." Thomas Tyler: "On the

(as he will see when forthcoming papers

appear). The Editorial Committee will,

no dfiubt, be glad to ])ublish in these

coluiuns an article from him explaining his

views and assertions on the subject, which
will do more to establish Lis claims to

priority than any possible ulterior con-

troversy.

We take this opportunity to state that

one of the rules laid down by co^iimon con-

sent of the Editorial Committee and the

Proprietor of the Babylonian and
Oriental Record at the time of its

foundation, strictly precludes the opening

Hittite Inscriptions : the Yuzgat Seal and
the Seal of Tarkutimme."

* * * *

Is there any dift'irenoe between the

literary and spoken language in Assyria
and Babylonia, and if so, what documents
are there which give indications %

Is Semitic Babylonian most closely allied

to the Hebrew or to the Arabic divisions

of the Semitic family of languages ?

What are its relations, if any, to Chaldee
and Syriac % Should we not expect rather

a language related to these last-named

tongues %

Printed for the Proprietor at 51, Knowle Road, Brixton, S.W., and puljlished by him there, and by
D. Nurr, British and Foreign Bookseller, 270, Strand, W,C.
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TABLETS REFERRING TO THE APPRENTICESHIP OF
SLAVES AT BABYLON.

This month I present to the readers of tlie the injury was prohablj' not recognised by the

Record a pieture of Babylonian life, which could ancient Babylonians, accustomed as tbey were

probably be seen at any time in that great city to slavery from tlie very earliest times; and

— namely, the apprenticeship of a slave by the poorer classes of freemen probably had to

keep their feelings to themselves when the

questions of scarcity of work and the employ-
ment of skilled slave-hands came—as it must

have done sometimes—forcibly before them.

I.

his master or mistress to learn some trade or

occupation which, when he had served his time,

would be useful or profitable to his owners.

Great must have been the injury done by this

system to the free skilled-handicraftsman; but

The first of the two documents here trans-

lated refers to the apprenticing, by a woman
named Nubtii, of a slave belonging to Itti-

Marduk-balatu, to Bel-edir for five years.

The trade which he is to learn is that of an

is'pnrutu —a word which is probably derived

from the Akkadian us-bar "
loom," also

" weaver," (Tlie Babylonians, as is well

known, were celebrated for their woven stuffs,)

Bel-edir is to t jach Attan-ana-Marduk, the

slave, thoroughly, and Nubta engages to give

the slave his food and other necessaries (oil,

clothing, &c,) during the time of his ap-

prenticeship. If, however, Bel-edir failed to

make the slave learn liis trade, he was to pay that here i)ublished, will show that there is,

a half measure of corn daily, and forty shekels as yet, very little to alter in the former, which

of silver, ajjparently if he contested the con- like all the other translations which accom

contract. The names of three wit- pany it, is published as a free, not as a strictly

nesses are given, followed by that of the literal translation,'

scribe. The date is
" 20th of Tammuz, third

year of Cyrus, king of Babylon and countries"

July, 535 B, C). One peculiarity of the

text is, that the character e has more the

Assyrian than the Babylonian form (compare
lines 3, 5, &c.). The letter e of the name
A

Egibi (line 16) is, apparently by a mistake of

the scribe, written twice over. The text is

otherwise very well written. A translation

has already been given by me in the Guide

tu the Himroiid Ccntnd Saloon, p, 98, no. 57,

but the text, with transciption, is here pub-
lished for the first time. A comparison of

the translation given in the "Guide" with

1) I should here like to remark tliat the whole of the Guide to the Nimroud Centra
Saloon was completed by Dec. -J'.ltli, IKS,",; and tiiat the translations therciu are therefoie
all really older than the date of t\\v preface (May 14th, I88G) implies.

Vol,. I—No, C.
, [HI] Ai'KiL, 1887.



2 APPRENTICESHIP OF r>ABYLONIAN SLAVES.

TKANSCRIPTIOI^.

1. D. p. Nu-uh-ta-a, mdrat-su sa Iddin- d, p, Marduk, dh/'l Xilr- d. p. Sin,

2. At-tan-Or-na- d. p. Marduh. d, p. GalAa-sa Itti- d. p. Marduk-baldtu,

3. dbli-su sa Nabu-dhe-iddirt, dbil E-gi-bi, a-na d. p, ii-pa-i'u-tu

4. a-(Z/ hassu sandti a-nt Bel-ed-ir, dbli-su

5. ja Ab-la-a, dbil Brl-e-de-ru tct-ad-di-in.

6. Is-pa-ru-tic gab-bi u-lam-mad-su.

7. Dup-pi dup-pi 'd-mu esten ka aZ:flZe 2/

8. mu-sih-tum D. p. Nu-ub-ta-a a-na At-tan-a-na- d. p. Marduh

9. ta-nam-din. Ki-i is-pa-ru-tu

10. ^a ul-tain-mi-du-us, u-mii bar se-mas

11. man-da-at-ta-su i-nam-din
;

na-bcd-Jcat-ta-nu

12. mssan ma-na kaspi i-nam-din. d. p. Mit-kin-nn : Nabu-ina-^si-Mir,

13. dhli'SU sa Bel-kasir, abil Ba-bu-tu ; Nabu'Sarra-usur

14. abli-su sa Ki-na-a ; Iddin-Nabu, dbli-su-sa Iki-sa-a ;

15. D. p. ?-/?^«, Du-um-mu-ka, dbli su sa Bel-dhe-iddin,

10. [_db/l'\ E-gi-bi. Tin-tir ki, drah Bu'iizi, umu esrd

17. l_sattu'] selaltu, Ku-ra-as, sar Tin-tir ki,

18. sar mdtdti.

TRANSLATION.
1. Nubta, daughter of Iddin-Marduk, son of Nur-Sin,

2. Attan-ana-Marduk, slave of Itti -Marduk-baliitu,

3. son of Nabu-ahe-iddin, son of Egibi, for an isparUtu

4. for 5 years to Bel-edir, son

5. of Abla, son of Bel-ederu ,
has given.

9. He shall teach him all the isparutu.

7. [By] tablet [and] tablet a day 1 ka of food and

8. necessaries Nubta to Attan-ana-Marduk

9. shall give. If the isparutu

10. he do not make him learn, a day a half of grain,

11. his gift, he shall give. The rebellious one

12. frds of a mana of silver shall give. Witnesses : Nabu-ina-esi-edir,

12. son of BeUkasir, son of Babutu ; Nabii-sarra-usur,

14. son of Kina
; Iddin-Nabu, son of Ikisj ; [and]

15. the scribe, Dummuka, son of Bel-ahe-iddin,

16. [son of] Egibi. Babylon, month Tammuz, 20th day,

17. 3rd [year] of Cyrus, king of Babylon,

18. king of countries.

FREE TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION,
CONTAINING THE ESSENTIAL PART OK THE CONTRACT.

Nubta, !narat-su sa Iddin-Marduk, ?ibil Nur-Sin, Attan-ana- Marduk, galla sa Itti-Marduk-

balatu, ?ibli-SLi si Nabu-fdie-iddin, abil Egibi, ana isparutu adi hassii sanati ana Bel-edir,

abli-su sa AblA. Vuil Bel-ederu taddin. Isparutu gabbi ulammad-su. Duppi duppi, umu,
esten ka alv-iie u mCisibtum Nubta ana Attan-ana-Marduk tanamdin. Ki isi)arutu la

ultammidus, umu bar somas mandatta - su inamdin
;

nalialkattfinu' siissan mana kaspi
inamdin.
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Nubtii, daughter of Iddin-Marduk, descendant of Nur-Sin, has given Attan-ana-Marduk

slave of Itti-Mardiik-balatu, son of Nabu-ahe-iddin, descendant of Egibi, as an isparutu for

five years to Bel-edir, son of Abla, descendant ot Bel-ederu, He shall teach him all (the trade

of) isparutu. According to the tablets Nubta shall give to Attan-ana-Marduk one ka of

food and necessaries daily. If (BeUcdir) do not teach liim (the trade of) is-pariitu, he shall

give a half [measure] of grain a day as his fine^, [and] he who contests [this agreement]
ehvU pay frds of a mana (=-10 shekels) of silver.

In the above document it will be noted of his new apprentice during the space of five

that Nubta has not to pay Bel-edir any pre- years. Bel-edir also stood to lose half a

mium for teaching the slave Attan-ana- measure of grain daily should he fail to make
Marduk - it was without doubt considered the slave learn his trade— a considerable

that the teacher of the handicraft was amount in the end, if every day of the five

sufficiently well paid by having the services years of service were reckoned.

II.

The second tablet is one of similar nature tlie slave his occupation) a present of "one
to the foregoing. Marduk-nasir-adlu appren- robe {estenit uzari), nothing more, seem-
tices his slave Itti-Ib-pania to Guzanu to ingly. If, on the other hand, Guzanu failed

learn some occupation called // zitn—probably to teach the slave, he was to pay, as fine, three

not exactly
"
book-keeping" but " tablet- k\ of grain each day. p]ach of the contracting

keeping," — but this is only a conjecture^ parties, it is stated, took a copy of the agree-
Guzanii takes Itti-Ib-pania "for tablet ment. The transaction is witnessed by three

and tablet, and three months," a phrase persons, and the scribe who drew up the doc-

which apparently means,
"
according to ument. The date is

" 15th day of Adar,

agreements already made, and upon three 2Gth year of Darius, king of Babylon and
months' trial." In this document also, no countries," (about 494 years B.C., February

premium is mentioned, but Marduk-nasir ublu —March). The text is exceedingly well

promises to Gnzaim
(^//

he succeed in teaching written.

TRANSCRIPTION.
1. D. p. Mar<Juh-nasir-ab-lu, tndru sa Itti-Marduk-balatu mar E-gi-bi,

2. i-na hu-ad lib-bi-su, Itti-Ib-pani-i

3. D. p. gal-la-su, a-na ln-ma-a-du d. p. mu-u-tu,

4. a-(H ilup-jji, u duppi, u selaltu drhe, a-na

5. Gu-za-nu, tndri i-a Ha-am-ba-ku, mar d. p. man-di-di

(i. iddin. d. p. Mu-u-tu, tul-lu ^a-ti-su gab-bi, u lam-mad-su

7. Ki-i ul-tain-'inidu-su, Hten-it d. v.io-za-ri d. p. Marduk-nasir-ab-lu

H. a-na Gu-za-nu i-nam-din. Ki-i la ul-tarn-mi-d ii-i-u,

'J. u-mu selalta ka sk-jias, man-da-at sa Itti-Ib-pani-ia

1(). Gu-za-nu a-na d. p. Marduk-na-sir-ab-lu

11. i-nam-din. Est-en-ta-a-an sa-ta-ri

12. illfu
- u.

REVKnSE.

13. D. p. Mu-kin-nu : Ri-mut-Bel, mdru sa Ardi-ia, mar i). p ;

14. Is-su-ur, mdru sa NabH-suin-iddin, mar ICp-es-'dic;

If). Bel-h-iba, mdru sa Kal-ha-a, mar Mtc-kal-lim ;

K!. ^a- B&l-at-a, d.p. dup-sar, mdru sa o. p. Marduk-suvi ihnl

17. mdr E-gi-hi. Tin-tir D. s., drah Adam, umu hamisserit,

18, sattu (sissu-isrda), Dn-a-ri-ia-mns, sar Tiit-tir d. s.,

I'J. sar mdtati.
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TRANSLATION.
1. Alarduiv-uasir-ubiu, riuu ol iiti-iUiimuiv-uauiLu, sun ui iiiyibi,

2. in the joy of liis heart, Itti-lb-pauia,

3. his slave, to learn the miUa [trade]

4. for tablet and tablet and 3 months, to

5. Guzauu, son ot riainUaku, son ot the proctor

6. has given. The nmtu. the work of his hands, all, he shall teach him.

7. If he make him learn [it], a garment Mardiik-nasir-ablu

8. to Guzanu will give. If he do not make him learn [it],

9. a day 3 ka of grain, the measure of Itti-Ib-pania,

10. Guzanu to Marduk-nasir-ablu

11. will give. Each one a writing
12. has taken.

13. Witnesses : Remut-Bel, son of Ardia, son of the ... ,

1\. Issur, son of Nabu-sum-iddina, son of EsiDCs-ilu ;

15. Bel-ii-iba, son of Kalba, son of MukalHm;
16. Sa-Bel-atta, the scribe, son of Marduk-sum-ibni,
17. son of Egibi. Babylon, month Adar, day 1.5th,

18. j-'ear 26th. Darius, king of Babylon
19. king of countries.

FREE TRxVNSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION OF THE OBVERSE,
CONTAINING THE ESSENTIAL PART OF THE CONTRACT.

]\Iarduk-nasir-al)lu, maru sa Itti-Marduk-balutu, mar Egibi, ina hud libbi-su, Itti-Ib.

jiania, galla-sii, Ana lamadu mutu, adi duppi u duppi, u selalti arhe, ana Guzanu, mari sa

Haiiihuku, mar mandidi, iddin. Mutu, tullu kati-su gabbi, ulammad-sii. Ki ultammidu"

sii, estinit uzari Marduk-nasir-ablu ana Guzanu inamdin. Ki hi ultammidu-su, umu
sjlalta K.i sEMAS, maridat sa Itti-Ib-pania Guzanu ana Marduk-nasir-ablu inamdin. Esten-
tan

\_or estentam] satari ilku.

Mar.luk-nasj-abki, son of Itti-Marduk-balatu, son of Egibi, in the joy of his heart, has

given Itti-Ib-pania, his slave, to Guzanu, son of Hambuku, son of the proctor, to learn [the

trade of] the miitu, according to the tablets [exchanged] and the 3 months' trial. He shall teach

him [the trade of] the miUu—all his handicraft. If he make him learn, Marduk-nasir-ablu will

give a robe to Guzanu. If he do not make him learn, Guzanu shall give, daily, 3 ka of grain,

the value of Itti-Ib-pania, to Marduk-nasir-ablu. Each one has taken a copy of the contract.

REMARKS,
Ahil, dbli, aud A hid are all one and the noun. The third is a proper name, and is

same word, and mean " son." The first is the apparently for Ablta "my son." The

construct form signifying "son of" or "des- nominative form Is (iblu, and comes fsom

cendantof." The second is the form used after aZ;«/!i (or a^;«Zw), "to produce." The Akkadian

another noun (genitive), after a preposition form I'bila is evidently borrowed from the

(indirect object), or before a possessive pro- Semitic Baliykmian dbil.
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Duppi iJuppi is apparently abbreviixtcd groiq) JY ^J^ is to be road am, and this is

from tlie fuller phrase rtf/io^u/^y*/ u duppi
"
by supported by the more uncommon, but prob-

tablet and tablet." ably more phonetic spelling ^T^^^ ^^^^
Mandatta and inandat are for inandanta est-en-iicu-tri' {estennata),\\\\\i::\\i?>ix\&oiom\i\.

and mandant respectively, from the root The transcriptions of the compounded num-

7?«^/an« "to give." erals are provisional, and are probably only

The reading estentam is probably better somewhat like the true forms, though they

than eittentan in the phrase eitentuin i-atari may, l)y chance, turn out to be correct when

ilku " each one has taken (a copy of) the complete Usts come to light.

document." According to the syllabaries, the Theo. G. Pixches.

DECn'RERINa THE IiriTITE IXSCRIPTIONS .- A RETROSPECT.

The interest excited by the inscriptions success.
"

I enquired in vain," he says,

now known as "Hittite"^ has been lately "for a piece of marble with figures in relief

rendered more intense by the announce- which La Roque sa^v, but in the corner of

ment in the public Journals that the clue a house in the Bazar is a stone with a

to the decipherment of these inscriptions number of small figures and signs, which

has been discovered, and that their imi)ort appears to lie a kind of hieroglyphical

has been disclosed. Though careful study writing, though it does not resembU; that

of these inscriptions makes me somewhat of Egypt."" Here undoubtedly we nave

sceptical as to the possibility of any sud- mention of a Hittite inscription, and, be-

den revelation of this kind, no decided sides, the expression of opinion that the

judgmentshoaldbepronounced till both the hieroglyphics were not even similar to

results attained and the method of pro- the Egyptian. Though one or other of the

cedure adopted are fully published. Mean- inscriptions had probably been seen by a

while a review of the efforts previously made good many European travellers during the

for the decipherment of the inscriptions interval, it was not till al)0ut the year

cannot be without interest. 1870 that pul)lic attention was again

Whether the marble pillar seen by La directed to them. "
They remained in

Koque at Ilamath, adorned with figures of obscurity till 187 0, when Mr. J. Augustus

men, animals, biids and flowers was a Johnson, of New York, Consul-general for

Hittitemonument may be doubted.- When the United States at Bayrut, and the Rev.

Burckhardt visited the pi ice in 1812, he S. Je^sup, of the Syrian Mission, remarked

made search for this monument without them, while looking through the Bazar of

1. The propriety of the name " Hittite" has been, and probably will be, called in

question ;
but the name, nevertheless, is likely to be enduring.

2. "Une haute colonne do marbre ornee de bas-rtOiefs d'une exceilento sculpture, (pii

representent des figures humaiiies, ])lusieurs os])eces d'animaux, des oiseaux et des

fieurs."— Foi/age de Syrie et da Mcmt-Lilidn, Paris, 1722, vol. I. p. 21.").

3. Burckhardt's Travels in Si/rid mul Ihr I/c/i/ Land, Loiidoii, lsi.'2, pp. 1 1(1.1 17.
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the old town. The former presently

printed in the 'First Statement of the

Palestine ExiDloration Society' (No. 1,

July, 1871; New York, published by the

Committee), a reduction from a facsimile

of No. 4 inscription
^ that noticed by

Barckhardt, and still embedded in a wall

near the bridge. The latter also attempted
to purchase a blue (basaltio) stone, con-

taining two lines of these strange charac-

ters, but failed to obtain it, because of the

traditions connected with, and the income

derived from it. Deformed persons were

willing to pay for the privilege of lying

upon it, in the hope of a speedy cure, as

it was believed to be efficacious in spinal

diseases."*

Representations of the Hamath inscrip-

tions were given in Burton and Drake's

work just quoted. These representations

were, however, by nD means adequate, and

probably led to a good deal of subsequent

misinterpretation of the characters. More-

over, the figures were in part given upside
down. But in 1872 Dr. W. Wright (now
of the Bible Society), succeeded in obtaining
and transmitting to Europe, two sets of

casts of the Hamath inscriptions, the mon-
uments themselves being consigned to

Constantinople.
"

Capt. Burton had spoken
of the characters as " a system of local

hieroglyphics peculiar to this part of Syria,"
and forming

" the connecting link between

picture-writing and the true syllabarium.""
Dr. Wright, however, while giving the

inscriptions the name of "
Hittite," had

asserted them to be monuments of a widely-
extended Hittite empire.^ But whether

there is or is not satisfactory evidence of a

Hittite empire extending from the Euphra-
tes to the ^Ei<ean sea we need not now

inquire.

In the year last named (1872), Dr. Hyde
Clarke published his view of the inscrip-

tions (at that time), in an appendix to

Burton and Drake's work, and in the

Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Explo-

ration Fund. In the former he said of the

characters, "They are not Egyptian hiero-

glyphics; they are not entire ideographs;
and any semblance they show to Cadmean
or Phoenician, or such characters, is sus-

ceptible of other explanations;''^ and in

the latter,
" So far as can be at present

judged the characters are rather alphabetic

than syllabic. . . . The words or phrases

appear to be read from top to bottom, and

may then possibly return as in boustro-

phedon and Hirayaritic." In fact Dr. Hyde
Clarke seems to have regarded the Hamath

inscriptions as making some approach to

the Himyaritic, even if of greater anti-

quity.
** In the same year (1872), the Rev.

Dunber Heath, in the Quartarly Statement

of the Palestine Exploration Fund, appears

to have suggested that the Boustrophedon
manner of writing was to be observed, for

he says with reference to one of the

inscriptions,
—"A close inspection, how-

ever, shows that your three short lines

were never meant to be i-ead as we shouli

naturally read them. . . . Two were read

one way, and the middle one a different

way." Mr. Heath, however, considered

that Egyptian symbols were present, and

that "the two names, Thothmes III. and

4. Burton and Drake, Unexplored Syria, London, 1(S72, pp. 333,334.
5. Wright's Emjnre of the Iliftites, sec. ed., p. 8 sqq.
6. Une^xj). Syr., vol. i., pp. 138,139.

7.
" A great people, called Hittites in the Bible, but never rt;ferred to in classic history,

had once formed a mighty empire in that region."
—Empire of the Hittites, p. 7.

8. Unexp. Syr., p. 353.

9. Quart. Statem. Pal. Exp. Fund, 1872, pp. 74, 75 ; Unexp. Syr., p. 359.
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probably Amenophis I." were to be recog-

nized.
^° A short time later Mr. Heath

again wrote on the subject in the Quarterly

Staiemefit. He still saw some Egyptian

symbols, and recosrnized 45 distinct charac-

ters, indicating possibly a syllabic alpha-

bet. ^^ In the same Journal and of the

same year M. Clermont Ganneau wrote on

the characters, Prof. Sayce's paper was

tentative, suggesting 1) that resemblance

of the characters to Phoenician letters

might possibly lead to a determination of

their syllabic values
;
or 2) that this result

might perhaps be attained by a comparison
of the Cypriote characters and syllabary.'^

In 1877 Dr. Hyde Clarke published a

the inscription then, and for some time pamphlet on The Khita and Khlta-Petu-

after, at Aleppo, and accompanying his v'lan Epoch, in which some twelve pages

paper with a figure upside down, like deal exclusively with comparisons, in a

others previously published. The inscrip- desultory way, of shapes between the

tion was described as " an apparently Hittite hieroglyphics and characters.chiefly

figurative system of writing specially from the south Semitic alphabets,

belonging to Syria, and dating from a In 1879 Rev. Dunbar Heath communi-

very early epoch," and further as a "Syrian cated to the Anthropological Institute a

system of ideography."^- In 1876 Prof. paper on "Squeezes of Hamath Inscrip-

.'^ayce contributed a paper to the Society tions," which was published in the follow-

of Biblical Arch?eology on "The Hamatliite ing year, accompanied by numerous figures.

Inscriptions." Mr. Heath's previous at- Mr. Heath seems now to have pretty well

tempts at decipherment were condemned : abandoned his Egyptian analogies. The
" The characters are generally unlike those paper had reference to the then recently

found on the Egyptian monuments, and acquired monuments from Jerablus, in the

Mr. Dunbar Heath's attempt to provide British Museum. The language was said

them with Egyptian values has been a

signal failure. So far as our present ma-

terials allow us to infer, the Hamathite

hieroglyphics appear to have been an in-

vention of an early population of northern

"
to be evidently Semitic, and the dialect a

very fair Chaldee." One alleged transla-

tion was " ' Make songs, play ye my harmo-

nies, that they may cause thee to cure."

(This may be supposed to be the divine

Syrians. Their occurrence in Lycaonia is voice to the body of the Priesthood in the

probably due to Syrian conquest. "^"MVith Temple). 'Thy fee is the gift of me,

respect to the actual value and form of Sakidijah, from which (viz., from the fee),

10. Q.S.P.E.F., 1872. The discovery of the boustrophedon manner of writing
on the Hamath inscriptions has been ascribed to Dr. Hayes Ward, l)ut I am unable

to say whether the announcement by him preceded that of Mr. Heath. Cf. Sayce in 'fraiu.

Soc. Bib. Arrh., vol. v., p. 23.

11. Q.S.l'.E.F., 1873, p. 35.

12. Q. S.P. E.F., 1873. p. 73.

13. Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., vol. v., p. 26. What is said of Lycaonia refers to " the has

relief found by Mr. Davies at I])reez in Lycaonia," and represented in the Traiimctiou.'i

S(x. Bib. Arch., vol. iv., part 2, pp. 33()-34().

14. Prof. Sayce has since gone further into the question, and his views on the deriva-

tion of the Cypriote syllabary from tlie Hittite cliaracters, a])plie(l to the verification of

the phonetic values he had proijosed on other grounds for some of tlie Hittite signs have
1 think, justified these values in more than the half of the possible cases, see Dr. Isaac

Taylor, The Al])habet,\SS3, ii.,p. 123; and Prof. Sayce's own chapter on The Jhripjirnnnii

iif Ihr. HUlilr
liiscrij[iiioii>^, ]>\K 1G8-188 in licv. William Wright, Tlie Kiiijtircdf iJic Uillilrs

i884.—T. DE L.
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came ])raises to his Gods in Iban.'" An-

other translation made mention of "
collect-

ing oil for the Goddess of Oil," and of a
" libation to the Goddess of Honey.

' '

Mr.

Heath thought that this
"
collection of oil

and honey may be considered passing

strange." But nevertheless he maintained

that the language of the tablets ought to

be regarded as settled. Of the total of ten

inscriptions which had been discovered,

not less than four were found to "
begin

with a call for music, sacred music.'' And
Mr. Heath appealed, in proof of his success

to his finding the letters i. r. b. z., which,

it was contended, represented Jerabis. It

was objected, however, that the values

assigned by Mr. Heatli to the several

characters rested on no principle which

could be discerned.!' And as to the

identification of
" Jerabis

'

'it was

observed by the late Dr. Birch that

there was no probability that this was the

name of the place in so remote antiquity,

while Dr. W. Wright, of Cambridge, re-

marked that it was extraordinary that in

so very ancient an inscription the r should

have a form analagous to that of the sora-

paratively modern Hebrew resh.

Professor Sayce, in 1880, contributed to

the Transactions of the Society of Biblical

Archceology a much longer paper than that

of 1876, entitled
" The Monuments of the

Hittites." The opinion was now expressed
that " Hittite influence and culture once

penetrated as far as the chores of the

-i3i]gean,'' and the remarkable monuments

representing "a series of divinities," at

Hoghaz-keui, in the centre of Asia Minor

were recognized as Hittite. Certain sym-
bols in the hands of these deities were

supposed to represent their names. But

it was not shown that these figures are

not personifications of cities, or, of possibly

tutelaiy deities of cities, that the symbols
in their hands are not the distinctive

standards of cities—a view which the late

Dr. Birch was inclined to accept, when was

mentioned the matter to him. Such a view

would suit very well the form of the

symbols.

Very shortly after the communication

of this paper, Prof. Sayce made an impor-
tant discovery, namely, that of a short

bilingual inscription, Hittite and Assyrian,

on what he has called "the boss of Tark-

ondemos.
' ' The discovery was announced

in the Academy^ of August 21, 1880, and

subsequently in the Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch.

vol. vii.,p, 256, sqq. The seal, for such must

tainly have been the character of the

original object, had been previously des-

cribed by the late Dr. A. D. Mordtmann^®

in t\\Q Miinzstudien of Grote(1863, t. III.,

pi. III., n. 1), and subsequently in the

Zeitschr. d. deutsch. morgandl. Gesells, 1872,

p. 625, sqq. But Mordtmann had no idea

of symbols on the seal being Hittite or

Hamathite. The discovery of this was

due to the penetration and research of

Prof. Sayce Conclusions somewhat

different from those of Prof. Sayce were

expressed about the same time by Mr.

Tyler, who also discussed the then (1880 >

recently acquired monuments in the Brit.

Mus. in their relation to the seal. {Proc.

Soc. Bib. Arch, Nov. 21, 880, pp. 6-8.)

Prof. Sayce's views with regard to the

"boss of Tarkouddmos"'^ have been re-

cently criticised by M. A. Amiaud in the

Zeitschrift fiir A^syriologie, pt. 2, p. 274,

15. See remarks by several scholars in .hmrihi] of Jnlhr. Jus/,; 188G, pp. 36'.)-375 ;

Froc. S. B. A., Dec. 7, 1880.

16. At first at Constantinople: Scemi de Tarkoimdimmi, roi de Tarsoux, 1861, in-8;

according to G. Maspero, Hiduiir ^lucicnnc, 4th edit., p. 744.—T. DE L.

17. Prof. A. H. Sayce entered again in the field about thi.s special inscription in 1885, at

the occasion of a paper Ijy Mr. t. J. Pinches on The name of the city and country over which
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BABYLONIAN TABLETS REFP:RR1NG TO THE

J'- No. 1. [76-10— Ifi, 1].

y r^i m:? T? .^ -4- <:^^T ^ ^^- --if ¥ I ^lEf -4- <:^^^y A

yr ^ rrr ^ .4. ^^ ip^ yr ^4 y >:^yi|^ ^yyr j^ y^ ;

? y ^^y -ly y? n t ^^^m ^^n :^^i ^ ^^i t^'iy ^ t>

^yy 41 ^ ^v :^ii :=: -s^ ^-yy 'i^ ^yy <^"^ -^-^ ^^""^" '"' ^'^^^''>

tM ^h- ^m ^^ ^y >^ y i^T ? 4 I? <H±f

>^ / 5r<E ^ V-^ j4T^n? y? ^4 y t:iy nx:? y; ^-fl -4- <:^^y

j^^y >fit iti J^ E^ ^iT ^ ^ -^iT

--iy <==y-^ ^y <^^ j^t :s^y ^t ^ 4- ^>f

yi -Ey .4 r r ^ -u^ iii ^ >^ s V- y :^w -/^/ -v

y? I ¥ y ^T^. ^i y? i h ^- m y i^t?^?^ j^^ ^^

yr I y y 4^ .4 yM -^ ^I^^ y? I ¥ y H ¥ If

15. ^ j^jn y j^y 5=n ^ H y? I ¥ T ^m ^ H< ^
16. yM j^y? 5^y? -yy^ :^ 4 i^^? ^ 3<<:? ^y ^y « ^
17. >^ yyy ^ y *^y ^n ^ j^^ A ^-v^ ^
18 >~^^ ^ ^
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No 2. [SI—(i— 2."). r.3].

T -4- c:'^ \ ^ti -^f ir y[ ] m-^ <::^7 it*, ir ^
j^^t t :^

E^ .-^ ^ -^I ^<y tz I] m -^ Hi <h- BVr
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and a reply by Prof, Sayce has appeared "We must also mention the researches of

in the fourth part of the same Journal, p. the late Francois Lenorniant,-'' in his

380.^^ Origims del'hidoire (vol. II., part II.) ;
and

Capt. Conder,''' in the Q.S.,P.E.F., for the views of Prof, de Lacouperie, who

1884, p. 18, wrote a short article entitled thinks that both the Babylonian and
" Hamathite and Egyptian," suggesting a Egyptian writings have come from an older

good many analogies between the Egyp- system, wliich has also produced, besides

tian and the Hamathite or Hittite charac- others, the Hittite hieroglyphics; this earlier

ters
;

but several oi these analogies can system of Kuschite (non-Semitic) origin,

scarcely appear other than fanciful. Capt. being derived from the primitive mode of

Conder, however, is careful to observe, writing by fixing objects, genuine or not,
'•

I offer such notes as suggestions only, on boards.—/. R A. S., 1885, vol. XVIL,
not as positive facts." And in his very pp. 420-422

; Bth. Or R, I., p. 27.

IsLtely^Vihhshed Si/rian Sfone-Lore (London, The Rev. C. J. Ball, in a paper, quite

1886, 8vo.) he remarks,
" We may at least recently, much elaborated (Proc. Soc. Bib.

say that the present state of our inform- Arch., Feb. 1, 1887, pp. 67-77), has con-

ation on the subject does not permit us to tended that many Hittite proper names,
draw definite conclusions, or even to at- hitherto differently explained, are easily

tribute these texts to the Hittites with understood as Semitic, and therefore show

certainty." It would seem, therefore, from the Semitic nature of the language; and

the confidence with which some transla- he has proposed a translation of two frag-
tions were put forth recently in The Times, ments of inscriptions in giving to the Hit-

(Feb., 1882, that Capt. Conder thinks tite signs phonetic values derived from

that he has made very lately indeed an their similarities of shape (sometimes far

important discovery which he has not yet fetched), with characters of the Cypriote
revealed. syllabary and of the south Semitic alpha-

Tarkfitimme ruled (Froc. Hoc. Bib. Arch., March 3, pp. 124-127), and wrote a note on The

iiK-^rripfioit of 2\(,rkondcino.s (ibid. May 5, Ytyi. 143-147) where he maintained strongly his

opinions that the Hittites were a Kappadokian and not a Semitic peojjlc, that the in-

scriptions are various and that the Hittite system of writing may have been used by
tribes speaking different languages and belonging to different nationalitiv s.—T. DE L.

l"". In 1881-83 an attempt of another kind was made by Mr. John Campbell, of

Montreal, who wrote a paper on A Keij to fhe Jlilfite IiiMriptions (I'luc. Sac. Bib. Arch.

6th Dec
, 1881), also Oh the Hittite Inscriptiims (in The American Antiquarian and Oiientul

Jonrnal, Chicago, 1882, vol. iv.. Jan.), and a si)ecial pamphlet, ./ Translntinii of the

l/i-incif(il
Hittite Inscriptyma yet jinblialwd (1883, privately printed). The author proposed

translations of several inscriptions as historical texts, with the special help of the

Japanese !
—T. DE L.

19. The same author had written, previously on lf"iiHilli [iisrrijifioiis (in the(J S.P.B.F,,
1883. pp. 133-134, 189-192).—T. DE L.

20. Though not working on tlic inscriptions, the researches of this great scholar have

a direct bearing on tlie language in whicli they arc written. At the very moment of his

lamented death, 9th Dec, 1883, he was deeply engaged in a thoiough invistigation of

all the Hittite propei- names, and he had already come to the conclusion that they are

not Semitic nor Aryans in the case of the Hittites of the north, while they are purely
Hebrew in the case of those of the south. Vide his (hi(j. Ilisl. ii. (ii) ])]).

2r)r)-279.—Mr.

Fr. Chabas had already sh'iwn the first cas(^ with the nann-s found in the Egyptian in-

scriptions. (Voij(i(ic d'li B>/i/jitien en S;jrie, S:',c.) Paris, 186G, i)p. 320-346.)
—T. DE L.
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bets. The paper, however, seems to have

undorgone vary considerable changes since

it was read before the Society.

R. Q.

There is little to be added to the report

which our esteemed contributor has drawn

up at our special request. Some special

papersmayhave escaped his notice, but with

the dispersion of scientific communications

into many periodicals, we are sure that

the authors of the papers he has left behind

will easily excuse his unwilling neglect.

From this report and the notes appended

to, we may resume that five distinct at-

tempts, more or less incomplete, have been

made at deciphering the Hittite inscrip-

tions, by

1—Rev. Dunbar Heath, in 1880, by a

Semitic Aramean process of guess-at-the-

meaning.
2—Mr. John Campbell, of Montreal, in

1882-83, by a Japanese system of guess-at-

the-meaning.
3—Rev. Prof. A. H. Sayce, in 1880

85, from a bi-lingual text, internal evi-

dence, and Cypriote similarities.

4—Rev. C. J. Ball, in 1887, by resem-

blances of characters from Cypriote syl-

labary and south Semitic alphabets.

Fancy and science have an equal share

in these four tentatives. We do not know
as yet on which side Capt. Conder's at-

tempt shall have to be placed.

T. DE Lacouperie.

21. Scholars are indebted to t'le industry of Mr. W. H. Rylands, who has published
a collection of all the inscriptions complete at the time, and augmented in a second

edition. T. DE L.

THE ERANIAN ORIGIN OF THE TEUTONIC CONCEPT OF DIETY.

In matters of scientific discovery there is

perhaps no safer maxim than the well-

known aphorism of Bacon :
—

" Sola spes est in vera indudione."

But nowhere has it been on the whole so

persistently neglected as in the attempts to

explain the rise and fall of religious ideas.

And yet it is precisely in an examination

of the fundamental facts of man's common

religious consciousness that the inductive

method should prove most fruitful. What

philology and ethnology have done to

strengthenthetiethatbindstheindividual to

his fellow-man, I venture to think com-

parative conceptology will do for the

broadening and deepening of his faith.

It is not too much to hold that, in the

multiform manifestation of human speech
we have a contemporary antiquity, and are

able, as Goethe would say, to look into

great maxims of creation, nay, into the

secret workshop of God.

The consideration of the cell-element of

all religious thought, namely, the Concept
of Deity, can thus vie in interest with the

astronomer's study of galaxy and nebulaj,

of systems and of worlds. To trace the

history of the name which is above every

name, to gauge the supreme concept must
be to every thoughtful student of man, be

he ethnographer or psychologist, historian

or antiquarian, a very choice delight.

Nevertheless, we have to confess that

though there is now little doubt as to the

origin and meaning of Hottentot Zuni-j/

Goam, of Pajjuan Dirava, of African Dendid,
and American Kittanitotvit, we have, for

the most part, been far from arriving at a

truly scientific derivation of our own Teu-

tonic word for the All-Father, which, from

the cradle to the grave, expresses for each

his sublimest thought, his best feeling, his

loftiest aspiration.

In the present paper I propose, by means

of national and international linguistic

analysis, to trace the Teutonic expression
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of theistic Idea, and to see whether it is

possible to point out an Aryan phonetic

type expressing a concept of Deity.
" Parmi les noms europeens de Dieu,"

says M. Ad. Pictet,^ "qui n'ont pas de cor-

r^latifs orientaux, mais dont quelques-uns

peuvent etre fort anciens, je ne m'occu-

perai ici que du gothique Guth, et de ses

analogues germaniques. Les essais multi-

plies qui ont 6tt^ faits pour I'expliquer
montrent bien a quel point nous sommes
livr^s aux incertitudes etymologiques quand
les termes Sanscrits ou zends nous font de-

faut." Starting from the base ghuta, M.
Pictet would naturally look for a Sanskrit

form guta. Not finding this, however, he

suggests that the Gothic word came from

HiUa
( y hu), which has the double sense

of sacrificatus and is cui sacrificatur, 'et ce

dernier conviendrait parfaitement k Dieu,'

giving us the formula Huta : x"'^'-'^
''•

x^'^P"-

: sao-f'ra.

Now, though tliis may at iirst sight seem

a tempting etymology, especially as we
have the analogue skt. jag'ata, sd. jasata,

p. isad, h. Isten
( -/ jag), yet I cannot

but agree with Ebel- that gud and not

guth is the true Gothic form, as the corres-

ponding term in old High German is Kot.

That " God "
cannot come from "good

"

will, I think, be no longer doubted by any
competent philologist. Not only is it that

in Gothic the vowels are different, Gud in

the one case and god in the other, but

there is the never-failing distinction be-

tween the long and the short vowel in

Anglo-saxon. Let us take, for instance,

two passages from Beovulf (1 5.54-1 563) :

" And hiilig God
Geve6ld vig-sigor, vitig drihten.

piit viim vaepna cyst

Bfiton hit vas mare ponne aenig mon 6ther

To beadu-lace iitberan meahte

God and sreatolic iriganta t!;eveorc."

And in the following verse from St.

Luke (viii. 19) :—
" Tha cwaeth seHaeland ; hwi sei^st thu

me godne . uis nan man god baton God

ana."

In Gothic ;
—

*' Kvath than du imma laisus . hva mik

kvithis godaua . ni ainshun qods niba ains

Gud."

In Norsk ;
—

'•Men Jesus sagde til ham : Hvi Kalder

du mig godi Ingen er god, uden Een,

nemlig Gud."

The forms Gud and god in Gothic become,

according to a phonetic law affecting the

Aryan stratification of speech, Kot and Knot

in Old High German. Of the former we

have proof in a translation of St. Ambrose's

three Hymns, beginning :
—

Kotes kalaupu dera lepames
Dei fide, qua vivimus, etc,

whilst in the word kuotchunti for Gothic

godkundi gospel, we have an interesting

verification of the latter. It is a law as

well understood and as regularly applied

as the so-called
' Celtic i)rocess,' according

to which initial consonants are changed
into others of the same origin, to denote

a diversity of logical or grammatica'
relation. For instance,

Tad father

Ei Dad his father

Ei Thad her father

In his Etymologische Forschungen'^ Prof.

Pott suggests the root 'sud" to purify, but

we know that 'sud" is a corruption of kud'

or kvad"
(cf. Ku^-n/xk, cas-tus, cistu) which

could only give us Had or Uuiil in Gothic.

Similarly when Ebil ' connects Gud

1. Les Origines hdn-Eiirnphimrs,^ p. G58.
2. ZrMscJirift f/'/r Kri/srliiifffnisr/uiin/, v. 235.
3. i. 252.

4. Zdtschrift, v. 235.
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with skr. gurl" (kuS-ou, Kcv3-uy, custos) the

reply is that an Aryan form kud'a would

have given us what in fact we find, namely

fliula, hide, Hut.

Nor do I think Schweizcr-^ and Leo

Meyer'' have been more successful. The

hypothesis of the one being Guth = ved,

D'^ilti, because, forsooth, skt. d*" is some-

times reduced to h, and h = g Gothic !

whilst that of the other is that Gutha =
G'uta.

No, if we want an etymology which is

t ) be of any scientific value, we dare not

disregard the Lautverst'Jilelnmgsgesetz. If

the exact phonetic equivalent cannot be

found in Sanskrit, let us turn to Ancient

Bactrian.

AVhat I venture to submit is that the

word " God "
is derived from the Eranian

verbal adjective K'ad'^ata, meaning
'

self-

evolved
'

or '

self-determined,' o])eying
one's own law, as opposed to stid'^ata

'

following the law of the world.' So far

from agreeing with M. Pictet when he says ;

*Le g gothique, en effet, ne saurait en

aucun cas rcpondre au g zend,' it seems to

me that a sound which is the equivalent of

Pahlavi K' and Persion K' cannot have

been very different from Greek x ,
which

is the normal exponent of Gothic g.

Very remarkable are the passages in the

Avesta in which the word K'ad^ata occurs.

I shall quote at least three, firstly word for

word, and then in M. Darmestcter's ex-

cellent translation. — Vendidad, xix, 13

(44):-_
//Nisbajaguha . tu . Saraf'ustra

Invoke thou Zoroaster

f^wilsahe . k'adTitahe . SrvAnahe

Universe (gen.) self-determined time

akarauahe . vajaos . uparo-kairjehe

boundless Vaju high-inaction
'

Invoke, Zarat^istra, the sovereign

Heaven, the boundless Time, and Vayu,
whose action is most high.'

36 (122] ;—

//Nisbajemi . mis'vanahe . g?itvahe

I call upon MLsVana place.

K'ad'at&.lie K'invad-peretura Masdad'atam

sovereign Kinvad bridge Masda-made.
"

I invoke the sovereign place of eternal

weal, and the Kinvad bridge, made by
Masda.'

The last is a very obscure passage from

the Vendidad Sadah, and M. Darmesteter

has to confess that his translation is doubt-

ful.

//Nisbajemi . Meresu . Pouru-K'ad'ato

I invoke Msresu Ancient-s If.

existent.

juidis^to . mainivao . daman .

most warlike of the two spirits creation

savairhaitis

mighty //

M. Darmesteter translates ; 'I invoke the

ancient and sovereign Meresu, the greatest

s at of Battle in the creation of the two

spirits.' If I venture to give another

version it is because I feel that I am sup.

ported by the nole of a distinguished,

Eranian scholar. In his Handbuch der

Aweskisprache (p. 111. n. 2), Dr. VVilhelm

Geiger says, referring to this pas'jage, "Das

Folgende . . . ist vollkommen unerklarbar

Bemerken mochte ich nur dass in Qadhata

ein Eigenname vorliegen konnte." This is

the more probable, because Fduru-K'ad''atd

is the subjective case, so that I should

render the sentence as follows :
—

'I call upon Meresu. The Ancient and

self-existent, in the creation of the two

spirits, was a mighty warrior.'

Kad'dta is composed of K'a, self, and

data, the perfect participle passive of the

root dil, to put, make, create. The Sanskrit

5. Zeiisrhrift, i. 157.

6. Zeitachiift, vii. 12.
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equivalent is Smd^Ha, for Sd. k'a is another

form of hva, which represents Sat. sra-

We have seen that it is used both as an

adjective and as a substantive ;
and I think

it is not going too far to hold that we have

here an Aryan phonetic type expressing

a concept of Deity, when we look at the

following table of cognates.

v/D'A.

Aryan—Svad'^cxta.

Sand—Kad'^ata.

Pahlavi—K'utat.
Greek—(e )-.9^609

= fffe-^eTos

Parsi-G—K'odao.

Persian—K'uda. •

Kurdish—Kode.
Pa'sto—K'udg.
Osseti—K'uzau.

Ka'smiri—K'^udan.

Sind'i —K^Lida.

Urdu—K-^udu.

Dak'ani—K'uda

Musulman-Bengali—K'oda.
Gothic—Gud.
Old High German—Kot.

Thus, the Aryan concept of Deity, alike

in extension and intension, is a truly noble

one
;

it is the ahsohitism of the Supreme—
' Law unto Himself,' Lawgiver to man.

" God is law, say the wise, Soul, and let us rejoice,
For if He thunder by law, the thunder is yet His voice.

Law is God, say some
;
no God at all, says the fool.

For all we have powxr to see is a straight staff bent in a pool.

And the ear of man cannot hear, and the eye of man cannot see.

But if we could hear and see this vision—were it not He 1
"

Herbert Baynes.

y A'A NJAy bTUUlES.—II.
THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE PAHLAVL

(Continued from 'p. ~Q.)

5. Certain words of constant use are not re- personal .sutHxes, modal or nominal. Tlicy

presented in Pahlavi by the Aramean form; have thus the forms which we can place in

such are shedd (deva), Id negation. If they parallelism:

had there read only dev and md, how should Reg-ir-en, exerc-ir-en
;

it happen that some words occuring so katar-un-tan,

frequently had never been replaced by Iranian, Reg-ir-ung,

although all others had been so ? yedr-un-ishn,

German coniugatc:G. The mode of forming Pahlavi words is quite

yedr-un-tan ;

prob-ir-ung ;

katr-un-ishn.

exercire, exercirest.

regular, and denotes a systematic spirit which exerciret ; like the Pahlavi katrunam, kat-

a simply ideographic usage would not serve riutat, katrunit.

to explain. On the contrary, it woulil he The junction of the subject and the suHix

perfectly similar to that foUowetl l)y all poojiles is made under certain fi.xed rules, much as

when they have appropriated a scries of foreign they vary. Does anyone operate in that man-

words for naturalization among themselves, ner on simple lines or in the style of snebiis/

The lluzvaresh verbs and veri)al nouns are

formed precisely as those which German

borrows from French and Latin. In the one

as in the other language, there is joined to

exotic subjects a special sulbx proper to

themselves, which makes of it a Palilavi, or

German, radical. It is un in Pahlavi, and

ir in German. To lliis nulical are joined the

The adjective ,svn//(/, j^^j»,
'bad,' has a

comparative sarttar, Jpo->J„ ; ^^lly slmulil

they have given themselves the trouble of

modifying tlie positive, and not have written

3^ Nj,. if the nui'stion were only one of an

ideogram ilciHivi'il uf its own soimil ?
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7. Some forms are exclusively proper to the

Aranicaii verbs, e. g., the participial forms,

(0, ^ (i/cin, an?). Tims v/^c?rw??a?i corresponds

to hurt, 'carrieil', (participle of bwtano, 'to

carry'); see Farg II. lOG, 110, 112, and V.

11, 12, compared with 19, 20. How should

these forms be read in Persian, which has

nothing analogous; and how are they pro-

duced if none of the Huzvaresh words were

read?

8. Certain constructions, essential or much

used in Pahlavi, are entirely Semitic, even op-

posed sometimes to the genius of the Iranian.

Thus the Pahlavi employs the positive for the

Semitic preposition me7i. It says, e, g.,

honuni ah altquo, (niuk men) for 'better than

S(jme one.' That usage would not have been

possible if the Persians had been contented

with representing the Iranian words by their

Semitic correspondents. The old Iranians

did not say vanJm, voliu haca. It is here,

then, the Aramean which has penetrated into

the Pahlavi, and the Parsi veh ezh is nothing
but an imitation of mule men.

We might say as much of the pronominal
suffixes added to the nouns and particles.

The old Persian had some enclitic but no

construct pronouns, nor suffixes. But these

can be contested.

Some combinations of prepositions are not

made after the pattern of Persian phrases; e.g.,

mehin men above corresponds to azarar, me-

hinytn being rendered avi in Farg. V, 1, &c,
Mehin men could be read avar az, never

azavar. If al hat is the copy of ma gar, that

proves solely the imitation, and not the

absence of ,pronunciation. The Huzvaresh

^^ , loit, levit, is exactly the Syriac and

Samaritan lait, (Chald. ry^). Would these

languages intend to adopt and transfigure

the Parsi m><t ? Can we believe they would

create these artificial forms in those dili'erent

languages to make nist to be quite plainly

read, when it would have been so simple to

write it just as it was ? Besides, would they
have changed laU into lott or levU, if nothing
of it had been read ?

9. A good number of the Huzvaresh

nouns are formed by a complete Aram-
ean word and the suffix man. Of this

kind are also barman,
'

son,' yaclman, 'hand,'

gadman,
'

glory,'
'

fortune,' and many others.

What could the suffix do in these words, if

it was not pronounced ? It is not a usual

Iranian suffix, much less the suffix of the

corresponding Persian words
; for, in middla-

Persian, to barman corresponds pugar ;
to

yadman, dast ; to gadman, bakht or kvor.

This suffix man was perfectly superfluous,

and its use inexplicable, if they substituted

for it everywhere and always the Persian

word to the Huzvaresh, if barm,an,yadman, and

the like, were written never to be pronounced.
This is specially so in regard to barman

;
for

if this word ought to have been pronounced

pug r, it would have been much more natural

to have substituted for it simply the real

Aramean word bar, which had the same final,

and would have recalled to the memory much

more naturally the word which they really

wished to represent. This word barmaoi is

found in a single inscription, and that even

one of the oldest, alternating with pusar.

They certainly could never have written qad-

man, gadman, barman, in place of gad, gad,

bar, for dast, hakht, pusar, if the former

words were nothing but figurative signs.

10, The same reflection applies to the

Huzvaresh verbs. All the Aramean verbs

terminate in a guttural I«J, H, PT, V, losing the

guttural, and taking the suffix Uun, inter-

mediary between the root and the from tano

of the infinitive
;

e. g., ramih, ratnttuoitano,

(Pers. algandun) i qarah, Larttuntano, (Pers,

klivdndan.

How can it be explained to us how they

thought of introducing into a word which was

notpronounced anew suffix, expressly created,

and not to be pronounced in the very least ?

And we remark that tliis suffix has been
from the first alone, and the only sign of the

infinitive of the Aramean verbs. In order to

represent afgandan or matan, they take the

Aramean root ramah as a simple sign ; then

they add to it a special form, intended only
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to be seen, and not representing anytliing at ought not to explain the foreign Semitic word

all, and so they have properly invented and but the Iranian word, and who does this by
added tlie suffix Hun, with all the letters saying that the Iranian term is equivalent to

written, but never rend! Who has ever the Aramean term. How could he have thought
seen such a thing? And who can believe it? of explaining the one of these two terms, if

11. A passage oi the Boundehesh a])})ears b>)th had b en read alike, if he had only
to us decisive. In chapter XVI., p. o9, placed there for his readers twice the word

1. 1—14, certain beings are spoken of, some «a;-,- and if he had thought of explaining any-

male, and some female. The Pahlavi text thing, would it not have been before everything
runs :

" The sky, metals, the wind [are] this Aramean mask wliich concealed the true

m&\e, {zakar), and never otherwise ... The word to be read ? If these two words had

earth, water, plants, fishes, [are] female, {ya- been pronounced in the same way, the explan-

kad)...A.\\ other creatures are male and fe_ ation would amount to this: ?ur;- is equivalent

male, (war, va/cad)." As we have seen, the to n(tr. And if lie concerned himself only
first time the word 'male' is rendered with i ho reading, the author would have said

by the Aramean zahar
;
the second time by that zakar ought to be read war, while he

the Persian nar. Then the text adds : *nar literally said: " narest .sictit illud quod sa/.a/-.''

yekavimunitcigou ^oZ; i zakar. ... new is the Now the expression zak 1 points out the

same as zakar.' nature, tlie existence, ami not only the letters

Here, then, is a Pahlavi author who em- of tlie writing,

ploys successively the two terms zakar (Sem.) C. DE Harlez.

and nar (Pers.), and who believes that he

PEHLEVl NOTES.
I.—THE SEMITIC VERB IN PEHLEVl. ,0]

Prof, dr Haulez in his interesting and Thus : katr-im-tano, to remain, (from Sem.

valuable remarks on "the Origin of the Peh- ^fl^, htli) : f/ehev-un-taiw, to be, (from

levi" in No 4. of this Journal, has very well Sem. i^in"^ ,]0Ol) ; i/ait-nn-tano, to bring

illustrated, by the system of the borrowing (Sem. ^n^^^ , ^^A^l) ; -yemUd-un-tano, to

and adaptation of Latin or French words in s])eak, (':?^n) ; hiiikhit-iin-tano, to place,

modern German, the similar processes observ- (from liiphil of plHI^ IW^lTl)- Also, kliall-

able in Pahlavi
;
in its treatment of words un-agiano, to loosen, i>7 v^-k» ,

».'^c. ) ;

taken from Semitic languages. It would be
, ., ^ ,

'^
. ,^ v..*..^

1, , X I ^i 1 i 1 hanh-un-agtano, to eiuiuuv, (feeni, t^^yQ ?

needless to repeat liere tlie examples quoted. » V

But the analogy can really be carried niufli ''

further, and will then appear more striking. 2. It is surprising to tind that modern

As I have not seen this analogy (in the mat- German also employs a fixed syllable ir (for-

ter of the verb) yet mentioned by any writer,' mcrly ier), which is, exactly like the Pehlevi

I venture to call attention to it in this place. ?'«, inserted b(>tween the borrowed Prench-

1. It is a ]>eculiarity of Pehlevi that, in Latin, or other stem-form, and the (Jerman

borrowing Semitic verhn, it always adds the grammatical terminations, e. '^.,
command-ir-

curious and hitherto unexplained syllable I'ln <'ii, (Fr. commander), stiul-ir-en, (Lat. stu-

to the Semitic stem-form. l).>fore adding the dere), polemis-ir-en, (Gr. Tro\f:fLi\-eiv),
blam-

Eranian mood, or tense, or personal suffixes, ir-en, (Fr. li]:iiii-<'r), cotijisc-ir-en, (Lai. con

1) I have, .since writing the al)ove, noticed that it is brieliy refernd t.. by .M.l)armes-

stater. Etudes Iraniennes, I. i.. p.
:'.(>.
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fisc-are), hoycott-ir-en, (I^ng- boycott). It

would be interesting to know tlie origin of

this -/;• suffix. It might, perhaps, be thought
that it originated with the borrowing of verbs

of the Second French Conjugation, whose

nfinitive is in ir
;
for example, agir-en, (Fr.

agir), polii-en, (Fr. polir), etablir-en, (Fr.

etablir), ifee, ;
and that it was subsequently

extended, by tlie familiar process of analogy,
to all borrowed foreign verbs. But to ad-

vance this theory with any plausibility would

require a knowledge of the historical lexico-

graphy of Modern German, so as to find

which of thoe ire7i forms was the earliest

introduced.^

3. I would venture to suggest that the an

of the Pehlevi, may possibly be a uunnated 3

per. pi. ending, so common in Syriac / '

)

in the Arabic aorists
^ ^ '^ '

\
and c^-

the older Hebrew form in 'J^— • This

borrowing of the Semitic stem, in one fixed

form, would very well accord with the habit

of borrowing the noun in the emphatic state,

to which Prof, de Harlez alludes. It is

known that a large proportion of the Semitic

verbs are borrowed direct from the Aorist or

so-called "future" form, as inseveral exam-

ples quoted,— yehevuntano, yelcavhnuntano,

ydttmtmio, yehgunUnw, &c., and such a form

as yekatibuntano, to write, practically con-

tains the Arab. 3 pers. pi, aorist nunnated

form, ''•'^'"

tiT^^.

L, C. Casartelli.

2) Since writing the above, it has occurred to me that the suggested origin of the -ir

formative syllable from French infinitives in -ir is not likely : [1] Because the older form
was -ier, as still seen in RegwVr-ung, from verb reg-/e?'-en, (now written reg-n--n) ; [2j Be-
cause the Dutch employs in corresponding cases the syllable -eer, e. g., reg-eer-en, organis-

eer-en, &c. This does not affect the parallelism with Pehlevi -'tin.

NOTES, NEWS
In the April number of the Contempm'ary

Bedew Prof, Robertson Smith, while

admitting the service which Capt. Conder
has rendered to Biblical science by his

work in tlic field in Palestine, administers

to the gallant officer a severe castigation
for recent performances of another kind,
and especially for his attack on Wellhausen
and the Grafian School. We forbear to

express any opinion concerning the main

queotion at issue, but we are disposed to

concur in the doubt expressed with regard
to Capt. Condor's qualifications for the task

he has essayed.

Mr. W. St Chad Boscawen is at present

delivering, at the British Museum, a series

of Lectures on the History and Civilization

of Baliylonia, embracing the [)eriod from the

Fall of the Assyrian, to the Fall of the

Babylonian, Empire.

AND QUERIES.
Forthcoming Papers. Arthur Amiaud :

" The various names of Sumer and Akkad in

the Cuneiform Texts," W. St C. Boscawen :

" New Assyrian Tablets." Rob. Brown, Jun.:
" Oriental words from Hezychius." Dr. L. 0.

Casertelli: "Pehlevi Notes. II. A parallel to

the Pehlevi "Jargon'";— "Two Discourses

of Chosroes the Immortal-souled." Dr. C.

de Harlez: " The Origin and Nature of the

Pahlavi," (concluded). Dr. T. de Lacouperie:
"
Tatooing in Babylonia and China."•^Baby-

lonia and China. I. The Cardinal Points. II.

Shamash and Shang-ti. Dr. Julius Oppert:
"A Juridic Cuneiform Text." Tlieo. G.
Pinches: "The Babylonians and Assyrians
as maritime nations," (continued). Prof. E,

Revillout and Dr. V. Revillout: "Sworn

obligations in the Egyptian and Babylonian
laws." Dr. Mark Aurel Stein: " An inscription
from the Heri Rud valley." T. Tyler:

" On
the Hittite inscription of the Yuzgat Seal."
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TWO DISCO UESES
OF CHOSROES THE

In the last book of liis Cyropcedia, (viii. 7)>

Xenophdii reports the discourse on the im

mortality of the soul, \yhich the great Persian

king, Cyrus, is said to have spoken to his

children when at the point of death. That

noble discourse is rendered still better

known, by the translation of it which Cicero

has inserted in the most charming part of

his charming Et^say on Old Age (c. xxii).

Is there any historical foundation for the

words which Xenophon has put into the

mouth of the dying king ? Oris this speech,
like so many, (though not all,) of the inci-

dents of this "
philosophical novel," a pure

invention of the writer ? This is a question

into which I will not enter liere. I merely
touch upon it, in order to call attention to

the striking coincidence that Persian and

Parsi tradition has preserved to us the dying

speech, (whether apocryphal or genuine we

know not), of another and equally great

Persian monarch. Just as Xenophon puts

into the mouth of the greatest king of the

Achaemenid dynasty, who died some five

hundred years before Christ (529), a dis-

course on the Immortality of the Soul,—so

does the Andarj-i Khugro-i Kava.tan put
into the mouth of the greatest of the Sas-

sanid dynasty, Chosrocs,—whose very title

Anoshak-Rubilno"^ signifies exactly "hoof
the Immortal Soul," and thus bears testi-

mony to the same great doctrine which Cyrus
is made to enunciate,^ and who died some

five hundred years after Christ (57'J),
—

IMMORTAL-SOULED.
a moral discourse of still greater beauty.

This discourse has lately been published in

its Pehlevi text by the learned and indefat-

igible High-Priest of the Parsis in Bombay,
Dastur Peshotan Sanjana, as one of the pieces

edited by him in an interesting volume (con-

taining four Pehlevi treatises, Ganj-i Shdyor-

gdn and others, Bombay, 18S5), which is

uniform with his invaluable edition of the

Dhikart, and is arranged on the same plan.

The Andarj, or " Last Will" of King Chosrocs

is the shortest of these four treatises, and like

them, is accompanied by a transcription into

Avestic characters, an English as well as a

Gujerati version, and a " select glossary."

It is a pleasure, in passing, to refer to the

debt of gratitude which Eranian scholars owe

both to the High-Priest himself for his various

editions of hitherto inaccessible Pehlevi texts,

and to his accomplished son Darab Dastur

for his really excellent English versions and

editions of the German writings of Spiegel

and Geiger on Avestic subjects,
—

particularly

his handsome translation of the latter's

Civilisation of the Eastern Iranians in An-

cient Time><, of which the second volume has

just appeared (London: Henry Frowde).
At the sam'e time, it is known that native

systems of translation often vary more or less

widely from those of European scholars, who

follow much more closely the intricacies ol

the original text. These divergencies an

sometimes serious, as may be seen in Dr
West's Pahlavi texts'-and my own studies on

1) Poi)ularly, Anosliarvan, or, Anushirwan.

2) In the Sacred Bojks of the East, c. g., Vol- xviii. pp. ;i'jy-Ui).

Vol. I.—No, 7.
[1)7] ]\L\v, 1887.
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Mazdean philosopliy^ and medicine.^ For tempting a fresh version of King Chosroes'

that reason, Prof, de Harlez has in a recent dying discourse. Certainly, in this little work,

numher of the Museon (Jan. 1887) retrans- which is very brief, there is but very slight

lated one of the four treatises edited by Dastur discrepancy between my version and that

Peshotan in the volume above referred to, viz: given in the Dastur's Edition: still a few

the " Book of Counsels of Aterpat-i Man- sentences are ditferently render( d, as will be

sarspendan;" and this retranslation, as will seen.

be easily seen, differs very widely in parts I append to the version also a transcription

from that contained in Dastur Peshotan's in Latin characters, as modern Parsis

edition. read Pehlevi in several respects differently

In this paper I have followed suit in at- to European scholars.

In the Name of the Adorable Creator Pavan Shem-i Yazato Datar
AuHARMAZD. AuHARMAZD.

1. Thus they say that the Immortal-souled 1. Aituno yomlalund aigha anoshak-rCdxino

Chosroes, son of Kobad, at the moment when Khuoro-i Kavatano, yin zak ana hamat

he was come to the end of his time before purgdg^'^Q\\Qy\mi, pesh men zak hamat jan

tliat his life vi^as parted from his body, by men tano gvitak yehevunt, pavan andarj val

way of last will unto the people, spake; geMntlcdn^ guft :
—

2. To wit: "As soon as tliis life shall be 2. Aigha cigun hamat denman jcin'^
men

parted from my body, take this my throne tano-i li dvitak yehevunit denman takht-i li

and bear it to Ispahan, and in Ispahan set
,
mehim yehgfmet va-paran Igpahano^li ye-

me up, before the face of the people make ye drCmet va-paran Igpahano li barahinkhitunet

proclamation, saying: pavan gar-igehanikan/.. ?/*«/« vahdCinet aigha:

'0 men, from doing sin preserve yourselves; Martuman men vanag kartano bara pahr-

and in the working of meritorious deeds be ye ijet va-pavan kerfak varjeshnih tvakhshak

active; and the splendour of this world hold yehevunet va cabu-i gtik pavan Iclivar^^yoh-

ye in contempt. gunet.
' For this is the body of him who yesterday Mano denman zak tano ait mano

was in the body, and whom men approached detmihir^^ [?] bara denman tano yehevunt

3) Philosopliie Religieuse du Mazdeisme, (Paris, 1874), pp. .38-43, 97-99.

4) Traite de Mddecine Mr.zleenne, (Louvain, 188G), pp. 24-45.

5) This, I suppose, is P. J 'pur=full)4- iilS, (the Peh. -^jyj gar= lime.) This

gac, meaning
' time' is from Zend gdtha, and thus differs even in derivation from gag=

place, Z. gdtu. So West Mainyo-i-khard, p. 88.

Q,\ The P. i-\.<Als>^^^ people, creatures, 'mundani.'

7) The Parsis always write this Mord gayo.

8) This is written exactly like agpano,
'

liorses.' It might, perhaps, bo "
put on horses

(/. e., on a chariot), and bear it to Ispahan."

9) AtliJJA. Pesh. reads kald. It seems to bo from the SoniiHc
"Tip. ^OlO, t.) gather

together, make an assembly ;
cf. Jl^ilp

=^
preacher.

10) Cf. Pers. \^ in the sense of 'poor,' and verb
,,;ji;^N ,Lr^

= ^'^ despise.

11) i}A)Vny seems clearly to mean 'yesterday.' Posh. v(iA<\ii dtt-makhar, and his ex-

planation is ingenious [?.<?.,
det=7i. dvaiti/a(l),

' second'
-j- Semitic "^n^ J-»*'^» 'morning'].

J3ut this is very doublfid. The Zend for ' second' is h/'tj/a. He ought lo cnmjiare Old
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with three obeisances; in every place and time va denman martum pavan 3 gam nazdiktar

he cultivated purity and the splendour of this yehevunt pavan kola gag va zeman aharayih

world: and today, on account of his condition va cabu-i ctih bara afzut va la-denman yom
of impurity, everyone who placeth his hand bahar-i rimanih rni kola mano yadman mehim

upon him, is thereafter obliged to purify him- liinkhitunit adinash pavan barcshnum avayit

self by the bareshnum, or else to the worship IchaJalunagtano^- ayuf pavan yajeshno Yaz-

of God and the conversation of the good they dan val hampurgakih-i shapirano la shed

do not admit him. kunand.

'Yesterday, on account of the pomp of Ditmihr shUciW^-i khutaih rai yadman
his sovereignty, he gave not his hand to any val khadash la, yehebuut la-denman yom ba-

one : today, on account of his condition of har-i rimanih nu khadash yadman mehim lii

impurity, no man placeth his hand on him. hinkhitunit.

'Ye men of the world ! being upright, go Anshutaan-i gehan druthomand yezitunet

ye forward in your conduct, with thoughts of rayinishno pavan minishno-i ragt kar varji-

justice, the accomplishment of duty, and in
garih va-pavan kar-i gehanikan tvakhsliAk

the duty of creatures be ye active and lively. ^^ zivanand yehevunet agmno^^ va patnian
At the same time, also due measure in doing

^^^^^ j..^. y^^f^j^gt va-pavan kar-i dinak

your duty observe ye; and in the duties of

religion be liberal and in unanimity with the ^^'^ ^'^ '^Q^^"" hamijano yehevCmet andaraj

just. guftarano-i jcin andaraj-i nyokshitar pavan
'

Hearkening to the admonitions of those ^^^^.^ ^^^ ^^.^ va-patmano vakhdunet pavan
wlio give advice concerning hfe, with respect

to action, observe also moderation. bahar-i nafshman khurgand yehevCmet va-

'With your own lot be content; and the bahar-i ahuo khadih al shavazrunet pavan
natural lot of any man do not grasp at.

deheshn-i daregflshan sipanj^^ vacar'm al

'In giving to the poor, mean inconstancy

do not practice.
vakhdunet

Persian duvitiya, (the GS,th^3 have daibitya). There is a Parsi word did, <fi?c?=second,

which West thinks a "
misreading" of Huzvaresh

}\f<)-
Still I do not see why it should

not really represent the 0. P. dimtya. As regards the second part, Peshotan's derivation is

very doubtful. 'yfV^ ^ii'l its allies are always used (like our '

morrow') for the folloving

day—tomorrow. May the word perhaps be mihir (Z. mithra) i.e., the Sun. usid in the

sense of 'day ?' The Modern Persian for '

yesterday' is di ruz
(* ;, , i^fj),

and this dt

represents, according to Darmestetcr, (Etudes Iraniennes, I. 251), a presumeil O. P. ^dyt or

Zend *2?/^=Sanskrit hyas and Greek x^ev, Lat. her-i, our yes-iQX. Can the Pohl. ms

or det (dyet ? ) in any way belong to this ?

12) Apparently the Semitic root seen in Heb. 7711, tf^ fi'ee, loosen, and Ar. 7 , loosino.,

(Jl:>-, looser.

13) Cf. Pers. .v.^!
=

pomp.

14) Pesh. reads amine, but the sense seems to agree better willi Parsi agnhi,'^t one

time, at once, together,' with which West compares P.
^JiS\, (Darmestoter, i. 201,

connects this with vim, nun-c, cj-c.^

15) Pesh. takes this as 'loan,' (I'. ^J^a^.), hut ili(> meaning
' short of duration, short,

weak, fragile,' [lit.
'

fifteen,'«/-|-;xtH_; ="^3 x 5 j here suits better, as used by Firdusi.

IG) Parsi vastdri, P.
o^H^;,

'

weakness, I'railty, inconstancy.'
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' Observe tliat wlien sickness comes, sover-

eignty and wealth go away. Vast wealth and

esteem, obscurity and poverty, pass away.

Here below life is short
;

in the next world,

there is a long road, and a rough adversary

and a just judge, and merit cannot be got on

loan.

' Deceit and bribery do not practice ;
and

for the soul's sake, afflict not the body.
'

Again, ye must have done many meritor-

ious actions, or else ye will not be able to pass

over the Cinvat Bridge. There the judge is

of such a nature as Mitro and Rasht.
' Be ye of the Good Religion, and ye shall

go to Garotman.
' Do ye no injury in order to become

glorious. For scrutiny and examination con

cerning every time and every individual must

come to pass.

' Consider this world as a caravanserai
;

and keep your body in peace and virtue in

your action
;
and sin with toil must be thrust

away, and heaven must be made one's

own. [?]

3.
' Let this too be said, to wit

; Every
man ought to know this, viz: from what I

have come, and why I am here below, and

again into what I must go ; moreover, what

is required of me.

'Now I know this, to Avit; From before

the Majesty of Auharmazd I have come, and

for the purpose of overthrowing the Evil

Spirit [or, falsehood] I am here; and again

before the Majes^ y of Auharmazd must I go ;

Bara nikiret aigha cigun azar yehevunit

khutaih va-khvagtak baravazlunit cabu-i gta-

var va dusharm va dushkhvarih va daryushW^
bara vitirit letamman zivandakih andak va

tamman raQ-i dur va-hamimali shkaft vada-

tubar-i ragt va-kerfak pavan avam^^ la

ashkakhund. ^^

Druj ya-pilrib'^^ la vakhdunet va tano

ruban rai la mahdrunet.^
^

Bara hamat kabed kerfak kart yekavi-

munet ayuf pavan Cinvat puhal nitartano

la tuban tamman datobar avino cigun Mitro

Rashnu.

Veh - dinan yehevunet vad Garotman

yehevunet.

Afgosh al vahdunet vad gadman hom-

and yehevunet maman vinakih va gvi-

tdrih^^ pavan kola gag va-pavan kolakhadih

shayit yehevuntano,
Gtik pavan aspanp^ yehgunet va

tano pavan agano niukih pavan kart

yehpunet va bazak pavan ranj gpoj va-

minoi pavan nafshman kunishnn.24

3. Denman-ac guft yekavimunit aigha

kola khadih bara avayit khavitunagtano

aigha men aigha yatunt homanam va maman

latamman homanam afam lakhvar val aigha

avayit vazluntano afam maman afash bavihun-

and va li denman khavitiinam aigha men pesh-i

Ailharniazd khutai bara yatunt homanam

va gtobtnttano^^-i druj rai latamman homa-

nam lakhvar val pesh-i Auharmazd khuta

17) Notice the constructio chiastica.

18) Cf. Pers.
^l^.,=debt,

loan
; ^^\^^:i

A =to
19) To find; 'from the aphel of TOUJ-

lend.

20) Cf. Zend jmra =debt, sin
; Pers, ^ \j =bribe.

21) Evidently from Semitic n"ID, ^ A^,=to trouble, vex, afflict
;
cf. Syr. f;jf3^nfirmus,

[There is another makdruntano, which seems to be from 72p. l^e Harlez', Manuel du
Fehlevi, p. 28:!]. To explain this passage, it must be remembered that Mazdeism alto-

gether rejects corporal mortification and austerities,
—in striking contrast to the Hindu creeds.

22) Cf. Pers.
^j,j^-^=to seek, search.

23) This is Parsi aspangh, and Pers. ^^jo.^

24) I am doubtful about this passage.

25) Cf, gtdhu=beaten down, P. -'
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moreover, tliis is required of me,—holiness

and the actions proper to the wise and the

livins? in union with wisdom and also the ro-

gulation, of my natural disposition."

4. May Chosroes, King of Kings, Son of

Kohad, be immortal-souled, who made this

admonition and gave this command ! So

be it !

avayit vazliintano afam aharayih afash bavi-

hiinand va L-hvesUianh^^i danakan va ham-

zinishnih i khart ayuf virayishn-i khim.

4. Anoshak ruban yehevunat Khugroi
Malkaan Malkai Kavatan mano denman

andarj kart afash denman farman yehebunt
aituno yehevunat.

2'

It needs no words of mine to emphasize

the lofty morahty and noble sentiments of

this dying discourse, worthy of a Christian

monarch, and far surpassing in its reverent

humility the words which Xenophon puts into

the mouth of his hero.

It would be interesting, had we space, to

compare the string of precepts here given

with other specimens of the sententious phil-

osophy of Mazdeism, as found for instance

in the Maioryo-i lOiard, and elsewhere.

Whether the discourse be really what it

professes to be, or as apocryphal as Xeno-

phon's, at any rate, it will remain one of the

most beautiful pieces of Pehlevi literature,

L. C. Casartelli.

26) A very expressive term
;

lit. the business, proper occupation (kves}i=&e\i^ ^/kar).

21) Exactly the French ainsi soit-il /

SWOEN OBLIGATIONS
IN EGYPTIAN AND BABYLONIAN LAW.

Nothing is more frequent in old Egyptian the gods. In illustration of this may be cited

law than contracts under the form of an oath

or an adjuration to the gods. Perhaps it is

on that account that debts were called sanch

(adjurations).
No bond could have appeared?

at first, to a religious nation, stronger than a

promise made before the divinity. Among
the Romans themselves a stipulation was not

thing else but an oath after all, as is proved

by the solemn question : Spondesne ? —
Spondeo.

From the time of contracts—that is to say^

since Bocchoris, the written deed replaced,

little by little, the oral oath, which was spe-

cially retained for lawsuits.' Nevertheless we

find, even at the latest period, ohlicjationes

faciendi aut non faciendi by adjurations to

the ostracon no. 12065 of the British Museum^
in which a man named Potamenapi. son of

Hoe, engages, before the god Momt-neb-

mauun, to remain quiet, and to abstain from

exercising his rights, in the year 27, from

such a month to such another later month.

In another oath, preserved on the papyrus

147 of Berhn, and drawn up in tlio year 22

of one of the Ptolemies, one of the parties

swears, before Anubis, to pay an argenteus

at a certain fixed date.

In yet another (upon papyrus), of which

we have already sjjokcn in the Revue Kgypto.

Inf/ique, Pctkcs engages himself to give over

certain properties to a girl wIkuii he is accused

of having seduced; and in fact he fulfils his

1 See, for this question, the last number of the Revue Egyptologiquc.
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contract by causing a certified deed of gift to give up a deposit, on the day when it

(which we also possess) to be drawn up. should be demanded of him, into the hands

Finally, upon the unpublished ostracon 7899 of whomsover should produce his written deed .

of the Louvre, a man named Psechons swears The text is as follows :
—

"
Copy of the oath which Psechons, son o^ This text may be compared with very nu-

Hermocles, has made in the temple of Chons, merous texts of oaths published in the open-

to wit:— Adjured be Chons who reposes with ing lecture by one of us at the School of the

every other god who reposes with him. The Louvre
; (see the Revue Egyptologlque of M.

day when they shall bring these things- the E. Revillout, 4th year, No.III—IV, and 5th

people
— for thedeposit,^ to the man whom year, l^o. I—II, Leroux, editeur).

they shall choose for the purpose (word for At Babylon also we find oaths of the same

word: which they shall take) I will give up kind. Here is one which belongs to our own

[the deposit] in the midst of Thebes." collection (No. 146):

^^^:^^:$li\-n- n .4 y -4- 3TI #^4:1 ^il -IH ::;

Tr I ¥ T ->f ^4f >^ ^I^I ^n-^ E^ n ^ E^rw? ^
^T <Y/ ^ <<:<? J^^y >^ < yy ^ y Ey<y -yy<y v/ ^^<

i:^:^:$t<\^m. v/ >f iMy ii^y v "-" >^

^^] ¥ y :<yy #:^y ^^^y -yy<y :: yu ¥ y -Hh ^4f >^
¥ -^y^y^ E^y? y? ^4 y ^yy #^y ^^y -yy<y t^

y? -y<y^ ii • • • •

y-^y^
3<<:]f ^y ^y <x w ^ >^ <yy ^
y m -yy<y v/ -^>y< ;^- ^? $y < ^^^ m.

2) Kelou represents (J^XtX) X^XO) deponere apud aU'quem, concredere, commendare.

It is the deposit. The same word is found again under the form ^ ^ f /^
. lelu. in an

ostracon in London, published in the i?i?vwc ^(7y/)<o/o(7/r;Me, IV^ IV., pi, I., and under the

form T^, /,J_=Z<lXo, ibid. II, Il-IIL, (aniigraph of luminaries) in the decrees of Ro-
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"[Ina] Samas-addannu son of Bel. . .by Bel and

Nebo and king Darius, king oi" Babylon and

countries, with regard to Issartaribi, son of

Eamanu-ibni, establishes this : As for me, the

15th oi the month of Abu of the 12th year

of Darius, king of Babylon and king of

countries, I will give to Issartaribi 8 shekels

and a half of silver, (credit of) Issartaribi son

of Ramanu-ibni, upon me.
" Witnesses: &c.
"
Sippara, the 28th of Duzu of the 12th

year of Darius king of Babylon and countries."

The name Issartaribi is curious. The div-

ine element being applied to a female divinity,

as the third pers. fern, indicates, Taribi, re-

calls the name of the goddess Istar, and it

appears to us very probable that it is a de-

signation of that goddess. The ideogram

^fcJv^Y,
whicli has the readings mr or sar,

signifies
'
to write,' and represents, from this

point of view, in a Semitic language the verb

sataru or sataru. The syllable which pre-

cedes would thus be one of those phonetic

complements as frequent in Babylonian as in

Egyptian.
Another oath, (No. 118 of our collection

'i^

relates to the time of the delivery of a sheep
which belonged to him by whom this oath

was taken, following the terms of the con-

tract constituting his title as creditor. After

the verb ^T-^f "^I T""' (^^'^'^iisitive form of

,* -i ^, from which we have determined the

value in the sense of to establish by oalli, to

swear, this text continues thus :

- B} ^"ii V, ^T iB -^^ ->f 31^

" As far as relates to me, in the nidnlh

of Airu, conformably to thy credit whicli is

upon me, thy sheep [shall be] received hy

thee, (word-for-word : 'thy recep ion')."

The word ediru is that substantive which

we find so frequently in the formula of guar-

antee: buut ediru sa haspa such an one nasi^
'' For the receipt of the money such an one

holds himself security."

We find the same formulae »—
»-^yi][^^

-^T^^ < T ^T<y -TH ^^< f:^ ^T^I
^y y>- ^ ]\ ^y &c., for an oath in

another text of our own collection (Xo. 140),

and in tliis contract it is a question as to lands

planted with date-palms, "^t*;/-^ ^"^ '^*" ^^%

delivered for culture to some gardeners,

y} ^i^ >f- ty tJ4:y J^ and we have

the direct proof oi what we surmised as to the

oath of Ardia, of which the text has been

published by Mr. Strassmaier (No. 176), and

which we have translated in the appendix of

the course of lectures made by one of us, upon

"Contracts in Egyptian law, compared with

the other legal systems of antiquity," (Obliga-

tions en droit egyptien compare avec les autres

droits de Vantiquite). We shall have, how-

ever, to come back shortly to the oath of

Ardia, when speaking of certain questions,

(exceedingly imp<jrtant from a juridical point

of view), which have been already raised—
notably one concerning the possible transfer

of a slave as part-])ayment (simhariis).

In all these deeds, dated uniformly in the

reign of Darius, after the verb] ^y^^y li^y y-
the formula of the oath continues with the

words: J^ ^ y? ^E^yi- "^^^ ^^"^

what relates to me," (word-for-word: "like

towards me"). But upon one tablet, more

ancient, since it goes back to tlie reign of

Neriglissar, No. 1824 of the Museum of the

Louvre, these words do not follow itesib in an

oath taken on another class of debt similarly

at the time, upon the gods and the reigning

It is concerned with a fiscal debt
king.

setta »nd Canope: {Chrestomathie dthnotit/ne. ]iassim\ &c. Wo note that, after tlie word
"
deposit," bctwcoii the lines, (lien" lia.s liccii nAAvA tliis fixed dcliiy <o the denmiid for tliis

deposit... )m,j3^, "until..."

3) We do not accept the reading ittemi, from tamu, loqui, colloqui.
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3T-T Iy ^TH ¥ r^' and Gimillu, tliis

ckief of the iisc, ^ ^y^ ^^^^^ y
j:^:^, of whom there is such frequent men-

tion in deeds of this period, granting, accord-

ing to his custom, to the debtor to the royal

treasury a very short delay, (here till the 30th

of the month Sivan, and the deed is dated

the 27th), exacts, moreover, the formal oath

that the sum due shall be deposited on the

day indicated, the 30th of Sivan.

In the Egyptian oath, of which we have

spoken above, there is a style of expression
which one often finds in Babylonian transac-

tions. In fact, immediately after the formula

of adjuration our Egyption deed begins with

the words " On the day when. . .," words which

occur at the beginning of many Babylonian

documents, and which commence also certain

special classes of deeds of greater length.

Besides the tablets copied by Mr. Strassmaier,

No. 130 of our collection may also be specially

mentioned.

E. ET V. Revillout.

RANIAN- STUDIES.—II.

THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE PAHLAVl,

(Concluded from p. db.J

12. The primitive iovm'malkin, plur. Aram,

of Malek mulled, iudicates also that it is the

Semitic word, and not only the graphical form,

which has been borrowed.

13. Some Sassanian kings, Schapur III.,

Yezdejert III., Piruz, took the Arabian title

Kadi in place of the Aramean Mailed; was

this also to be read simply shah ? And if the

first word was pronounced, why was not the

second likewise? (Sgc Mordtmann, Die

Mlinzen der Sassanideu. Zeitxchrift de D. M.

G., p. 72, 100—102, 101, 109.)

14. A last fact, exterior, it is true, but not

the less convincing, is the persistence of the

Persians in giving a pronunciation to the

Huzvaresh words.

At some period which we can fix, we see

them setting themselves to transmit these

from tlie dictionaries in which the pronunci-
ation of these terms is carefully noted. In

consequence of what phenomonon would they

suddenly have taken it into their heads to give
certain sounds to some signs which were not

destitute of them, and how would they have

succeeded in restoring to them their proper

nature since the state of decadence and ignor-

ance of these Persianisms had reached its ex-

treme point. It will be objected, perhaps,

that there are numerous errors in the tradi-

tional transcription of the Parsees; but this

would be in vain. The same errors rule in

the reading of the Persian words which, with-

out doubt, had not been expressed by simple

figurative signs. The most important words

of the Iranian Pahlavi are badly transcribed

by the Parsees; even the names of their God^
wliich they read yadaddn and J.i<7«o?na in place

oiyazaddn (yazatdn),&ndi Auharmazd. The

errors are the same in the two classes of words,

and probably from the same source—the neo-

Persian pronunciation and the deceptive form

of the letters. Thus »^Oi.^ \BXQ&^jamniin-

atan for yemlaluntan, as '<^fO is readji'aio

for yazato.^
15. Asa last resource, the partizans of

the ideographic explanation generally make

this tirade:
" If the Palilavi was composed

8) The Samaritan has laiti like the Parsi nisti.
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thus, it was a very ridiculous language." Ri-

diculous ! It may be
;
but less singular in

any case than that in which the Persian words

pronounced, were mixed with Aramean words,

written in all the letters, but without any value

of their own, only to recall the recollection of

their Persian synonyms. What would we say

of a Frenchman who took it into his head to

write in this style, half in his own language,

and half in German :

Was willez-euch qu'il that centre drei ?

qu'il starbut
;

and to give this as the reading :

Que voulez-vous qu'il fit contre trois ?

qu'il mourut.

Yet that is the figurative Pahlavi !

The other is represented to us, e. g., by

these phrases which we can imagine in the

grammars and journals :

Hen* X., privat-dozent der national cecon-

omie, director des mineralogischen Museums,
ist zum ordinarius an den Universitiit K,
ernannt worden

;

Der Caporal hat die Soldaten exercirt.

Between the Pahlavi and this sort of Ger-

man there is nothing but the distance, more

or less. It is true that the difference extends

to some essential points, the pronouns and the

particles, but that pertains to the exceptional

nature of the Huzvaresh, whose words have

never been incorporated in the Persian voc-

abulary, and were not employed except in an

occasional affectation of learning.

This leads us to speak, finally, of the nature,

the origin, and the strong points of the Pah-

lavi Huzvaresh. But before that, let us recall

two facts which throw a strong light upon
this question

—the different kinds of languages
which W(;re spoken in Persia in the middle

age, and the influence of the Aramaic in that

country.

a. As to the first point, Ibn Muqaffa in-

forms us that five different languages were

si)oken in Persia, viz., the PakUtri in tlic

country of the Media, .situated on the Caspian

sea; the Devi, originally from tlie East, and

spoken at all the courts of the Princes; the

Fdrsi the tongue of the Furs, spoken by tlie

Mobodi and the literati ; tlie Khusi, which

the kings and the nobles used in their dom-

estic relations, in their pleasure parties, &c.,

and, lastly, the S>/riac, used in the region of

Sewad. The Arabian author adds that cor-

respondence was conducted in a special lan-

guage Syro-Persian. (See Journal des

Savants, 1840; p. 412, ff., Article Quatre-

m^re).
We have no need to enter on any discus-

sion relative to the precise sense of the terms

of Ibn Muqaffa, whatever it may be and al-

though it may even leave some inexactness;

it results in an irrefragable testimony that, in

Sassanian Persia, the educated classes created

for themselves at pleasure different languages
for the different circumstances of life. One

was the official speech of their kings and

great persons; another that of their familiar

relations; while another was that used for cor-

respondence. And, to note one thing, that

of their correspondence, of their writings, (al

Kdtihai) is a sort of language, with a vocab-

ulary (al leghat) Syro-Persian (baH) sirydni

Jars/).

h. The position of Syrian in Persia is too

well known, and has been too often set forth,

for us to need to stop here again. We may
confine ourselves to recalling some facts which

will make us understand its extent.

The Syriac was one of the languages spoken
at the Persian court as Ibn Mnqaffa, Ibn

Hauqal, and others, testify. Paul the Per-

sian wrote in Syriac a dialectical treatise for

the king, Khosrow Anoshirvrm.

Sergius of Resani, bishop and archpriest,

wrote likewise in Syriac a book on logic for

Theodosius, bishop of Merv. The Persians,

according tothe testiinnnyof Moses of Khoren,
liad burned the Greek books in Armenia; they
had t'i)rl)idden the Greeks of tliat country to

teach their language, and liad prescribed

for them tli(! Syriac ; (sec L. III. cli. liv.)

Tlici'phylact informs us that Khosrow

liad sluilicd tlie astronomy of tlie ClKililcaiis

And Kpiphanes testifies (hat thi" I'lTsiaiis

employed the language of Palmyra, (Dehan--

esibus, t. II. p. 2G0). We know tlu' Syrian
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school of Edessa, founded by the Persians,

from which the Nestorians were scattered

over Persia, favoured by the Sassanian kings.

The Persian Catholic Bishops used Syriac

as an ecclesiastical language ;
the acts of the

Council of Ctesiphon were drawn up in Syr-

iac. The Christians of Persia emigrated to

the south and to Ethiopia, where they con-

tinued the use of the Syriac.^ These are the

Syrians who, as we are aware, initiated the

Arabs into the study of literature and the

sciences. Manes and his disciples wrote

in Syriac.

These premisses being granted, the his-

tory of the Pahlavi-Huzvaresh appears tons

to be one of great simplicity.

Already under the Achemenides, Assyrian

played a grand role in the Persian Empires.
Darius I caused to be engraven, in Greek and

Assyrian, on the columns raised on the shores

of the Bosphorus, the names of the peoples

of whom his army was composed. {Herod.

IV). Assyrian fell into desuetude; the

Aramaic replaced it ; and the influence of this

language was not less great. It grew to a

large extent under the Seleucides. All these

princes or their Arsacide successors began to

introduce the use of Aramean words mixed

with Persian
; just as German had encroached

on some French words, under Frederick II,

and French on some Spanish or Italian terms

in the time of the League and of Mazarin; but

this in a manner quite different and proper
to the East. This use of parasite Aramean
words in conversation, and the mania of the

great in Persia for creating special jargons,

(a mania attested by Ibn Mnqaffa, Ibn Hau-

qal, the Meragid ul ittila, &c.), gave birth to

this singular kind of language, invented, not

for speech, but for the correspondence of the

lettered classes, and clearly indicated as such

by the Arabian authors. The Aramean

words were introduced in large numbers into

this kind of writing ;
a special style of

formation had been adopted for the Ara-

mean nouns and verbs. But these foreign

words were nothing but simple ideograms

without proper graphical value, and repres-

ent figuratively certain Persian words. The

Aramean terms were taken as such
;
and he

who employed them, as well as he who read

them, knew their sound and signification ;

being free, as to this latter point, to read the

Aramean word or to substitute mentally for

it its Iranian correspondent. This character

of Aramean terms is shown us by the text of

Ibn Maqaffa,wlio calls this kind of language,

not a m( d> of reading or wni'iw^ (liija) at

all, but a vt)cabulary, a language {leghat).
"
Correspondence," he says,

" was conducted

in a sort of language fi nu men leghat, bal

sh-'jidni Jdrsi."''

The use of Aramean words was not deter-

mined by fixed rule. People employed or

rejected at will those which were already

admitted, or they Introduced new on3s quite

as arbitrarily, bending them all to the re-

ceived laws of formation. '0 But these laws

had been formed progressively, as may be

seen in the inscription of Sapor, where we

find verbal forms without any other suffix

than itun, then provided with personal and

modal suffixes, even homan being used with-

out a suffix.

This custom probably lasted for two or

three centuries, and the translation of the

Avesta was written in that manner. But

the Zoroastrian kings of Persia perceived

lUemoire sur les XNauaieens ue ^;u;ureuiere, opei;. pp. -ii.-*, ^oo, ^ut. -i;<., ^^'^-, *-'--' ^

.320. Memoire do M. Renan.- De Sacy, Hfemoire sur d/verses antlquite's de la Perse, &c.,

pp. .38, 119, 121.—Patkanian, Essai d'une Jiisto/rf des Sassapides d'apres les historiens ar-

meniens, traduit par Proudhomme, Paris, 18G6; p. ;58.~ Renan, Hlstoire generale des langucs

Semetiques,'p'p... &c., &c.

10) These laws have b^en indicated in my .Manuel de FeJdcri, pp. xi, xii, IG if.
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soon that the extension of Syriac favoured

tliat nf Christianity, in which it served as a

sacred language in Persia. Guided by this

idea, Icing Behram Gliour forbade the vulgar
use of Syriac. The Huzvaresh would have

succumbed under this blow, if it had not been

employed in the sacred books of Zoroastrian-

ism. There, nothing could touch it without

sacrilege.

As to the spoken language, it had not

been impeached by the mania for Aram-

aicizing, or had been so indeed but

very faintly. The Persian people and the

soldiers never had said, or could say an}--

thing but Shahdn shah, while geographical
and other proper names were not affected by
this mania. And thus, when the Huzvaresh

was no longer in use except among the

Mazdean doctors, the Parsi f/drst) or middle-

Persian was exhibited in its integrity in

writing, and the Persians wrote it as they

spoke it.

The origin of thePahlavi was not sacerdotal,

but civil and political ;
the kings used it first

for their inscriptions and their coins
;

the

Dasturs adopted it when it had been already

developed and formed a methodical system.

We are able thus to trace the land-marks •

a use of x\ramean words, by one and by tw».)S

only for coins, probably extended into the

language, but without making these words

enter into the vocabulary as any integral part,

if that were not perhaps a restricted enough
number

;
extension of the use in writing,

formation of a system permitting the em-

ployment ad libitum of a multitude of words

or Aramean radicals with Persian finals, as

in German, soldaten, exerciren, foreign sub-

jects adapting thoiuselves to German suffixes

with addition, sometimes by the si)ccial forms

of the radicals, ir, &c.),
— formation of

an artificial language for correspondence and

books
; repression of the use of Aramean

and complete reading in Persian
; su))-

pressinn of Aramean words writ (en but not

pronounced.
What specially characterizes

mj explanation is that it rejects the sacerdotal

origin of the Pahlavi; again, that in place of

seeing in the Pahlavi a pure and simple

cryptography from its commencement, the
us of words and radicals which were not

pronounced either in whole or in part, it re-

cognises in it the extension of a practice found-
ed on the real use of a certain number of

Aramean words admitted into the spoken
language as well as into its writing. This

explanation of the annals of the Pahlavi

Huzvaresh seems to me to reply of itself to all

the difficulties raised on the one side and the

other. We shall be happy, however, to see those

which we may not have foreseen formulated,
and this interesting question definitively
solved.

*- * «

Since the foregoing pages were written, a

fact set forth very fully and learnedly by M.

Senart, Journal Asiatique, Sept. — Oct.,

1886, pp. 518 ff. has appeared, and completely
confirms our argument. In his last study of

the inscriiition of Piyadasi, M. Senart shows

us a conventional language, a capricious and

unequal mixture, prakrit and classical Sanscrit,

to which he gives the name of mixed Sanscrit,

in which he recognises an incoherent pele-mele
of forms and words pertaining to both

dioms. This language, employed in the

inscriptions, in treatises both in prose and

poetry, can be explained, as the author re-

marks, neither I)y the pedantry of a parti-

cular scribe, nor by vulgar ignorance, nor by
a poetical jargon. Still less can we see in

it the direct expression of the current lan-

guage at any one period of its developnient.

Not less impossible would be the hypothesis

of a use of words, forms, or Sanscrit radicals,

intended exclusively to be read in prakrit.

Mixed Sanscrit is evidently, like the Pahlavi,

a conventional language, the result of a

custom, restricloil at first, then always in-

creasing and coniiiletely conventional, serving

exclusivi'ly for writing and the inscriptions.
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Aramean words was rare and sporadic, al-

as the sourcethough it is to he considered

of the mingled mode of writing. Arabic

iiike the Pahlavi, mixed Sanscrit is without

rule, without fixity, but all following in one

general direction.

There are, doubtless, remarkable differences words in modern Persian conserve, it is trne,

between these two artificial idioms
;
but they their proper form and suffixes

;
but in this

are only accessory to our point of view
;
and the Pahlavi mode is more conform to the

the foundation, the essence, are the same on

both sides. And this was being used in

India at the same period when the Pahlavi

was employed in Persia.

general usage, which we have seen abundant-

ly exemplified in mineralien, realien, soldaten,

exerciren, &c., &c.

We may thus divide the history of Pahlavi

We need not search for instances beyond into three periods.

the boundaries of Persia. Soon after the

Arabian conquest the Persian language was

intermingled with Arabic words, as the idiom

of the Sassanides was with Aramean. And
Firdusi was able to banish the foreign terms,

and write pure Persian, as the Parsis could

free their religious books from the Aramean

intruders, and conform the written to the

spoken language. Between these two similar

cases there was but a difference which our

last words expressed precisely. Pahlavi was

to spoken idiom : and the introduction of

IRANIAN STUDIES-

1. Aramean words are introduced into the

common language of Persia in the same way
as foreign terms are borrowed in any other

country.

2. This usage is extended in the written

idioms, inscriptions, books, &c.
;

so that

Aramean and Persian words are intermingled
and exchanged according to one's own fancy.

3. Aramean is expelled from the literary

ground, and remains but for the show in

Mazdean books.

C. DE HaULEZ.

-///. GOD=K'HADATA ?

t.I have readjWith-great.pleasure Mr^Baynes' no one would even think of such a thing,

interesting study on God = K'adata. Itwould 2. The expression suadhdta is not Aryan-
certainly be desirable to obtain a solution of we cannot find it anywhere outside the Avesta.
the question of the origin of the Germanic It is a term exclusively proper to the Avestic
word guth, Gott, God. But, notwithstanding
the erudition of the learned author, it seems

me rather difficult f to admit the solution pro-

posed, for the following reasons.

1. The word written K'ad'dta or Qad^dta is

or Zoroastrian philosophy. That deoM is

derived from aFeOeTO's 6'6tos-> Oeosis inadmiss-

ible. We cannot then suppose that the term
svaddta has been taken by the Germans from
the common source and transformed into

nothing but a bad transcription, as may be 5"'^^') God. It would be necessary in that case

Been in my Manuel de la langue Avestique.

The only admissible transcription is hva, hya.

In fact the character which is transcribed h\i

has always in the manuscripts the form ;vx> ,

composed of ) w, absolutely identical with

that the Germans should have borrowed the

word directly from the Avestic land. But
that supposition even is not admissible. In

fact;-:-

3. In the Avesta the sense of the word

the Pahlavi f^ ,
and containing certainly a u, hvad'dta is very obscure

;
but in any case, as

V
I, and a strongly aspirated w. Hence it maybe seen from my translation, it never

results that God, guth. ought to correspond designates the divinity. Ahura Mazda is

to an Aryan suadhdta, should it be primitive, not described by hvaddta. That epithet is

or a Germanic gu, go, corresponding to an exclusively proper to, and reserved for, the

Aryan sra
;
these might have been admitted beings who personify all, or part of, time and

century, but at this day space' whom the Avestic philosophy supposesin the eighteenth

V\ Or, of light, the habitat of Ahura Mazda.
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to be eternal ami not crGated or stkVdta. To

suppose a proper name is in pnura Waddta

is absolutely without reason. All testimony
indicates tliat this word is a qualificative; in

any case it cannot be connected with God.

4. Persians, like every other nation, did

not know the word himddta; it was not used

except in the learned language of the authors

of the Avesta; no one beyond them, knew it;

the Avesta itself was not known certainly at

that time to more than two or three Greek

philosophers. How should the Germans, who
were besides in the north of Europe have

understood and borrowed a term unknown

beyond certain mountainous districts of Asia?

What motive could they have in adopting and

applying it to God?

5. The Germans already used the words

giUh, God, in the third century of our era,

since Ulfilas adopted it in his translation

of the Gospels. Now at this time the P^r-

sian-Pahlavi Khuddt was nothing yet but
a transcription of the Avestic, and was in no

way connected with the divinity. The word

Khudd which we find in the Pahlavi books

of the fifth and sixth centuries, has still the

exclusive sense 'king', 'master', 'chief.' Tims

katah-khiuld is
' the head of the house'. It

was only later that khudd and its varieties took

the sense of Supreme Master, God. How
could the Goths have borrowed this word

by giving it a sense which its generator had

not till a long time afterwards, and with which

it bad spread only among some neiglibouring

Iranian tribes an<l some non-Iranians (hvell-

ing further to the East.

6. It is very doubtful if khudd comes from

k^ad'dta. The last term has given khuddt in

Middle Persian or Pahlavi. It would be

difficult to explain the transformation of the

form and the sense of this word. Khudd with

its varieties is much ratlier connected with

khud, khcmd, khvesh,
'

by himself,' 'to himself,'

independant;' Avestic h^ato, Sscr. svatas),

from which 'master, sovereign, king.'

It is therefore impossible to discover any
channel of communication between Guth, god,

and h'-'ad'dta. The only way which can be con-

ceived, it appears to me, to obtain this deriv-

ation would be to suppose that the word Gath

is an invention of Ulfilas, who took the

word khudd from some people of Iranian

origin, who had already employed it then in

the sense of 'chief, king,' and that the apostle

of the Goths made it the name of the divinity,

although it was entirely unknown to liis na-

tion. Was it this which made him a prose-

lytiser of the people? Otherwise is the

the fundamental supposition admissible? And
if it were, it w ould only bring us back to

K^ad'dta.

C, DE HaRLEZ,

ABSTRACT OF THE
HIBBERT LECTURES ON THE RELIGION OF THE ANCIENT BABYLONIANS,

By Prof. A. H. Sayce, LL.D.

Lecture I.

Sources of our knowledge almost wholly
monumental. Only a few notices in the

Old Testament, and some statements in

classical authors, for the most part tiie off-

spring of Greek imagination. Tradition is

mute. Texts arc. dillicult. lieligioii loves

to cloak itself in mystery. No wonder,
therefore, if the sacred texts were made
intentionally difficult. The Accadians [)re-

cedcd the Babylonians, and therefore we
have to distinguish between the Accadian
and Semitic elements in the language of

hese texts. The greatest dilliculLy is that

our tablets come from the library of Assur-

banipal at Nineveh, and the Assyrians did

not represent all sides of the Babylonian
religion. No tablets older than -SOO B.C.

Heu'ie the difficulty of telling the age of

the myths that are given in them. "2000

B.C., the Accadian was superceded by the

the Semite. They brought new theo-

logical conceptions. The sun-god was their

supreme object of worship. The union of

their ideas with those of the Accadians
formed a state religion that was carefully
watcluMl over. Old theories had to be

thrown aside when a text of iSabonidus
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was discovered, showing that Sargon I, the

first Semite king, lived 3750 B.C. He is

said to have been born of an unknown

father, probably some unnamed god. The

story of his preservation among the rushes

on the banks of the Euphrates reminds us

of Komulus and Remus, and still more of

Moses. He crossed to Cyprus after con-

quering Syria. At this time the Semite
mind was absorbing Accadian religious ideas

But of what interest is tlie religion of

the Ba1)ylonians to us 1 A moment's

thought will suggest it
;
tor Jewish religion

influences Christianity, and Jewish religion
was bound up with Jewish history. The
lesson is to he taught them that the God
of the JeAvs is the God of the whole world.

The Babylonians were tlie chosen instru-

ments to do this. Our knowledge of

Babylonian religion teaches us that the

Jews did not fail to learn from them in

the seventy years of captivity.

Light is thrown on the Bible by the

Babylonian religion. Sargon was the

founder of the state and law-giver, as

Moses was in Israel. Origin of word
Moses. None in the Hebrew lexicon.

Assyrian equivalent mdsu occurs frequently;
it means "hero." It was given to Adar
and Meodach. Joseph may also be ex-

plained from Babylonia— asi2->u meana
" diviner."

The king performed many functions of

high priest in Assyria. Like Solomon, he

could ])Our out libations to the gods. Pure
water was used for washing the hands, &c.,

and deep basins, much like "the sea,"

made by Solomon. In the temple the
"
holy of holies

" was concealed
b)'^

a veil.

The ark of the Hebrews was a ship in

Babylonia. The sabbath was also known. It

is called an "unlawful day," "rest day,"
" a day of rest for the heart." Seven was
a sacred number.
Lecture II.—Merodach of Babylon,

Nabonidus, the last independent king ul

Babylon, is said to have been overthrown
because he tried to centralise Babylonian

worship. The anger of Merodach was

aroused, and he chose Cyrus as sovereign
of ChaldiBa. Like that of the House of

David, the overthrow of Nabonidus was
ascribed to divine anger.

Babylonian religion was always local,

and the supremacy of Merodach was con-

fined to Babylon. In this it presents a
contrast to the god of Darius, mentioned

on the rock of Behistun, who would brook
no rival. In Judah Yahveh is supreme—
a jealous God. Who is Merodach 1 He
is the protector of Babylon—the Belos

of the Greeks, and the " Baal
"

of the Old
Testament. His temple at Babylon is

described by Herodotos. The inscriptions
of Nebuchadnezzar give us much informa-

tion, and serve to correct Herodotos in the

details. This temple dates from B.C. 2250.

Its name is E-saggila. The Chapel dedi-

cated to Nebo, was called E-zida. Mero-
dach is called rimiim, "merciful"; the

law-god is also called by this title.

E-sagijila was also the temple of the sun.

Probably Merodach was a solar deity.
His combat with the dragon Tiamat.

He restores the light of the moon alter it

had been eclipsed. He is termed "the
first-born of the gods," but he is, in one

sense, the youngest of them all. This was

only a title of honour. From the time of

Cyrus, he began to lose his local character

and became the god of all men every-
where. Before this time, however, the

local view had disappeared from Assyria.
Certain Assyrian kings revered Merodach
with the fervour of Babylonians.

Every god was provided with his female

reflection. Zarpanit was the wife of Mero-

dach. Nebo was his son. Nabu means

proclaimer. He was the god of the

literary. In a literary age the Hebrews

changed
" seer

" to Nebi. Tasmit,
" the

hearer," was his wife. The Semites of

Babylon resembled their brethren in

Canaan. The Canaanites had " lords

many." The Assyrians were warriors, and
education was confined to a class. We
have to learn Assyrian religion from the

learned. Their religion only diflered from
that of the Babylonians in that a new god,
the national deity Asur rises, who claimed

to be king above all gods. The Assyrian

kings turn to Asur for deliverance in the

moment of distress. At first he was local,

but the removal of the capital to Nineveh
and the unity of Assyria enabled a national

feeling for him to grow up. Like the

Yahveh of Israel, he was the national god
of a race. Like Yahveh, also, he had no^

goddess by his side. He was also less near

to his worshippers, and hence more awe-

inspiring ;
under some circumstances there

might have been developed as pure a faith'

with Assur as with Yahveh of Israel.

S. A. o.
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Egypt Exploration Fund.

A second rop )rt has come from Dr. Edw.

Naville on 'The Necropolis of Tell-el-Yah-

oodleh,' the 'mound of the Jews,' which is

supposed to be the site of the city of Onia.

Royal Asiatic Society, May 2

Surgeon-General Bellew, read Notes on

the Names borne by some of the tribes of

Afghanistun, Avhere he assimilated from
sheer semblance of names, many modern
tribes with those mentioned by Herodotus.

founded by the Jewish hereditary high priest He was strongly opposed by Sir Henry

Onias, who, in the second century B. C. fled

from the persecution of Antiochus E[)iphancs^

and obtained leave from Ptolemy Philometor

to build in Egypt
" a temple to Almighty God,

after the pattern of that in Jerusalem." Ex-

cavations made by tha learned explorer, with

the help of Mr F. Llewellyn Griffitli, havg

brought to light several remains from the early

period of the Xlllth downwards to the

XXI Ind dynasty. In the immediate neigh-

bourhood, a large number of tombs were un-

earthed; their inscriptions pointed almost un.

mistakeably to a Jewish origin. Still further

out in the desert, a necropolis of artificial

tumuli has yielded some 5(» or GO terra-cotta

coffins, curiously resembling tlie
'

slip])er-

coffins' fouiul at Warka in Babylonia. (On
these latter cuftins, found in prodigious num-
ber and attributed to the Parthian period,
of. Loftus, Chatdcea and Susiana, p. 203).
Near Alexandria, Count d' Hulst, excayating
for the same E. E. F., has discovered an

early Christian cemetery.

Palestine Exploration Fund.

The Quarterly Statement just issued, con-

tains an explanation and sensible letter of

Capt. Conder, referring to his so-pompously-

Itawlins'~>n, who objected to the process of

comparison, insufficient in itself to prove
the duration of tribes, as shown by
historical instances. Dr. M. A. Stein

added some further proofs to show that the

forms of the names in Herodotus are not

reliable. The quarterly Journal of this

society contains among articles within our

range
—

Dei^crlptioii oj the Noble Sanctuary
at Jerusalem in I-iTO, A.D., by Kamdl (or

Shams) ad Din as snynts. Extracts re-

translated by Guy le Strange, Ihe Tri-

Eatna, by Frederic Pincott
;
and among

the notes—Assyrian Names of Domestic

Animals, by Theo. G. Pinches.

Royal Historical Society, April 21.

Mr. S. Stuart Glennie, M.A.—The
White Race, founder of the first civilisations.

The view of the author, wdiich he has

supported with great erudition and exten-

sive research, was that this white lace was
neither Semitic nor Aryan; and an article

of this magazine, No. 2, p. 25, was much
praised and utilised.

Society of Biblical Archaeology.
The proceedings ot the meetings of

Marcli 1st contain among other papers
—

An Eyyptian DescrijAion of the Xlllth

Dynasty, in the Dublin National Museum,
by Dr. A. Macalister ; Enpliratcan Names

announced complete decipherment of the of the ConsteUation Ursa Major, by Robert

Hittite inscriptions. He says: "All that I

claim to have done is to restore the known

sounds of the symbols to the language to

which they belong, to show that this was the

Hittite language, and to put in the hands of

specialists the key Avhicli will enable them to

Brown, Jun.
;

The Metrical Structure of
6'//(!(5/A, the book of Lamentations, arranged
according to the original measures, by Rev.
C. J. Ball. At the foUowimr meeting,

May 3rd. the Rev. H. G. Tomkins pre-
sented his M.S. of 2 he Topography of
Northern Syria, wifh special vefer( itce to the

make final and complete translations of the Karnak Lists of 7hothemes III, viU importunt
text." Capt. Conder seems to think the char-

acters syllabic and the language Turanian.

Royal Arch.kological Institute. May 5.

Mr W. St Chad Boscawcn, The BnJ.ijhm-
ian Sun-God, a study in Ooinjtaraiive

mythology.

work o!i which the author was engaged for

several years; MM. Eugene and Victor

Revillout,ii^///>/i'(/(. and .Issyriaii Ducumcnts,

Victoria Institute, May 2.

Prof Hull, h.L.D.—Pelra. the Uock-heicn

capilid uf Ii/u/na-ti, was described by the

truvcller, with historical references.
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NOTES, NEWS
ZUMRU AND ZamIrU.

Well are these two words known to Assyri-

ologists. The former means "body," and

the latter "to sing," "to bray
—"

meanings
which are widely different. Yet both these

words come from the same root.

The root expressed by the consonants Z
M R is one that is much used in the Sem-
itic tongues. The general meaning is

" to

sing" (in Arabic " to play tlie flute"). How,
then, is the meaning of "

body" for zumric to

be accounted for? It is the Arabic which

supplies the key. One of the meanings of

the Arabic zaviara is "to fill (a leathern

bottle)," and it is from this idea oi making
the hollow thing give out sounds, or else from

that of playing music by means of skin bag-

pipes that the vvord zumru has obtained, first

the meaning of skin, then that of body. The
Akkadian character su, of which zumru is a

translation, has the meaning of masku "
skin,"

and siru.
"
flesh," besides that of "

body,"
thus confirming the derivation here suggested.

T. G, P.

We would specially call attention to three

articles in the current number of " Hebraica."

One is by the Rev. J. F. X. O'Conor, S. J.,

who treats of the inscriptions of Nebuchad-
nezzar. The second gives a series of very
valuable corrections to the published inscrip-
tions of Esarhaddon, and is b}^ Robert F.

Harper, Ph. D., who promises to continue the

subject in tlie July number of the journal.
The Rev. Prof. T. K. Cheyne also discusses

the possibility of the Heb. mabbul (7^3,^)

and nephUlm (D''7'^D3) being connected with

the Baljylonian roots nahdhi and (a possible)

napulii,. We are glad to see Assyriology re-

cognised by scholars of note outside what may
be called the ranks of tlie specialists,

Answers to Queries on
p. 80, (No. 5).

The spoken and the written languages of

Assyria differed greatly. The former was

more irregular, but often also more conser-

vative in its forms, and certain dialects pre-
served words and phrases not found in the

written language of Nineveh and BaVjylon.
The spoken language is shown best in the

letters and reports sent from the various

provinces. An example of one of these docu-

AND QUERIES.
ments will be found in the B. (J- 0. R. for

January, p. 43.

Semitic Babylonian or Assyrian is most close-

ly allied to Hebrew—indeed, it may be regard-
ed as the mother-speech, for the home of Abra-

ham, the father of so many ancient nations,

was " Ur of the Chaldees" (Gen. xi. v. 28 &
31). The Clialdeans were simply a number
of tribes dwelling in Babylonia who spoke a

language very much like that of the Chaldee

portions of the Bible. This is proved by the

name of one of their chiefs, who was called

Dakkuru (from the root '^3T = '^^t)» a

name which shows the common change of
"p

(Hebrew) into "7 (Chaldee). If we are right
in calling the many dockets on the contract-

tablets from Assyria and Babylonia Avamean,
it seems likely that these last-named spoke a

language wliich was closer akin to Hebrew
and Semitic Babylonian or Assyrian, than to

Chaldee, though a portion of them probably
. spoke a dialect similar to that of the Aram-
aic or Syriac of the manuscripts. Ii may, there-

fore, from documentary evidence be regarded
as certain that at least three Semitic dialects

were spoken in Babylonia and Assyria, be-

sides the non-Semitic tongues, Sumerian,

Akkadian, and, perhaps, Kassite. T.G.P.
Forthcoming Papers. Arthur Amiaud

;

" The various names of Sumer and iVkkad in

the Cuneiform Texts." Prof. S. Beal :

Fragments of a hfe of the Buddha (P\i

ijao king). W. St C. Boscawen: "New
Assyrian Tablets." Rob. Brown, Jun. :

Euphratean Astronomical names in Hezychios.
Dr. L. C. Casartelli : Pehlevi Notes. II. A
Parallel to the Pehlevi Jargon. J. S. Stuart

Glennie, M.A.: The Kushi'es and the white

race founder of civilization. Dr. T. de Lacoup-
erie : Tatooing;

—Babylonia and China. —
L The shifted' Cardinal Points. II. Utuku-
Shamash and Tik-Shang-ti. Dr. Julius

Opi)ert : A Juridic Cuneiform Text. Tlieo,

G. Pinches : The Babylonians and Assyrians
as maritime nations, (continued.) S. Alden

Smith: The Borsippa inscription of Nebu-
chadnezzar. Dr. Mark Aurel Stein: An in-

scrii)lion from the Heri Riid valley.
— Iran-

ian deities on Indo-Sycthian coins. T. Tyler,

M. A.: On the Hittite inscription of the

Yuzgat Seal. Dr. Hayes Ward: Babylonian

cylinders with figures of the soul.
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BABYLONIA AND CHINA.

WESTERN ORIGIN OF THE EARLY CHINESE

CIVILIZATION.

The place of China in the past and

futureisnot that which it was long supposed
to be. Recent researches have disclosed

that its civilization, like ours, was variously

derived from the same old focus of culture

of South Western Asia, and that its evo-

lution has not remained undisturbed by,

currently received, is now rapidly dis-

appearing, as it cannot, in any way, stand

the search of modern criticism based on a

better knowledge of the general and special

conditions of the case.

The Rev. Prof. James Legge, then atHong
Kong, in 1865, 1871 and 1875, in his valu

able introductions to his edition of the Shu

King, Shi King and Tchun-tsiu, had called

attention to the smallness of the beffinnings

nor foreign to, the great movements which of the Chinese (also pointed out by Prof.

occurred in the history of the western

world. Its part in the general concerc of

mankind is an historical fact, though, per-

haps, unknown still to many, as the dis-

coveries which have produced this great

R. K. Douglas in several of his works),
and to their knowledge of the art of writ-

ing Avhen they arrived in the country.

Working on the same line, in 1863, theRev.

Dr, James Chalmers, also at Hong Kong,

change in our knowledge, have generally in\\\s \^&Xi\^\\\Qt on Tlui Oiigiii of flie Chinese^

remained, as yet, buried in scientific papers
scattered in periodicals, collections and

special Avorks.

I.

In accordance with Biblical views,

though not with any special words of

Scripture, and with preconceived opinions
but without any scientific proofs, the

Chinese, and therefore their civilization,

were said, by many ancient writers, to

have come from the plains of Sennaar after

the Confusion of Babel ! At variance with

these views, the language of the Chine.se

took the gilt away from the shining and
much adorned traditions concerning the

early Chinese leaders, and, at the same

time, was enabled in some desultory com-

parisons, to })oint out several affinities be-

tween the civilisation of China and those

of the west.

The Rev. Dr. Joseph Edkins, of Peking,
in his book ChiuxCs Place in Phihloffi/, pub-
lished in 1871, endeavoured to show that

the Chinese, migrated after the Confusion

of Babel, had carried with them the same

germs of civilization that were possessed
was for long wrongly looked upon by by their Hamitic brethren of Babylonia !

recent writers, as branched off from the

common speech, previously to the latter

event, or independently from it, and as a

cristallized remnant of the primitive lan-

guage gratuitiously supposed to Iiave been

inorganic and monosyllabic ! This ojiinion,

which, some twenty year.s ago, was still

Whence, by a .separate development of the

same germs, several similarities have

sprung up between the civilization of

Cliiua and that of Babylon. And he up-

held, in 1876, the anciejit view that the

Chinese wt^n; the inventors of their own
wiitinu.

Vol. I,—No. 8. [113] June, 1887.
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As a correlative opinion to the preceetl-

ing, notions were also entertained of a

self-development of the Chin<;se from the

level of savage life to their high state of

culture, which was unparalleled in Europe
five hundred years ago. But those ground-
less speculations, themselves the basis of

further speculations altogether in the air,

were useful only as a temporary hypothesis

showintr the deficient character of the

opi)Osite views.

After having spent a great deal of time

in vain researches for satisfactory

evidence of a common descent of the

Chinese civilization with that of S. W.

Asia, as had been suggested by several

eminent scholars, the present writer found

himself led by his studies in an unexpected

direction, and soon felt solid ground
under his feet. Since then fresh proofs

have been continuously forthcoming from

various parts in support of his discovery,

precising or rectifying its details, and estab-

lishing it finally as an important historical

advance.

II.

It was my good fortune to be able to

show, in an uninterrupted series of a score

or so, of papers in periodicals, of communi-

cations to the Royal Asiatic Society andelse-

Avhere jmblished and unpulilished, and of

contributions to several works, since April,

1880, downwards, that the writing and

some knowledge of arts, science and

government of the early Chinese, more or

less enumerated below, were derived from

the old civilization of Babylonia through
the secondary focus of Susiana, and that

tills derivation was a social fact, resulting

not from scientific teaching but from

practical intercourse of some length be-

tween the Susian confederation and the

future civilizers of the Chinese, the Bak

tribes, who from their neighbouring settle-

ments in the N., moved eastwaids at the

time of the great rising of the XXIII cen-

tury B.C.

Coming again in the field, Dr. J. Edkins

has joined me on the same line, making it

his object, in several papers, to find among
the minor points borrowed of Babylonian
and ancient Persian civilization in China,

those which were introduced through later

channels than that of the early civilizers.

Everyone of these cases has to be judged
on its own merits, as in the wrecked state

of old Chinese documents, positive proofs,

in one way or another, are often wanting.

III.

Some three scores of distinct and unmis-

takable affinities may be pointed out in the

ancient civilization of China with that of

Babylonia and Susiana, the largest part of

which, by far, brought in by the early

civilizers.

We shall here enumerate them briefly :

(1) The art of writing, (2) from top to

bottom and from right to left as was the

practice in S. W. Asia, and (3) not in relief

l)ut engraved, (4) characters derived from
those of Bal)ylonia and still semi-hierogly-
phical, with (5) their meanings, (6) their

phonetic and polyphonic values, and (7)
their imperfect system of aerology and

phonetism ; (8) probably some written
texts

; (9) the use of lists of written
characters arranged (10) phonetically, and

{
1 1 ) ideographically ; (12) some souvenirs

of the cuneiform or monumental form of

writing; (13) the extensive use of seals,
&c.

;
(14) the shifted cardinal points of

Assyro-Babylonia, and (15) the symbols to

write them, which they further embroiled

during their journey eastwards
; (16) astro-

nomical instruments
; (17) many names of

stars and constellations
; (18) of twenty-

four stellar points ; (19) the twelve Baby-
lonian months, (20) with an intercalary
one, (21) and a certain use of the week;
(22) the erection of lofty terraces for astro-

nomical purposes, &c.
; (2.')) the machinery

of imj)erial government ; (24) titles ot

dignities, and (25) the names of several
offices with which they had been made
familiar Avith near Susiana; (26) the

system of twelve pastors ; (27) the concept
of four regions, (28) and a special officer

bearing that title
; (29) the }JoIitical idea
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of a Middle Kingdom ; (30) many proper
names which, appearing in their beginning

and, once restored to an approximation of

their old form, are easily recognised as

similar to some names used in the aforesaid

S. W. Asiatic countries, &c.
; (31) the

cycle of ten, and (32) that of twelve ; (33)

several standard measures
; (34) the twelve

scales of music ; (35) the decimal notation ;

(3G) the ten periods, &c.
; (37) the wheat,

which is aboriginal in Mesopotamia only ;

(38) the arts of clay-brick building, (39) of

embanking rivers, and (40) of making
canals; (41) many words of Akkado-

Sumerian and Babylonian civilization
;

(42) the use of metals
;

and also (43)

many minor notions of arts and sciences,

such as (44) the fire drill, (45) the use of

war-chariots with horses liarnessfd abreast,

Sic.
; (46) the practice of divination and

(47) the use of eight wands of fate; (48)
known terms of good or bad fortune ;

(49) mimerical categories; (50) the symbolic
tree of life or calendaric plant ; (51) special

emblems on their rulers' dress; (52) the

worship or at least the name of Utuku

(
—Tik) otherwise Shamash as supreme

god ; (53) the six honoured ones, or the

six gods of Susiana; (54) the ruling idea

that events repeat themselves ; C55) the

lucky and unlucky days ; (56) the mythical
colouis of planets ; (57) the concept of Yn
and Yang (not Persian) ; (53) large square

altars, (\:c.
; (59) the royal canon of Baby-

lonia
; (60) many peculiar legends therein,

«fcc., iVc.

This list, however long, is not complete

and could be extended, but such as it is,

its seven classes constitute the most for-

midable array of facts which has ever been

put forward in support of an historical dis-

covery. Many of these facts have the

greatest importance, and infuse value into

a few others which isolate would l)e rather

insignificant by themselves. About ten of

them, and curiously enough not the most

important, had been quoted before me by

the aforesaid scholars. With few excep-

tions all the others have been pointed out

and more or less discussed and explained

by me But some of them deserve a

special treatment, which they shall receive

in a few articles to appear from time to

time in the Btihi/ldiddn and Oriental Record.

The above list of derivations and loans

is limited to one only of the several

currents which have entered into the for-

uiation of the Chinese civilization. And

though we are here exclusively concerned

with antiquarian research, we cannot helj)

directing the attention of our readers to the

important fact that the derivation of the

civilization of the Chinese partly from the

same source as ours, and the youth of

their greatness as an empire and powerful

nation, are matters of great concern for the

future of mankind of the whole of which

they constitute one fourth. Youth implies

progress and development, and their

economical conditions, so dilTerent from

ours, make the unavoidable and pacific com-

petition between them and old Europe, an

affair of general interest.

T. DE Lacouperif^

SOME BABYLONIAN CYLINDEBS.

I am obliged to Mr. T. Tyler for his

conjecture that the half-bird form tak.^n

by the parsonage being led into the pre-

sence of the sitting god on certain Baby-

lonian Cylinders, as in that in my posses-

sion on whicli he comments in the February

numbei- of this journal, merely indicated

that it is th(! soul of a deceased peiscni,

Certainly the Egyptian monuments often

reiircsent the soul by a bird. So far as I

know, however, it is only the culprit soul

which is thus represented on the Baby-

lonian cylinders, while in other cases the

person led into the presence of the god
has the Inunan form

Ml-. Tyler mentions ojie otjier analagon.
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seal. There are eight seals known to me

having this scene depicted upon tliein.

These are to be found in Cullimore's

"Oriental Cylinders," No. 85 and 147;

Lajard's
" Culte de Mithra," pi. xxix., fig. 2,

and pi. xxxii., fig. 8
;
Menant's "

Catalogue
des Cylindres Orientana a la Haye," fig.

12; "and my own in Scrihner's Magazine,

January, 1887, p. 86, repeated by Mr.

Tyler in the Bab//lonian and Oriental Record,

No. 4. Besides these six there are two

unpublished, mentioned by Menant in his
"
Cylindres de la Chaldee," pp. 108, 109,

of which one is in the Louvre and the

other in the British Museum. The fact

that there is only this single one (Mr.

Tyler says there is not one) in the British

Museum's magnificent collection, and none

in Le Clercy's almost equally fine collection,

shows how scarce this type is.

These cylinders belong to a very closely

related family, and I think they all came

out of the same workshop. Of the six seals

published five have streams of water flow-

ing from the body of the seated Cod, and

in three cases the water is further indicated

by the presence of fishes. In four cases

the bird figure is being both pulled and

pushed in by force. In two others he is

pushed by the figure behind, but not led

by that in front. In one of these cases,

however, (Lajard, xxix., 2), and I think in

both (see Cullimore, No. 8.5), the figure in

front has two faces drawn, a mere pictorial

device, one looking forward at the God,
and the other watching the culprit behind

him. In the case of the unpublished
British Museum cylinder, described l)y

Menant (Cyl. de la Chaldtie, p. 109) the

culprit stands between his two attendants,

but neither has his hand upon him. On
two cylinders there is, besides tlie Cod
and three usual figures, a fourth ])eliin<l

them who has no more relation to the scene

than the figure of the Pope has in liaphael's

3istine Madonna, but represents a wor-

shipper, perhaps the owner of the
.seal,

in one case carrying a victim for sacrifice,

and in the other bearing a bundle on a

staff over his shoulder. The size of these

cylinders is generally large, the material of

various intones, green jasper, white marble,

serpentine, and white agate, and I presume

they are generally constructed in the

middle, making their vertical line concave.

Unfortunately we .seldom know where-

abouts between Cyprus and Persia a

cylinder was found. The five in my
possession I purchased in Baghdad, and I

judge they all came from Southern Baby-

lonia, and are of a very early period, per-

haps 20. B.C. or earlier. They resemble

each other so much that they might well

have come from the same workshop. Such

little points as the identical state of the

God's stool, and of the crescent worn, seem

to indicate more than a common School of

Art. Menant finds evidence in the coiffure

of the culprit that they belong to the

school of the city of Erech. This point is

worth considering, as it falls in with what

is, if I am not mistaken, a general rule that

the divine beings are distinguished from

the human on the old cylinders by their

headdress. The culprit, on these seals,

may well be a human soul, as it always, in

the cylinders whose condition allows us to

tell, wears this peculiar long queue hanging

down, and then doubled up in the middle

and then tied. I notice that in the two

cylinders in which a worshiper is added to

the two who conduct the culprit, the hair

is thus dressed, while the divine figures

wear their horned tiaras. This Avay of

wearing the queue is very different from that

in another series of cylinders in which it

hangs straight down the back after the

Chinese style. These ancient styles of

hair-dressing deserve consideration of those

who, like Prof, de Lacouperie, find evi-

dence of an early period between the

Chaldeans and the Chiriese, Whether they
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mai'k ;i s[)ecial loealifcy or race in Babylonia,

as well as period, is not yet clear.

I am not unfamiliar with the idea that

the irregular oval object seen on the altar

iti some of the latest Babylonian cylinders

is, as Mv. Tyler supposes, phallic ;
but the

evidence that such is the case is not

familiar to me. Certainly the presence of

the number \o somewhere in thefieli on a

similar cylinder in the British Museum,
with no accompanying ideogram for Go'l,

is not sufficient to connect this oval object

with the "oddess Ishtar. The marks Mr.

Tyler discovers on my lapis lazuli seal are

not fifteen in number, but thirteen, and

belong to the same ladder like markings as

are found on a number of similar seals (see

Lajard, pi. xxxix., figs. 4, 6). The sun,

crescent, star and horns, found indifferently

surmounting this oval object on these

cylinders, do not suggest that it is a cone

of Venus. On the earlier "boundary
stones" this object takes the form of a

succession of pairs of horns, one above

another, which hardly allows a phallic

origin. My own impression is that the

ovalhgures on the cylinders are of somewhat

more conventional forms of the hive-shaped

objects adorned with horns on the boundary

stones, in which case the ladder shaped
ornament is merely a v^apid conventional

indication of the median line where the

six pair of horns, more or less, join at their

points. The number of cross lines on the

oval objects figured by Lajard are re-

spectively eleven and twelve on one

cylinder, and ten and sixteen on another.

The number has no significance, but is a

matter of accident.

No one could see the cylindei' of mine,

to which Mr. Harrison refers in his letter

on p. 68 of this journal, without being re-

minded, as was Mr. Harrison, of the

passage, John vii., 38,
—" Out of his belly

shall How streams of living water." I had

it in my mind when I made the description

to minute on this point. Bnt I still fail

so make the connection between the

cylinder and the passage which Mr.

Harrison makes. There is an impassable

gulp of many revolutions between the time

of the ancient Babylonian Kmpire and the

time of Christ, and I cannot conceive how
a very rare symbolism of Ancient Chaldea

could have come down, even in Babylon,

to the times of Herod and Pilate. Besides,

I think that where streams proceed from

the person of the God they generally flow

from his shoulders. I do not remember

another case in which they How from the

belly. The figures to be considered are

Cullimore, Nos. 118 (Is there here a bird-

form misconceived as half-bull ?), 147
;

Lajard, xxxix., figs. 1, 2
; xxx., 4

;
and

xxxii., 8
; Menant,

"
Cyl. de la Chaldee,"

pp. lOG, 112; and Collection De Clercq,

pi. xxxviii.. No. 83, his.

I would wish to add a correction of my
article in Smbiwr's Monfhhj for lastJanuary.

When I wrote that article I followed

Menant in supposing the cylinders which

have a gate on them to represent the

passage of the soul through the gates of the

lower world. This explanation 1 would

withdraw, and I discuss these seals some-

what fully in a paper soon to appear in the

American Journal of Arclueology.

William Hayes Ward,

A SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNTS JN NAJIOPOLASSAU'S TIMh:.

Documents uf the reigu oi: Nabupolussar, We have, however, a certain nuiiil.cr of iliciii

o.spocialiy the contnicts, Iiavc liitlicrtci l.ccii in ..ur <>wn <-"lIecti..i>. Here, I'm- .xaiiiplc, is

rather rare—at least it wuuki appear so Irnm a ([(jcument ol' llie reign of I his king, relerring

tiie publications coiitaiuing cuneiform lexis, lu a sellleineiil n| iiccuuuls :
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>^T
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< IMI ^^I

-
3<I^T :hI < IMI It^^I

-
3<<:i :^^I I -^I m, t^l -^11 -+ -^>

¥ X IMI ^i^^I 4 <¥ E^ -Kit 4^ >^ I^l -7^ r -tin 4^
lu ¥ I

- ^? "iti ¥ n ^ -jra ?- 4 ^
I -+ #T ^ ^<^ -^ n I -hhj -¥
T

I

^ ^

Irl
<«; ^:

OT I -IKI -KI4 -tJ-^^I

-^^ 4 III >^
>^ <w ^ I -^h] n

1 j niana kaspa sa Naltu-kitapsi-lisir (sidi)
abal su sa Agara abal Da - Marduk iiia eli

Riuiut-Nabii abal Bolederu. aki kilaui sa arali

Duzu ina 1 uiaua ^ (dii ?) kaspa sebar inaiu-

diii. 10 dii kaspa ina arali Duzu 10 du kaspa
ilia arah abu ana la harra, uantim sa 10 du

kaspa hipat inamdiu. Mukiuu : Belibiii

"
Sippara, tlio ord oi Sivaii of tlie 18th

year of Nabopolassar, king of Babylon."
We can see what is the subject of the con-

tract Nabu-kitapsi-lisir had a credit of 1

mine
'j^

—that is to say, 1 mine 50 shekels,

upon Rimut-i^abu, who, on liis side, had a

abalsu sa Ina-elu-sakin abal tupsar Sipparki, credit of 10 shekels upon Nabu-kitapsi-lisir.

Samas (ilu dainu)-nazir-suma abal ^Nabu-

edir u tupsar llimut-Nabuabal Belederu.

Sipparki arah Sivan yuui 3 ^ sanat 18 ^^
Naltuapaluzur sar Dintirki,

" A f mine of silver credit of Nabu-kitapsi-

lisir, son of Agara, of the tribe Da-Marduk,

upon Rimut-Nabu, S(m of Belederu—at the

tarift' of the market for the month of Duzu,
for one mine ^ of silver he will give wheat

;

he will give 10 shekels of silver in the month
of Duzu, 10 shekels of silver in the month
of Abu and a credit of 10 shekels of silver to

strik(> ofl'.

"Witnesses: Belibni, son of Ina-elu-sakin-

of the tribe of scribes of Sippara; Samas-nazir,

suma, son of Nabu-edir and, as scribe,

Uimut-Nabu, son of Belederu.

In the present settlement of accounts, it is

said that Rimut-Nabu will pay partly in

wheat, partly in money, and partly by the

set-off of the struck-ott' debt (hipat). The

money was to be paid in two instalments

of 10 shekels each, but without interest

(ana la harra). The word employed here

for "
credit," the ideogram uantim, has al-

ways indeed this signification, as we have

been the first to show. Tho feminine form

hijiat sliows that the Semitic word which

was hidden under tlie ideogram tcantim is

also feminine. As for the word hipu, this

is the technical term to indicate that a debt

is struck olT by compensation or by renewal,^

1) Thus it is tluit in the 7tli year of Nebuchadnezzar, the woman Bui'tum, taking at

licr own hand a debt contracted in the 3rd year of the same reign by her husband, and for

which slie was security (No. 5 of Strassmaier), has good care, when declaring herself per-

sonally resi)onsible, to cause the words " the anterior debt is struck oil" (uantim mahriti

hipatii ) te be written.
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jis also ti) iiiilieatc tluit ui wdid is otVacod an imiivitliiul is
]ir<iilaiiii('tl lniv<'r, ^me tiials

in A loxt. Till' wlu'at, wliich is to roprcseiit .soinctiiiies kilaiu iinfu'i' nnd soiiictiiiK's laaklru

the sum of a mine ami :^i> shekels, must he imbii'. We have already proved elsewhere

estiuiated aec(trdiiii^ to the state of the mar- that LiUim and makiru mean bui/er, merchant
^

ket in th ' month Duzu. The exact corres- and /Hrtr/.e<. (See, for all these questions, the

pondinu: term to nhi kilain is employed in Append/re hibifJanien of the course of lectures

thecontract of Arilia (No. 17() of Strassmaier) upon the O/flifpttions cu Droit I'yuptien.

to represent the same idea. In the contract The name of the man who served as scribe

of Ardia, in fact, it is said that if the wlieat has here a real interest—in fact, it is the

due from him l)e not paid by the day indicated debtor himself who wrote the contract, and

the value will be jtaid in silver (tli maLiri sn has even made a mistake, for he has written

Dintirli, "according to the tariff of the the \\o\\\ <hi after "after one mine ^"
— a

market of r>al)ylon.'' In the bilingual texts mistake which might have caused error, if

of the ])ahice of Assurbanipal it is always the the total did not indicate that it was really

word maliru which translates kilam in Sem- a question of a third of a mine.

itic. It is the same in the judgments of It will be remarked that they hoped to have

auction (so well understood by i'rof. Oppert niDie witnesses tlian were the present at the

who first translated
tlK-ui), wliere, to say that di:iwing up of the contract, \ , REvii.i.orT*

GLTMPSES OF BAB YLONIALJ AND ASSYRIAN LIFE.
In former numbers of the I'ecord I have but not the less valuable texts, shedding ad-

given one or two papers which may be regard- ilitional light upon it, and trust they may
ed as illustrating the private life of the Baby- be found not unaccejitable to the student of

lonians.^ As the subject is one of very the condition of the inhabitants of the East

great interest, I present here two very short, in ancient times.

I. A NINEVITE TRAGEDY.
On a small tablet (K. 819) 2 inches and the two following lines :

—
^ in length by ^ths of an inch in width, are

<- ^TT m^ ^ T? -4 -^ ^ -<V V

These 1 transcribe as follows:—
Daumu ana mar muti-sa

taskOni — tadOkusuni
;

and translate :—
Daumu to the child of her husband

has (jiren to drink—she ha)< killed him.

"Daumu has given to drink to her hus- (U- revenge were the motive for the act ; whe-

band's child — she has killed him,"—only ther the fact be true, or oidy a piece of court-

this, and nothing more. No greetings, no intrigue ; whether the anonymous writer of

superscription, no indication whatever as to these two lines simply wished to further jus-

who the writer was, nor Daumu, nor her hus- tice by putting the otiicers of the Ninevite

band, whose very name even is hidden tioiii secret service on the Hack of the criminal—
US--JUS1 1 1 U! simple record tiial Daumu lia-^ all tliesi' and niju'r likf <|ii('sti(»ns I leave to

pf>isoned lier stepson. Asto whetlier jealousy the iniagiiiiitiou of tin' reader. Certain it is,

1) See " A fragment of a Babylonian Tithe-list," in No. ."), and "Talijct referring to the

apprenticeship of slaves at I'aliylon," in No, (!,
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that tliis little tablet, with its two lines of f/xrl-rw.^s' (W. A. I. lY., 14, No. 2, 1. 28).

writing;-, (:mio from what may ho ici^anhMl as Tlio mot is damn or da!n in u .'-^ J/</;- const, of

tlic lujyal Kccord-Office of Assur-bani-apli //,«/•«, the common word for
"

child."'— Mutt,

at Nineveh. gen. of mid a, "liusliand.''— Tasliini, 3rd

The name Dunmu is peculiar for a won.an
l'^"^-

^^^"'-

^^f'^!^ ^''''^r ";^> -l^'*^^!'^^?:''"
- we should expect the fen.. Duumaf. The (H<'1>. Hi^tT )«

^v.th suthxed »^_/.a/^J.»-

meaning of the former is probably the same puu\ ord pers, fent, x\or. of daku (ddku),
as tlie ktter,^—" darkness." Compare the " to kill,'' with suffixed pronoun -hi, and

phrase Sumas ina dsi-sii dauimnat-su^ U^k u /i , particle -ni, as above.

"may the Sungod in his rising remove his Theo. G. Pinches.

2) Tlie double m here is probably merely a graphic variant.

:'.)
The reading Sauinn is also possible.

THE VARIOUS NAMKS OF SUMER AND AKKAD
IN THE ('I'yEIFOIlM TEXTS.

Nearly all Assyriologists have agreed, for a que le veritable nom a donner a cet idiome

consideral)le time past, to seek in the geo- antique etait celui de Sumerien et non pas

graphical names of Sumer and Akkad the celui d' Accadien, que les Anglais avaient

appellations for the two principal dialects of cru pouvoir choisir Dans les textes cunei-

the non-Semitic language of Chalda?a. They formes, les rois, meme de la derniere epoque,
differ on tliis point only, that some of them s'appellent rois des Soumers et des Accads.

would discern the language of the South, the De ces deux appellations, les Accads repre-

Sumerian, in the dialect which expresses 'god' sent lo peuple semitique, et les Soumers la

by
"
dingir," while the others prefer to see in nationalite touranienna. De i)lus, I'ideo-

this dialect the language of the Nortli, or gramme exprimant le nom de Soumer est

Akkadian.^ Prof. Fritz Homniel, in several ecritpar deux signes, dont I'lmsignifie 'langue'

of his recent works, and Dr. Lehmann, in et I'autre 'adoration;' Soumer veut done dire

his recent thesis, have pronounced themseh-es 'langue sacree.' Le signe d'Accad exprime

completely against botli these opinions. They aussi le pays d'Ararat, ce qui denote une jiro-

are notliing short of certain, in their view, venance septentrionale ;
de jilus. eet ideo-

tliat the two Chalda\an dialects were not gramme d'Accad signifiant la Babylonie

regional. According to these writers, they semble etre forme de oelui d'Assour super-

represent rather two successive conditions of ])ose a lui-meme.

the same language, common to the w'hole of " Dans un texte, les grammairiens d'As-

Babylonia and ChakUva. The more anciert sour sont identifies a ceux d'Accad
;
dans

was that which pronounced dingir, the more un autre, un texte assyrien est qualifie de do-

recent that wliich pronounced c/iw??ier. Prof, cument accadien; et, si noils ne nonunions

Hommel and Dr. Lehmann have, therefore, pas la langue
'

assi/rienne,' il nous faudrait

refused to distinguish the ap}^ellations of Su- la nommer ' accadienne.'
"

merian and Akkadian. I am much disposed I have purposely reproiluced here the corn-

to rank myself as of their opinion; and I wish
plote passage from the Journal Asiatique,

to attempt now to show that the truth, in although the progress of science permils us

this question as in many others, lias been
^ ^jay to retain only the ilrst and last lines.

discovered, for the first time, by our eminent it will serve, however, to show precisely the

master, Prof. J. Oj)pert. modifications which I believe should \n> uuuh

We read indeed in the Jourvrd Aslat/que, upon the ojiinion of M. Oppert.

January, 1873, }).
114 : "Dans son cours We meet frequently enough, in the texts

au College de France, M. Oppert a. etal)li in the Assyrian language, to designate the

1) As we understand here in England, the Akkadian (or Old Sumerian) is tlu* dialect

where 'god' is dingir, while in Sumerian (ov neo-Sumerian) it is dimiitcr,—T, do L,
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ulinlt'oF r>alnlonia,the expression "land of Sii-

nier ami Akkad," which was written phonetic-

ally mdtSumeri u Akkadi, (see Fr. Delitzsch,

Wo lag ihiH Paradies? p. 196). From the per-

iod when this reading was established (and it

was already existent in the inscriptions of

Hannnuralii), Sinner and Akkad were con-

sidered as one country,'^ or rather as two

countries united into onlj- one and subject

to the same power. For it is undeniable that

they had been originally distinct, and that

the remembrance of the distinOti<m did

perpetuate itself to the latest times. That

isjirovedby tlie primitive Sumerian expression

Kien(/i Kiburhur, which contains twice the

word for ••country," Ki, and even by a variety

of the Assyrian readings, mat Sumerl mat

AhLadi, which we meet in the synchronous

history of the kingdoms of Babylonia ant!

Assyria, (ii, G;"), a, 52). Xow of the tw(j

names of Sumer and Akkad, one only has

survived in the usual geography. We indeed

find in the inscriptions a country designated

by the sole name of Akkad, (see Pognon,

Inscription de B'tvian, p. 125, if., and

Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 199), and we can fix

with considerable certainty tlie northern

l)iiundary of this country, towards Assyria,

on the lower Zab, or little Zab. l>ut

we never find the indication of a land of

Sumer geographically isolated. M. Pognon.
who believed that he liad disclosed this in-

dication in the inscription of Samsi Ramman
IV (c«il. 1. 1. 2G), has doubtless been in error.

The sign which he sought to identify with

»-
Cliffy, (^JJxvian, p. l^-JO), appears to me to

be a dill'erent sign, to be read perhaps »-

TTry.
ilia xihirti.^ Besides, Sumer is never

cxiiressetl by the ideogram eiiie alone, but

always by the comi)lex mat Emc-ku. Wi-

can now no longer ([uote as evidence of the

existence of tlie land of Sumer at the time

of th(! Semitic domination, V, 29, c, I.") tn

47. which is iiothiii;;- but a fragment of a

2) See Pognon, Vin8crij)li<ni <!< Ilm-i,i,i.

i!)
Cr. i. 4S. no. '.). 1. C, \n|„.iv

]^,y
is uscdl

^\ al least under the rcdoulilcd f<irui

Strassuiaiei-, Wiirtervcrr^iirliiiiss, no. (KilU.

lexicon, and which had no other object except

to exjilain, by decomposing, so to speak, piece

by piece, the traditional title of tlie kings of

Babylonia: lugal Kiiif/i Kiburbur. From the

geographical point of view, it is clear that

this fragment cannot have had. since the time

of its compo.sition, anything but a purely

historical value. Besides, having admitted

tha't the land of Sumer sliould represen^.

scjuthern Babylonia, which is quite probable

Prof. Delitzsch ought to have added that it was

impossible to decide where the exa( i limit of

Sumer and Akkad should be placed {Para-

dies, p. 20(1).

I wotild willingly believe that the greater

number of the Assyrians and BaVjylonians of

the last millenary before Christ would not

have been, on ihat question, much less em-

barrassed than I'rof. Delitzsch. If I am not

mistaken, the land of Sumer and its bound-

aries could not then, nor jierhaps for a long
time previously, have been known except to

historians and the learned. Let me explain.

The most ancient civilizati(m of Babylonia

was a non-Semitic civilization, whose focus

must be sought for in Lower Chalda'a, that

is to say, in the land of Sumer. The mas-

ters of this country must have, at a very re-

mote period, extended their power over the

Babylonia of the North, or land of Akkad, in-

habited already l»y a Semitic pojjulation ;

hence the title taken by them, "kings of

Sumer and Akkad." This Semitic poi)ulation

yieliled to the intluence of the more advanced

civilization of the Sumerians
;

it adojited a

great part of their religious ideas, and ac.

cepted their tongue as the learned and sacred

language. At the sanie time, it absorbed

them. Little by little, tlie Semites became

more nunierou- and stronger : they attained

the supremacy. The Sumerian race inter-

mingled with the younger race
;
and Su-

merian ceased lo lie spoken, giving place to

the r>;ili\ Id-Assyrian language. It con-

p |-_".i \- IV.

r "t T wiili I lie pidnunciation (7?7 or ///, Now

V^__T, iiad tlu! sense of <l/iirtii^ See
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tinned, however, to be cultivated and writ-

ten. lUit hoiii t])at time tlicre is no mention

of a land of Sunier, except in historical recol-

lections, and in some formulas consecrated bv

tradition. Lower Babylonia is no longer

described except by the names of the Semitic

principalities wliich liad been founded tliere,

(for exami)le. mat Bit Yakin or Taindi), and

the tribes wliich had been established there

(amelu KaUlu, cimelii Arumti). Only some-

times, the name of mat Kahht i>r amelu,

Kaldu appears to receive an almost genera'

signification.

The most ancient non-Semitic reading to

express the whole country of Sumer and Ak-

kad was
<]g[ ^JJ .yy^ <IEJ T^-

This is

proved by the inscriptions of all the ancient

kings of Chaldtea and Babylonia. When
Prof. Delitzsch puts in the same rank as this

ancient reading (Paradies, p. 19fij, some or-

thographical variants, as Kitnujl Kihurbur

ki, or Kingi hurhur hi, (ii. '»(!, d, 47, and

cf. V. 29 e, 47), he no doul)t makes a slight

confusion, but that must now be avoided.

These two variants are due to some scribes of

tlie Assyrian language, more or less unfam-

iliar already with the Sumerian, and the texts,

where they have been recovered, are in fact

only texts relatively recent, written out in

view of the instruction by the Semites for

Semites. Hence the triple pleonastic repetition

of ki in Kiengi ki hurhur ki, the scribe hav-

ing no longer recognised the presence of this

ki in Kiengi. Hence also, in Kingi hurhur

ki, the mistaken use of in for en, and the

rejection of the second ki at the end of the

formula, while its place was originally before

hirrhur. IMieso observations, which appear

frivolous, may acquire in some circumstances

a certain importance for the exact interpre-

tation of the words in question. Now the

equivalence of the Sumerian iue»<7/ Kihurhur

and the Assyrian mat Snnieri u AkJcad'i is a

fact long ago jilaced beyond doubt by the

fragment of lexicon wliich I have already

mentioned, v. 29 c, 45 to 47. But is it nec-

essary to consider the Assyrian formula as a

transcription, or only as a translation of the

Sumerian formula ? There are indeed some

Assyriologists who admit that Sumer is no-

thing but a transcription of Kiengi, through
the medium of dialectic forms, Kengin, Sin-

girj It would follow with great probability

that hurhur should have had in Sumerian the

reading Agade, of which the Assyrian Akkad
would also be nothing more than a transcrip-

tion. But I should find it difiicult to explain
how Sumer should come from Kengi or Kiengi,
and above all from whence should come the

final r. In my opinion Kiengi and hurhur

have nothing in common, phonetically speak-

ing, with their translations Sumer and Akkad,

any more than dingir with its translation ilu.

Even from the point of view of the absolute

sense, our two Sumerian terms have nothing
in common with their Assyrian equivalents.

In place of simply borrowing from the Sum-
erians their appellations of Kiengi Kihurhur,
or of translating them literally, the Semites

have preferred, I believe, to name each of the

parts of Babylonia after the city which oc-

cupied the first rank in it.^ It was evidently
at that Ixxwi. Agade=Akkadl in the Babylonia
of the North. We know today the very lofty

antiquity of the Semitic dynasty of Sargon
I, and of Narain-Sin, whose inscriptions are

written out in Assyrian, and who entitle

themselves only
'

kings of Agade,' but who
must have reigned over Akkad in its

entirety, since Nabonidus gave them the title

of '

kings of Babylon,' (i. 69, col. 2, 1. 30).
As to the Babylonia of the South, it was

perhaps Girsu-ki. Nothing prevents us, in

fact, although certainly nothing compels us,

4) Hommel, Ge.'^chirhte Ji(dri/IonieHS und Assi/rien.^, p. 220, 234. In my opiniim, the

dialectic form ot Kiengi would rather be >-^yf {tt ^TEJ, (iv- 38, no. 1., col. 2, 35), as it

must, ])erhaps, be read, according t<i an ingenious sup[iosilion of Prof. Hommel, ( Geschirhte^

p. 230), imi-ki. Should this inii-Ki lie for Ki-imi •'' See, farther oi>

5)
Cf. Hommel, ry),

laud.,
j>.

2(»i,
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to read the name of that city Sif-in/ir, whoiu-c ilic neighbouring peoples wliose language they

*Sum('r, Si-me-ir, (cf. ii, oO, (», 20). And do not understand. Perhaps we might, in

I observe that a very ancient king, whom it that case, comprehend Kibarbar as ' the

has been a general inclinatiim to phxce at country of the barbariajis, the country of the

an oKler date still than tlic patesis of SirpuHa, confused language.' Let us recall the ety-

Uru-Kagina, is .ntitled
'

king of Girsu' or mology given by the Bil)lo of the name of

'
Suiiirir.' In any case, whatever may be the r>alivlon, the most celebrated, if not the first,

name which has given birth to tlie Semitic capital of the land of Akkad. 733 would

Sumer, it is probably that of a city which be for 73/3,
'

stammering, confusion of

held sway over Lower Chalda?a, aljout the tongues.' I in no wise pretend to affirm that

period when the dynasty of Agade ruled, such indeed would be the scientific etymology
that is to say, long before Larsa, and pro- of the name Babilu, understood later as sig-

bably even before Ur. But this oould not nifying, 'Gate of God,' nor that Ba'nhi is

be the name of Kiengi.

What then do these words /\ien(/i Kiburbur

used by the Sumerians mean? K/eng/', a

lexicon informs us
(ii. 39, b, 9), should be

read mdtum. ' country.' It was, then,
' the

deriveil from hurbiir, or from another possible

pronunciation, balbal. But there may pos-

sibly be here, at the groundwork of the legend
of the Tower of Tongues, a remembrance,
more or less distinct, of the ancient Sum<!riaii

country.' prxr excellence, the native land, the appellation of Babylonia. However that may

country inhabited by the men of Sumerian be, here is a text which, if I properly under-

race. where the national language was spoken: stand it, gives strong evidence in favour of

for generally the distinctive sign of a race is the translation of Kiburbur which I propose.

the language.** Here, it seems to me, is a

strange way to distinguish the land of Sumer

from the land of Akkad, if tlie Akkadians

were, indeed, of the same race as the Sumer-

ians. And I add that the description of

the land of Akkad by Kiburbur would not be

less strange, if it were necessary to translate

these words, as has been done, by
' land of

the rivers,' or 'of the two rivers.' Akkad

had no more right to such a name than Su-

mer. On the contrary, if the two countries

were inhabited, at least at the period to

which our appellations go back, by different

races, we can very well utiderstand how the

land of Sumer had been termed by its

iidiabitants
' the country par excellence.^

I would then willingly seek for an opposition

of meaning between the two denoniinations

of Kiengi and Kiburbur. We know the

general tentlency of peoples to treat as liar-

barians, as n'/Xwtrnui^ D*J?!',9-' /Vim7s//,&c,...

The lexicon ii. 3o, 1), 17(cf. Strassmaier, no.

22:51), explains .-J^ ]|V ^T^ .i^y.< ^1^

by clilum. Gu Iturbur-Li-pale is evidently

'to speak the language of Akkail;' for we

know from ii. 7,l». 32, that
>^tjrj "^^T^ -^f^

:? signifies inutamu,
' he wlio pronounces,

who speaks,' from tamu. Now it is not impos-

ible that eUluni ntay have here the sense of

to speak badly, to stammer.' We can

easily compare eliluui with lieb. .71>', wiiieh

still awaits a certain etymological exiilanation.

The LXX: nearly always render '??.iy by

vijTTtoi;
wli)se primitive meaning is 'he who

does not speak yet, infans ;' anl, indeel,

riX) is usually employed in Heltrew tode-

seril»" an infant of tender age, Itut who is no

longer at the breast, since this word is perfectly

distinguished from PJT. See sp<'cially

Samuel, xv. 3. and xxii. 1 '.» : PJT ^y\ 771^5

*a iiarvnlo nscpie ;id laetentem.' It

C) I have idso thought <.r decomposing' /v'/>wy/ into Ki + nigi, 'country of tli<' iaiigu ige

par excell^'ncc. Yet. even admitting that a primitive form could be maintained, ,-/)^/

't.mgue'=^'/H<', T believe that in that sense they wouM rather have written m old Sumenau
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is plain, if the; Suuuu'iaiis could say. 'tospoak graphic writing, and that they replaced thise,

the hmguage oi: Akicad,' in tlio same sense as in reading, not liy tlieir exact translation, tint

the Greeks said tap^apn<bjjvtiv, that Sunier only by an equivalent:
' the land of Akkad

and Akkad were not eountries of the same orof Agade.' ^Ye can suppose also that, by

race and the same language. The Akkadians a sort of play upon the words, of which ex-

could not, in that case, be hut Semites, and their amples are not rare among any people, the

language could not hut be Babylonian.''

But how can we understand, if Kibarbiir

signifies in reality
' the land of stammering

of the barbarous language,' that the Baby_
lonians themselves and, after them, the As-

syrians, had accepted this little flattering ex_

expression Kiburhw Iiad been diverted from

its primitive meaning and was explained by
' land of the rivers.' It is this at least which

suggests the idea of an ideographic

variant of the name ctf Akkad, "^ y][ y][,

which could also be pronounced hurbiir in

pression to describe the land of Akkad, their .Sumerian,*'' a variant which does not appear
own country 1 1 should reply first that the except in the Assyrian texts, and which

words Kiharbar were to them only an ideo- seems to me to be a Semitic invention.

A. Amiaud.

(7'o he continued.)

7) I may be allowed to remark here what importance this simple line, ii. 'M^\k 17 would

assume in the controversy between the partisans and adversaries of the Sumerian, if my
interpretation should become certain.

8) The identification of this variant with the land of Akkad is due to Kev. .J. Strassmaier.

^.V ASSYRIA

Two liours' study in the British Museum will

convince anyone having a Aery moderate

knowledge of Assyrian of the unreliableness

of this publication. The pretensions of its

autlior, who has for so many years referred

Semitic scholars to this Ixjok, have been sucli

as to raise the highest hopes. There are many
scholars desirous of using Assyrian for com-

parative purposes who have not the time or

opportunity to copy tablets, or collect a large

glossary of words from the published inscrip-

tions. It is, therefore, of the Jiighest im-

portance that a work like this should b^

especially accurate, as to the existence of the

words which it treats or the copies of texts

which it gives. This work has neither merit.

Delitzscli has always shown that he cannot

decide between that which is certain and that

y LEXICON.-

which is probable or barely possible. AU
things in Assyrian are "

perfectly clear to

him. Assyrian inscriptions can be read like

the Tiniexy A man with sucli ghostly visions

is not jier i<e fitted for the sober task of work-

ing out a lexicon upon a sound philological

basis. But what are the tacts as to Delitzsch's

al)iiity to copy texts ? The careful student of

the third edition of his Lt'sestilcke will lie

astonished at the bad copying it shows.

Attention has been called in the IJxpo!<itur,

Sept. l^SO, to the interesting conclusions

that may be drawn from his copy of the

"
Heirathscontract," p. 125. It will only be

necessary here to call to notice some important

mistakes in K, 40, pp. 80-1 of the Lenentlicke;

Delitzscli has here failed to see that W. A.

I. V, pi. 20 No, 'd, is a duplicate of this and

*A)ssi/}-isches Worterbuch zur ge.sammten bisher verojfcntliclitni, KeilschriJ'tlitevatai'

nnter lieruckxichtigang zahireicher unrerofentlichter Te.de: von Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch-

Leipzig : .1. C. Hinrichs, 1887.
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tliat lines 29 and 8(1 in ('(tl. I n. ami fol. T I>.

1. 2ti-;i(; may all be
coni|ili'tL'il

trmii this iniL^-

nieiit. In addition to this the following crnns

are tti lie noted. Col. T a. 1. 13 is clearly to

he n'ad \ instead n( \^. c.l. 1 1 a. 1. 15, -^^e
>— is a yloss : 1. 17. there is no sueh charactei'

in Assyrian as he has drawn at the end of

tlie line, hnt the oriy-inal uives ^/*^ <|uit('

clear; 1. 3") J^. again is a gloss. There are

everywhere inaecnracies in the forms of the

<'haracters, one of the most glaring of wliich

is [K 81, eol. I 1. 57-8—the character follow-

ing ia. The valne of the character is un-

Uiiown, hut the learned professor ought to

learn its form, for what he gives us here is

little like that given liy the Assyrian scribe.

Perhaps the worst blunder in the text is to

be found in col. II b, 1. 7(*, where he has

read tt^ instead of
tyy. The latter character

is clear enough, and even if i1 were not, the

reading fKi-ha-ln 1. 0^5. above ought <o h:ive

shown liim what must be read here.

Now the question comes : Do these inne-

curacies go over into the WOvterbuch ? In

his copy of the ])art of the text just men-

tioned, pubhshed W. A. I. H'k in Col. 11 1 a,

]. OS, lie has failed to correct >-YT'^ into

.-y<yi^, although a glance at 1. 18 e, just al)Ove

Would have shown him the same character ex-

plained Iiy ][[.
Of course, if he has failed to cor-

,-ect these errors of copying in his pul)lication of

the texts, they will also be found in the HV<r-

ti'rbncli. Dr. Delitzsch has referred to liii<

very text on the cover of his liOok. What
is then the state of the case wi h those t<'Xts

which he has <jiven in tlit; book itself, follow-

jUg ;i nnxed, inaccurate ami unsciiolaily

Transcript ionsmethode"? His Wiirterinirli

is fidl of inaccuracies in the forms of the

chara<'lers, as well as the most inexciisiible

blunders in
cojiying. There are no less

tlian fifteen mistak<'s in his copy of K. '12!')

(p. Ill) a letter conliiiiiinn- II Ilni'>. In

K 18;5 tlie following mnv be imtcil. In

line 18, at the beginning, he has read hn-iid-

ri, which is ut cily itiipo^sible. Tlie tablet

is not very clear, but it is ditniii tliat J)c-

l;^/.s(li's reading will not do : and it i> highly

probable that the correct readii'g is ha-di u

.ii-s-(i, "joy and shouting," which suits the

connection
;

1. 19, the reading is kn-rhi-fhi-ci

'e. The third character cannot be ^Jj as

Delitx.sch reads. The cbai^Kti-r preceding

the la^t ill 1. 12 is clcnrly ^^^Jf. and if it

were not, bow would tlie Professor translate

bis .^Y*^'? In S. 1(H;4, a beautiful little

tablet, be fails to read two words. The end

of liiie lii is to be read inn trp-pi-iu
'

u; on

his face.' Delitzsch gives us X^ instead of

C^Y. :iiid the
-^J.-

lie cannot make out at all.

The last Wold in I. -11 is me-iiie-ni. Cf.

PiiKJies, in S. A. Smith's Kcilsvhrifttexte

Asuvbuiiiixds, Heft J I. p, G:i . He tells us

K. 542, 1. 22, that there are two characters

wanting. The reading here is
.-ty »!; J5^-

To show Delitzsch's limited knowledge of the

characters, it may iie noted that, on the mar-

gin opposite 1. 21, as well as in the lAtcnir.

Ci'vtralhUM, Apr. Ki. 1SN7. he has stated

that Strassmaier reads al-la hi-ln. while tlie

fact is that Strassmaier tloes iio -ucli thing,

but simi)ly imitates the writing on the talilet,

wliicli maizes only a \i'ry slight diH'erence

between the /" and tin' fi-. The fact is that

the learned I'rofessor could not read the

characters aftiM- tliey had been drawn for

him.

Prof. Delit/sch some ye:irs ago changed

the reading />///' of the hjiiglish Assyriologists

tor///'.
*

lord," but now he has returned, we

are gratified to note, to this reading, and

gives the un,\ (p. l.")(i) as 71^;.,. Inhisnote^

p. 152 If., he points to J)r. densen's proof

of this reading Z A 1, o99. und considers

tlie iomI will: -y as ii.iw settled. If all this

lie true, how is it that Delitzsch gave
"
V^nt^ i

gross sein oder werden I'thi, I'ti'Ihi erhaben

Herr," with so much certainty in his Legi-

st ncLr. p. 1 ;'.s ?

It is not here denied that lie has been able

to deteniiiiie some new iiieaiiings for dilTer-

eiit routs, and to cdrreci some mistaki's in

Strassmaier's cojiies. but that any one can

do. Delitzsch has, however, liy no means

copied .so well as Strassmaier, in his e\-

jilaiiations he takes uii too much space wi(h
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well-known wor(l<. Wliv. U>r instance,

sliould tlu'ee jiagfs be devoted to tlie word

(ifjtt,
* father" ?

I)Ut it wonld be inijtossible to point out

:dl the nitstakes tlie writer lias found by

using the book only a few Imurs. He has

not even singled out the worst ones so far as

the copies of the texts are concerned. Tlieir

name is legion. This is but the hrst of t'^n

parts whicli contains KbS autographed pages.

The cost of it is one and one-half guineas.

After the work is finished the price for the

whole will be <£2(», a price which puts it

beyond the reach of most students of Assyrian.
If the parts yet to come are not much better

than this, since the work of Strassniaier is

sufficient for the Semitic scholar, who can

decide the meanings of the words from the

passages there given at least as well as Prof,

Delitz^ch has done it, we must doubt very
much whetlier he will contribute £20 worth

to Assyrian lexicogra])hy.

Bel-iuni.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES.

Lecture III.

Two gods to be cousidereil—Eaand Bel.

Ea was the god of the deep and of

wisdom. Ea had the form of a fish and
tlie voice of a man, came among men,

taught them all things and returned to the

sea, corresponds to the Oannes of" the

Greeks. The seat of the worship of Ea
was Eridu, which means "good city." It

stood at the mouth of the Euphrates,
4000 B.C. Was its culture imported 1 Is

Ea of foreign origin ? LejDsius said this

culture was imported. But the civilization

and the cuneiform Avriting were bound

together and there is no trace of

hieoroglyphs. Telloli and Egypt were con-

nected, as a stone testifies. Early com-
merce with India. Ea may have been

foreign, but there is no proof of it. Eu was
also the god of pure light.

Nipur was the home of another worship.
Bel was the god

—
originally called Mid-lil.

Lilat or Lilifh, the feminine of HI passed to

the Hebrew (Isaiah). He caused the deluge,
and was not allowed to come to the sacri-

fice. Long before this ho was called Bel.

Eridu and Nipurwere the schools of Baby-
lonian Semitic thought.

Ur was the seat of the worship of the

moon. Each city had its moon-god. The

sun-god was the off-spring of the moon-

god. The moon is made to be a pale
refiection of the sun. The Accudian idea

was that the nii on existed before the sun.

Sijjpara was the great seat of the worship
ot the sun-god. This was the seat of eai ly

^epitic power. Wherever tlie Semite

conquered the sun-god was worshipped.
In Erech the sky was considered divine.

In early times little was known of Ana.
As the Semitic Anu he becomes known

;

Ann and Dagon are associated in

Asurnazirpal. The word denoted originally
the visible heaven, but latei- the invisilde

heaven. It was only a stej) further to

make him the universe. Pantheistic

lather than monotheistic. The god of the

winds and tempest was Martu in Acca-

dian. He was united with Kammanu, the

air-god. The Masorites identified hira

with rimmon, the pomegranate. All was
made Semitic wherever the Semites went.

In Egypt the older Nubians drove out the

Semites of the north after .^00 years, but
the older inhabitants of Baljylonia were
never so fortunate.

Lecture IV.

One mythological poem is still preserved
to us—The Descent of Istar into Hades.

Afiairs had come to a standstill in the

upper world ;
a council of the gods was held

and she was commissioned to descend to

Hades, which she does. The poem throws

light on the Old Testament. Jeremiah

uses the same words—" Ah me.
" Tammuz

and Istar of the Babylonians correspond
to Adonis and Aphrodite of the Greeks.

The goddess cries like the women of Judah.

The cleath of Adonis announced his resur-

rection. The resurrection of Tammuz
was commemorated as w^ell as his death.

In Babylonia Tammuz was the sun-god of

spring, but afterwards became that of

summer ;
his primitive home was in Eden
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whicli the Babylonians placed in the

vicinity of Eridu. The cedar was called

the ''tree of life," and was employed in

incantations. The palm was much used

and was possibly the '" tree of life
"

of

another place than Eridu.

Tammuz did not stand alone. Other

cities knew of the destruction of sun-gods.
Istar is at once the most faithful consort,

and the most brilliant cocpiette. New
elements entered into Istar. In the time

of Asurbanipal and Nabonidus she is a

combination. The is Semitic, but on a

non-Semitic basis. She is not found in

Arabia, but only where Accadian influence

is felt. Traces of non-Semitic— 1. She is

not merely a female reflection, 1 )Ut indepen-
dent. Tammuz is but t'.ie bridegroom of

Istar. 2. The important difference be-

tween Istar and the Astoreth of Phoenicia.

Astoreth was the goddess of the moon
;

Istar was not. Istar ceased to be the pure

goddess of the evening star. The

worshipper must mourn the loss of her

consort with her. Tiie abominations con-

nected with her worship are denounced by
the prophet, and beheld in astonishment

by the Greeks. The Babylonians did not

produce prophets, but scribes, who formed
a purer worship.
The earlier kings of Assyria paid little

attention to Istar, l)ut with Esarhaddon all

is changed. Asurl>anipal inherits this de-

%votion to Istar from him. In trouble the

great kiug at once calls upon Istar. She
is represented in human form. The deities

of Babylonia are very human in form and
character. There is a great contrast to the

forms of Egyptian gods. This is also not

true of Accadia as the older i)ictures show.

In early times each tribe had its fofein or

animal.

The storm biid is identified with Zu.

The wind, in many mythologies, is repre-
sented as a storm-bird descending down-
wards. He desires to become Mui-iil and
assumes his attributes, but is driven away
and changed to a bird.

Sickness was ascribed to demoniacal

possession. The plague was hold to be
divine. The IJabylonians saw in the god
ofdeath another plague god.

Lecture V.

The hymns introduce us to a world of

gods. The ]>al)yloniau Kig Veda. The

l)eriteutial psalms are much like those in

the Old Testament. They probably were

produced gradually, anJ then were

collected together and made sacred. The

hymns are older than the text in which

they are found. Medical receipts, diftering

little from one of to-day, are found in the

midst of spells and incantions to drive

away disease. It is thus seen that incanta-

tions gather around the hymns, and that

divine worship was a performance and not

a devotion. Sometfmes there is no Acca-

dian original. Hymns to the sun-god
removed the curse that had fallen upon
anyone. Many Accadian texts were not

Accadian in origin ;
Accadian was learned

like Latin in the middle ages. As an

artificial literary language, Accadian main-

tained its i)lace for centuries. We can

detect them. Comjjositions containing
Semitic ideas are of a later date. The
flood I believe to l)e the product of the

age of Asurbanipal. The story of Izdubar

is a collection of historic accounts. The
account of the deluge is compiled from two

separate accounts, in one of which it is

ascribed to the sun-god, and in the other

to Bel. The Descent of Istar is composed
from more than one original. There is

often no connection.

Lenormant's theory is, in the main, still

true
;
much remains to be explained.

There is a Zi, or spirit, in all things. The
arrow in the air, fire and the stars above,
all had their spirits or life. Moral ideas are

wl'.oUy wanting in the older hymns. They
had not yet entered the garden of P^den

and eaten of the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil. Disease was regarded as

possession by spirits. The medicine men

expelled them. Animals as well as other

objects had each a special spirit. The idea

of the existence of good spirits and their

superioty over ihe evil marked an advance.

From this point we can trace development.
The good and »'vil spiiits aie Dppi.srd to

lach other. The old nu-dicinc man became
a priest. The (\arth and the sky were the

first creators. Tiie gods were amenable to

the si)ells of the sorcerer.

\\'e enter on the era of hymns. Two
classes of hynnis according to Dr. Hommel.
1. Those shewin i: no connection with
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magical ideas. 2. Those showing traces of

them to a greater or less extent. The hymns
all had a Semitic oiigin; the Accadian is

merely a translation. The sun-god became

the Samas of the Semites. The Accadian

was acceptable to the gods. How far they
have come to us in their original form we
cannot say. Some we know have been

changed. The gods become human
,
the

old totemism has passed away. Family
connection was introduced among the gods.
A god cannot be addressed alone—a

iroddess is with him.

What were the Adews of the Babylonians

concerning a future life 1 The earlier

texts limit everything to this life. Their

ideas of the ghost world were rather misty.
Hades was that of Homer. Later the

doctrine of the immortality of the soul is

found. They prayed for life hereafter in

the land of the Silver Sky.
Lecture VI.

Theolos-ical ideas of creation are found

very early. Some tried to account for the

woild by development, and to make the

gods a development as well. There wt.rc

two theories— the genealogical and the

creative. The Semites regarded the world

to be a birth or emanation ; the Accadians

considered it to have been created by the

gods. The account of Berosus does not

come directly from him
;

it was copied by
Polyhistor. It includes two inconsistent

accounts, which do not fit together. Both
accounts tell us that there Avas a chaos at

the beginning filled with life. The

beginnings of Darwinisin are to be found
here. The legend of Cutha, that remains

to us from the library at Nineveh, agrees
in the main with Berosus. The watery
abyss was the sonrce of all things.
The creation tablet opens very much

like Genesis. The cosmogony here given
bears marks of a late date. The Tiamat
of the first creation tablet and the Tiamat
of the fourth are very different. I doubt
whether in its present form it is older than

the time of Asurbanipal. The Assyrian

cosmological tablet is very incomplete.
The i)art preserved gives the creation of

the host of heaven. Another tablet re-

cords the creation of animals. The Baby-
lonian Genesis is neither simple nor uniform.

In each case the present creation was pre-
ceded by another. Ea (Cannes) rose out

of the Persian gulf Eridu gives us this

idea
;

it went westward to the shores of

the Mediterranean.
The creation story is the different

theories put together. Its spirit is

materialistic. The tablet states that

heaven was first created out of the deep,

just as in Genesis. It differs in two re-

spects from the Bible. Instead of the

creation of vegetation on the third day,
there is an interpolation of cha^s, and the

seventh day is a day of Avork and not of

rest.

Babylonia Avas really the cradle of

astronomy. Before the temples Avere made
the year Avas divided into tAvelve parts.

Thus the zodiac Jiad its origin. They had
not learned to look for causes. They were

guilty of the fallacy,
"
post hoc ergo

propter hoc." Thus astrology grew up. It

was assumed that if a war occurred at a

certain time it would occur again when
the same astromical phenomenon should

return.

Totemism pre-supposes a worship of the

stars. It started from the prominence of ^

the evening and morning stars. We
should expect to find river Avorship. We
do to some extent. We must remember
that the rivers of Babylonia did not bring
unmixed good like the Nile in Egypt.

They required dams, and sometimes were
the cause of great destruction. The

greatest mound was Borsippa. The tablet

givint; an account of Avhat I believe to be

the building of the toAver of Babel, identi-

fies it with the illustrious mound. The

worship of stones is also found.

S. A. S.

[No, 11. of "Glimjises of Babylonian and Assyrian Life,'' entitled "A Babylonian Wed-

ding," Avill appear in next number.]
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3. ^ 44f .4. ^r j^ ^J ^ j^^ ->f H J^ ^J TL C^thT <t^

<-;??? ^ j^:]^ :irT "£141 ^ t^ c-^^ -+ ^4 ^4 t? 1r1^ hk i

iri¥ r ^^Tn -^i? t^ ^^r4 ^^f tm j^ <« -^

Reverse.

9- ^ -^ M 7^ nn^f in ¥ I -m >^ ir r j^ <<< -+

T ->f <:^^r >^ >^m ¥ y <-^- BVr ir i :w^ mi

t ir r j^ <^< -Hf-

ir T j^ <« -HF- T-+ <-ir« ^/m ¥ I ^^i^^i^t^ r a "bt^t

15- ir T j^ <« -+ < T -HF- 4f ^ -^ M -::5T ^nm ¥ r JFf^ -HF- <:^^r ir t <^ t^^ '4^ n

i8. T ^>< ^^ Hff^ 77 J^- 4 -^J^Ilf

12

*
Here, apparently, an erasure.

t Here an erasure, the scribe having begun to write line 13 in the blank space.
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THE VARIOUS NAMES OF SUMER AND AKKAD
IX THE CUNEIFORM TEXTS,

(concludedfrom p. \2i).

The ideogram "^ "^C^I^T lU employed seek for certain expressions more suitable to

to describe the lantl of Sumer should also be the new order of things.

held, in my opinion, as of Semitic invention.

It is certain that we never meet that ideogram

in any cuneiform text before the period of

Sargon. The earlier kings of Babylonia or

They found these in^ ^^]]t^ Jg[
and in

-]Sf S=yil< ]\<-
^'he texts only offer

a single example of this last expression, dis-

covered by an ingenious remark of Mr.

A. A.

Assyria, who had the title
"
kings of Sumer Pinches, P.S.B. A., iii, p. 44. But, although

and Akkad," always had written phonet- it might never succeed in supplanting in

ically Sumeri, when they had not preserved common use tlie name of Kiburbur, whose

the ancient writing Kiengi. Sec, e. g., i, 35, persistence I have sought to explain before,

No. 3, 20, and the inscription of Teglath- it is evident that it is it indeed the true

phalasar IT, published by Prof, Schrader. pendant of mat Eine-kii. It has been pro-

Not that I pretend to fix as late as Sargon posed to translate the two denominations by
the creation of the name ^m<?-^"M. It is '-land of the language of the masters or chiefs"

enough for me that it should be the work of =Sumer, and by
" land of the language of

the Semites of Mesopotamia, as far back, the servants or slaves" = Akkad. That

besides, as one would wish it to go. To deny translation would be yet much more favour-

that the Assyrians or Babylonians could able to the opinion of M. Oppert, who sees

have thought of creating out of all the parts in tlie Sumerians and Akkadians peoples of

a Sumerian expresfiion, is impossible, because distinct race, than to that of his opponents,

we have the case of Asarhaddon, giving to a But it would thou be necessary to admit

palace which had been built by him the that the two names in question should go

name of
^J:| ^y>- tJJJ J^ ^ ^"^

ekallu pa- back also to the time of the Sumerian dom-

qidat kalamu, (i, 47, col. G, 1. 25). The

Semites had properly excellent reasons to

modify the primitive Sumerian appellations, if

these indeed did signify
" the land jxtr ex-

cellence, and the land of the barbarians."

It was they
—these barbarians of another

time, who now held the power, and who had

inherited the civilizatimi of tlicir old masters;

it was their language which reigned without

a rival in the two countries. Yet they could

not absolutely reverse the terms of the aiiciciii

formula, the Sumerian liaviut,' become tolbcin

a sacred language. They felt contented h>

Vol.. I.—No. 9. , [12;>J

ination
; otherwise, it would not have I)een

worth the trouble, for the Semites, to change
tlie primitive aj)})ollations. Besides, the

translations of
TcJ rabu, by 'master, chief,' and

'^\
izj\'^<^{iitikalhi, by

'

servant, slave,' are

notcertain. One Assyriologist even. Prof. Paul

llaupt, who had at first ailmittetl them, has

since sliewn hiiuseU rather ilisposed to aban-

don them. He hiis written in the /Critsr/ir/f't

fi'ir KeilschriJ't/arschn.nf/, ii., p. I'll'.l :
"
T^

wird ja allerdiiigs V, K. 1;!, If ;i, dureli

mill'/ erkliirt, aber dies Iiedeulet doeli behr

uiiil nielit Hen-;" and a little farther on :

July, 1887.
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"t:TTT< heisst niclit Sklave, sondeni Bote."

Perhaps I have some better interpretations

to propose. As I hope to show further on

tli.it Meluliha has never had anything in

common witli Akkad, nor Mdcjan anything
in common with Sumer, there is therefore no

more reason to write mdl Emelu^^a, as Dr.

Delitzsch would have it, than to read mat

Emela^^a, as Mr. Pinches has proposed.

In my opinion, this last scholar is correct.

But, instead of translating with him ' the

land of the pure tongue,' since the primitive

sense of la^ was •

brilliant, clear,' I translate

it :
' the land of the clear, comprehensible

language.'^ Here indeed is a name which

the Akkadian Semites, having become mas-

ters of Babylonia, could give to their country.

As to the name of mat Erne-ku, it appears
to me that it might be explained thus :

' the

land of the language of oracles,' or ' the

land of the language of incantations, of ex-

orcisms,' that is to say, the land of the sacred

language. The Sumerian was, in fact, just

that to the Semites of Babylonia and Assyria.

I admit that my explanation rests entirely

upon the following hypothesis, which I sub-

mit for the appreciation of Assyriologists. We
are quite aware that J£J exchanges in Assyri-

an with the ideogram ^-Jz^ffyy
in the

sense of tukultu,
*

protection.' It concerns

us to admit that Jg[
had still the other

meanings of ^'^^CftTI' namely : hasdjm,

•incantare,' Heb. ^^'3,— ittu, plural iddti^

'augur, oracle, formula of exorcism,
'^ Heb.

n'l"'n
,
— baru,

' to have a prophetic vision.'

Perhaps a beginning of proof might be found in

behalf of that community of signification in

the fact that ^=^tcmu=siprii (V. 38, c.

35
; ii, 48, d, 17); for oracles and dreams are

the messages and communications which

come to us from the gods. I add that J^y
^l^
= kalii (cmc sal), ii, 21, b, 39, could

be but a dialectal spelling for amelu

>yy<y ^y'-Jl^yyyy , winch we know from

the Assyrian Dictionary of Prof. Delitzsch,

verbo abarahku. Since kalu signifies
'

priest' (Zimmern), the translation ' man of

oracles,' would agree very well with its Sumer-

ian equivalent >^Jg[. Moreover, if
^.-^^yyyy

has indeed the reading se, (Delitzsch, Ileb.

^- Assyr., p. 26), we could compare with it

the reading sic of the sign Jg[.

It remains for me to speak of the names

of Mdgan and Meluhha in which many
Assyriologists would see two other appellations

of Sumer and Akkad. Not indeed that

they deny that these names could be ap-

plied still to different countries
;
but they

admit that M'igan signifies sometimes Egypt,
sometimes Sumer,—that Meluhha designates

sometimes Ethiopia, sometimes Akkad.

Already, at the first glance, such a duality of

sense appears very strange. Strong proofs

would be needed to render it admissible, and

I hope to show how insutficient are those which

have been furnished. These are they, as

they have been presented first by Piof,

Schrader, Keilinschriften und Gescliichtsfor-

schung, p. 282—299. and, after him, by
Prof. Delitzsch, Wo lag das Paradies ? p,

129, ff.3

1. The very name of Mdgan decomposes

into md,
'

vessel,' and gan,
•
river.' The

country of Mdgan signifies, therefore,
' land

1) I do not believe that the writing ^]]]<,
in place of

^y,
could make a dilficulty, above

all if the relatively recent origin of the expression mdt Emela^^a is admitted. Cf„ besides,

5:yyy<, mlm,
' to purify.

2) On this last moaning, see IV, 3, col. I, 30 : ittnsn gnmirtu. marhassu vianvia ul tdi,

• the ff>rmula which cures head-aclie, which fetters it,' no one knows it.'—
The^ meaning of

'oracle, augur,' is more frequent. I sliall only cite IV, G3, b, 11 : Sin, bel age, pdris pur-

tisse, mtikallim iddti,
'

Sin, the lord of destinies, who pronounces decrees, who gives oracles.'

.3) Consult, against tlio opinion of Profs. Schrmler and Delitzsch, the objections already

formulated by M. Halevy, Melanges de critique et d'histoire, p. 152.
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of navigable rivers,' a designation wliich niiglit

be applied as well to Lower Babylonia as to

Lower Egypt. The translation of yan by
'

river,' being today no longer tenable, Prof.

Delitzscli contents himself, without proposing

another, with insisting upon the etymology

of the first part of Md-gan, which discovers,

under this name, a country rich in vessels,

largely open to navigation, such as Southern

Babylonia, (Faradies, p. 139). But I do

not believe that it would be wise to apply a

similar system of interpretation to the proper

names, as well as to the common Sumerian

names. The proper names can have been

simply borrowed names. The Latins spoke

of Assyria and Babylonia; now, who would

tliink of explaining these two words by the

Latin language? Nothing forbids the idea

that Mdgan represents a foreign denomina-

tion, e. g., the liyo of Judges, x. 12, in

the environs of Petra, in Arabic \j^^.

2. An ancient geographical list of towns

and countries of wliich none, they say, takes

us to any distance from the region watered

by the Tigris and Euphrates, mentions the

country of Mdgan-hi and Meluhha-ki (IV,

88, No. 1). And what concurs to prove the

purely Mesopotamiau character of this list is

that Phenicia, 7Ka« Martuovmdt Aharrt, does

not appear there. I do not believe, however,

that one would seek to rank in the number

of Mesopotamiau countries Elam : Min-I:i

(col. I, 1. 19), Av.sin (col. L I IG), nor

eveuDilmun:iV<7«M/(col. I, 1. 21). Indeed

it must be readily admitted that the list in

question contains some foreign countries,

since the subscripti(jn or the table of matters,

as they like to call it, has judged it necessary

to make mention of them, and distinguishes

them even from the countries of Elam: al mat

Elamti. al mat nukurti (col. 2, last lines).

We have here to do with a list of the countries

known l)y Babylonia, and trading with her

at a time doubtless very ancient, and the

inscriptions of Gudea prove to us that

il/(7<7anand Meluhha, two adjacent countries

of the Red Sea, had the right to be placed in

such a list. I am not sure, on the other

baud, that Phonicia ought to appear there

necessarily ;
for I do not know if our list

does not preserve the remembrance of a

time anterior to the instalbitii'U of the

Phenlcians on the s'lores of the Mediterranean,

or to the relations of the Babylonians with

this people. I doubt whether, in the old

inscriptions which relate to Sargon of

Agade and to Naiam-Siu, indt Murtn-hi

really designates Phenicia. With Kudur-

mabug, ar least, it appears certain that Martu-

ki exchanges with Emutbala (cf. I, 2, No,

iii, 1. i; I. 5, No. xvi, 1. 10; Lenormant,

Textes Cune'iformes No. 70). The geograph-
ical application of the name of Martu-ki could

be easily modified in the course of time, since

it signifies originaally nothing but " land

of the West."

3. In a lexicographical tablet (II. 4G),

mention is made of ships of Surip^ ak, of

Assar, of Ur, of Akkad, of Dilmun, of Mak-

kan and of Meluhha (b, 1. 1-7 );
—of copper

plates from Makkan, Meluhha, L^r and

Akkad, (c, 48-51) ;

— of thrones or seats

from Makkan and IMeluhha (a, 1. 7S 79).

Here, there is no doubt that Mdgan {^=^Mak-

kaii) and MehiJiha appear in the midst of

countries all merely Mesopotamiau. But if

Mdgan and Meluhha signify Sumer and

Akkad, why is double mention made of the

ships and plates of Akkad, of the ships and

plates of Sumer, first under the denomination

of ships and plates of Akkad and Ur,

(which evidently represents Sumer), and

second, under the denomination of ships

and plates of Mdgan and MeluJfha ? Does

anyone assert that our tablet is purely lexi-

cographical ? In that case, no information as

to geography should be sought for there.

I do not believe, liowever, lluit tlicre would be

ground for taking up this last iiositioii. 1

think the lexicographer has been uatiu-ally

led to enumerate, after their nationality or

their principal Imildiiig ports, the ships

lie had been accustomed to see in the

waters of Babylonia. Those of countries
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adjacent to the Red Sea ought consequently

to figure in his enumeration
;

for doubtless

from a very remote period there had already

existed commercial relations between the

shores of that sea and Mesopotamia. On the

other hand, there could be no mention there-

fore of ships of Phenicia. As to the elippii of

thelandof^rt^^i or Syria, which the dwellers

on the banks of the Euphrates or Tigris could

in fact see floating on the waters of those rivers,

since Sennacherib used such to cross the Per-

sian Gulf from the land of Bit-yakin to the

land of Elam, (Taylor's Cylinder, Col, 4,

1. 26), it is probable tliat they were only

boats built on the high Euphrates, and

which no one could think of mentioning

beside larger ships, prepared for long voy-

ages. Besides, our tablet, wliich gives in

its first line the ships of Surippak, seems

to preserve to us the remembrance of a time

long before that of Sennacherib. And then

it can be asked : What do we know of the

relations of Babylonia and Syria at that very

ancient time ? Till now I have spoken only

of the ships of Mdgan and Meluhha
; but,

if my reasoning be correct in regard to them,

it is necessarily so also to the plates and the

thrones of these countries, whatever may be

the peculiarities which marked, in the eyes

of the inhabitants of Mesopotamia, the for-

eign origin of these articles.

4. We find Mdgan and Meluhha again

mentioned in a list of 47 mountains known

to the Babylonians, with a description of

their products (II, 51, No. 1). As this list

names Amanus, Libanus, Atilur, and other

mountains certainly situated beyond Meso-

potamia, it is naturally here no longer upon

ground: of neighbourhood that Prof. Delitzsch

supports his indentification of Mdgan=Su-
mer and o; MeluhhazzziWikad, He has re-

course to this other argument. All the names

Jn the list in vTjuestion are those of mountains,

while Mdgan aad Meluhha are known only

as the names of places or countries.-* This

argument is hardly satisfactory. Switzer-

land is certainly also a country ;
but that

does not prevent us saying : the mountains

of Switzeriaud. This objection could be

made to Prof. Delit/2sch, that there are no

mountains in Babylonia. He has replied in

advance by stating hat sad signifies
' hillock

as well as 'mountain.' This reply evades

the real question. Whether the list II, 51,

iSTo. 1. be purely geographical, as is Prof.

Delitzsch'sopininn, or at bottom a magical

litany, as M. Halevy has maintained, its

peculiarity and importance lie in the fact

hat it informs us of the principal products

of each of the enumerated places. We thus

understand that Mdgan was the country or

the mountain of copper, Meluhha, the land

or mountain of turquoises. What, therefore,

would need to be proved, is not that Mdgan
and Meluhha might be only hills, and con-

sequently may be sought for in Babylonia,

but that in Babylonia there were mines of

copper and beds of turquoises.

5. Again, they would argue from IV,

13, No. 1, recto, 1. 14, ff., where mention is

made of the high land, that is to say, Elam,

and of the country of Mdgan, in two succes-

sive verses of a hymn to Adar. What could

Adar, a Babylonian god, have to do with

Egypt? it has been asked. Evidently here

Mdgan is the low land, Chaldea, in opposi-

tion to the high land. Unless, however, I

should reply, we can translate thus the

passage invoked : Istu mdti eltti linna-[^siJi\

istu sad mahlcan luhlu- ^jiissu"],
atta era

dannu hima inaski tu ,
'Whether it

be taken out of the land of Elam, or whe-

ther ti be brought from the mountains of

Makkan, it is th(ju who [makest flexible]

like a skin the hard copper.'

6. The proximity of Mdgan and of Apiral

should be proved, they said, by the inscription of

Naram-Sin, I, 3, No. vii. I have elsewhere^

4) Paradies, \\\ 102 & 105.

5) ^,QQi\\(i Eevutd'Ass!jriologie,\\, Paris, 1887. And cf. Hommel, Gescldchte Assyriens
vnd Bahyloniens, pp. 279 and 309,
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slmwii tliat this iusrri|)tii)ii must ln' rca'l as

follows : Naram-Siu, king of four ren'ioiis;
—

bur nainrnfi ^fdgHll-l^/— " vase (brought as)

spoil from the land of Afdf/an." As to

IV, ;U, 1), 1. 10— 18, the cxamiuaticm of ho

text as a whole establishes that the lines 10—
14 are entirely independent of the lines

15—18.
7. Lastly, some expressions like gan Mak-

l-a.n (V, 32, No. 4, 1. (U, ().5),
and s<ihu

maL-k(X}iu (II, (I b, 28) are nseless to prove

anvtliinfj. Babylonia was not the only conn-

try where reeds and wild boars were to be

found.

I beg to remark, and this is my prin-

cipal obiectiou,—that nearly all the docu-

mcnts appealed to in favour of a Mdgan-=.

to Sumer and of a Meluhha = to Aklcad

are dry enumerations of proper names

lexicons rendering simply the Snnierian

word by its Semitic transcription, texts of a

hardly decided kind, fragmentary, without

context, made rather to suggest questions tlian

to solve them. On the contrary, every time

that Mdgan and Meluhhn are named in a

connected discourse, in a historical narrative,

the general sense compels us, by tlie very

avowal of those scholars whose opinion I

oppose, to recognise in them countries foreign

to Babylonia. l>ut where are these countries

to be placed? Another problem, upon
which Assyriologists are divided, and whose

study shall form the subject of a succeeding

article.

A. Amiaud.

THE BORSIPPA INSCRimON OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR.

In the transliition of this inscription,
the text of which is to be found, W'.A.I.,
vol I., pi. ol, No. 1, I have tried to give
the original as literally as possible, in order

to better enable those readers who may
not read Assyrian readil}', to study with

ease. I have taken the trouble to collate

the text and the result of this is given in

the notes below. Although there are a few

meaning, and some explanations given be-

low will aid in arriving at the true trans-

lation of several passages in other texts of

IMebuchadnezzar. The transcription is

given in separate syllables, so that it may
be more convenient for Semitic scholars

who may not have found time to make
themselves perfectly ffimilar with the

Babylonian character. The most im-

words which I am not able to explain, yet portant variant readings are called attention

the inscription is quite clear in its general to in the notes.

Transcription.
Na - hi - um - ku - du - ur - ri u • su - ur sar Babili

ri - e - a - um ki -
i
- uum i

- tu - ut ku - uii li - ib - hi JNlarduk

is - sa - ak - ku si -
i

- ri na - ra - am Na - hi - um
mu - da - a e - im - ga sa al - ka - ka - a - at ilani rabute

5 ba - sa - a u - zu - na - a - su

sa - ak - ka - na - ku la a - ni - Jia za - ni - in Ksatriril

u K - zi - da

aplu a - sa - ri - du sa Na - bi - um - ablu - u - su - ur

sar BAbili a -na - ku

1(1 i
- nu - um Marduk l)c - li ra - lii - w

ki -
)ii - is ib - na - an - ni - ma

za - ni - iwi- ut - su e-bi - su u - ma -
'
- ir - an -

Na - bi-um pa - ki - id ki -is - sa, - at sa.mi -
("'

hattu i
- sa -ar - ti'" n - sa - at - mi -ili ga - (u

IT) P^saggil c - kal sa - mi - c u ir - si - li'"

ni

u ir - si - ti'"

u - a
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su - ba - at bel ilani Marduk
E -ku - a pa - pa - ha bi - e - lu - ti - su

hurasi na - aui - ri sa - al - la - ri-is as - tak - ka - an

E - zi - da e - es - si - is e -
pu - us - ma

20 i
- na kaspi hurasi ni - si - ik - ti™ ab -nam

e - ra - a mis - ma - kan - na erinu

u - sa -ak - li - il si - bi - ir - su
A

E - temen - an - ki zi - ku - ra - at Bubili

e - pu - us u - ia-ak - li - il - ma
2.'> i - na a - gur - ri xa - mat e - el - li - ti™

u - ul - la - a ri - e - si - sa

i-nu-mi-su E - ur • VII -au - ki zi-ku-ra-at Bar- sip

sa sar ma - ah - ri i - pu - su - ma
XLII ammatu u - za -ak - ki -ru -ma

30 la u - ul - la - a ri - e - sa - a - sa

ul - tu li - urn ri - e - ku - ti™ in - na - mu - u -ma

la su - te - su - ru mu - si - e mi - c - sa

Column II.

zu - un -num u ra - a - ilu

u - na - as - su - u li - bi • it - tu - sa

a - gu - ur - ri ta - ah - lu - ub - ti - sa up - ta - at - ti - ir - mi
li - bi - it - ti ku - uiu - mi - sa is - sa -

pi
- ik ti - la - ni - is

5 a-na e bi-si-sa be-li ra - bi- u Marduk
u - sa -at - ka - an - ni li - ib - ba

a - sa - ar sa la e - ni - ma la u - na - ak - ki - ir te - mc - en - sa

i-na arhi sa-al-iuu i - na ami |magiru
li - bi - it - ti ku - um - mi • si u a -

gur
- ri ta - ah - lu - ub - ti -sli

10 ap - ta - a - ti e - ik-si - ir - ma
mi - ki - it - ta - sa u - us - zi - iz - ma
si - ti - ir su - mi - ia

i-na ki - tir - ri ap
- ta - a - ti - sa as - ku - un

a - na e - bi - si - sa

15 u u - ul - lu - u ri - e - si - s;i ga
- ta as - ku - tm

Na - bi - um ablu ki -
i
- nu'» su - uk - ka - al - lam si -

i
- ri

si- it - lu - tu na - ra - am Marduk

fe • ip
- si - tu - It - a a - na tla - mi - ik - ti™ ha - di - is

na - ap
- li-is- ma

20 ba - la - ta™ dara - a se - bi - e li - it - tu - ti™

ku - un kussi la - ba - ri pa
- li - e - su - um - ku - tu na - ki - ri

ka - sa.da™ mata ai - l)i a - aa si - ri - ri - ik - tim su - ur -ka -am

i
- ua li'u a - ki ki -

i
- nu'u mu-ki - iu pu - lu. uk

sa - mi- - e u ir - si - tim

25 i- bi a - ra - ku u - mi - ia su - du - ur li - it - tu - u - tim

ma - ha - ar Marduk sar sa - mi - c u ir - si - ti m

a - bi a - li - di - ka e -
ip

- so - tu -u - a su - um -
gi

- ri

ki - bi du - um - ku - u - a

Na - bi - um - ku - du - ur - ri - u su - ur
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30 iTi sarru za - ni - na - an

li - is - sa - ki in i na pi
-> i . ka

Translation.

Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon,

the faithful shepherd, the supporter of the decision of the heart of Merodach,

the exalted priest, the beloved of Nebo,

the understanding, the wise [one], who, for the heroic deeds of the great .gods,

5 lias attentive ears,

the ruler, who does not grow weary, the finisher of Esaggil and Ezida,

the first-born son of Nabopolassar,

king of Babylon [am] I.

10 As Merodach, the great lord,

faithfully created me and

sent me to make its restoration,

Nebo, the protector of the host of heaven and earth,

a righteous sceptre caused my hand to grasp,

15 Esaggil, the palace of lieaven and earth,

the dwelling-place of the lord of the Gods Merodach,

Ekua, the sanctuary of his lordship,

with glittering gold like a wall I erected,

Ezida anew I made and

20 with silver, gold, precious stones I built
;

with copper, mis wood from Mukan, cedar,

I finished its building.

E-temen - an -
ki, the tower of Babylon

I made, finished and

25 with a covering of glittering bright stones (?)

I erected its top,

At this time jfe/- ur- VII -an- ki, tlie tower of Borsippa.

which the previous king built had

made 42 ells high, but

30 did not erect its top,

from days of old had decayed' and

the drains for its water had not been kept up,

Column II.

rain and storm

had torn . away its bricks.

The covering of its roof was torn away and

the bricks of the building itself heai)ed up like a liill.

5 To l>uild it the great lord, Merodach,

caused my heart to .drive mo.

The place 1 did not cliange and 1 did not alter its foundation.

In a month of peace, on a favourable chiy,

the l)ricks of the main-building and the covering of tlic ceiling

10 of the stories I joined firmly together and

its decay I caused to be restored and

the inscription of my naiuQ

135
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in the corners of the stories I placed.

To build it

15 and erect its top my hand I stretclied uut.

Nebo, the faithful son, the exalted messenger,

tlie victorious (one), the beloved of Merodacli

ujion my deeds in mercy joyfully

look and

20 an everlasting life, old age, offspring,

a firm throne, a long reign, the overthrow of my enemies,

the conquest of the land of my enemies as a present grant,

on thy everlasting tablet, who boldest the roins(?)

of heaven and earth

-•'> proclaim the length of my days, conmiand offspring to me.

Before Merodacli, king of heaven and earth,

the father, thy begetter my deeds cause to bless,

command mercy to me I

Nebuchadnezzar

'M) is truly the king, the restorer,

may he be established by thy mouth (=command)!

Notes. I. 11 proves. We read here i-na-(var. nuj-

Col. I., 1. 2, i-Ui-ut, I am unable to um-mi-su. For this word of. Schrader,

explain this word; my translation, is, K.A.T., p. 2,1. 1., p. 17.1. 5. and Lotz,

therefore, only what the connection seems Tiglathpile.ser, p 183. Flemming's attempt
to me to demand. The same expression (Diss. p. 30) to read ninfim and to con-

occurs 1. 52, 1. 2.

L. 3, ismkku. W.A.I.I., pi. 53, 1. 5.,

this word is written ideographically pa-te-

si For other passages, as well as some

remarks, cf. Hemming Diss. p. 24.

L. 4, al-ka-ka-a-uL The root is "ihrt; the

form Piel. Cf. the note on this word in

my work Die KeiUcrift texte Amrbanipals,

Heft II., p. 5 ff.

L. 6, a-ni-ha is from jli^
" to become

weary." La a-ni-ha is
" the one who does

nect the word with Heb. D^J? ^^^^^ com

pletely. All the passages that he cites are

clearly to be explained thus.

L. 21, era "copper," but not "bronze''

cf. Jensen Z A I. p. 254:ff.—niis-ma-kan'na.

"Miswood from the country of Makan."

Cf. Heft. II. p 24 of my Aswrhanipal.

L. 23, note the variant hitiov e cf. pi. 48,

No. 9, 1, 7.

L, 25, agurii. This Avord has different

meanings in the Assyrian inscriptions.

not become weary."
—The root

pt
meant Esarhaddon col. V, I. 18, we read aduppe

originally
" to make full

" then " to make

good, finish." Cf. Latrille Z K II, 259.

Finches calls my attention to W.A.I.V.

pi. 40, 1. 6 ef., where this word stands im-

mediately iollouirg y?7'«'w
"
pasture," and

'iiiaikUum "drink." According to this, it

might have meant " to give food."

L. 8, aaandu. Cf. the remarks of

Lairille Z K II, 347 fl'.

I.. 10, i-rvvvi. This is undoubtedly the

conect uadiiig as the varian Senkereh

a-gur-ri, which certainly means " thresh-

olds of flagstones." K. 1794 col. x. I. 22

(cf . my Asurhanipal Heft II. p. 1 9) it means

"burned bricks," while in the large Nebu-

chadnezzar inscription, it means "covering."

Probably all of these meanings belong to

the Heb. "i^C Mr. Pinches, however,

Arabic v ..^T or \^^\
—
24.

compares

:M-mat. Cf. Aiftuhunipal Heft II. p.

Delitzsch A.L., p. 30, No, 315, reads
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uknu "
Krystall." The Akkadian form is

za-(/iii.,
which means "white stone." Cf.

W. A. I. IV, pi. 18, 1. 42, 45, where the

reading za-gin-na occurs.

L. 26, u-ul-la-a. This Avord is II., I.
,
from

the root PF/S^- This form means to make

high.

L. 27, E-nr-VII-an-ki. The character ur

is explained h'^
ha-ma-nm S** 271. The

name then means "house of the seven

spheres of heaven (and) earth."

32 mu-si^c means "outlet," "passage,"

and comes from the roo t^i^.

Col. II, 1. 1, ra^a-du "storm." Cf.

Arab, j^ .

L. 3, up-ta-at-ti-ir-ma II, 2 from ll^Q.

L. 4, ku-vm-mi-sa. This word means

litorally "place, stead, room." Here we

must translate
"

its own building.
" The

root is Di::. Cf. W.A.I. V. pi. 8, 1. 46.—

ii-la-ni-u is an adverb from tilit
"

hill."

L. 6, u-sa-at-ka-an-ni. This is from the

same root as the word at-ki W.A.I.V., 10,

74. Cf. my Asurhanipal Heft I, p. 105, and

the "Glossar." K 2675 Heft II, p, 12,

1. 9. The root is HDn. The translation

here is
" my heart drove me "

;
the form is

III, I, with the sufR.x; of the first person.

L. 7, I'-ni-ma. This word is synony-
mous with the followins: unakkir. The

root is n2t^4' The words in-nin-nu-u, W.

A.I.V., 10, 9, and mut-nin-nu-u, 7, 95, are

also to be deprived from this root. Haupt,

Hebraica, Oct. 1885, pp. 4-6, attempts to

derive the last named word from V)T1, but

this is utterly impossible. Cf. my remarks

Asurb. Hep I. p. 102.

L. 10, ap-ta-a-ti This words quite

certainly means "stories." I think the

root is nnc-
L. 11, ki-fir-ri This is quite clearly the

reading of the original ;
the li. in W.A.I.

is wrong. I think that this word means

"corner." Perhaps Arab. '^ may be

compared. This translation seems to me
to suit the connection.

L. 21, ku-iiii is inf. II., 1, from p3.
L. 22, hi-xir-ka-am, Impr. from

p"^'\I7.

Cf. Bezold in the "Nachtrage" to my
Amrh., Heft II.

23 IViim. These characters are to be

read thus. Cf. W.A.I II. 42, 22e, and

the passages given by Strassmaier Alpha-
bet. Fer::. No. 4800., W.A.I. III. 2, 1.

Cf. further Pinches PSBA, June, 1886.—

pu-lu-uk. This word is doubtful both as to

etymology and meaning. The same word

occurs Tiglathpileser I., 39, written with

;/
an<l Sb. 169, written with /.:. Cf. W.A.

I. v., 65, col. II, 15, where this expres-

sion also occurs. I thiidt the root is "^73.

L. 25, i-bi That this last character is

to l)e read bi, is proved by the variant

^I^y^y for ^ in 1, 2S. lU is imper. from

nicb/i. Cf. pi. 52, 1. 28.

L, 30, 'M-ni-iia-au is ii sul)stantive formed

from the part in dim. S. Alden Smith.

1.

GLIMPSES OF BABYLOXTAX AXD ASSYRIAX LIFE.
II. -A IJAliVLONIAN WKDDIXCJ.

Tu.W-^ClUl'TiO.V.

itti- D.i". Manliik-linhitu, niAri-su sa n.i'. Ucl-rihe-iddiii, imir i>.i-. Nur-Sin,

i-ua hu-ud lih-hi-su, Csrit iiiu-iiii kaspi d.i-I'. lia-iii-tmn ulci-alii,

D.I". Sar-D.i'. l)a-iii-tmii-t:il)ii. D.i'. l>ii-ni-tuni-si-il-iiii,

ii D.i'i'. 15eltu-?i-il-iiiu. irliiuta d.i-. a-mo-lul-tuin

u u-di-c biti, it-ti d.i-. .\iiiai d.i-. Nana, iiiar-ti-su,

)i-na lui-iluii-nu-ni-c, a-iia u.vv. Munluk-suni-ilt-ni,

iiiaii-su sa D.I'. rxJl-ii-sal-li-iiM, ahil D.r. Kp-cs-ilu:
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9. D.p. Mu-kin-nu: i>.p. Abla-a, mari-su sa d.p. Bel'iddin, mar d.p. Ep-es-ilu;

10. D.pp. MarJuk-siiiu-iddin, inari-su sa d.p. Kapti-ia, mar d.p. Ga-hal;

11. D.p. Itti-t>. p. Marduk-balatu, mtiri-su sa d.p. Nabu-iilic-bull-it

12. mar d.p. Ep-es-ili;

1;^. D.p. Nabu-edir-napsati, mari su sa d.p. Nabu-ahe-buU-it

14-. mar D.p, Ep-es-ilu ;
d.pp. Nergal-use-zib, miiri-su sa d.p. Nabii-i\hc-bull-it.

IT), mar D.p. Ep-es-ilu ; u d.pp. Siiuis-suia-u-kiu, dupsar,
10. mari su Sa d.p. Ukin Marduk, miir d.p. Si-gu-u-a.

17. [Tin-tir d.s.]
arah samna, umu salasserit suttn selaltu,

18. [d.p. Kam-bu-]zi-ia, sar Tin-tir d.s.,

19. sar matati.

Translation.

1. Itti-Marduk-balatu, son of Bel-ahe-iddin, son of Nur-Sin,

2. in the joy of his heart, 10 mana of silver, Banitum-uter-rihi

a. §ar-Banitum-tabu, Banitum-silmi

4. and Bcltu-silmu, 4 slaves
A

5. and tlie furniture of a house, witli Amat-Nana his daugliter,

6. as a dowry, to Marduk-sum-ibni

7. son of Bel-usallim, son of Epes-ilu
8. he has given.

9. Witnesses: Abia, son of Bel-iddin, son of Epes-ilu;

10. Marduk-sum-iddin, son of Kaptia, son of Gahal;

11. Itti-Marduk-baiatu, son of Nabu-ahe-buUit,

12. son of Epes-ilu;

18. Nabu-edirnap-sati, son of Nabii-ahe bullit,

14. son of Epes-ilu; Nergal-usozib, son of Nabu-ahe-bullit,

15. son of Epes-ilu ;
and Samas-sum-ukin, the scribe,

16. son of Ukin-Mardnk, son of Sigua.

17. [Babylon], Marcheswan, 13th day, 3rd year.

18. [Cambyjses, king of Babylon,

19. king of countries.

Free Rendering of the Obverse.

"Itti-Marduk-balatu, son of Bel-ahe-iddin, descendant of Nur-Sin, in thj joy of his

heart, has given 10 mana of silver, and the female slaves Banitum-uter«ahi, §ar-Banitum-

tabu, Banitum-silmi, and Beltu-silmu— (in all) 4 slaves, and the furnitnre of a house, with

Amat-Nana his daughter, as a dowry, to Marduk-sum-ibni. son of Belusallim, descendant

of Epes-ilu."

The document here translated seems not nudimnune, instead of simply nudimne

to be the original, but a copy, and although "dowry" (oblique case after the preposition

the characters are fairly clear and well formed, «7ia)the Nom. being nudunnu.

yet the scribe has apparently uiade two mis- It will be noted that four out of the six

takes in copying it. The first is in the third witnesses (one of whom, Samas-sum-ukin—
Ine, where he has left out the determinative the namesake of the brother of Assur-bani-

})refix -^ before the name Barutum-silmi. apli, called Saosduchinos by the Greek^—is

The other is in line six, where he has written the scribe who drew up tlie document) are of
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the bridegroom's family, whose ancestor was really independent witness for Itti-Mardiik-

a certain Epes-ilu, so that there is only one balatu, the father of the bride.'

Theo. G. Pinches.

1) A translation of this inscription has already been given by me in the Guide to the

Nimrond Central Saloon, p. 1U3—1U4, but the text and transcription arc here published
for the first time.

PE11LEVI XOTES.—IL A PARAL
I SHALL not be so presumptuous as to ex-

press an opinion either way upon Professor

de Harlez's elaborate argument against the
'

ideogranmiatic' nature of the Pahlavi hu:-

fiirsh, and in favour of its being a real lan-

guage, or ratlier jargon. My object in this

Note is merely to point out a curious })aral-

lol, which may not be without value, drawn

trum an interesting article in a former vol-

ume of the Mvseon, which Dr. de Harlez

edits.

First of all, let me remind the reader

tliat Prof, de Harlez, in order to give an

idea of the character of the queer mixed

Tcrsian and Semitic farrago called Pehlevi^

presents the first line of the yEneid in a cor-

r(\<pondingly formed farrago of Latin and

<ireek, (B. & 0. Record, No. 4, p. 50), in

whicli the Greek words are supposed to re-

jiresent the huzraresh, or Semitic elements

I take the lilterty of reprinting the line, with

the difference that, for clearness' sake, I

introduce the Greek alphabetic characters for

< I reek forms as follows :
—

Arma ai/^/>umque miho Troja> o Trpwiw^

air oris.

Now, odd as this jargon looks, it is no

stranger than an ordinary line of Peldevi.

it will be observed that not only are these

(J reek terms mixed with Latin ernes, but also

tliat the former have Latin granmiatical
ti rminations affixed, (unique, -o, -tus).

It may be asked, could such a jargon ever

exist? It is somewhat startling to find that

one actually doen exist and flourish at (lie pre-

sent day. I refer to the grouiis of dialects

of Greek Sontliein Italy, tlie ancient Magna
Gra?cia. In the Musi'on fur 1884, Professor

Vito Pahnnbo, wlio was the first to explore

the rich mines of folk-lore of the Greek col-

LEL TO THE PEHLEVI JARGON,
ony of the Terra d'Otranto, gave a curiously

interesting specimen of this GrecoSalentine

dialect, in the form of a folk-legend
" Tiie

Three Counsels of King Solomon." A few

extracts will at once render it eviilent that

we have here a Greco-Italian " Pehlevi." i

will once more introduce the Greek letters

for the Greek forms, in order to bring out

the correspondence with Prof, de Harlez-'s

imaginary verse :
—

Praduna, domuiu eva cosiglio Trpo-mn va Vno.

Rispundei;<re o praduna ce Ive : nKcnov du-

can, esu pod cim.

[Master, give me a counsel before I go away.
Answered the master and said : A hundred

ducats, this thou shalt give me].
Here we have, mixed up with dialectical

Italian, the Greek words eV«(= ei/a). TTfwTnn

\'=-7rpo-\- ivi) va, Ce (
=

/ii:ot), 'nre (= e'Vt),

aKatou (
=

Cfi-(iTtij'),
o

(
=

o), /.lov. Not

only so, but we have Greek words with It-

alian grammatical inflexions (Vho, apparent-

ly for uTT-et/it, with Italian -o, tivi, from

iihwfii? with suffix vi), and even an Italian

word with Greek suffix (rispundev -at, with

ending of 8 pers. aorist ?) Once more :

•'
isa kali e kosigli u ])radun-niu," wliieh

may be rendered tlius : Ijanv icnXoi oi con-

sigli 70U padrone ;«ot).

I need not quote furtlier. The above

specimens will be enough to sliew that some-

thing very like the jargon of Dr. de Ilarlez's

fabricated line of Virgil, and consequently

analogous to Pehlevi. really exists, and is still

in use as a folk-speech in Italy. The only

difference is that we sliould liere probably

ciinsitler the Idundation (ireek, llie Italian to

represent the intrusive element,— \.\whuzv<tr-

cnh in fact.

L. C C.VSAUTELM.
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REMARKS ox SOME ELTPHRATEAN ASTRONOMICAL NAMES IX THE
LEXICON OF IIES YCIIIOS .

II
I.

It would Iti? a work worthy of modern scholar-

ship to luako a scientific analysis of thg

great Xv^ikov of the grammarian Hesychios,
cir. A. D. 37<i; to distinguish between xVryan
and Xon-Aryan words and names; to class

the divinity-epithets and thoroughly investig-
the Inscriptions/

:=(As.) Save, -vuoe,'^ saiii'j,
•' the heavens,"

Heb. shamaijhn. The heaven in kosmic

order, as distinguished from the state of

tohu and holul, which latter is personified in

the Phoenician Bnat),^ the goddess Bahu of

ate the dialectology; and, assisted by the

ight of modern discovery, to grapple success-

fully with the frequent obscurities and cor-

ruptions of the text. The Lexicon C(jntains

many Oriental, and some Eu[)hratean words

'Atoev. 11
fTcXiji'ti Trajjci XaXca/ots'. ^TAk.j

Ldii^ the full moon, expressed m archaic

Babylonian by the ideograph ^^:=the circle,

solar or lunar,+ -(^^ (10+ 10 -|- 10), i. e.

the 30 days of the month. As might be

or e})ithets; and in the days when Assyri(jlogy expected, it is the protagonistic name which

was younger, and when cuneiform deci})her- Hesychios has preserved, and the word is

ment was doubted or ridiculed, it was cheer- connected with an archaic and widel^'-spread

ing to occasionally find investigation or Turanian moon-name. " The primitive Chal-

conjecture supported by the weighty testimony dj«an title [of the moon is] represented by a

of a Hesychios or a Damaskios.' I propose cuneiform sign which is phonetically AI, as

in this Paper to illustrate the value and in modern Turkish.* The name of •'
la

importance of Hesychios, by noticing the deesse lunaire Ai, epouse de Samas,"' aj)-

Eui)hratean terms which he has preserved pears written thus, >->f- ]] ]],
Hit AA

for Heaven, Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus, ("goddess AA"). So Strahlenbcrg in his very

Jupiter, and Mars.
interesting

•'

Polyglot-Table of the dialects
j

of 32 Tartarian Nations," gives as moon-

1) Vide Damaskios, Ucpl -twv TrpwTUv apx^v, cxxv. St-/?} (often mistranslated "
inj

silence")"^Ak. Ziku, ttjv fii'av Tivi^ oXwv dpxy)", "the primitive substance of tlie universe"!

(Prof. Sa^ce) : T('n>6c=As. Tavtu, Tamtu, Tiamat, Heb. Tehom, tlie primal Chaotic-deep,

personified as a monster, drakontic or serpentine, imd combining the ideas of- watery-chaos,!

night, storm-darkness, and moral evil. A7r«o-wi/=As. Apsu, Ak. Zuab ("Deep-wisdom."
Does zuab-apsu reappear in the Gk, magical word ^fiV^, said to mean " the sea," apsuA

being
" the deep ?" Vide Clem. Alex. Simmata, v. 8). Mw(7;us=Mami (" the Waters").

Artxi/ (not Art;^?/)^Lakhniu, the Clear-sky. Aa^o^ O^ot Ah^oO^-^*''^'^^'^'^^"' Kt(Tffitp))
=

Kisar, the Lower-expanse. "Aff<Tw/}os==Asar, probably the tFpper-expanse. "Aj/ov=Ak.
|

Ana, As. Ann, "Heaven." IXXh/on- (coir. I\X7«os)= Elim, Elum
(
= Bel).^ "Ao? = Ea,

the 'Q»)v of Helladios, also called 'Qf'ii>v,is=Ak. Ea-khan (Lenormant)
" Ea-the-Fish."

2) Vide 171/. in voc. 2rtW9.

3) Ovrio-i
oi^ofi(i'C^oU(Ti voK7a <Po<V(*.e5 (Sancliou. i. 3.

5) f-(/a might mean "the Glorious-goer (cf. the Aryan lo,
" the Goer"), Id-u= ''- the

Measuring-lord," Aw/m=" the Father-the-goer." The ideograph J^y, clu, originally
two legs (=the Goers), also=(yr///; {l-'H]>)

" to wax" (as the moon), and reminds us of Kup-
ra, the Etruscan (non-Aryan) full-moon goddess.

6) Sir H. C. Rawlinson, in Canon Rawlinson's Herodotus, i. 123.

7) Lenormant, Etude sur quelgues parties des Syllabaires Cuneiformes,, 16.
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names :
— Siberian-^Ialiouietan-Tatars, Ay,

Jaknti on the river Lena, JJicli
; Ostiak?,

Ire
;
Ostiaks near Toniskoi, Irraen ;

Sani-

ogedi-Taugi, Iri.^ I liave elsewl.iere' sliowii

tliat the fanions Homeric story of Kirkc (the
'

R(innd'-moon) who hved in the mysterions

island Aia (= Monn), was Eui)hratean in

origin. A variant (if /«:^«. is //«: now as /c^h

= (Gk.) Aides, Itu = (Gk.) Aites and as

At is the Moon, and Aia, the Moon-island,

we obtain the form Aiaites = Aiites =
(Gk.) Avites, Aa'^('.<=(Ak.) Ai-ftu. Xo
one need be surprised to find a stray Ak.

name preserved in the Homeric Poems, when

we find these names in Hesychios. Hellad-

ios, Damaskios and Hyginus."
We thus liaA-e a male and a female Eu-

phratean lunar power. Idu (Aitu) and Ai

(Aa, Aia,) Lunus and Luna
;

and being

twin phases of the same original, they

might well be called brother and sister, and

that in the full and closest degree. Now,
if we turn to the Homeric Poems, we find

that this particular closeness of relationship

is specially mentioned as existing between

Kirke (Aia) and Aietes. Kirkc is

Their sire was Aelios (
= Sanias) and

their mother Persa, a female sun-phase; we

can therefore well understand the statement

that' (tlie lunar) Aietes was driven from

his kingdom by his lu'other (the solar) Per-

scs, but restored to it again l»y his daugh-

ter (the lunar) Mcdeia,'- a reduiilication of

himself.
,

Tliis contest of tlic liostilo bre-

thren is tlie ancient battle lietween the nri-

ginal Twins, Sun and Moon, of whom

^t]^^] >f- :i •^>J=y ^y- t]^, /^•"/««^' nartab-

baf/iilgal.
" the Constellations of the Great

Twins, "'^ is a stellar reduiilication, and who,

in the curious version of the story ])re-

served by Nicholas of Daniaskos,'-* are

called Parsondas'5 (=Ak. Par,
'

Sun,' +
Sandan, the Ivilikian Sun-god) and Nan-

naros (=Nannaru, "the l)ril]iant,"a name

of the Moon-god).
Aietes is represented in th(^ Gk. myth,

which contains a curious melange of Eu-

phratean and Semitic reminiscences, as being

at one ])eriod the possessor of the skin of

the sacrificed '•
ybv'es-"' nitidissimns auro,"'^

"
])ecndem Athamantidos,"'^ i.e. belonging

to Athamas-Tanunuz, the Sun-god. The

golden, solar, diurnal Ram is naturally slain

when it comes under the control of the

]\l()on-king. At Athens was a representa-

8) Description 0/ Siberia, 1738.

9) The ,Myth of Kirke, 1883. " Your comparison of tlie myth of Kirkc with tliat of

Istar in the myth of Gisdhubar, is as self -convincing as your discovery that Atliamas is

Tammuz" (Prof. Sayce).

10)
" Euahanes [or

'

Euhadnes,'=Ea-khan], (pii in Chaldea de mari exisse dicitur'

{^Fabulo;, cclxxiv).

11) 'OcuaaLwt I'ocnos; .A 135, according to Eick's restoration (/Ac Ilomerische Odysee in

der IJrtpri'mgUchen Sprachform, 1883)= 0d. x. 130.

12) Apollodoros, I, ix, 28. 13) Gemini. 14) Fraf/vicnt, x,

15) Perseus can hardly be an Aryan name (vide Co\,:Miith(>L ojthe Ar//a)i Nations. edit.

1882, p. 302). According to the I'aschal Glironicle, there was a" statue of I'crscus erect-

ed just outside the city of Iconium...which seems to have been an old llittite monunuMit"

(Sayce, in Trans. Soc. Bib. Archa'ol. vii. 271). Hcrodol(.s
(ii. Dl) states lie met with

the Perseus-cult in Egypt.
"

JJiugsch suggests that tlie shrine [in (juestion] was tliat *)f

Horns, wlio bore tlie title of per-se,
' son of Isis'

"
(Sayce, Ilcrodotits, 172). As Parsa

(Persia)= Gk. Persis, and Perses, son of Perseus and AndroiiKHlc (a non-Aiynii personage)
was, according to the Hellenes, the e])()iiymous sire of llie i*crsi;ins. so the pir in Perseus

proliably=:tlie y*a;- in Par-soiidas.

10) Vide K.B., Jiabi/loniav Asfronovri/ in tin' \\',st— ibe Aries 0/ Aralus,{Jiab. 4- Orient,
liecord, .lanuary, 1.SS7),

17) Ovid, Fasti, iii. ,s07. 18) Ihhl. iv, ;)u;;,
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tion of Phrixos sacrificing the Ram to some descendant of Aietcs Oloophron, and his

foreign divinity." The XP'^<^°M"^^"^ Kp\ov, spouse Idyia, "the Knowing"), and Kvt/-

c'0' ov Phrixos !ind his sister (/yepofiefoi cl atopo^ or Kvucrawpov,'^ an utterly unex-

ovpai'oif "pjv v7r£pef3)i<Taif
Kul Ga\aaaav,''° is plained personage whose name I do not

said to have hoen the gift of Hermes. Now hesitate to connect with the Eiiphratean

it is quite true that in Aryan mythology "Aaatopoi (vide sup. note 1).*^

Hermes is the Wind-god, and has special With respect to tha meaning of the title

power over flocks and herds, both aerial ^a\ca7oi, it may be noted that it has

and terrestrial;" but, as Mr Ruskin, a true passed through at least three distinct his-

seer, points out, he " becomes the spirit of torical phases, i. e. (1). The Kaldai appear

the movement of the sky or firmament... in the 9th cent, B. C. as a non-Semitic tribe

the great motion of the heavens and stars living on the shore of what was afterwards

rhemsekes. In his highest power he cor- known as the '• Persian Gulf." (2). The

tesponds to the '

primo mobile' of the later Kaldai having subsequently conquered Baby-

Italian philosophy.""' And, certain it
[is, Ionia, the Greeks applied their name to it;

that Hermes is Kpio(f)dpoi-^ not only as and "
tlie reputation of the Babylonians for

cattle-guardian and lord, I)ut also in another magic and astrology caused the name Khal-

and a remarkable sense. The Euphratean da?an to become synonymous with 'priest'

astronomical Hermes, i.e., the planet iVcfi it- and 'soothsayer.'-' (3). Even as late as

'•*

Mercury, is often called Sulpa-uddu, the Parthian Empire the Chaldasans are

(•'the Messenger of the Rising-sun"); and, recognised as a distinct nationality, and by
as such, bears on and gives to all the Golden Latin writers of the time of the Roman

(solar) Ram. Empire, the term ' Chalda;i' is applied in a

On arriving at the Oriental home of general way to professors of the form of oc-

Aietes, Phrixos (= the Unsunlit -
air)

cultism connected with astronomico-as-

married his daughter Chalkiope (^the trology.^^

full 'Copper'-moon), a reduplication of The term '

Babylonians' had sometimes an

Aietes liimself; and Apollodoros, evidently exceedingly wide signification; thus we find

following some very curious and archaic i" Hesychios:
—

Qa^u\i'cvioi. U (iap^apoi

account, the real meaning of which had '^'V« '^o7'i Amiicoi^.''^

been lost for ages, gives their issue as 111.

Argos (=White-light= Moon-light), Melas 2aws. //X/o?. ^u^vXwvtoi. =(As.) Sawas

(=Darkness). Phrontis ('Thought,' suitable (=Snvas. Samas). Cf. the Gk. form of the

19) Paus, I. xxiv. 2. 20) Apollodoros, I. ix. 1.

21) Vide Hom. Hymn, E/9 'Ep^uji', Roscher, Hermes der Windgott ; Cox, Mytliol. of
the Aryan Nations, 446. et seq. ;

and the charming and delicate remarks of Ruskin, Queen

of the Air, i. 27. ^22) Ihid. i. 128.

23) Vide Paus. IX. xxii. 1, The god-fearing Pausanias will not relate what was said

iv TeXeT/y Mippo^r [=the great Babylonio-IIittite goddess-mother of Asia Minor] about
Hermes and the Ram (Ibid. II. iii. 4), In art HermesKriophoros naturally supplied a pro-

toty})e for representations of the Good Shepherd.
24) NaySw (LXX) is henotheistically styled

" the Lord of lords/'
" the Supreme Chief"

" the Lord of the Constellations,"
" the Guardian over heaven and' earth" (Vide Ruskin,

sup.).

2.')) Also mentioned by the Schol. ad Apjiolon. Rliod. ii. 1123.

26) It may \>crhai)ii=Knt-Asar (
= "the Divided-expanse," or Kisar^- Asar).

27) Sayce, in Heiod. i. IS] : ul Xa\^a7oi Icpelf loviov toS 6eov.

28) Cf. Juvenal, Sut. vi. 052
; Tacitus, Annales, ii. 27, iii. 22. &c,

29) Cf. the Babylonians of Aristophanes,
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king-name Saosdoukliino.'^, and tlie romarks to correspontl with Nabu, Istar, Maruduk,
of Mr Pinches on the Babylonian pronun- and Nergal in the Chakkean system; it is also

ciation of m as w.^° very interesting to find that the Chaldajan

The Babylonian cosmogony of Damaski- characteristics of the 7 planets have always
os'^ concludes, tou ^e 'Aot" Kal Ani'A:?/?

remained the same from a vast antiquity, and

[Dauke=:Ak. Davkina,
" Mistress - of -the arc those of modern astrology. Thns Plutarch

earth
[v<oj/ "/evcadai Tou B;yXo;', oV dtuuovp-

701/ e7i>(n' 0n<T/j/.
=

B//Xo9
—As. Bilu, (" the

Lord"), and the divinity referred to is Bilu

Maruduk
(•' the Brilliancc-of-the-sun"), the

states :-—XaX^«<o/ ce twv 7r\aifcrwi', ov<i Ocovs

''/cveOXiov^ KaXouai, cx<o fuv ii'inOovp-fov^

[_i.e. Jupiter and Venii^'], hov ce KaKoiroiovv

[i .e. Man? and Sat>uii\, ficaov^ ce tovv

Babylonian Sim-god and special patron of Tpeis[^Sun, Moon, and .Uercuri/^(nro(paivovai

tlie city,
3- the later Bel, Elum being, as icnl koivovs.^^

noticed, the earlier Bel. Maruduk being in Sakvisa is the Nabu
(' Proclaimer") of the

later times tlie protagonistic member of the coming Sun; and asthe lAanci Merc ury has

Pantheon, was naturally identified by the different morning and evening aspects, the

Greeks with Zeus,^^ ^nd hence subsequently latter receives a separate name and a distinct

Avitli Ouranos.3* So we find in Hesychios, personality as the god Nusku,
" holder of the

Bi)\o<!. ovpnt'of. Kal Zet-s. B?}X (LXX, in golden sceptre." Prof. Saycc has noted that

Is. xlvi l)=the Phoenician) Baal, whose Nabu " the Morning-star is associated with

spouse is Baalath,=As- Belat
(' Lady') Gk. the god of death",^^ Tu; and, similarly, the

Beltis. So Hesychios defines B>}X^?/? Evening-J/e^cM?// or golden-sceptre-holding

(
=

Baaltis) as
?} ''Hpa y 'A0pof/T//. It Nusku, reappears in a famiUar Homeric

was rather difficult for a Greek to decide scene:—
whif'h she most resembled; like Hera she was 'E/j/n/v re yJ/Vxnf, KvWi'jvio^^ ^eKa\c7ro

the chief female goddess, whilst her character uvcpiln' ^vyaiijinw' t'x^ ^"^ jHtjicov /icTti x^P'^^

resembled that of Aphrodite. So the Pseudo. icnXiji' x:/""^e"/''' '/
"^ avcpwv ofi^una OeX^/ei

Lucian, JJe/n t»/9 2!i'/3»j/<^ 6eoi>, calls the great

Babylonio-Hittite goddess ''Hpn.

IV.

Se^e?, Tov Epfiov fi(ntjp. Bf//3i'\a'i'*of.
=

(Ak.) Sakvisa. Pcrhajts the name may mean

*^]]^ f- V " Lord (Head)-of-the-

Sak - vi - sa four-quarters of the hea-

2ex,
- g - s ven."^5 ii [f. ciefjj. ^]^^^^

Hcad-heaven-4 the planets ."^tilhnn

Pophie, rhaethnii, and T/ionrios {Pyroei'^,
were respectively connected by the Greeks
with Hermes,3« Aphrodite, Zeus, and Ares,
because tlicse four divinities were considered

39wv eOeXei Toi's C uvre icat ovrvwouja-f n^fcipei

That is to say, Hermes the Evening-star

lulls' and Hermes the Morning-star
'

rouses.^"

Here in the twilight gloom the Evening-
star (not the soothing and good-omened

"EffTTe/Jo? naii]p.,=-Veiuts)
shows the bat-likc

souls of the Suitors "down the dark ways."

So in the Euphratean story of The Sertn

Wicked Spirits, the "attendant Nusku" is

sent by Bel to "Ilea in the ocean," just as

Hermes is the messenger from Zeus to

Kalypso.
IloiiT. Bnowx, tluN.

[^To he continued].

3(1) n,(b. <J- Or. Record, Dec. 1886, p. 22. 31) Vide sicp.
Note 1,

';CuOil M"/32) Tlius the LXX in Jer. xxvii, 2, 3 : Ktni^nxvvOij, B/yXov, TrapccoOii Mmpwrnx.

3:5) So Hcrodotos (i. ISI) sju-aks of Aim- IK/Xoi- /./»<'»'.
So Herosos : Tor B/yXor. m' A/«

/icSfpfnp'rvoi'tJt ((JIiaUliiiLa, i. G).

31) Tbu connection between the two Ix'ing somewliat close. Thus llcrodotos
(i. 131)

sjieaks of tlie Persians as ror kvkKov Trmnti tov o!<piivit7<
AA/ K-nXi'iivja.

3r))Vide sno. note 21. 20) Cf, Platoii. '/'im,iins\

37) Peri Is. hd On. xlviii. 38) Travs. Soc. Bib. Archa-ol., iii. KIS.

39) Od. xxiv. 1— 4. 40) A familiar expression ; ct'. //'/'/. v. 17—8.
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NOTES, NEWS
Altaic Hieroglyphs and Hittite Ix-

SCRITTIONS, by C. R. Conder, Capt. R. E.

(London, R. Bentley & Sons, 1887, XI,
247 pp.)

—Tliis mudi-announced work leaves

the matter as it stood before its publication,
and the Hittite inscriptions remain undeciph-
ered. T le whole fabric displays a lack of

the sjiecial erudition which its object requir-

ed, and inaccuracies abound all through.

However, we remark with pleasure that it

contains many ingenious suggestions, some
of which may afterwards turn to be happy
hits when they are proved. Why the

amiable author has used the expression
Altaic is by no means clear. On p. 117,

quotations are given from my article on

llie Kusldtes in this Record, but their

purpose has been mistaken,; p. 143, my
discovery in 1880 of the derivation of the

Chinese writing from S. AV. Asia is in-

accurately mentioned and wrongly attributed

to Dr. Hyde Clark. T. de L.

Dower Contracts.—In connection

Avith the Dower Contract (see "A Baby-
lonian Wedding," in the present number),
I give here a new translation of a tablet of

which a drawing (not a copy) has been

already published by me in the Journal of
tlie British ArcJucological Association for

1880 (pp. 398-464), and again by Prof.

Fried. Delitzsch (from my drawing) in the

third edition of his Lescstiicke, pp. 125 126.

(It may be noted that no mention of

the source is made in the Lescstiicke, and that

the ends of the lines, necessarily ommitted
in my drawing because round the edge of

the tablet (and therefore invisible) are also

wanting in Prof. Delitzsch's reproduction.)
The new translation, though uncertain in

many points, I believe to be better than

that published by me in 1880, and may be

regarded as cancelling it.

"
Zeria, son of Nabu-ibni, said thus to

Iddina-Marduk, son of Ikisa, descendant of

Nilr-Sin :

'

7 mana of silver. 3 slaves, and
the furniture of a house (to the) amount of

3 mana of silver, which is by promise,
with Ina-E-sagila-ramat, my daughter, as

dowry thus I give thee. The creditors,
who were not pressing with Ikisa, thy
father, shall be reckoned herewith.'

Iddina-Marduk spoke thus to Zeria :

AND QUERIES
' Instead of her dowry, which I renounce,
he has sealed Ubartum and her 3 children,

Nana-kisirat and her two children, and all

his property that there is in town and

country, and he has bequeathed (them),

instead of the 7 mana of silver, the dowry
of Ina-E-sagila-ramat, his daughter, unto

Ina-E-sagila-ramat. his wife' (probably
" unto Ina-E-sagila-ramat, my wife ").

Here follow the names of the witnesses,

and the date,
" 13th day of Ab, 34th year

of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon."
The wording of the text is not by any
means clear. T.G.P.

In the June number of Harpers Magazine
is a most interesting article by Madame

Dieulafoy, who, with her husband, M.
Marcel Dieulafoy, has been exploring the

ruined palaces of the ancient rulers of

Persia, upon the discoveries made there.

We would call special attention to this

valuable article. There are several good

pictures of modern Persian scenes, as well

as reproductions of ancient Persian remains

and" early Babylonian cylinder seals.

Madame Dieulafoy is right in supposing
one of the last-named to have belonged to

a Babylonian princess (the name reads—
"
Maraanisa, the daughter of the king ").

Another bears the name Tcrimanni, who
seems to call himself "servant of

Durigalzu."
Forthcoming Papers.—A. Amiaud: '-The

countries of Magan and ]\Ieluhha." Prof.

S. Beal : Fragments of a hfe of the Buddha"

(Fu yaoKing).\Y. St. C. Boscawen: "New

Assyrian Tablets." Robert Brown, Jun. :

"Remarks on some Euphratean Astronomical

Names in the Lexicon of Hesychios." J.

S. Stuart Glennie, M.A.: The Kushites and

the white race founder of civilization. Dr.T.

de Lacouperie : Tatooing ;

—Babylonia and

China, II. The shifted Cardinal Points."

Dr. Julius Oppert: A Juridic Cuneiform

Text. Theo. G. Pinches: A Babylo-
nian Dower Contract ;

The Babylonians
and Assyrians as maritime nations," (con-

tinued.) Dr. Mark Aurel Stein: "Iranian

deities on Indo-Scythian coins. "An Inscrip-

tion from the Hcri Rud Valley." Thos.

Tyler: On the Hittite Inscription of the

Yuzgat Seal.
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GLIMPSES OF liABYLONIAN AND ASSYHIAN LIFE.

III.—A BABYLONIAN WEDDING CEREMONY.

Since writing the translation and notes ing words of an address by the officiating

given in the last part of the Becord fpp. priest, who apparently commands the

137—139), a fragment of a tablet recently bridal pair to repair and make restitution

cleaned has shown itself, on examination, for any wrong they may Jiave done to any
to be part of a text referring to the wed- one, and then utters the words which

ding ceremonj; itself. As this text, not- make the couple man and wife. The

withstanding its imperfect nature, is very second section gives directions, apparentl}'

interesting, I give it here as a continuation, to the priest, as to the offerings and sacri-

of the paper contributed last month. fices to be made next day» The third

The fragment in question is the bottom gives an incantation or prayer, apparent)}

left-hand corner (seen from the obverse) of pronounced by the priest, exorcising ev.ery

a large tablet which probably contained evil thing which could possibly do them

three columns of writing on each side. On harm. This last named is couched in the

the obverse only a few words are to be usual strain of such compositions,

read, but the. reverse has twenty lines. The size of the fragment is 3i'in. by

eight of them being complete. This por- 3|in. The portion of the text which is

tion of the the text formed the beginning preserved is in very good condition, but

of the concluding column (probably the many of the words are exceedingly diffi-

sixth). It is divided into three sections. cult to translate, and the present attemjit

The first apparently contains the conclud- must therefore be taken as provisional.

Transcription of the Obverse.
1

2. rubu(?) ,

3. a-na •••.....,...
4. ki-a-ain . . .........
5. ta-ka-ab-l)i ......... .

•
. .

6. i-iibii ina bab(.') ........ . . .

7. i'uIpu inia pan ili ...'.... .

' " "

Transcrii'tiox ok thi-: Reverse.

1. At-tn-iiM miin-nia liiinittu iiiiui-nia la tfibu sa N. apil N.
2. tasalil)iita-sii-iiiii trmida-sii idiii-iua /,i-kar-l<:i-iii;i h'l-Assnti-k.n

3. idni-uia si-iiis-ta-ki-ma au-iUMi lu-nuiti-ki

i(l-(li

4. Tim so-rim ana
])aii \>.v.

V.-iL. I—No lU.

Ka, D.i'. Samas. i>.i'. Mardiik

[145]

^ibfl <;i-<i.M! TAK \-:ni

August, 1887.
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5. sibit sA-NA SIM-LI TASAKK-an sibit nike takki

6. seri iuiitti seri me-gan seri ka-bil tu-tali-h:i bi-ris takki

7. salme an-nu-ti sibit ina istin ammat ultu si-hir tu-pat-ta-su-nu-ti

8. tu-se-sab-su-nn-ti keme kitu tal-me-su-nu-ti

0. (rmielu) idlu n (sinis) ardatu ina ide-su-iiu tu-5e-5ab

1(». sissio'tu-su-nu is-tn a-ba-mes ta-ka-*

11. ki-is-pi ta-lva-si-ip-su-nu- [ti]

12. ana si-hir talvan-ma ki-a-am takabbi

13. Siptu : D.p. E-a d.p. Samas d.p. Mardiik ilani ......
14. daan an-ta-mes u ki-ta-mes .........
15. (amelu) salamtu balatu ka-sa-a gab(?) .......
16. as-sum mim-ma limuttu amebi .........
17. ilu limuttu, rabisu [limuttu] .........
18. lu-u resu limuttu ...........
11). lu-u su .............

Translation of the Oiivep.se.

x# . •••«••••••••
2. the prince (?)............
4. thus . .

5. thou shalt say . .-,.......
G. the prince in the gate ..........
7. the prince before the god placed(?) .

Translation of the Reverse.

1 . You whatever is evil, whatever is not good, of so-and-so, son of so-and-so,

2. shall take away from him, and restore him. Give also thy manhood, and may she

be thy wife,

3. give also thy womanhood, and this man, may he be thy husband.

4. In the morning tliou shalt fix 7 gi-gab (canes) before Ea, Samas, and Merodach,

5. thou shalt place 7 branches(?) of cypress, thou shalt sacrifice 7 victims,

6. thou shalt cut the flesh of the right side, the flesh of the me-han, the flesh of tlic

ka-bil, thou shalt pour out a libation—
7. these things thou shalt separate 7 cubits from the si-hir

8. thou shalt set them down
; cloths, linen, thou shalt put around them

0. Thou shalt set the man and the maid beside them,

10. thou shalt take(?) from each their girdle(?)

1 1 . thou shalt make a rent in them,

12. affix (them) to the si-hir, and thus speak:—
13. Incantation :—Ea, Samas, Merodach, the [gieat] gods

14. judge of things above and below ........
15. the dead man life, cover ... . ....
16. as for everything evil, the man ........
17. the evil god, the evil incubns ....,..,
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18. whether the evil liead ....... . . .

10. or the . . . . , ..,,...
20. or .............

REMAUK 6.

Reverse, 1. o. sinistr/, accus. of sinU-tu an article of clothing evidently made ol'

••

woman," often written sinis-tu. This wool. I translate, doubtfully,
"
girdle,

word is generally transcribed zinnisf k {^with L. 11. For /c7«/)i, see Assurbanipal, col. iv.,

T),
l)nt the form with Q is certainly more 1. 72, and vi., 1. 76 (Cf. S. A. Smith's Keil-

corrcct.

L. 5. The characters transcribed sim-li

are probably to be read buircsi.

L. 7. Sibtt ma estin dmmaf,
" seven by

the one cubit," is ap})arently=:7 cubits.

L. 10, For ^ IeII^ = sismjtu, see

W.A.I., v., pi, 15, 1. 24 cd. This was

schrifttexte AsurbaniiKils, Heft I., pp. 34 &

50). I take the meaning to be "narrow pas-

sage," "watercourse" (more or less winding).

The meaning of the root kn^dpu, therefore,

probably is "to cut, rend, make a cutting."

TuEo. G. Pinches.

NOTE ON A LEGAL TERM IN THE

BAB YLONIAN CONTRACT TABLETS.

In the equally interesting as instructive

article by Prof. E. and Dr V. Revillout,
" Sworn Obhgations in Egyptian and Bab-

ylonian Law," {B. (J- 0. R.. No. 7, p. 101

-104), the expression ^ ^ f]^ ^ ^f^f.

Id-i a-di-ya, which often occurs in the con-

tracts, is ex]ilained by
" as for what relates

to mc" (word for word : "like towards me.)"

1 do not think that such a rendering is

grammatically allowable. The authors of

the article have evidently taken the word

a-c?« asthc Preposition rt<:Z<=Heb, "^IJ^'Ti^.

l)ut tlie use of this preposition in the sense

of " towards"=" for what relates to me" is

as far as I can see, as unu>ual in Assyrian
as in the kindred tongues, I do not believe

that I shall be fai- wrong, if I take the

word adi (pronounced adt) merely as the

genitive of the substantive adu,
" declara-

tion,"
" contract"—we might even render

it
" oath" (Root pj-y-). compare liie Heb,

rnin, ^i^nd my
" Keiliuschriften und das

Alte Testament" 2nd edition, p. 548). and

translate tlie expression ki adri/a by "accord-

ing to my contract", or iH'rha[)s even
" ac-

cording to my oath,"

EuKniI.\KlJ SCHUAIJKK.



us EUPHRATKAN NAJfES IX

RKMARKS OX SOME EUPHRATEAX ASTRONOMICAL NAMES IN THE
LEXICON OF RESYi^ULO^.

(Condiided from page 144.^

Y.

A6\e0«T. II jij'^Wcjipocnij^ aa-rijj).
viro Xa/\-

Sai'wy. = (Ak.) Dilbat (" the Ancient-pro-

claimer.") Dilbat, it is said,= (As.) NabuJ^

>— >-< Mr. G. Bert in, after re-

Dil - bat marking that "many values

AeX-(e)-0rtT of the pre-Akkadian Semi-

Proclaim-old tic period must have been

lost," gives among these
t-ty'-*^

>— >-< "the

name of a star to be read dil-muty-^'' But

whether the name be Semitic in origin or

not, it is clear that at one time it was read

Dil-bat, and thus corresponds with the Ak.

Lubat ( 'Old sheep"), a name for the planets.

MoXo/36f3uiJ. orou Aiot
aaTr'jp, vapa \a\6at-

o<v. In this case we shall expect Hesy-
cliios, as usual, to have preserved a prota-

gonistic name of the planet. The ordinary

name of Jupiter is J^ >-< jrY^ -^Y, render-

ed Lubat (=the Vianet) Guttav*^ and it is

called, jxir excpJlence, the lubat or hihbit
;'''»

hence it is possible that
MoXo/3«'y3a might

=Mul Bibbu (' the Star Bibbu") =./»;>?««?.

(ruttar (
= "

Bull-of-the-sun") "is explained

by the Assyrian pidnu sa same
('• furrow-

of-heaven"), i.e. the ecliptic, to which Ju-

piter is near.'^s There is a close connexion

in formation between the sign tj^, (lui, 'bull',

and
^]i^, ul, or mid,

'

star',"^ and it is

likewise somewhat singular that -^T, the re-

mains of an oi-iginal (solar) circle, lias, a-

mongst ot crs the value babai\
'

sunrise'.

A group ^iz]i- ^y would read Mul -
bubar^

i' Star-of-the-sui

word bahar is not iised as a phonetic value.

We find, however, the forms babbar, ha-

bar, modifications of ^xtpyja?-, (z.e. ^xy?- doub-

led), with the meanings 'white',' white sur-

face for an inscription', 'silver' (=" white

gold"), and hence 'shining', 'bright', so that

MoXo/3ol3ap= ''the Bright-star"= ''the Yiia-

net^'= Zeus.

VI.

Be\c^aro<i. oTrvpbv (iarrjp. Ba^uXiL'vfof. Thl?

thoroughly ill-omened star was known as Ul-

nakaru (" The Hostile") Ultmrru (" The

Enemy"). UJ hlmmhlium ("The Sultry"),

Nu-mia (" The Star-which-is-not"), refer-

ring to the fact that Mars recedes from the

Earth until it is almost invisible",'"' ^fanma

(" The King-of-the-land"-of the dead ?), "the

Star of Death", and Nibatanu, the meaning
of which is very doubtful. The title

" lord

ot tlie house of death" (=Bel-e-bat) given

in T?-ans. Soc. Bib. Archajol., iii. 171, was

founded on an error in the published text of

the original inscription ;
and Prof. Sayce

has suggested to me that " vibat (or rather

ni-bady may mean " he dies." The Under-

world, Etur~hat{''The Temple-of-the dead,")

was ruled, according to Ak. ideas, by Ninki-

gal (" Lady of-the-great-region," /.e.,Sche(51_

Hades), also called Ninge ( Queen-of-the-

Underworld"), and Mulge''^ ( "King-of-the

Underworld"), and it is obvious that the lat-

ter personage,
" lord of countries," the ana-

logue of the Semitic Bel, must have been

called " Lord-of-tlie -house - of- death"=

/.e . siiidike star, ])ut the
BeXt'/:}rt.To'.-,

whicli title would be subsequently

41) Vide n;7>. Sec. IV. i'l ) The J're-AL-tadiaii Semites, 15.

43) (jut= gad, and Prof. Sayce suggests that the Phamician name of the planet G^ nd

(" Good-fortune", cf. Is. Ixv. IT) may be hence derived, with a Semitic meaning added.

44) Some bright-eyed animal.
'

45) Prof. Sayce (rnn^.*, Soc. l>ib. ArcL-eol. iii.lTO.

4()) Vide the interesting remarks of the Rev. Wm. Houghton {Ibid. vi. 4G8-9).
47) Prof. Sayce. 48) Mulge and Ninge exactly corresi)ond with the Etruscan

Mantus and Mania, king and queen of the Underworld, and I have called attention to
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applied to Mars as the ill-oiiieued star oi' the

tlie Underworld and of Death.

Every lunar and stellar position was, ae-

eording to the Eu[)hrateau scheme of things,

more or less portentous, the system of jtor-

tents heing founded on the triple basis of f I ;

actual natural incident, (2) anthroponior[)liic

analogy. ('.(/. the Star which recedes and is

not, is naturally the Star-of-death : or (ij)

synchronous occurrence, e.(/., if
*' (ionf and

K/'f/n oft behold men tossed alioiii mi ihc

dark stormy sea."''' we read of "Insana Cap-
viv sidera,"5° and thus on.

Nergal, the god of the planet Mart-, wliicli

was known as Xerifi in Menda^an astronomy,

is himself a chthonian divinity, the lighting

Sun in the Underw<irld, '• illuminator of the

great city" (Hades), ac ('tire') + iini(/fil

(•' great city") ; and unu/al and (fralt
(••the

tomb") are rendered by the As. iiiitu death,

the Pluenician Mutli : Odiunou cc tovtov kih

I Wdi'nwi'd [=god of the Underworld] ^h)ii'iK€^

ui'oiKi'i^oixTi.^'
Another Ak. cc^mbiiiation

'ead uruf/al, is equated with the As. f/abrio

(•o])]ioser'
—in the sense of '

hero'), and the

LXX give the god's name as 'E/j76'A.s-

In Ptolemy's star-li.st, which was little

different from that of Hipparchos, we tiiid

Star No. 8 in '"the asterism of the Scor

pion" described as,— "The centre-one
[••

of

the ^5 bright-(mes in the body"]' also a retl-

dish-yellow, called 'A/'7a/j//9" (:='equar or

•

op[)osite' "to Ares, the planet JAn-s), CW
Scorpionis : and in VV.A.I. III. 5o, No. 1,

line 211, we find an observation connecti.Ml

with these tw(j stars :
—

Kakab Ni-bat-a-nu ana kakab

Till' Star l)cjilh-i\i-heiici'ir'' tot be constellation

<iir - tall dikhu

of-tlie Snirpion^* is-op[)osite.

Tlic position here inilicated will not lie id-

entical with " the Opposition" of later as-

trology, the I aspect, when two jilanets are

separat(!d by (! si^ns of tlie Zodiac, and

which ••
is decnii'd nio.si malignant and emi-

nently uiifortnnati' :" lint at tlic same time I

mulerstand the combination as having a

malignant as]iecl. ami tiiat the next state-

ment Inn ecali-rit/)-i(-si( ih((.s-si, means, "In

tlie palace a (new) master is placed," i.r.

the king is detiiroiu'd or dies. Now modern

astrology has, as noticed," retained the

Chalthean characteristics of the 7 planets :

and it has also, by its division of the con-

stellations of the Zodiac into Diurnal and

Nocturnal Signs, retained in a n)arvellous

manner the evidence of the character of the

original concepts upon wiiicli tbc Twelve

Signs are founded.^" We siiall not be sur-

prised to find that the (I Signs onginally

connected with Day and the Light-of-day,

are called by astrologers ^wlio are quite ig-

norant of tbc underlying reason) 'fortunate':

and that the 6 Signs originally connecteil

with Night and Darkness, ?.e!, the so-calleil

Nocturnal Signs, are reg-arded as ' unfortu-

ate.' Amongst these is Scorjiio ; originally

a type of Darkness,^'' and therefore consi-

deretl as, on the whole, an ominous and

fortunate Sign. In a curious Tabic in

my possession of tlie properties and char-

acteristics
*' of the Most h]mincnt Fixed

the fact tbat various Etruscan personagc-naincs arc easily and ajipropriately explained by
tbc Akkadian language—e.g. J/a//i«-6'="- K ing-of-darkness", Mmiin ( Ma-iiu ):=•• Eand-

,if-('cli[)se" (Vide Ac(((liniuj, Nov. '11, ISHd, p. oCili i.

4'.') Aratos, J*h(iliwiiii'ii(i. ^"t-\y ;">()) Horace, Citiiniint, III. \ii. (i.

ol) Sanchou. i. 7. h'l) iv Khif/x. xvii. ;M.

')•>) So tlie name seems to be read (vide .s////.
in voc).

o-lr) Formerly rendered "
Slai- of tbc Doiiiile Sword" (vide R. II., End<iiiti>. (H).

;)0) 'S'",". vSec. iv. .")()) N'ide R. ]',., T/ir Lxir of Kos/tix- Order ; Kriddiiiis, sec. iv

57) Vide R,r>.. <hi llii; (hifjiii (if l/ic t'iigiiK of the Zodiac, sec. i.\ { Arc/hndof/ia, xlvii,.
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Stars," Ant(n-e>< (a Scorpionis) is said to

be connecteei with "Activity and Eminence;"
and the aspect described in the Tablet

seems to illustrate this, for whilst the Star-

of-death facing Scorjno, bodes ill to the

king, Antares shines brightly ou his suc-

cessor.

In Line 21 the statement about Mars

and Scorpio is re])eated, and the latter part

of the Line is translated by Prof. Sayce:
—

" The Zodiacal Sign^** by its lower part

it seizes."

The Planet is here described as entering flie

Sign, the ]>rocess being termed a seizing of

the latter (jts<(hhat) ; and the ]»assage ex-

[)lains the meaning of the Hindu term for

planet Graha ('Seizer'). The idea may of

course liaA^e arisen independently in India,

or have been derived, like so much beside in

Hindu astronomy and astrology, from the

West.

RoBT. Brown, Jun.

58) *">^yy, :>f, (Vide Bosanquet and Sayc
ices of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol

!e. The Babylonian Astmunmy {^Monthly Not-

xl.No.
:•>,).

NEW HITTITE SEAL, FOUND NEAR TAItSUS.

Mr. Gkeville L Chester lately ob-

tained from the neighbourhood of Tarsus

a hematite seal of approximately cubical

form, with the stone, however, so cut on

one side as to serve the purpose of a

handle There are thus five engraved faces,

including the base. Though not, in my
opinion, so ancient as the Yuzgat seal—an

opinion which Mr. Pinches shares—the

new seal presents characteristics of very

great interest. Four out of the five en-

graved faces have two figures ^one seated

and one standing) w^hich may be supposed
to represent either men or deities, i

As,

however, the general subject of the seal is

evidently of a magical, or at least, mysti-

cal, character, it is not altogether easy to

distinguish certainly between gods and

men. But a hawkdieaded figure, which is

apparently pouring out a libation from a

tall, nairow A^ase, may be sujtposed to be a

tleity. This figure has, moreover, a pig-

tail, an appendage which is found with at

least one other figure. Above one of the

seated figures is what in all probability is

a modification of the winged solar disk,

though in this case the sun has assumed a

somewhat star-like appearance. In the

hand of this seated figure is what appears
to be a double three-forked thunderbolt,

which is introduced possibly as an example
of tri-unity, an idea which appears to have

been very influential in the East in ancient

times, and which, on one face of the seal,

is represented by a trident of ordinary

form, and on two other faces, one of them

the base of the seal, by a trident-like ob-

ject with a sort of root depending, and of

which it is difficult to say whether it is an

idealised plant or flame. Possibly it is the

latter, as it is above a kind of altar, at the

base of which the hawk headed figure

above mentioned is pouring out the liba-

tion. On cither side of this trident-like

object is a very curious symbol,

which appears to denote life A^
generally, or at least the primor- Jf^
dial principle of human life. On
another face of the seal this symbol is

without the triangular, cap (which, how-

ever, is above itj and it is supported ap-

parently by a string which a standing

1. The fifth side has one seated figure holding apparently a bird with wings expanded
and a hare or rabbit. The five seats, it is noteworthy, are in each case diff'erent.
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figure holds in his hand.

Here we see a round-

ed liead with what look

like projecting ears.

The evolution of thj^

curious symbol would

seem to be this. The

/>^
-In Cyprus this triangle seems

yV—I have lost its base, and accordin

/V^\ it appears thus

coinage.

to

on the

H i t-

I leaded

ently,
" Hittite

triangle was regarded
as sacred, as representing the primor-
dial principle of things. As such it is

found in India, and, remarkably, it is to

be seen also on a stele of Lilybajum^
which bears a Phoi'nician inscription, but

here the triangle has a head and arms.-

tites probably modilied the

triangle somewhat ditfer-

and added turned-up toes, or

boots
"

to accentuate the idea of life.*

This interesting seal is, it is understood, to

1)6 engraved immediately by the Royal

Archaeological Institute, and the })late to

be issued in their Journal, with some ob-

servations by Prof. Sayce.

Thomas Tyler.

2. See the bas-relief figured in Perrot and Chipiez's Hidoire de V Art \\o\. iii., p. 309)
fi'om the Corp. imcr. sem. According to P. & C, p. 308, analogous examples exist "sur
les monnaies de certaines villes d'Asie," but I have been unable to find them.

3. Cf. H. de Luynes, Numimiatliine et Inscrqjtions C//jjriates, pi. v., fig 12. There is an

example also in the Brit. Mus.
4. Mr. Pinches very appropriately suggests the analogy of the Egyptian ((iilh, or

symbol of life. This analogy is remarkable, but if there is an actual connection, it must
l)e referred back lo a vtry remote antiquity. I may add that there are numerous tri-

angles on the Yuzgat seal, which, though inserted to fill up vacant spaces, probably have
a sacred or mystical significance.

A SEASON'S RESULTS IN EGYPT.

In giving an outline of a student's work in tunities. Then, after dismissing the boat,

Egypt for a winter, two objects are in view; wt; stayed for some weeks at Assuan and

first, to show what can be easily done for Thebes in tents, returning northward by
scientific work in that country, and secondly the postal steamer, and afterwards separat-

to save others from going over the same ing to our more individual work. Such a

ground, when so much else is waiting to trip showed how much remains to be done

be done. by any one who will undertake it. In

My friend, Mr. GriHitli, and myself went many cases we found tombs which could

up to Minieh last December, direct by never have been copied before, as they

train, and that point is within a week of were covered over with Coptic or Arab

England, as is any part of Egypt below

.Siut. There hiring a small boat, in which

we could be our own masters, we started

on a leisurely cruise, walking a good part

plastering, and these occurred even in dis-

tricts well known, where no one would

think of going for discoveries. In short,

one of the best <rrounds for novelties is in

of the way in and out of ^the valleys and any place where everyone supposes that the

ovcr all the good sites, up to Assuan. This remains have been all e.xaniined.

way of seeing and exi)loring is to be much At Deir el (iibrawi, north of Siut, there

recommended for any one who wishes to arc ranges of tombs, many of wliieli are-

nuike the most of tli(>ir means and oppor- white-washed or plastered ; those which wc
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could aHord time to sci'ape down a little,

showed long inscnptic<n3 of the Xllth or

Xlllth dynasty ;
a careful cleaning of these

tombs would restore a whole group of in-

scriptions to light. At -Rifa, some miles

south of Siut, a range of grand tombs of

the same age awaited a copyist ;
unable

then to stop for them, Mr. Griffith returned

later on, and has copied them completely,

I understand. They have high facade^

entirely cut in the rock in the splendid
bold style of the Middle Kingdom, rivalling

and even exceeding that of Beni Hasan.

Over one door is the doulde worship of

Osiris and Anubis, seated back to back. A
Coptic village inhabits the group of tombs,

with all sorts of adaptations of mud brick

built in.

To see anything, you need to wind up stair-

cases, round corners, through courtyards,

and to repel fanatical dogs who dispute

every yard of progress. A most kindly

guide we found in an old priest ; and

climbing a shaky mud tower, we found our-

selves half-way up the facade of a tomb, the

intercolumnar spaces of which were filled

for ten feet or more from the ground by a

brick wall
;
from that wall we descended a

flight of steps into the church Iniilt in the

hall, with inscriptions covering the walls,

and half revealed by the fall of thin sheets

of plaster. A striking feature of the Xllth

dynasty tombs in middle Egypt is the

great figure of the deceased, far over life-

size, on the wall : sometimes a row of

statues of the deceased, his wife, and sister

or mother, will be seated on a bench in the

inner caamber, impressive from their

simple largeness and gigantic solemnity.

At Shekh Clabr two or three tombs of

the Vth or Vlth dynasty are well worth

visiting ; being on the eastern clift", a long
tunnel has been cut for each in the rock,

parallel to its face, so as to obtain a wall

for the false doors, which need to be in the

western side leading to the blessed Amenti

These tombs we completely copied. They
are of Ka-khent and his wife Khent-kau-s ;

also of another Ka-khent, who appropriated
some titles (Suten-se, en khcrt-f/meri-f, semr,^--

uakhrrjjah rnah neh-f) whichwere disallowed

afterward and erased. There is a very
curie us tomb round the corner of the cliff

southward, with a sloping side passage and

a flight of side steps cut in the rock
;

if a

later adaptation, it is more elaborate than

anything seen elsewhere. A strange sight,

both here and at El Kab, is the st^ le of

tomb decoration by Italian artists ; the ex-

tremely modern cheap wine-shop appear-
ance is so wholly un-Egyptian, with its

great ropey festoons, showers of red roses

scattered on ihe wall, cupid-Horus, togated

figures, and a table of offerings painted
with a marble slab top. carved legs, and a

green and white tumbler standing on it.

In the range of tombs at Hieraconpolis
is one with a great quantity of fine coffers

and gold work represented, which were

presented to the temple there by the last of

the Ramessides, all the objects bearing his

name and titles. At El Kab, opposite, a

tomb of the time of Sebakhotep 11. has had

its stone-cut inscription jjublished more
than once

;
but the painted walls had never

been cleaned from the blackening by the

bats. With water, brushes, and cloths, we
went carefully over it and cleaned one of

the most thickly peopled tombs I have

seen. Not only all the owner's relatives,

connexions, followers, and even friends are

shown, but also the workmen Avho exca-

vated the tomb and their families. Alto-

gether over 70 names were copied with

their titles. The general family character

of the tombs at El Kab and around there

is striking ; usually the walls show a crowd

of relatives, down to first cousin's grand-
children ; but all, except the nearest, in the

female line.

On nearing Silsileh, we began to hunt

for the tablet of Mentuhotep IV., published
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from tho Harris papers in Tr;ins. Bib.

Arch. W'l' not only found it, rather re-

nowned in the neiiihl)ourhood as the "
snJni

rigah'h," or "
great (lion-like) man," but

found some two hundred rock irratiiti

along the Nile banks and up the valley in

which the main tablet is cut. The valley

seems to have Ijeen a road avoiding the

Silsileh rocks, and the crowd of inscrip-

tions of tlie Xlth, Xllth and" Xllltii

dynasties is astonishing. The names Antef

and Mentuhotep abound, and farther up
the valley we found a tablet of Sankhkara

seated with a table of offerings before him,

and two worshippers kneeling behind him.

Sebekemsaf and Mentuhotei) II. are other

cartouches occurring there. We copied all

that seemed copyable. The great rock in

the El Kab valley with many graffiti of the

Vlth dynasty we did not copy, as it seems

to have been done already. On all these

rocks, lieside the hieroglyphic and hieratic

graffiti, are numerous dtawings of animals

and boats. These certainly were begun
before the XVIIIth dynasty, as the priority

of an inscription of Amenhote[) I. is clear

in one place ;
and from tho appearances of

the surfaces of these figures, and of adjacent

early inscriptions, it seems not iuiprobabk;

that they are the oldest sculptures in

Egypt. Gazelles, oxt^n, elephants and

ostriches were noted among them.

At Gebel Silsileh we completely copied
all the tombs, including some only to be

reached by a boat and climbing. They are

nearly all of the XVIIIth dynasty. The

great open quarries of Silsileh are entirely

Graeco-Koman, as Greek inscriptions and

marks may be seen 50 or 100 feet Jiigh up
on the quarry face, close to the hill top ;

the earlier quarries are pro]>ably in the

gigantic subterranean cuttings. Here, and

elsewhere, the quarry marks have enabled

us to identify the qunrries of many I'tol-

maic temples. Many of the Greek (juarry
marks are curious, especially representa-

tions of a ladder used for reaching the top
of a shrine. We also copied the parts of

a bt-autiful lock shiine of Arnenhotep ill..

whicli had stood isolated in t!;e quarry, with

a hawk, in the round, placed on the top.

The fragments do not seem to have been

understood before.

At Assuan we worked through all the

rock inscriptions, only omitting the large

royal tablets which had lieen already

copied. We found lUany which do not

seem to have been observed before. Two
of Mentuhotep II. along the Xile side by
the cataracts, one of U.iertesen I., and one

of Ameniritis and Kashta, b(!side some

others which are probably yet unpuV)-

lished. The })riv^ate, lists of names of

families and their friends are unparallelled,

a dozen or twenty j)rivate names is

often to 1)6 seen in one insciiption, and

when I shall have arranged and indexed

them much \\<A\t will be thi'own on the

dynastic range of various names. Uut at

Elephantine the best fii d awaited me. In

the vdlage street, just over the ferry land-

ing, a part which nearly every traveller

passes, I saw on a projecting block of native

yranite a line with the cartouche of lianieri

( Vlth dynasty), and on clearing away the

dust around it for a little, we unearthed

tablets of Unas, with the king standing and

the /m/ over his head, Noferkara (Vlth

dynasty) Kameri (above the others) Antef-

aa and Amenemhat L The rock seems

like a royal register of the place, and no

other spot is so given over to cartouches ;

moreover most of these are earlier thau any

other rock inscri})tions in the district, ii

is melancholy to see the thousands of early

Muhaiinnedan tombstones being gradually
broken uj) and carried away ironi tim

cemetery. It is hopeless to preserve them

on tlieir iiidi\ idual graves; l)ut if lative

.soldi(irs were st-t to build an ciicldsurc, and

line the wall round with all llir lablcLs,

ilivini; ;i character to the placi' b\ ad(|in<£
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a well, some safety miglit be obtained for

them without raising any fanaticism.

At Thebes my main work was in taking

paper squeezes of all suitable heads o^

foreigners on the monuments, for the

British Association Committee on Racial

Types. For this purpose I took about 180

sheets with one or mure heads on each, be

sides about iO photographs from paintings

or painted sculpture. The photographs in

the tombs by magnesium light were so

successful that I should employ it whenever

good lighting cannot be obtained. Grain

magnesium mixed when wanted with an

equal weight of chlorate of potash, ex-

plodes with a dull thud and a flash which

takes an instantaneous photograph before

the smoke diffuses in the room. Forty

grains of magnesium at a distance of eight

feet from the subject are needed
;

the

amount, of course, varying as the square of

the distance. For other cases in tombs I

generally used sunlight, reflected in by two

or more successive reHectois of tin plate,

and played about over the painting for two

or three minutes. These are such an ad-

mirable mfans of lighting a tomb for in-

spection that no archaeologist should travel

without them
; plain .sheets of tin turned

up at the edges, and fitting one in the other

is all that is needed, and a very little sun-

light reflected far outdoes any candle light-

ing. I also took j)aper squeezes of all the

plants in the liotanical chamber of Tahut-

mes III. The .stamped cones- —fictitious

bread offerings
—were constantly brought

to me, and I collected a quantity, which

will add to our li.st of persons and titles

probably when worked out. Ostraka also

abounded, and I packed up many hundreds,

mainly demotic : the Greek, so far as I have

yet examined them, are mostly under

Tiberius, receipts for money, and ns late as

Trajan ;
Ijut there is some months of

.study in the collection.

Lastly, coming down the river, I walked

from opposite Wasta to Helwan on the east

bank
; but, beside Atfih, this part proved

barren of remains before the late Roman
and Cufic tim% and no promising spot for

tondis or rock sculpture is to be found.

This brought me down to Dahshur, where

I pitched for a couple of months, surveying
the pyramids there

; and, after some delay,

having got an order to excavate, I un-

covered the original base and casing of the

two southern pyramids, the northern one

I had not time to clear sufficiently to find

the original base, as it has been so much

destroyed. I also found, while exploring

the desert west of them, the line of Roman
road from Memphis to the Faium, marked

out with stones at intervals of 2000, 1000

and 500 cubits of 20'G inches. T l)ought

from the Arabs many hundreds of stone

weights from Memphis,' which will settle

the metrology of that district when studied.

The casts of the foreigners, Khita and

Amar, Shairetaua and Pulistu, Kush and

Mashuash, and many others, I hope to

exliibit a selection of at the forthcoming

meeting of the British Association at Man-

chester, and a complete set of casts will be

presented I believe to tiie British Museum.

Photographs (of all but the useless repeti-

tions) will be made, and available for

study. I shall also be glad to receive ap-

plications from museums for sets of the

ca.sts The other results I hope to put in

shape and publish this autumn, and so

wind up a season's work, and be ready for

whatever else may be my next season's

subject in that land. It is much to be

wished that students would more generally

take up monumental research in the coun-

try ;
the field is far from exhausted, and

ths difficulties in the way are not worth

any hesitation. A familiarity with a small

amount of colloquial Arabic, and the wil-

lingne.ss to take to a rough life with tent

and blankets, is all that is needful for any
one with a real zeal for the subject.

W. M. Flinders I'etrie.

/
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ZonoA&TRIAN DEITIES ON IXDU-HCYTHUN COINS.

Although the latest in that long series of

numismatic relics, which form our main

documents for the history of the Greek and

Scythic rulers of Bactria and India, the

coins of the Turushka kings are perhai)S

the most important for the student of

Aryan antiquities. Their ^xtremely varied

reverses exhibit in well-executed designs
and clearly legible characters the figures

and names of numerous deities, many among
which, as already recognized by the first ob-

servers, bear an unmistakeably Zoroastrian

character. These representations are, in

fact, almost our only contemporary docu-

ments for that most obscure period in the

history of Zoroastrian worship, which in-

tervened between the fall of the Ancient

Persian Empire and the Sassanian Revival.

The identification of the types represented
must therefore be considered a task of first-

rate importance for the student of Iranian

Keligion. On the other hand. Historical

Grammar can attach scarcely less im-

portance to the elucidation of the legends,

considering that they are clearly written

phonetic specimens of the language,, which

can be dated, with something like chrono-

logical exactness, since the late Mr.

Fergusson's ingenious discovery
^ has re-

vealed the identity of the Caka era (start-

from A.D. 78) with the era employed by
the Turushka Kings of our coins in their

Indian inscriptions.

The philological enquiry into the types
and legends of the Indo-.Scythic coinage has

made but comparatively slow progress .since

the days of Trinsoit and Lassen
; but,

perhap.s, it may now be resumed with some

chance of success, since Von Ballet's exhaus-

tive monograph,- based on true historical

criticism, and more recently Prof. Percy
Gardner's excellent catalogue'' of the rich

1. On the Taka, toamvat and Gupla Kra,s,

2. Die Nachfolger Alexandeis de.« Grossc

3. The Coins of the Greek and Scythic
Museum, London, 1886.

collection under his care, have placed us

in full possession of the numismatic facts.

At the same time the great advance made
in our knowledge of Zoroastrianism,

through the more extensive study of its

sacred literatures, enables us to iitilize, with

a clearer view of the issue, the fresh

evidence of the coins. We shall attempt
here to collect in a condensed form the in-

formation, which that remarkable coinage

affords on the state of Iranian religion

and S})eech in the centuries preceding the

Sassanian epoch.

For the historical facts connected with

the rule of the Yueh-chi or Kushans in

India we can refer our readers at the pre-

sent occasion to the above named pulilica-

tions of Von Sallet and Prof. Gardner; they

afford but little material for the solution of

the question, that mainly interests the

Iranian scholar—viz., how and where

these tribes of evidently non-Aryan descent

became so deeply penetrated with

Zoroastrian influences. From Chinese

annals we are able to fix the date of the

invasion, whichbrought the Yueh-chi under

King Kadphises south of the Hindukosh,

at about B.C. 25
;
but it is not till a cen-

tury later that we meet with distinct traces

of Zoroastrianism among them. King
Kanishka (on the coins KANHPKI)
whom Buddhist tradition claims as the

great patron of their church, and with

whom the Caka era originate(l (a.d. 78),

is the first known to employ Iranian lypes
and "Scythic" legeu'l.s on his reverses.

His successor was OOHPKI {IhnisJibi)

whose inscriptions range fmm the year
33 to 51 of the Caka era (A.l*. Ill

129): his vci'v nmiierous coinage, tVdiii

which Greek legends have now dctini-

tely disa])pearcd, atMs some new types

J. K. A. S. ISM), p. !:•>'.), .s.|(|.

11 in ]>actrien and Indien lierlin, lS7'.».

Kings of Bactria and hulia, in the JUitish
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of Iranian deitic-s to the already large

Pantheon of Kanishka. The issues of

Huvishka are the last of the Indo-Scythic

coinage with which we are concerned on

the present occasion, as the much inferior

coins of a later king, who bears the name of

BAZOAHO (Vasudeva in the inscrip-

tions), are restricted in their types to the

more or less barbarous representations

of a few non-Zoroastrian deities.

The plates which accompany our remarks

on the various types represent well-pre-

served specimens in the British Museum,

for the casts of which we are indebted to

the kindness of Prof. Gardner. These

illustrations obviate the necessity of

noticing in detail the characteristic designs

of the types and the not less peculiar writ-

ing of the legends. The highly original

ti'eatment which the Greek characters have

received at the hands of the Indo-Scythic

die-cutters, would deserve special investi-

gation from e})igraphists ;
for our present

object it may suffice to call attention to the

general clearness and fluency which

distinguishes very favourably this ap-

})arently barbarous writing on the gold coins

of Kanishka and Huvishka from the

crammed and ill-shaped legends of their

Scythic predecessors.

In the large assembly of Zoroastrian

deities, which the coins of their Scythic

worshippers bring before us, Mithra, the

God of heavenly Light, might well claim,

precedence, from the important position he

occupies in Avestic mythology as well as

in Eastern cult generally.

6 t'nif -f.v:-A'1

T. (Ooor. i). II. (Ooer. 07).

The Iranian Mithra has been lung ago

recognized in the very chaiacteristic type
of the Sun-god, which on the rare Greek

coins of Kanerki bears the name of

HAIOC Not less varied than the repre-

sentation of the God himself is the form in

which his Iranian name appears. M lOPO
and M 1 1 PO are the most frequent read-

ings, and represent but slightly varied pro-

nunciations of the same form uiihr, which

the Avestic name must have assumed at a

comparatively early date through the regu-

lar phonetic change of th into h. MM PO
corresponds to the modern Persian inihir,

with the well known interposition of a

secondary vowel lefore r
; MIOPO repre-

sents vtiJir, and gives us a clear instance

of the phonetic rendering of A by O (as

in OOH PKI = Huvi'ihka,) to which we shall

have to refer in the furtlier course of our

enquiry. The closing O, which recurs at the

end of almost all Iranian names of the coins,

can as yit not be accounted for with any

certainty. The historical study of the

Iranian language leads us to believe that

the final vowel of Zend and Old Persian

words was lost in their transition into the

phonetic state of Middle Persian or Pah-

lavi
;
as the latter is in its main character-

istics reflected by the legends of the Indo-

scythic coinage, this closing O cannot well

be considered a representative of the old

thematic vowels. We may, however, look

for some connexion between this O and

the sign which is added to so many Pahlavt

words with consonantal ending, and is

generally transcribed by o.— Besides the

above forms, we meet with numerous

variants of the same name, viz.—M6IPO,
MIYPO, MYIPO on Kanerki coins

(see Cat., pp. 131, 134, and Von

Sallet, NarhfoUicr, I). 197), and MIYPO,
MYPO, MlPO, MIPPO MIIOPO,
MOPO on those of Ooerki (see Cat.

pp. 141— J 13, 155, 157; Von Sallet, p.

202 squ.) Some of these forms may be

viewed as individual attempts to give a

phonetical equivalent for the difficult aspira-

tion, others, like MIPPO, MOPO are
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scarcely more than mere blunders of the

die-cutters.

From this list of forms the supposed
MI0PO has been justly eliminated by Von
Sallet

;
this archaic form can nowhere be

read with any clearness and would, in

fact, not well agree with the general

phonetic character of the naiues repre-

sented. It is of considerable interest to

compare with the Scythic name of Mithra

the various forms in which the identical

name of the Iranian month Mihr appears
in the list of Cappadocian months. This

list has been preserved for us in a chrono-

logical table, which compares the calendars

of different localities, found in numer-

ous Greek MSS. of Ptolemy's Can-

ones. It has been carefully exam-

ined by Benfey,* and proved to con-

tain the names of the months in the

Zorastrian calendar, as still in use in Cap-

padocia under the Roman rule. Iranian

months are designated by the names of

their respective tutelary deities, and as

some of the latter are represented on the

Scythic coinage, these Greek transcriptions

of their names (wliich are found, too, in a

much later form in the lists of Persian

months given by Isaacus Monachus and

other Byzantine chronologists) will give us

much valuable help for the identification

of the Scythic forms.

The MSS. of the Hemerologium, in

which are contained the Cappadocian
namt's, are divided into two clashes; one

of these presents us with tlie forms Mirjpdv,

Mwap, Muoi. ^fuap, which all corre-

si)ond with more or less accuracy to

the original mihr, the Ml IPO, MIOPO of

our coins ;
the other cLass gives the older

form Mt^pi, which may have been

taken from an, earlier compilation. The
later lists of Byzantine origin re])resent tin'

Persian mihr by J^fe^'p or -Ue^ep (comp.

Chrysococcas in Hyde, Keligio Vett. Per-

4. Ueber die Monatsnamen einiger alter

sarum, 1700, p. 191
;
and Ke'and, Disser-

tat. Miscellan., 1706, Pars ii., p. 111).

The representation of the god makes it

sufficiently evident that the Avestic Mithra,

already closely connected with the sun, had

b) that time become completely identified

with it. None, however, of those numer-

ous symbols, proper to the Western Deo

Invicto Soli Mithrae, are to be found on

the types of MIOPO.

The type of MIlPO appear.-, in conjunc-

tion with the not less characteristic repre-

sentation of his heavenly brother the ^loon-

god, MAO, On a coin of the British Mu-

seum (Cat. PL xxvii, 24). The types of

the latter resemble in all important fea-

tures that given below (No. iv.), and

agree well with the masculine conception

of the Avestic Moon-god, called indo
(
= Skr.

iikh) or (with thematic stem), vidonha.

His name becomes muh in Pahlavi and

modern Persian, and this is the form which

is represented by MAO of the coins.

Whether tlie O corresponds to h as in

MIOPO, or is merely the closing O dis-

cussed above, cannot be decided. On two

coins of the Br. M. (Ooerki Nros. 38, 40)

we find the fuller transcription MAOO,
which probably must be read md/id. On a

Greek coin of Kanerki (Cat. PI. xxvi, 1
),

the u.sual malo figure of the moon deity is

accompanieil l)y the legend CAAHNH.

III. I Kan. 11). IV. fOoer. .^0).

Here we may notice most conveniently a

com])aratividy rari> type of Kanerki (No.

iii.) representing a bearded Ciod with a

trotting horse beside him, as, on account ol

tlie legend, we have to identify this tieity

with another, less known, inhal)itant of

Viilker, Bi'rlin, ls;5r>, p. 7(1
s(|(|.
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the ethereal regions in Avestic mythology.

Although the former reading APOOA-
CnO, had to 1)0 abandoned in favour

of APOOACnO on the evidence of the

well-preserved specimens examined by Von

Sallet and Prof. Gardner (comp. Kanerki

1-i, 15 in Br. Mus.), the substantial identity

of the word with Zend Auroaf-a(;2)a,6.Yst pro-

posed by Windischmann, can scarcely be

doubted. The Avestic word, which

literally means "
swift-horsed,"- is the

common epithet of Ijoth the sun (hvare-

khshaeta) and the god Apam nap§,t "the

Son of the Waters," whose original charac-

ter as an old Aryan personification of the

Fire, born in the clouds, i.e., the Lightning,

(comp. the Jpdm napdt of Vedic Mythology)
can still be traced in Avestic passages.

But having already observed that the Sun-

god became merged with Mithra into the

single type of MIOPO, we may safely con-

clude that the APOOACHO of Kanerki

is
" the High Lord Apam napat, the swift-

horsed
"

of the Avesta The puzzling
initial A of the Scythic legend may be ex-

plained with Prof. Hoffmann^ as the first

trace of the phonetic process, by which

Aurvat-aqpa, the name of King Vishta^pa's

father, was turned into Lohardsp, Luhrdq),
in Pahlavi and Persian. This process itself,

however, is by no means clear, especially

as we find the phonetically correct repre-

sentant of Zend aurvaf-ac^pa still preserved
in the name Arvanddsp, which is mentioned

in some genealogical lists as that

of King Vishtaepa's grandfather. If

APOOACnO is to be considered the

link between the Zend form and the

modern Luhi-dftp, it must probably be read

*Lrohaspo, the second O representing the

sound h, to which t was reduced in due
course by its position between two vowels.

V. (Kan. 63.)

The type of the

Iranian Wind - god,

(runningbearded figure

with loose hair and

floating garment), is

very frequent on the

bronze coins of Kaner-

ki (see No. v.. Cat. p.

135) and artistically, perhaps, the most

original conception of the whole series.

In his highly characteristic figure and the

legend OAAO it was not easy to mistake

Vdta, the "strong Mazda-created Wind "

of the Avesta. The form OAAO
is of great interest to the grammarian ;

it proves most conclusively that the change
of intervocal t into d (cf. Zend vdkt with

Persian had), which is ignored in the arti-

ficial spelling of Pahlavi (vdto), was an

accomplished fact as early as the 1st cen-

tury of our era.

The flames rising from the shoulders of

the God, whose most common type is given
below (No. vii.), would clearly proclaim him

a personification of the Fire, so important
for Zoroastrian cult, even if the legend
were open to any doubt. A0PO, with

the variant A0OPO on a gold coin of

Ooerki (see Cat. p, 136 and PI. xxvii, 8),

which represents the God in the very
characteristic type of Hephaestus with

hammer and tongs, is directly derived from

Zend dthr-, the weak form of stem dtar

'•

fire," and is, therefore, substantially

identical with the Pahlavi dtro (comp.

mifro for "^mithrb) and the Persian adhar
"

fire." The latter form has survived be-

side the more common dtasli (a descendant

of the ancient Nominativ atar!<) chiefly as

the name of the 9th Zoroastrian month,

which is transcribed by Isaacus Monachus

and other Byzantine chronologists as ahep.

Abhandluugen
"
of the German Oriental Society. Vol. vii., 3, p. 150.
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In the Cappadocian list of months we
find tlie older form 'Ar^pa, which is, in

fact, the closest approach to A0PO of

our coins. Afar,
" the son of Ormazd. the

most great and beneficent Deity," is, in

accordance witli the all iiuportant part
which the sacred fire plays in Zoroastriau

cult, frequently addressed in the hymns
and prayers of the Avestic ritual

;
and be-

sides, a special supplication (Nyaish V.) is

devoted to him. The tongs, with which

A0PO is always represented, are men-

tioned among other instruments, required
for the proper care of Ormazd's fire in a

passage of the Vendidad (xiv. 7).

^^J-

VI. (Ooer. 1K5). VII. (Kan. 11).

In a God of apparently similar character

(see No. vi.) who on the gold coin?,

especially of Ooerki (comp. Cat. pp.

150-153) is frequently represented as hold-

ing fire in his hand, Prof. Hoffmann has

very properly recognized a representation
of " the mighty kingly Glory

" the kavaem

(jareno of the Avesta. This deity's name
reads <{>APPO or <|)APO and corresponds
to the Persian farr, both forms being de-

rived from farna, which is the phonetic

equivalent of Zend qcireno in the Ancient

Persian of the Achaemenidian inscriptions.
Zend Vi?7da -

qarena,
"
winning glory,"

thus becomes, as a proper noun,Fimlafarna,

'IvTa(f)6pu7}'i in Old Persian, and YNAO
4>EPPHS on the coins of an Indo-Par-

thian ruler. Similarly, the PHARNACO-
TIS of Pliny, vi. 25, has l)eeti recognized

by the present writer (see
^'

Aradcnr//,"

1885, p. 349) in the derivative form

qarenanhaiti, found as a river name in the

Avesta. Tlie "
Kingly Glory," which is a

Zoroastriau personification of lawful rule

over Iran, is well charakterized by th.-

sceptre in the hand of <t>APPO on sonip

types of Ooerki (comp. Cat. PI. xxviii. 26-

29) ;
its great importance for Zoroastriau

mythology is indicated from the h-ngth of

the Yasht (xix.), devoted to its praise, and

the numerous legends, which have gathered
around the farr-i-lcaydn in later Persian

tradition .

The God OPAATNO, whom a type o

Kanerki (A'o. ix.
) represents in the war-

like attire of a Scythian, was first

recognized b)'^ Benfey as Vcrethraghna^
the Iranian war -

god. The form

OPAATNO presents us with a con-

siderably older form of the name, than

Pahlavi Varuhrdn (the Ovpapdvrjs of the

Greeks), which, in modern Persian, is still

iurther reduced to Bahrdm. A as a ren-

doiiiig of the sounds thr, or more probably

hr, is of considerable interest for the history

of Iranian phonetics. OP = vere will prove
useful evidence in favour of the ex})lanation

we have to propose for PAOPHOPO.
In the bird, which appears sitting on tlie

God's helmet, we recognize the bird

Vdrefljana (or Vdraghna) of the Avesta,

which was evidently sacred to Fereihragh-

na, as the healing and protective power of

a feather of that bird, if worn as an

amulet, forms the object of special com-

ment just in the Yasht of Bahram (^ 34

sqq). The eagle-like appearance of the

bird on our coins seems to point to a closer

relationship between the bird J'drc/ljana

and the Simnrgh (i.e.,
*eaen6 meregho

"
eagle bird ") of the Shiih-ndmah h^geiid,

than hitherto supposed.

VTTT. (Olior. 9.-.). I.\. (K';m. 2!').

\Yith Veretliraghna we may connect

most appro[)riately the winm'd (Jotbless,

who appears in the distinct t^ie of a Nike
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holding wreath and trophy-stand on some

rare i^old coins of Ooerki (see No. viii.
;

Cat. p. 147). Her name, whicli, Avith a

slio-htvariation, is written both OAN I NAA
and OANINAO, induces me, in conjunc-

tion with the very characteristic type, to

identify her with the female genius, whose

name mnamii uparatat
"
victorious superi-

ority
"

is invariably coupled in all formulas

and invocations of the Avesta Avith that of

Verethraghna (comp. e.g. Yacna i. G, Vis-

pered i. 6, Yasht xiv. 0).

We prefer this explanation all the more

to the hitherto accepted theory, which

identified OANINAA with the star

Vanant (a male deity !),
as it disposes

effectually with the two difficulties, invol-

ved by the latter
;
botli the female repre-

sentationofOANINAAand ihe Iota of the

name, are now easily accounted for, the

former by the feminine gender of ranai/lii

(ujKirafaf) and the later by the well-known

phonetic influence of epenthetic i.

The opposite type(No. x.)

presents us with unusual

difficulties
;

it is found

only on a unique gold coin

of Ooerki, now in tlie

British Museum (Cat. pp.

Ixi and 1 i4)and is accompanied by a legend,
which has sorely puzzled numismatists by
its curiously contracted characters. The
late Mr, Thomas identified the fii^-ure with

an archaic representation of Artemis, but

the supposed resemblance to the type of a

gold coin of Augustus has been disputed

by Von Sailer, (p. 202). The bow and arrow

in the hand of the deity are, however, un-

mistakeable and may give us, perhaps, some
clue to its true character. Scannino- the

ranks of Zoroastrian deities, we cannot helj)

being reminded of Tishtrya, the star Sirius,

whose latc.i- name. Trr, in Pahlavi and

Persian actually means " arrow." That the

word in this second meaning is etymologi-

cally derived from Zend figJi.ri fcom^). Eusta-

thiufe ad Dionys. 984 : Mrjhot fyap Tlypiv
KoKovat TO TO^evfia), is on one side cer-

tain
;
on the other there are very great

grammatical objections against a direct de-

rivation of Trr, "Sirius," from the Avestic

word Tishtrya. We are thus led to suspect a

replacement of the genuine derivative oi tish-

trya by the more common word for the

arrow, which, in popular conception, was

evidently an attribute of the Star : in

a passage of the Tir-Yasht (viii. 37) we

find tlie swift flight of the Star Tishtrya

directl}' compared with that of an arrow.''

The legend of our coin, to which we must

now turn, has been read Z€PO by Mr.

Thomas, and, with much greater exactness,

M€l PO by Herr von Sallet
; as, however,

the latter's reading supposes a ligature

between M and the following €1, whicli

is unparellelled on Scythic coins, we

shall scarcely be blamed for not sur-

rendering at once on this particular point

even to so great an authority. Taking the

combined characters €1, which are in

fact perfectly clear, for granted, and

viewing the preceding strokes as a

single independent -diaracter, we have no

difficulty in recoguizhig the letter T. Its

rounded shape is in perfect keeping with

the general character of Scythic epigraphy ;

the explanation of its having so long

escaped discovery, is contained in the fact

that "P is exactly one of those few letters

which by chance have not yet occurred on

the Turushka coinage. In order to

obtain the link, Avliich is wanted in the

chain of evidence for the identification of

the God, whose name we now read T€I PO,
we have once more to recur to the list

of Cai)padocian months
; there we find

the name of Tir, the fourth Zoroasrtian

G. My atteniion was called to this passage by Prof. Darmcsteter, who further suggests
an etymological connexion heUwoniishtrya {*tij-tr-yn) and tiglt.-ri {tir).
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month, rendered in the two best MSS of

the second class '>y Tetpei, a form to which

the v^ariants of the o".her two MSS Typi
and Tei, (for*TEIP) may easily be recon-

ciled. Whatever exphmntion we shall

have to give in future of Ttpt]^ or

Tipc^, the reading of the first class

of MSS and probably a much older

form, it will not affect the conclusive

evidence we derive from Tetpet
for the substantial identity of

T€IPO with Tir. It will be an object

for future research to determine the exact

phonetic stage in the transition from tighri

to fir, which has been recorded by the

curiously identical spelling of the Kappa-
dokian and Scythic forms.

In view of the philological evidence

given above for the identity of T€IPO
with the later name of Tistrya, we need

not attach much importance to th

difficulty, presented by the apparently

female character of the type. The latter is

evidently a mere reproduction of the

G-reek Artemis, which wa« a type

ready at hand for an Indo-Scythian die-

cutter wishing to exhibit in his type th.j

characteristic emblems of the Deity, bow

and arrow.

XL (Ooer. 106). XII. (Ooer. 103).

If the god, who appears in the above

types (Nos. xi., xii.) and similar ones on

the gold coins of Ooerki (comp. Cat.

PI. xxviii. 17-19), has hitherto completely

escaped recognition, it was certainly not

owing to want of clearness in the legend or

of distinctive character in the type. The

latter presents us in all its variations with

the well-modelled figure of a wurrior in

full Greek armour, with Greek helmet,

spear and shield (which on a single specimen
in the British Museum, PI. xxviii. 19, is

replaced by a weapr>n resembling a hook),
I he legend reads on all well preserved

specimens (for i wholly barbarous reproduc-

tion, see Br. Mus. Cat. Ooer. 104), with un-

common clearness PAOPHOPO (see No.

xii.), with the exception of Ooerki 106 (see
Xo. xi.), where we find the variant

PAOPHOAP. No attempt lias yet been

made to interpret this remarkable name
either with the help of Iranian or Indian

philology; tlie application of a phonetic

law, long ago recognized in other instances,

will enable us to identify PAOPf-JOPO
with the well-known name of a Zoroastrian

deity.

In our opening remarks we had already
occasion to mention KANHPKI and

OOKPKI as the Scythic equivalents

on the coins for the names Kanislika,

Humhka of the inscriptions and later

texts. A comparison between these double

sets of forms shows at a glance, that the

Scythic P represents necessarily the same

letter, as the sh of the Indian forms. That

this Scythic sound, which, in the Greek

writing of the Scythic coins was rendered

by P, really bore the phonetic character of

an sh, can be conclusively proved in the

caseofathird doublet,KOPANO = KusJuin,

which was first identified by Lassen {IiuL

Alterthunukmide, ii. 389) as the name of the

ruling Indo-Scythian tribe. KOPANO,
on the obverses of the Turushka coins,

follows immediately upon the name of the

king, and corresponds in this position to

XOPAN of the legends of Kadaphes (one

of Kanerki's Scythic predecessors), which

in the Ariano-Pali of the reverses is

actually tran.slated by KiisluiiKtsd (comp. Cat .

p. 12.'{).
Tliat the latter form represents the

"riiuine native prununcialion of the name,

cannot be doubted, since we have, as tn th,.

,s/t,
the indep'iident testimony of the
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Chinese transcript in the annals of the

second Han Dynasty, which tell us that

all the peoples under the Yueh-chi (Indo-

Scythian) rule, when speaking of their

sovereign, call him the King of the

Kvci-sJmang
—ie.,Kushans (cp. Journal Asi-

atique, 1883, t. ii. 325).

If we suppose that the phonetic or

graphic rule of P representing sli, which is

so evident in the case of the Scythian words

KANHPKI, OOHPKI, KOPANO,
ajiplied as well to the corresponding sound

sib in the Iranian elements of the legends,

we shall have no further difficulty

in identifying PAOPHOPO with the

third Amesha cpeiita or archangel of the

Zoroastrian creed, vphose Avestic name
Jchshathra vairya

"
perfect rule

"
becomes

by ordinary phonetic changes Shahrevar in

Pahlavi and Persian. Of this later form

of the name PAOPHOPO is an exact

transliteration. For the first O repre-

senting li we can adduce the evidence of

MIOPO (and perhaps APOOACRO),
for the second = mthat of OPAAfNO
and the still more convincing proof
of the variant PAOPHOAP (see

No. xi.), which actually presents us

with the fuller spelhng of the last syllable
mr.—Shahrevar appears already in the

Avesta, what he is par excellence in later

Zoroastrian tradition, the genius of metals
;

the representation of PAOPHOPO in

full metal armour with Greek helmet and
shield, is therefore in signal agreement
with the cosmologic character of the
Zr roastrian deity.

The MSS. of the Hemerologium (see

above) give the name of the 6th Cappadocian
month

(corresponding to the Parsi

Shahrevar) in various forms, BavSrjpi (4

MSS.), aavSvpl, BavSpiopi], BaSpt,
etc., all of which show a much closer

approach to the original khshaihra (BavSp

Bav^) vairya (rjpi, i.e., *fr]pi, vpi), than

shal^-evm; PAOPHO PO. BavBpmp'q is

of peculiar interest, as marking the tran-

sition from the Zend form, of which it

still keeps the H and ^, to shahrevar=
PAOPHOPO. It may, however, be

doubted, whether the apparently more
antique charakter of these Cappadocian
forms is not merely due to learned archai-

cism, as in the case of the form shat(r)-
vatro, which is used in Pahlavi texts indif

ferently with the genuine shahrevar.

Late Greek transcripts of Shahrevar
are Sa'^piovp of Isaacus Monachus and

Xape/Sap (see Hyde, p. 191).

PAOPHOPO, however, is not the only

puzzle of the Indo-Scythic legen^is, that

finds its simple solution by the assumption
that the character P may also represent
the sovmd sh. Althougli it is just on the

obverses of Kanerki and Ooerki, that we
meet Avith the most convincing examples of

P= sh
(KANH PK I = Kanishka,OOH PK I

= Huvishka, KOPANO = Kushan), no-

body seems to have yet thought of

utilizing their evidence for the enigma in

the rest of the legend.
The full legends on the obverses of the

Turushka-coins vary merely in the name of

the king; they are on the gold coins

of Kanerki : PAONANO PAO
KANHPKI KOPANO (No. xiii), on
those of his successor . PAONANO
PAO OOHPKI KOPANO (No. xiv).

Ail I. XI F.

The only variants of any importance occur
in the spelling of KANHPKI (once with
the ending KO) and OOHPKI (written
sometimes OOHPKO, OOHPK€
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OYOHPKI), andean easily be ascertained is, on the contrary, exactly that observed

from the catalogue of Prof. GardniT. in the Iranian title Shdhan-shdh (Old
The bronze coins of Kanerki bear tlie Persian khshdi/athiydndm khshdyathiya ), of

short inscription PAO KANHPKI ;
those which jSaaiXeiis /SaacXecov is the regular

of (^oerki bear a legend, which is materially representative in Greek.

PAO and PAONANO, i.e., *shdhd

and *shdhananu shdhv, are, in fact, the

identical Iranian titles Shah and ShdJuin-

shah, which we can prove from other sources

t3 have been the distinctive appellations of

the Indo-Scythian rulers. In the Mathura,

inscription^ of tlie (C^'aka) year 87 Vasu-

deva, the BAZOAHO of our coins, is

identical witl) that of the gold coins, but

•being written in a rather barbarous

fashion was formerly misread into

PAONANO PAO OOHP K€NO
PANO (comp. Cat. p. lii). Tlie correspond-

ing legend of the rare Greek coins of

Kanerki, BACIA6YC BACIA€(jON
KANHPKOY (see Cat. p. 129), leaves no

doubt as to the meaning of PAONANO called Maharaja RajaLiraja Shdhi ; in the

PAO. It has been considered an estab-

lished fact since the days of Prinsep, that

Scythic PAO represents "King," and

PAONANO the plural of the same

word, but no satisfactory etymology of these

daivaputra shdhi shdhdnashdhi qaka, men-

tioned in the Allahabad inscription of

Samudra Gupta, General Cunningham has

long ago recognized a direct reference to the

Turushka Kings, called deraputra
" ihe sons

fojms has yet. been offered. The proj^osed of heaven
"
in their inscriptions ; and, lastly,

identification of PAO with the Indian raja we find a late, but very distinct remini-

does not require a detailed refutation. We scence of these Scythic titles in the Jain

can neither suppose that the Scythians, so legend of Kalakacarya,
'* which calls the

careful in their transcripts, should have princes of the Qakas, the protectors of the

persisted in ignoring the jjalatal 7, nor that saint, Sdhi (Shahi) and their sovereign

the quite modern Indian form rao should

have appeared at that date in the Pali

vernacular, Avhich in the inscriptions of

the very same Turushka Kings still exhibits

the full forms maharaja rajadiraja.

As the simple PAO evidently expresses

BACIA6YC (comp. the legend PAO
KANHPKI of the bronze coins), we

must look iu PAONANO for a genitive

Lord Sdhdmcsdhi.

The form Shdhi (Prakrit sdhi) still pre-
serves in its final i a trace of the old end-

.ing ya (in khshdyathiya) which has dis-

appeared in the modern Persian form shdh.

The latter form is represented by our

PAO, which, after the analogy of MAO
= mail, we read shdhd.

The Indian transcripts ot the fuller title

plural, corresponding to BACIACWN of may furnish us with valuable help for the

the Greek legend ;
but not only does

Indian grammar not account for the

peculiar form of this case-ending, but,

moreover, the construction of the phrase
is distinctly un-Indian.

"

The order of its

elements (Genitive plural + Nom. sing.)

7. Comp. Prof. Oldenberg's Note : Indian Anticpiary, 18S1, p. 215.

8. Published l)y General A. Cunningham, Archieological Sill \ty of Iiidiii, Uquirts, vol.

lii. , p. 35 and Platj xv., 18.

9. Published by Prof. H. Ja.cohi, ZeiischriJI of th(! (Ji'Mikui Oriental Soc. vol. xx.vi v.,

p.
255.

detcMiu nation of tlie grammatical ending in

PAONANO PAO, which evidently forms

a link ljet\veen llie ancient klislidyatkiydiidm

and the shdhan of tiie Persian title, and

lu'ic u'e liiul the Prakrit adhdniisdhi of the

Jain legend even more interesting than the
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shahdnaahdhi of the Sanskrit iuscvipticai.

Prof. Jacobi has already pointed out the

striking analogy between the form sdhami

and the first part of the compound

devdmippiya, which is the Prakrit form in

the Jain texts for the Pali devdnamprit/a

(Sanskrit devdndm priya)
" dear to the

Gods," the well-kriown epithet of A^oka.

By this analogy, which proves the Prakrit

-anu to be the representant of the older end-

ing -dtiavix of the Genitive plural, when placed

in the middle of a compound, we are car-

ried back from sdhdnu to an older form

*shdhdnam. This form differs substantially

from PAONANOonly in the quantity of

the second syllable, which in the Scythic

form must be read ha not lid, as for the

latter we had to expect A (comp.

MAACHNO = Skr . mahdsena). This

variation, however, which was necessary in

order to give to the Iranian word the

grammatical appearance of an Indian

genitive plural, is of special interest, as

it gives a distinct hint as to the gramma-
tical character of the ending in

PAONANO.
It is, in fact, the genuine Iranian ending

of the genitive plui'al of thematic stems,

-dndm in old Persian, but -andm in Zend,

which we know to have been turned at a

a later stage of the language into the general

plural termination -an}*^ As this form and

use of the ending occurs ah'eady in the

earliest Pahlavi documents, the inscriptions

of SMpu7- I (A.D. 240-270), we should feel

some difficulty about explaining the pre-

servation of a much older form of the case-

ending in PAONANO, if we could not

refer our readers to the similarly archaic

forms, which the Cappadocian list of

months has preserved of Abdn, the name

of the 8th Zoroastrian month.

The plural form dbdn (Pahlavi dpdno)

designates the "
waters," to which this

month is sacred, and must be derived from

a thematic form of the Genitive plural in

Zend, *apanam. Benfey's MS II., from

which we have already quoted ^avS^pcopr]

as the nearest approach to PAO-
PHOPO, gives us here, too, the best

preserved form ;

'

AiroveiMopbt represents uq-

doubtedly *apaitam mdh (comp. 'A7rev/xa=

dbdn mdh of Isaacus Monachus, and, as

to
fjLL
=

fjba, the variant ^AiroixevaixL Vll.

with 'ATTOfjuevafid X).

As the same list contains the compara-

tively modern form Mtr^pdv, corresponding

to M 1 1 PO, it cannot date back to a much

earlier stage of the language than that re-

presented on our coins. We are therefore

fully entitled to see in z/e/AO essentially the

same ending as in NANO of our legend.

In ])oth cases, the preservation of the full

ending was probably due to its being pro-

tected by the following word (PAO, mdh),

which formed, in fact, with the preceding

genitive a compound of the class, called

juxtapose by French Grammarians.

Most of the other MSS. read 'ATrofievafid,

'ATTov/iieua/xd and similar forms, in which

the transposition of v and
/j,

is easily

accounted for by palaeographic reasons.

Nor does the final NO of the ending

[PA]ONANO, as compared with the

m of the Zend ending -andm, offer any

special difficulty, as various indications of

Zend phonetics lead us to believe that the

final m had in reality been merged into the

nasal sound a, to which the m of our MSS
was added only for orthographic reasons

(comp. Bartholomae, Handbuch der altiran.

Dialede, § 79). This sound a, the Indian

am, is fitly represented by ANO.
After the fresh evidence we have given

above for the representation of sh by P,

we shouhl still be unable to explain this

remarkable fact, if we could not supple

ment our philological arguments by an

10. Comp. Prof. Darmesteter's Etudes Iraniennes, I. 124.
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epigraphic observation. It refers to the

fact (nowhere noticed in numismatical

accounts, lout easily ascertained from the

coins themselves), that the charakter uni-

formly read P is actually found in two

different forms on cur coins. One is the

ordinary Greek P, rather in its minuscule

form, and may be seen e.g. in Ml IPO,

<I>APPO (Nos. ii. vi.) ;
the other bears

a slight upward stroke, and, in this shape,

rather resembles an Anglo-Saxon ]?.
The

latter form (which for brevity's sake we

shall designate ]?)
seems constantly to be

used tor the sh of the obverses, but appears

also sometimes in legends like OPAAFNO
(No. ix.), A0PO (No. vii. ), where its value

as r cannot be doubted, and where, there-

fore, the occurrence of \)=sh could be

explained only by the assumption of a

partial confusion of two charakters, so

similar in their appearance. The minute

examination of a larger number of coins,

will, perhaps, supply us with distinct evi-

dence as to the origin of this remarkable

charakter ]?=s/«.

Both the forms P and
]?

are distinctly

represented in the legend APAOXPO,
which accompanies a female type, holding

cornucopiae, frecjuent on the coins of

Kanerki and Ooerki (see Nos. xv. xvi.)

A--

XV. (Kan. 13). XVI. (Over. 6).

The first P appears always in the ordi-

nary Greek shape, the second always like

]?.
We must, therefore, all the more

regret, that the real name of this evidentl y

very popular Goddess, has not yet been

ascertained. Her identification with Asliis

vantcuhi, the Avestic tcoddess of Wealth

and Fortune,
^ '^

is strongly recommended by
the evidence of the type, which closely

resembles that of the Greek Tyche; but

Ave see as yet no way to reconcile her

common name in later Zoroastrian t-ra-

dition, AshisJwang or Ardishvmuf^ (both

forms derived from Avestic asMs vanguhi),

with the form APAOXPO. Nor do the

occasional variants of the coins (see Cat.

pp. 137, 138; AOXPO, Ooer. 19), all of

them with
];

in the second place, afford

any clue to this remart able legend.

The same
|?

is twice

met with in the legend

APA€IXPO, which we

read on a rare type of

Ooerki (see No. xvii. ;

Cat. p. 136) representing

a male deity with radiate

disk like MIOPO. The name when

read with due regard to the pecuHar

character of the two
|?, might well remind

us of the second Zoroastrian archangel,

the personification of the
"
holy order

"

and the genius of the sacrificial fire,

whose Avestic name Asha-vahishta appears

in the substantially identical forms A^ha-

vahishto and Ardavahishtu (Ardihahuhi)

in .lat'dr Zoroastrian literature (for

PahlavfYrf =Zend i>h see Note 12). The

latter form of tlie name is represented in

the Cappadocian list by 'Apraecnl—i.e.,

*Vl/3Ta[f]e[hi](TTc ;
we should, therefore,

not hesitate to identify APA6IXPO
i,e., *ashiex]chshu with ashavalmldo

XVII. (Ooer. 4).

11. First suggested by Prof. Hoffmann ;
his explanation of APAOXPO, liowever, is

untenable as the supposed original form of the name : Ashui ahurahc " Ashi [daughter] ot

Ahura," is nowhere met with in Zoroastrian literature.

12. Ashi, originally *creti, appears again as Ard in Pahlavi ; comp. Pahl. an/ for Zend

asha =; ereta
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of the Pahlavi, if any satisfactory-

evidence could be found for the phonetic

change of slit into hhsh, apparently involved

by this explanation.

In the ranks of Zoroastrian Deities

the Goddess NANA, very frequent on the

coins of all Turushka Kings (see No. xviii),

cannot fairly claim a place. Although
her cult is found in vai'ious localities of

Iran, as over a large part of Western

Asia, there can be little doubt as to her

non-Iranian origin. She was certainly nevsr

recognized by the Zoroastrian Church
;
and

the few instances of her amalgamation with

the Avestic Anahita, in the West and in

a syncretistic age,
^ "^ are by no means suffici-

ent to prove, that her worship in Indo-

Scythia was in any way connected with

Zoroastrian cult. It evidently , preceded
and outlasted the latter

;
her name is found

in the form of NANAIA (as on the

Greek coins of Kanerki) on the coins of

an earlier king, who makes use of the type

of Eucratides (comp. Von Sallet,'p. 99
;
Cat.

p. 119), and it still occupies a prominent

place on those of Bazodeo, from which

all true Zoroastrian types have already dis-

appeared.

C -r- : ',}; r,

XVIII. {Baz. 1). XIX. (Ooer. 26),

We cannot enter here into a discussion

of those few types, which can as yet not be

assigned to any of the various mythologies

represented on our coins. The most

puzzling amongst them is perhaps the four-

armed figure, with the legend MANAO-
BArO (see No.xix.), for which a satisfactory

interpretation has still to be found. More
Zoroastrian in appearance are the similarly
obscure and rare types of Ooerki with the

legends ON IA % (Nos. 68-70), OAI lO (94),

PIOM % (109), and tOPON (138, 139).

A comparatively large number of fresh

types has been found during recent years
on very scarce, sometimes even on unique

specimens; we are, therefore, fully entitled

to hope that further finds of Turushka coins,

like the find at Peshawar, may yet reveal

to us some new representations of Zoroas-

trian Deities.

The testimony of the types and legends
examined above is, however, in itself suf-

ficient to establish the important fact,

that Iranian language and traditions as

well as Zoroastrian religion were introduced

into India by its Indo-Scythian conquerors.
The eloquent and most authentic evidence

of the Turushka coinage thus furnishes a

safe starting point for all future enquiries
into that fascinating epoch in the history of

the Aryan nations, which witnessed the

interchange of Buddhist and Magian in-

fluences between India and Iran.

M. A. Stein.

13. Collected by Prof. Hoffmann in his exhaustive notes on Nanai, "Abhandlungen
"

of the D.M.G., vol. vii., part 3, p. 130 sqq.
14. We may mention as an independent confirmation, the more interesting as it

comes from researches pursued in a different direction, that Mr. Darmesteter has re-

cognised in the Mahabharata legends of clearly Iranian origin, the introduction of

which he traces to the Indo-Scythian period (see the forthcoming number for Juillet-

Aout, 1887, of the Journal Asiatique).
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YEMEN INSCRIPTIONS.—THE GLASER COLLECTION.

The British Museum has just made a con-

siderable acquisition of genuine stones com-

iii45'
from Yemen. They have been secured

by M. Edouard Glaser in the second journey
which lie undertook hi the.se localities in

1885. It is from the harvest of this same

journey that formerly came tlie monuments

acquired at Berlin, and described concurrent-

ly l)y the intrepid explorer, whom his Mit-

tiieiUingen have shown to be a hicid inter-

preter of the Himyaritic texts, and by

Prof. Daviil Heinrich Midler, whose com-

petence in these matters was sufficiently

estabUshed by iii.-~ former publications.

Before devoting myself to these new in-

scriptions, I proposed at first to wait till

the British Museum could place at my dis-

posal some "
squeezes." But I was afraid

to defer a first dcciiiherment, which will

doubtless provoke some criticisms upon my
improvised attempt. Scholars may Imi Id on my

somewhat frail foundations, after having
taken care to consolidate them. Only let

them not be too severe upon the first

worker in the field, who did not wish to

keep to himself only the materials he pos-

sessed in the copies, kindly made at his re-

quest by M. Ed. Glaser personally. To

elaborate these materials scientificallv, I have

not at my disposal my own dictionary in slips

nor many of my most indispensable books.

In those circumstances, my translation will

present numerous lacunce, and more than

one comparison will necessarily escape me

But, the ground once cleared, further ad-

vance on it will be more secure ; and, in

any case, should 1 not have any other

reward, I shall yet rejoice at the thought of

having shown the access, and of having

opened the way to the Scmitists.

Virh>/, ^{^th .Jul//, 1887.

I.

Glaser, 282.

This monument, composed of five frag- (lie copy of M. Ed. Glaser. The insorip-

ments, comes from As-SaudA, in the Djauf. (ion, written in the .Mincaii dialect, is as

The joining of the fragments is given after follows :

Vol.—No. 11. [167] Sept., 1887.
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The enigma of the seuse which this piece propose to niftke to its sohitiou, 1 separate

conceals has not been solrel except in a few the last cohiinn from the rest, as it was

points. Here is the small contribution I separated on the stone :

of the

the

ui

1 Lalakh, and the sons (?) of the race of Salwat anl Yanlou, wife of (1)K.admi'il,

people of MaaliiU, and Asad, of the dis-

2 trict of 'Amsaman, among tlie peo|)le of i\[anahat, nml Yankonr ..

sacrifice of Yous'arib Ma'm,
and of their daughters ... in the day when

wife who had come down with her husliand (1), to

* 4 bring the stumbling and growing part of her sacrifice, so that

by the favour of 'Atlitar, the sacrifices of Ma—
5 'in, and thanks to their daughters, the people of Yous'arib 'Athtar

the day wheu ... ...the woman who con—
6 veys to 'Athtar this ... ... a day

the rest of that which he had placed for them
7 in the oratory (?), because ... to perforate (?) this opening, at the right

of the other opening, and six votive monuments in clay . . .

8 . . who was the minister of Hauf'il, master of Kadouiuan, whom had
raised to power Sama' You'aus'il, son of Scharah, of Rafz,

9 and You'aus'il son of Hana', of Gamad, and he took the power, concluded al-

liances, and committed to the Sama'ites the guarding of this opening
10 . . and of Rafz, in the suburbs (?) of 'Amsaman (?) and . . .

'Athtar. and

The left side contained certainly some im-

precations against him who should touch the

monument. But, by a singular irony, it is

just this part which has been the most broken.

We can read there still: "^He who shall

erase (}) . .

''
. .

-
[

in the liouse. . . , ."

A more attentive study will certainly conduce

to restore all or part of the malediction

thrown against the destroyers. - .oAO^

I shall add nothing to my [sartial trans-

lation of the principal part except the follow-

ing justifications. Line 1. The second

word I have read "S^iyy.
—For 2p^, cf. ().

M. 13, 1. 9
;

the |^ expresses the con-

struct state in the Minean dialect.—It is

in connexion with the opinion of J. H,
Mordtmann (Mordtmann und Midler, Sa-

bdische Denkmdler, p. 89, note 1) that is

based my interpretation of ini/!? : (cf. the in-

scripti(m II, 1. 4).—Forpn^Db^ I Snfc^ (cf

1. *i),
I find in my copy, facing Hal. 247, 1. o,

a reference to ZeiUchrift der deutschen viorg.

Gesellschaft, XXX, "p. ?,?> : XXXI, p. 70.

—After the D which, if it be exact, shoulil

be synonymous with "T, I read D':^]!^ "dis-

trict"
;

cf. Langer 1, 1. 2 and 6 in I). H.

MuUer, Siegfried Tj.n}(]ers Reiseherichte, p.

8 and 15.—Line 2. The suffix in iii ""nni'l

expresses the construct case.—Line ?>. nZH^,
= c:->Uu ^^i^'* tlie n inserted between the

fii'st and the second radical, as in ]n^' ^

dialectic variant of
)^.
—

lillirili^ I

nin i

|«=c:->jjj ^^ :^,M\ andinn=
^''

Line 4.

all his sacrifices. On the verb "i^2 '"

Himyaritic, see Mordtmann und Midler, iSa-

l)(ii<che Denhindhr, p. 33-34.— Instead of

^7, I suggest -^2^ -: (^ ;
SCO 3 witii the

.same sense lioii. 7. I. 7, in Mnrdtiinniii und
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Mnller, ibid—Line o. pi^H seems a strong quarto, p. oi> : DH3 =
5 J^"'" rr\^

form, which recalls %y .-LineG. ^H'^i^D"' ^PPears to be an abriclo-ed proper

.
, , \

^
<- .^ i. J. name, shortened from fT^UJT'i^'= M . ,

with the mark of the construct case. »
'

.
?

<. rT tvt.>-H .. ^ , bt^mtr, oi- S^^nmir ^
cf. o. m-

-For ^:i3, cf. D. H. Mllller, ,?^.,r//. L.»r/.
^o, 1. 1, in Mordtmann und Muller, Sah

Reiseb.,ix 26, note 1, and the mscription VI,
d^„j.,„_^ p. 72.—Line 9. ^^^D^«^ ^'f- the

1. 5.—Line 7
]rk:i

m^^st not be confound-
in,,.,iptions VI, 1. 6: XXII,' 1. 1; Hal. 192,

ed with ]nm(l. 1): cf. the following
iii^

j^. 509..._^3-f : of. Hal. 3, 1. 1 (Dt^:n):

scription.-jnnc
I n^^r I ]nnD I p in:i7 509; 577, 1. i._._-f.;|--f

. cf. Hai. 199,

=^\ 'hXi ^\ 1aj&
jj<-

^'''' '^^^^' ^'^^
1- 2.-np^nDi 1 1n^\v^ ! 'h'\^

=
J^,

inscription XVII, 1. 3.— For the last
JyL^\* ^i^\^

' ^^•' ^^^' HpiriD- the fol.

two words, cf. Hal. 237, 1, 9
; 288, 1. lowing inscription, 1. 10.—On the tribe of

9, and our following inscription (Glaser, 283). the Sama'ites, see Glaser, 302, 1. 1, 3, 7,

—On in^il^) f''^ architectural term, see inscription 37 of the Corp. ivsr. Sem., pars

Ed. Glaser, Mittheil., p. 71, where this pas- quarta.
—Line 10. I read jnCH^^D.^*' ^" Hal.

sage is quoted, and after which we have 465, 1. 1, and I compare the Arabic
Xisj-s'''^^^"

changed
jj^t^

into
J^t^.—

The noun oi num-
^£j,^^.—Does not the text, perhaps, bear

her ii^D (cf- ill Arabic the ordinal ci^jUY afterwards
pD^iT, as in line 2 ?

with its full form, had already been re- II.

cognized in Hal. 192, 1. 1
;

2.5 G, 1. 2.— Glaser, 283.

Line 8. ^h^QIH ;
cf. Hal. 353, 1.1.— This inscription comes from the soitth gate

rV\y2 appears to be equivalent to ^f Ma'in. M. Joseph Halevy has ].ublished

the adjective s^, with the mark of it in his collection imder the mmibor 238. The

the construct case
;

cf. Os. 13, 1. ^^."^ ^°1'!^''
l'^'^'^^'* '^'^^ variants. The ori-

13- Hal 155 1 3 ^'T^"T ) = -
' U ginal being now in London, it will be easy to

. „

i->^i
seek from it the key of the reading, if not

J^y nV^D - pip IS found identt-
^^ tl.einterpretation.

cally in Hal. 237, 1. 10 : on
p"Tp,

see

Corpus inscriptionum Semiticarum, pars
This is m. Glaser s copy:

'iiiii'i'i'i'xomviii*?i?h(ijfn8h-i4' oshini))!

iioiB)Mhnihxi?iivi<i>'i'iiniin''fHinHoA<i>.8<i>'n<i>ivsiih

x?hniiihRmoi]iiio|]]|i,Ho8i?i,n(ii(hhni?'ivnihxvsDMivh

®isxi?iii<i>i'ii<i>ihx®iAinHo,s<i>is?hn?nihoEi?hH

Son iini?sn?i?Mihxifii?i4'M®oBiVHoi'ii®
V?..l1VM<i'BS?HI?hDVa>lhX1?i®lh?i

«'i'ini®nfiiihhni?hvnivsxoivi]<i>Ti?h(iJ«>n

s?sxn?ii<i>iho«>iH(iJi)ivmhXNoisioij'i]iviifj

8Da>m4'X«IXhl]<i-?ISoIllhfl1IH(iJIIlrShll1«'--

IliMV*<i'XA®!0]?'iHI1hO<i>V 10
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Hebrew Transcription :

? '. ? .? ? ?

3Q •
i n I nn^L^ I ]n

•
I dv I '•«2u:t:n« • ?n -id: i nnn i

D^ri y"i« I p I p^b I n^in^2 1 ^nhi I 'i'^vo^ I hii^n I n: • h 2

n^:n'2 I p I po I uv I ODi^^h 1 ^222 1 d«2 i ^im 1

)nn:>2t^
1 7n« 3

^\ jnViD I ^int2i I

\r\'hi^
I rt>D"i I

j-'n^n
I w^ I "'^i 4

TO • • n i '^n"' I ^«S ! ]nSb 1 ^bnt^ I id2 I nicnm &

n"" •
I 7n« I irn : ^^<'2^'l i jn^b-i I

]t^
6

11 ]nSi
• 3 1 D«i I ^:n3 ! niinir I -"^^tri 1 S 7

prQ"" I ^1 1 «Di I i3to I -dn I

]:ir
1 iv I i^inr^ I rro^tr s

TO1 1 jnna I n2?:>v I

j:;n
1

\vh>
1 i::t2j I D:jrbT • • • 9

DD I npinoi I i^^n I ^«Din 10

Partial • Translation :

[N' .
,
son of . . with his sons, people of]

1 Maryab. descendants of
,

lias renewed . . .in the day in

which lie pierced (?) this opening, to the ri[ght of the other ope
—

2 ning, the construction, the consolidation, and the repair of that which had fallen into

ruins in the sacred ground of the oratory (?) and in the land of
'

Am[sanian, between
?> the people of Manahat, descendants of Bou's, at the same time as tlie jieojde of

Ma'in constructed, as their building (?), this monument
4 . . Ma'in, the builder. And he has repaired Salwat, and the sacred ground

of the oratory (?), and .

5 and the fortress of Dafw, . of the oratory (.'),
in order that (?) they miglit build .

of Ma'in

6 . . and the oratory (?), and . . .in nrder that might humble
themselves (?) the people of . . .

7 . .in the day when he has taken care of the descendants of Bou's . . , and .

S patron of the sacred ground to the temple (?) of the city of Schakadh ,

and may it -be built ....
9 . . and their territory (?) Schakadh, territory of Ma'in, to the riglit of the

opening and of the restored monument ....
10 . . Hanf'il, of Nayit, and he committed tntiic 8ania['ites] tliccareof

Line 1. There were several ^^"^JJ in 1. 3.— (^ii the sense of jlli* as an ar-

Yeraen, as we learn from Glaser, iMit- chitectural term, see Mordtmann und .Miiller,

theilitmien, \).
(5(5.— I read next 12^ or .SW/;. Z)^n/.-., p, 91, note l.andh. 11. .Mullcr.

^^^^— Head nJlD? ^i'<^l ^-^^^ fbe exam]il('s Sipgf. Lang, Rei«-h.. p, (14— (!.").
—211*0 '^

given in U. H, Miiller, -SVef/y". Linuj. Rcifch., here epia!ly an iiilinitive, the three intiuitives

!>. vi7—38.—
^i«53tl^

'^ perhaps a name of god; forming a series of construct states connect-

ef. 1. 7.—Tiu^ verl) which follows QV '^ ""' *''^ ^^'''' T'^.H"!- \v)ii(li h:is tlie vaine

elear. It ought to iiave the same sen.se as i>f a siil)-;i;inli ve, and wliicli signifies

tTJ ill iiisiri|i1ion 1, 1. 7.—\i the einl, I
•• that w iiii'h lias fallen into ruins"; cf. the

eomplete IlilD I PJ^V i "injlD' -^^ ''"•'''''J U:>- :
^ '''""l lil<c\vise at tlie end of

cf. I. 9, and inscrii)ti()n 1, 1. 7.—Line 2. Hal. 2;}7, I. 2
;
see also the same ex|.res-i,,ii

n23 i'^ nn infinitive of the verb i^l, i,, Hal. 48"). 1. 2.-1 have tmnslated ^inO
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by -'sacrcJ ground" (see the examples col-

lected in Mordtniann und Midler, Sab. Denk.,

p. 91
), thinking of the Arab- "y^

" " around

of"; the n i^ the mark of the construct

state.—Upon ri710 <>i" phli
"
oratory," see

inscription I, 1. 7: XXII, 1. 1, and Mordt-

mann und Miiller, ihir/, ]».
S<S—SO. The

line should lie ('(nnpletod according to our

inscription 1, 1. 2,
| p | pDl^i^-

Line 'd. The numerous exam[)les, whore "7^]^

figures in the Yemenite epigraphy, have been

collected by Prof. D.H. Miiller, .b'icf//'. Lang.

Retseb., p. 77. The exact application of this

architectural term has not yet been made

clear.—Read at the end of the line 7^^3,72 I Vl'

as in inscription XJX, 1. -1.—-Line 4. After

]V?2'
I suggest piV-7

" the bulkier".—
Tills text proves that Txh'^ '"^i^d n^tD (*^i'

n7!?' inscri})tion 1, 1. 7) differ not only in their

orthography.
—Line 5. 1Q^ appears here to be

a proper name. It is, however, connected with

'^~>ni»^) in the same manner as in the inscrip-

tion XVII, 1. 2, if my reading is admitted,

and in Hal. 10 i, \. 18 and 11: for I'^pf^
should that reading t»e preferred to that of

Halevy, ^'^Hi^' '^''^ '^^^*^ Hal. 353, \. 1.—
Does ^^~i signify '-in order that," or would it

be preferable to change it into "13*7)= J^j ^-"^I

have proposed for inscription I, 1. 4 "?
—I have

considered "^^^^ t() be a copist's error for

^jj^i; on this Sal^ean root, analogous to the

Arabic _ in the sense of humiliation, cf.

Mordtmann und Miiller, /S'ai. Denk., p. 34.—
Line 7. H^HV =

-AA£
—Line S. D"^tl?

"
patron" is always designating a local

god; see Mordtmann und Miiller, Sah.Dcnk.

p. 2(1.—
pti}

I IV ;
^'f- Hal. 353, 1. 4.

The numerous examples of the techincal term

ptl?,
which certainly belongs to the lan-

guage of architecture, have been collected bv

Mordtmann and Miiller in the Sab.

Denk., p.74-75, but the two scholars hesitate

as to the conclusion to i)e drawn from these

passages.—I have taken "T^UJ (cf. 1. 9) for

tlie name of a town.—^^H^^ ^= aaJo-
—

Line 9. My translation of
'{^S,

twice re-

peated, only rests upon a conjecture.
—

At the end, we can complete 'fn2]r\?:2'l

according to inscription I, 1. 7.—Line 10.

7t^Din: <^'f- the inscription 1, 1. 8 .
—

"ly^yi : cf. t;2''^l in inscription III, k 2

au.l 4 : ^r^^ i 10^2, Hak 353, k '>.—

^O^taD i npinOT ^'^'^ inscription I, 1. 0.

III.

Glaser 284.

This stone comes from As-Sauda. It can be clearlv read in the Minean dialect;

lhoIII,HnoJ<i>ho]]|rt1IllV:®|oOf1h 1

<i'HT?ifiiiii?hHin;h)iiioi'i')j,s<DiH8) 2

•Xll1(ilohAMSX?XllXHIXh®(i 3

i*i'inn)ihHniD]?sHi?i'i'Moo 4
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Hebrew Trauscription :

p72\ D^v^rr) I

ji^D
I "f^n 1 npi I vz'h^ i

n"i^«:D I ^^21 i nfc^"i 1 d:^ I mtrDi i ihi 2

"s:!! ^3li^:!i« 1

]n^f:)
Imln:i3 3

^ilpn^ I

f-ri
1 12^3-T h^n^^ I :i^D

4

n*i:3^ I Dipi I p^« I ^itt?^ I npin 5

178

1

•>

>>

•'>

4

5

Provisional Translation:

Ilyafa' Wakah, king of Ma'in and of Ms tribe of Ma' in ....
has consecrated and set forth, with Ra'b of Nayit, by virtue of their po[\ver,
This poll-tax, the greatest of all the poll-[taxes], has been . . . [Da]

—
f\^ (0 • • ^*t Nayit, in tliis domain, and . . [lie comuiittedj
the care to the two priests of (the tribe) Alhan. and to the chief of

Linel. ^TD^*:)^ : cf. Hal. 191, 1. 1; 229,
1. 1

; 260, 1. 1 : 445, 1. 1. I believe that

the king of Ma'in tlyafa' Wakah is found

here for the first time.—For the context
"
king of Ma'in and of his tribe of Ma'in",

cf. Hal. 199, 1. 3.— Line 2. rT^tTDI
seems to be like a fourth form of ^ Jb
" to enlarge, to expose", having very nearly
the sense of the first.—I have attributed to

Di; the sense of the Hebrew prepositicm q^>
"with" v^^ in Arabic), the meaning proved
for

p;^;
in Glaser 302, 1. 4; cf. Glaser

Mitt., p. 40 — 41.—The proper name ^^^"1
is found, according to Glaser, ibid, p. 41,

in an inscription of Prsetorius with the

mimation (see Zeit. der dent. morg. Gesell,

XXVI) ;
of. St«^n^-| Hal. 353, 1. 1, ac-

cording to wliicli 2t^l would be abridged from

^i^D.i^'^ ;
cf. our observations on n*^lL\ ii'-

scription I, 1. 8.— ^i^'-^ (cf. !. 4), see in-

scription II, 1. 10.— 3 = ^5 precedes witli-

out doubl aonhTt^ ;
^-f. Hal. 478, 1.

6 and 7, and the parallel passages quoted in

D. H. Miiiler's Sieq. Lang. Reisch., p. 25

notes.—Line 3. ^y\'2, third pers. sing.

fern, of the perfect; verb p^
~

t^^ "to be">

as in Arabic and inAramean.—
\r\^']^

=

^, -J^, a word we suppose likewise after

7^ at the end of the line.— V^^^i :i f<'i'>"

of masculine superlative, whose feminine is

HxJv^ "^'tt'i'rt,
the name of the pre-

sent capital of Vernon, j^oe Corp-
in^c. Sem., /ncrs (/lonia. p. 2—3.—Line 4. 1 suggest i^ni^ I lOCJ?, as in

inscription II, 1. 5, although this compari-
son does not explain the obscure sense of

"'bnt^-— 1 have explained p2") according
and

t__,^, _^to the Arabic

ir^.

Line
•V

5. Read
np'in[D"l>

as i" the inscriptions I, I.

'.I: II, 1. 10.-3 I ^1t2}"|of Hal. 237, 1. 4, has

I)ecn comi)let("il by prit
'

"""Hlh in D. H.

Miiller, Sicgf. Lang, yi'e/.s-e/;., p.8(!, and trans-

lated by "the two priests of the tril)e or place
named Kahhln." Here likewise I tnmshite:

"the two jjriests of the tribe AhlAn"; on

this tril)e, see P. H. Miiller, ihid. p.. 1 I
—

15.—For mp= -:.,comi)aro Hal. 237

1- 3- ni-'^ '"^ -^ I'roper name or the

l)egiuning of a proper name; cf. inscription
XXXVl (Glaser 3l3= llal. lOH), 1. 2, and
the name of a town Djl''^^^. i" H:il. .%9n. 1. 0,
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IV.

Glasek, 285.

This inscription, like the preceding, comes

from As-Sauda. This is the text :

• iSMhShVIXhUh 1

HI?liH*ni)<i' J

.•••iiiSM'iniiin)i '

Hebrew Transcription :

1 1 ••mpi I -^"i

. . . • ^ I D« I

]n
I Qy^h

1

2

3

4

In this fragmentary inscription, I recog-

nise only 1st, 1. 2, i?2"fpl
"before" followed

by the demonstrative '?J"7
"

tliat"; 2nd, 1. o^

DH'IJ
" ^^ free-stones" (cf.

Mordtmann und

Mliller, Sab. Denk., p. 1)2, by opportunity of

0. M. 31, 1 1 and 9), followed by p "since",

and jierhaps by D["^U}]t^ '^^>* foundation"
;

finally 1. 4
pfp

or np[n» a v^rli which ap-

pears to me to signify
" to provide a house

with an interior court", with a 'l^\i, as the

full form mpn"^ Langer I, 1. 2, seems

to indicate.

V.

Glaser, 286.

This inscription comes from the temple

( "J^" \ of Ma'in. It lends itself less

still than the preceding to a current inter-

pretation :

'ihHihnin 1

nHDio 4

Hebrew Transciipliou :

.
I p 1)1

!

^

yv2\ V 4

I only see 1st, 1. 1 : pi n
" in that'"

(cf. inscrii)tion VI, 1. 1) : 2iid, 1. 2, DC^^
which no doubt means "

place of repose
'

DQi signifying in Himyaritic, as in the

Hebrew of the Jliachndh " a tomb", cf. in-

scription VI, 1. 4 ; 3rd, 1. 4, IT^, perhaps
the beginning of nD,"7Q

" altar for the sa-

crifices", unless it be the proper name n^:
see inscriptions XXI; XXVIII, 1. 8 : Hal.

324
;
and cf. the

^_5j^ i_?jL bi Halevy,

Bapport stir line mission archeologtque, p. 42,

VI.

Glaser, 287.

This and the [oUowing inscriptions are

engraved on a single stone, 287 on the front,

•i88 on the back. The stone has been brought
from the ruins called Khanbat Harim

Cf^Jb iljo -r^)-
This is the former of these

tun texts :

iJirN,Wa>lhh8i>iSHI'-,n^ I

«!hIlf)HlV)8hniK'{'0r'i i

IHX8<B|Xh[IlXHnfl) i

)<i>liS0hl'l'?04'l'rX0n +

oDAkThHISoDITV^n '

yoiii'NhiHiih.s®^? ^

OQhHIH'
Hebrew Tianscription :

12 \ «dd: I

\:^\^
i p I p^

i

• . • . 1 1 p^-yi
I niht<^3 1 nnsD 2

I pinni I nii^rn I ^i?^ 3

11 1 dd:: I w'li'n I nnon 4

:^^D 1 1:1^1 1

\vi2
1 ^npn

^

^i»D1 I IIT^ i ^«D"l«^ 6
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Fragmentary Translation :

1 tiucl of tliis idol, an .

'2 . in tlic retinue of Dhou Eainnln, and

3 Rabl)'ii(?), of Tatnatand Thatdak . .

4 in opening- . . of the tomb, and .

o . . of Ma'in, wliieh had raised tbe Sa-

ma'[ites
6 You'aus'il, of Ganad, and ^li'van .

7 . . .

'

.

Line 1, 1^,= .
—i^DD ',

cf. inscription

VII, 1. -t.—Line 2. nTOD ;ct'. nnCD?2 i"

inscription VII, 1. 2.—
Jr^ni;

cf.
| ^^^1

jDn Hal. lU, 1. 1
; 150, 1. 2.—Line 3.

T have read 73,1, perhaps ^[i^ln"^: the

Kamous knows the contraction
Iaj,'

for which

Al-Firouzabadhi recommends the priinn-

ciation, Rihhil like SikJdt, see Mordtmann

und Mtiller, Sab. Dent., p. 72.—Line 5.

^yyi^ cf. inscription 1, 1. 6.— I complete

i]j7^D according to inscription I, 1. 9.—
On "T2;il 1 7i^D1i^"^, see inscription 1,1. 9.

—Read
'?2j''^>r:;"l' :iccording to D. H, Midler,

Sief/f. Lane/. Eeixeb., p. 28.

[bEb

T

of tlie same stone

VII.

Glaser, '288.

This is tlie text engraved on tlie reverse

•'HH04'ISh8a>ISH® 1

I'Xi'iXfOAII'D 2

5mnin)i8?i?so 3

D'-VilllhS >^hO i

1

2

3

4

Hebrew Transcription :

• •••pi iDH I

]:hi
!

jTi

ini I nncDDi

• • • • to I p 1 3i7h^ i ^i^

.... D7n •
I DJ fc^Di:

1 ?

• t^v npnn

This text eontaiiis nothing clear, except

1st, 1. 1,
pj-j-^

I pi "and this i(h>r'; 2nd, 1.

3, after a preposition ending in "i^S
"
hefore",

the proper name l-l3i;r\\ as M. Glaser

suggests to me, followed h}^ p " son of".—
Line 4. The obscure fc^DQ is already found

in ins<;ription VI, 1. l.--Line 5. ^^^L"*
"on high", see Os. 13, 1. 11.

VIII.

Gr,ASER, 289.

This is a fragmentary inscription brought from Ma'in. Here is its tenor

.1 ISiiii )iS

lulXH'.JhD^IVhHhll^lVX

iDDHyHis)rh<i'ih)ivi)Oa'i]<i'i)isnii

'X'Hes^a>i<Diivxi?iihin<i'iiihHo i

IXHoHlho.. BIAnkDVnoJI
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Hebrew Transcription :

? •<

ID -ID 1

• • • • mni^?::i I n3i«Q"i I rtn -

! ^"j-\r\-\ I pDi !

p:in
i -i-n^i I "^Dn • s

nni^r^i ! "it^nnS'^S^ I m I D^iy -i

riT 1 i p • • • .
I D7::n I i^nnytr I

•''

Provisional Translation :

1 .

2 his . , and his domain, and his sources of income
3 . and the riches of the city and of the country of Khadam

. [In the name of Dhat—
4 Ba'dan, and of all their gods, and of their divinities wlio make the waters gush of . . [and
5 their tribe Bakil [and of Ma] 'in Dhou-[Ra]idat.

Line 1, Read IDEI as in I 3.—Line 2- lias been translated according to the Arabic
^"

M)-^^^'
*'^^ "^"^*^ *^^ ^ district, see Mordt- root ; ._ Line \. 1 have completed

mann und MuUer, 8ah. Denlc, p. 30—3L Dili?[l I TSII-— I I'^ad at the end

The suffix shows that t is here a common ')?:2ri]nTO2T2l : cf. Langer 1, 1. 5; 2, 1. 3;.

noun.— I read, with a suffix likewise 8, 1. 2, and specially D. H. MuUer, Siegf

nniht^tDI, and I regard the word as a
Lanfj. EH.vh., \).

53—55.—Line 5. After

phiral—Line 3. -|31^ (cf. Hal. 191), 1. 2) qL,^^^ i conjecture J^to I 11 and nThJl-

IX.

Glaser. 29(1.

This inscription comes from the adjacent Reise durcli Arhah mul Hdscliul in Peter-

region between Arhab and Haschid. On mann's Mittheilungen of 1884. This is the

ihese countries, see Ed. Glaser, Meine tenor of this fragmentary text :

• hniiiBViisnmnni i

)<i'i?h:vixo)xno 2

>yh<!>M<^H\W^\<!> 3

Hhh l)X8o|hi»i<i>h 4

1?iXll!?JXIIl<»?l* 5

ni?iXioo?XiSiii<i>? 6

<i'hMX81?IXo)Xn ^
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• i)m?HoiiiS|i,o|...
• •••n)Ai]inihxi?s ••

.8H'l»V<Bm)o(ilIlH*.

ISXhi-liH^alS'

o?nini(h
Hebrew Transcription :

•pi D^™ I pi p3p 1

'ii I ^2i)n I ni^in \hy 2

NDi« I in^ni IV--. 3

4

^«n I o^tn I Qv 1 1 5

- nS«n I ^TD^riD 1 ov e

i^^« I nrh\ii I n^nnn 7

"ipir I ^iv ! a:D^> :

s

ni!J^ ! n7«n I ^:

ninm I

pi:3
1 Dip -

I

]n:nD?2"i
'

]

9

10

[2

8

10

11

12

Provisioniil Translatiun.

1 N . [.<uu of] Kalibub, sun of Djuliid, son of

2 [Ta'lalj, uiasjjter of Tour'at, has vowetl and con[secrat(_'(-lJ

3 . and his son Aus'[il . . , .

4 . . of 'Athtar of Anaui . . . .

. in the day wlien Ta'la^i] toolc inidor las pati'onagc
G . in tiie day wlioii Ta'lal) made to ascend

(?)

7 . at Tour'at tlie tliird of tlie . . ,

8 [from] . till the roof ....
',) . has vo\v]edto Ta'lab a sfulpliuvd (.')

altar

I . before tlie eity,J
and has renewed

II the . and the clients . . . ^.

1 2 . Ta'lab for the sacred monument.

[servant <if]

Line 1. The name of a man p3,p recalls

the name of the sanctuary '2,'Jp'
"^ ^''^

Corp. insc. iSem., pars quarta, p. -tl), inscrip-

tion 30, \. 3 and l.-^Qliin:! = ,^U-—
Line 2. Supply hv\-'^ \ n^t^H-—Oii ^l"'

sanctuary of Tour'at, consecrated to Ta lait,

see Mordtiaann und xMiiller, iSab. Denk., i>.

20.—-^1 is the beginning of TilJm-—Line

3. Read Sj«D"lt^ *•''- li'i'- -^'3, 1.
1.;

O.

.\i.;;i, 1. ;j.—Line i.

pii^.
I'l'"'''

"f
\v^
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is obscure.—After "^jljli^, we lui\e certainly

'*7, followed bv the name of a city or sanc-

tuary; might it be the same which begins

with i^ji i» 0- M. 18, 1. 2 (cf. Mordtmann

und Midler, Sah. Dent., p. 68) .' We might
also think upon the proper name "^^^t^ in

Os. 6, I. 1.—Line 5. Q'^tTri) fiftli denomi-

native form drawn from Q'ltl? "patron"; see in-

scription II, ]. 8.—Line 6. J^Q^ijlD? teiith

form of 5^5^, whence the proper names

J^D''7i^' V^\ &^'- We have translated

only by conjecture.
—Line 7. ilJlSlT j <^f'

Fresnel 9, 1. 2; Hal. 50.—Line 7. The
word which precedes i"7^ is [)erhai)s Q^DI >

cf. 1. 4. Notice ^l^^ in place of the usual

iy in these formulEe.—Line 8. For 2"^^^
see Hal. 485, 1. •>, and the commentaries of

1). H.Midler, Siegf. Lang. Reiseb., p. 30.—
Liuel0.n*l3= (S^.—Line 11. The plural

jilinD^ has been explained in Mordtmaun
und Miiller, Sah. henl-., p. 19 and 104.—
Line 12. On

f|p,
see Corp. tnsc. Sem.,

pars quartit, p. 23. Perhajts there ?hould be

read before tliis word a ^instead of the ^

X.

Glarer, 291.

This inscription comes doubtless from the ui)per edge, and on the right hand
Arhab. It has some affinities with G laser, e<Jge, the stone being broken to the left

302, now in the Royal Museums of Berlin. and at the lower [)art, as the reproduction
This is how it may be read in the middle, on we give shows:

xniohs<i'Va)hinoiDiiinhXHihVio
I I I I I I I I I I

oxnvisninohvfinxiih i

••fi«'l<i>VhHha'l<i)VihOSIh?ni 2

'jsisnmoVfwiHhv^Aifhn 3

?0<i>Vll]onillHiS**IIlHfhi> 4

Hebrew Transcript inn: \^i, <>n the upper edyo;

2nd, on (Jic right-hand edge whicli, accord- word^ of the long liuf, which is going all

ing (.> the disposal of the letters, rising t he length, and whose beginning we have just
trom below upwards, contains the three last made known:

d:72d I ^:n I pv
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3rd, ill lht3 main bodv uf the stuue:

• • • • Di I inn«i ' inDc: i

]^2b
^

Provisional Translation, at first of the quadrangular line:

- 'Alhiin of Ta'allouk, the. . uf his laud A'labat
with the descendants of Saman (or Sama')

Then of the principal inscription :

1 flkaribYouhnn'im, son of Himmat'a[t.hat
2 Thahyan, his person, his fortune, and

a[ll
o descendants of Saniah'afak, and Youha'in, son of Nascha["kanl.(/) .

4 and his (?) servants, the servants(?) of the family (?) of Hauf'a[tliat

Line running round the stone: 11173^
=

^jULt'
^^- ^^*' 81) '• 1; Corp. insc. 8em., pars

(juarta, p. 10, by o[)p(jrtunity of inscription 2,

I- Il-Dp7t^n; ^-f. (-'laser ;'5(l2, 1. 2, and

that which i). H. Muller and Glaser

lune said about it, this, not only in his

Alittheihmgev, but also in his Sildara.

hisrhe Streitfragen (Prag, 1887).
—The ob-

scure word ^J^^^j which seems here to

designate a function or a dignity, is found

already in Glasei' 3(>2, 1. 7.—JH^^^J^
in s]iite of the transposition, ap^jcars as if

it sliould belong to the same root; perhaps
h:is been here a carelessness of thelieiv

engraver.
—On the preposition "^3; "with",

see Glaser, Mittheilungen, y).
^()—41. 1 liave

thought I recognised the preposition Q^
hi inscription III, 1. 1.—1 am inclined ti>

rcadat tiic end QJ^^Di as in inscri]ifi(m I,

1. 8.

Inscription properly speaking.—Line 1.

nS:]7b^: ^^- Hal, 7, 1. 1; 38!), 1. I (in-

stead of ^i::7^); Langcr, In. 1. 1 : sec
('ur/i.

insc. Sem., jjars qmirta, p. 16 & 33.—Com-

plete r>il]i^n?3n) according to Glaser 302,

1. 4.— At the end of the line, after the

genealogy and the titles of Ilkarib have been

conii)letely given, I read i"]^ | ^7i<5r\ I *^1pT\

according to Glaser 302, 1. 1 :'' has vowed

toTa'lab, in".—Line 2. The geographical name

ofThabyiln has given ground for some polemics ;

see last of them, Ed. Glaser, Sudarabische

Streitfragen, p. 1 5 &, If.
—At tlie end, I supply

in'^2pi
I ^r^h^ i h\y\

" and aii his children

and all his acquisitiijns", acconliug lo

(xlaser 302, 1. 2.—Line :;.
pCt^HTIiD

: *''•

(Jlaser 302, 1. 3. liCt it be said occasionally,

in the compounded pro])er names, whose

first term is JIT^D) 1 *^l" iiut admit the ex-

planation by ^t^^l,
but I see in TV20 "ii

analogous vcrli to tiic Arabic
\^^^_^.

"to be

high".— Wri"' ; t-f. Glaser 302, 1. 1 and

4.—The iiouii which ends the line is very

probably 3.^3 Ji*^ir2-
—Line I. 1 suggest, un-

less iho inscription iiM'll' birl'ids il afterward?^,
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to read Dlt^ I inni^l "and his servants,

the servants of" : hut then what would ho

the sense of Q^n ? I pr< 'in 'se, with all reserva-

tions, \y\p=(*^'
the- .hist word

J^ein-

nnJySin : tlie line would then Tmean,

" and liis servants, the .^servants of the

family of Haufa[that]."

XI.

Glaser, 292.

This little text comes from Arhab. We
read :

1

2

<i>iivx?n No^ni)

iuviThnniiiv
Ilijbrew Transcription :

i ?2n ! ^:n I hun 2

Provisional Translation:

1 . with the foundations of their house

2 . of the Banou Hamdan
(?)

Linel. On -fQ-^, see D. H. Muller, Siegf-

Lang, Reiseh., p. ol. In Arahic, the jjL,
are the pieces of wcjod wliicli hold up "a

" "^ ^'
I read at the end ptoPTroof.—Line 2.

with so uiurh more of likelihood as the

stone comes from Arhab. The ol>scure '^t^H

seems to conceal a branch of the Hainda-:

nites.

XII.

Glaser, 293.

Stone brought from Sau'a, wh\ch l»ears

2

DVhni?Oa)

<Diiii»iiijn)

Hebrew Transcription :

4

5

p^2

1 1 DD'i^n*^

1

2

3

4

You may find in the Corp. insc. Sem., pars

quarta, p. 49—50, under tlie number 31, an

attempt at interpretation of this little text.

Hartwig Derenbourg.

(To he continued).

SUMEROLOGICAL NOTES.
I.

A PARALLEL PASSAGE IN THE GUDI'A INSCRIPTIONS

Gudi'a, Statue C (still unpub.)

col. 2, "case" 14, ff.

Gii-di-a

1.5 ^adda-tt-st

Sir-gul-la{-H)

gis Y0 ^Y>- dogcd-a-kani

urra (servant) nin-a^

ki-agga n-an

20 ga [(jis-']
sd suh-hn-ha

Gudi'a, Statue F, (Sarzec. \A. U)
col. 2, "'case" Q^.

Gu-di-a

^adda-ti-si

Sirgiil-Ia(-l-i)

gis -^y.- Jgf dagal-kam

10 urra im (read niytug
nin-a-na

-ham

//'/ (fis-s'l suh-ba-ka
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gis ha-^ar
ka (or gu) al-ka (or gu)
sit (or ur) ba-mul (or ratlier gul)

Co].:i,i fin-hi{-L-i) >hvg-(hig-ga-a

im-nni-dih

sig-bi read (sigd-bi)

ki-il-c(,

o im-mi-gah

iis-bi mil azag
ni iin-tu-lal

ti-hi

ni-ir-mm-ia

]0 h't siib (^\n'tt('ll s-v'iii)-b(i-)i/-l(i

i (house) li-ag-gu-ni

i-an-na mg-Gir-su (-l-?)-ka

13 tnu-na-ni-ru

Explanation.

In gis-tug "ear" (C, 2, 17: F, 2, 9j is

^y^ an unspoken determinative element. C,

2, 20, seems gis before sa onh- left out bv

negligence of the arc-biteet For C ,2, 23,

F, 2, 15, compare Cyl. A 24. 21 s/s-hL..b((-

v\ul-vtul.

Very interesting is the name Imbi-(4/),
a town on the Babylonian-EIamite frontier :

compare 8. Rawl. 41 Bit Imbfdt?\ niid 1 ).>.

litszch. Paradies, p. 324, Bit-lm-hi :

|.(>riiaps

we may also compare Cyl. X, 1(1, 16f, ^ur-
iag-urad x Ki-mas-ta, Tmbi mn-na ab-jjitd

urud-bigi si-a-ba mu-ni-ba-al, that is, "in the

copper
- mountain Kimas. which Imlii is

called his name, bo has dug {ba-al) bis

copper (with) his..." This translation right,
it would prove the nearest

rcliifioiisliiji of

Kwi((s (or Kimar ?, cf. my Baiiyl.-Assyr.

Geschicbte, p. 327) and h}d)i.

ki'il-a, a bright spot; in other places tlie

expression is used for "
virgin

"

{ordatu),
the meaning "brightness, chasteness, (cf.

ki-agg I "love") becomiiig iiiclapborically
"

virgin".

That ni ni im-ta-htl is ibo object of the

erb (and .not m-ivt-tn-hd. vivi-tuhd Ini-

gis'ba-an-^ar
ka al-ka

15 sis ha-mul

li>i-bi{-k/ ) iizag-ga

im-mi-dib

sig-hi ki-il-o

iin-mi-(/id)

Col. ;!.i iis-bi ma azag

ni-ni im-t-i-l I

ti-bi

ni-ir-n nn-ka

5 s-H siib-ba-tti-k((

Ur-azag-gt i {-ki)

lu^-la^-ga-a

7 / (house)

ma-na-rii

nin-ta-l(il,) is proved by the variant nt-u

im-ta-lal,

II.

End of 1881, having read Dr. Haupt's

paper on a new Sumerian dialect. 1 discov-

ered in 2 Rawl. 59 a i)ilingual list (cf. Haupt,
Akkad. Sprache, p. xx). of a kind similar to

tiiat which Haupt and Pinches pointedont in 5

Ka\vl.ll/2. Todayl should like togive atten-

tion to some interesting facts contained in this

bilingual list of Gods (left : Neo-Sunierian,

midst :01d-Sunierian, right :13abyl.-Assyrian).

Long ago, I supposed that »f; had the ori-

ginal reading ^rfr/, ^(f in Sumerian, bi( {ira)

in Neo-Sumeriaii. and that tlie Assyrian
'' Lautwerth'' pa is only a liarth-ning of the

Neo-Sum. ica : now, we read 2 Kawl. 59.

14. ^ u-(i(i.r. tea), in
£:y ^, i/u .Xiiskii.

Prof. Haupt [loinled <tut, that in the Pen-

itent. Psalms we iiave iir-nd for iiir-</<d :

2 Rawl. 59, 2ll. we read another example:
4'/// inii-i/ui, iiiii-mii-inti, ilnl Srn-sig The

old syllaiile /// liecameat first ///, (comp. also

«('?).
"
whatever", before snlistantives to yin,

yim, t?ii), then /// lieeanie si i.e. the

FreucL ji. Fritz Uommkl.
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Prof. T. de Lacouperie has set a good

example in treating the Hebrew prophecies
from the point of view of Oriental philology,

though I doubt the propriety of using the

phrase,
" the inspired author," in a purely

philological journal (The Bab. and Or. Re-

cord, Xo. 3, p. 45), and regret the lapsus

calami by which he speaks of the " Book
which goes by the name of Isaiah

"
as

having been written in Babylon during the

captivity. That, however, is not the motive

of my present little paper. Prof, de

Lacouperie could not help writing as a

scholar, and the points to which I have

taken exception are of no great moment.
But was it not hasty of him to declare* that

recent exegetes have upheld the identifi-

cation of the name of the Sinim with that

of the Chinese, following a track beaten ])y

the early Sinologists, and unaware of the

peculiarities of the evolutions of the Chinese

sounds in the course of history (ihid., p. 46).
No one could perhaps criticise my own
work on Isaiah more severely than myself,
but it is, at any rate, well known, being in

its 4th edition, and Prof, de Lacouperie's
not unfriendly attack on recent exegetes is

not in the least justified by what I have

said in my appendix on "The Land of

Sinim," in Vol. II of Ihe Prajyliecies of

Isaiah, nor, I believe, by Delitzsch's com-

mentary. I have there admitted that

Gesenius's reasoning (see his Isaiah, 1821,

evidently known to Prof, de Lacouperie)

"
falls short of demonstration," and that

his most plausible argument from the

Chinese name of an old ruling dynasty and

from the Chinas of the Laws of Manu and

the Mahabharata, is
" now known to be

valueless." I should, no doubt, have ob-

tained a critical examinatioii even of this

exploded theory from some good Sinologist,

and not referred merely on Strauss and

Kichthofen
;
but the range of study required

for the illustration of " Isaiah
"

is large,

and something was necessarily left for

future editions. I revised the work in

many parts for the 3rd edition, but that

appendix still appears substantially in its

oriarinal form. What I want Prof, de

Lacouperie to do is, to criticise that form

of " the Chinese theory
"

which I, no ex-

pert, have doubtless inadequately repre-

sented as based on "the frequent use of

sjin (nearly = c/mi), literally "man," to de-

scribe persons acco ding to their qualities,

occupation, county, or locality." Prof, de

Lacouperie's memory will easily suggest

analogies for such an appropriation of a

word meaning
" man "

in general to a par-

ticular nation. I know that he is far from

being prejudiced against the theory I

adopted in my book, and have annotated

my own copy of Isaiah with several referen-

ces to his writings. And, in conclusion,

were there Israelites among the Shinas on

the slopes of the Hindu-Kush 1

T. K. Cheyne.

* In the incriminated article, however, I did not declare (as Prof. T. K. Cheyne wants
me to have said)

" that recent exegetes have upheld the identification of the name of

the Sinim with that of the Chinese," thus implying that if not all the recent exegetes, at

least the most important of them, had done so—a statement which I could not make, as

I knew it would have been inaccurate. I only said "the late exege>.es who have

upheld ..." thus implying that some of the late exegetes did not share the same view,
as I was well aware of, though, I must confess, the appendix written on IVie Land of the

Sinim by the learned Professor of Oxford, in his valuable work on The Prophecies of^i
Isaiah (London, 1884, 3rd edit., vol. II., pp. 20—23) had not been read by me.—T. DE L.l^li^i
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In my previous article on The Sinim of I.

Isaiah, net thr Chinese (B. and Or. R., Tlie first contention, in opposition with

January), I have attempted to show that my views, was that the case of the Sinim
Sinim in Isaiah couM not be the repre- = Chinese is not to be despaired of, not-
sentative of the name of the Chinese, so far withstanding that the identification of

as the antecedent of this name was supposed Sinim with the name of the Western
to be that of a western state of the Chinese Chinese State of Ts'in, and that of the
Confederation and of a dynasty (the first Chinas of the Laws of Manu and the
of the Empire, founded by the ruler of the Mahabharata is finally disproved by Strauss

same state), written with a symbol now and Richthofen. Though I have come to

pronounced Ts'in, and formerly read Tan. the latter negative conclusion, it is not for

And I have tried to show that the name of the reasons put forward by the translator of
Sinim represented that of the Shinas, on the Shi-King and the traveller geographer,
the slopes of the Hindu-Kush. which I do not consider to be conclusive.

The cricical part of ray paper had been The Chinas of the Mdnava dhurmar/isfras
limited to the examination and disproval (x, 44) as well as those of the Lalifa vistara

of the most sensible hypothesis ever put (x) and the first of the two of the same

forward, and which, despite Strauss and name mentioned in the M<7u?///«<7/a^rt(Bhisma

Richthofen, had not yet been proved false Parvan) are undoubtedly the Shinas of the

with reference to the Sinim. ^ Now it hap- Hindu-Kush.- But in the latter poem there

pened that other hypotheses, and especially is a second people of Chinas mentioned

one, which I had looked upon as unim- along with the Romanas, Dasariuilikas, etc.,

portant, and neglected accordingly, have after several ferocious and uncivilized races,

been taken seriously by some scholars, and and this special arrangement shows that in

therefore must be disposed of, in order the mind of the poet there was a great dif-

that my explanation Sinim = Shinas should ference b<'tweenthe two Chinas, the second

stand unimpeached. one being looked upon as more distant

I am much indebted to Prof. T. K. foreigners and greater barbarians than the

Cheyne, as well as to two other correspon other.'' The late Pauthier, and the two

ients, for having called my attention to German scholars in his train, do not seem

the matter, and thus given me the occasion to have known anything of the second

of writing the present article. Chinas of the great Indian epos, whose

1. Freiherr von Richthofen has rightly shown that the name of China originated in the

south, through the foreign trade with Indo-China, and especially with the Kiao-tchi

(Tungking), about the Christian era. But he was wrong in his suggestion that the ante-

cedent of the name of China was that of Jih-nan (a part of Tungking, now Nghe-an), as

this name was then pronounced Nit-naM, and is still read Nhiit-nam in Sinico-Annaniite,

the most archaic of the Chinese dialects, and that which has nearly preserved the sounds

of the aforesaid period. The historical antecedent of the name of Cliina I have found to

be the name TsEN, an important non-Chinese State in Yunnan and Tuidciiig, which had

for centuries monopolized the trade of the region [cf. my Jie'/innim/s of U'litiinj, 1., soo.

80—81, and my notice in Col. H. YuWs GIosmti/ (f Aiu/Io-IinIinn Teniw^, [*i)A-)0
—

lol.)

2. Cf. A. von Gutschmid, Z.D.M.G., vol. xxxiv., pp. 202—203.
. Cf. Beginnings of Writing, II., sec. 150.
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presence would put right the views of the sent to the Chinese Emperor Yao from the

French author and upset those of the two Yuen tohang, and carrying as presents

German writers, if we were not in a posi- white pheasants, besides a tortoise of 1000

tion to show it to be a mere moonshine, years old, the back of which inscribed in

In my paper Tlif Sinim of Isaiah, not the K'oh-tou or tadpole, othenvise cuneiform

Chinese (III.), 1 have stated that the name characters, is a splendid mare's nest, for

of Tslii did not exist in former times under the building of which the French has vied

that form which is a late and corrupted of ingeniosity with the Chinese writer.
"

pronunciation of the name Tan, a long This is another inscance of the importance

while after the name had disappeared either for those engaged in Chinese researches not

as a name of a particular state or of a to trust the late compilations, historical

dynasty. Therefore the second Chinas of and geographical, which are generally

the Mahabhitrata, unless it be an interpo- uncritical, and present combinations and

lation, cannot be the Chinese. But they interwoven records of unhistorical facts,

may be the people of Sin or Seni or Chin, arranged with the remarkable and usual

which, according to Tabari (II., 158^) was ingeniosity of the Chinese under that

the name of Samarkand before the time of
respect, and so far difficult to disentangle

Shamar, and which I have mentioned in for European criticism unware of the pro-

my aforesaid paper.
^

cess. In this case Pauthier has taken his

II.
story, with the exception of the words in

The second line of argument rests on the italics which are his own additions, from

facts of intercourse, ascertained and un- the Silh tven Men t'ung K'ao, compiled by
ascertained between the Chinese (or better Wang K'i in 1586, as a supplement to the

China) and the West. Here I am ready well-known and uncritical Wen Men t'ung

to join, and I might adduce fresh evidence, K'ao or "
Antiquarian Researches

"
of Ma

should this be the place to do so, which it Twanlin (D. circa a.d. 1325). The oldest

is not.'* But I am compelled to traverse authority which I find in favour of the

the statements given on the unsafe authority story is that of Jen Fang, at the beginning
of the late G. Pauthier. The -amusing of the Vlth century, in his Shiih-i-ki or

story of ambassadors wearing long robes "Notes on the Wonderful." Previous to

4. Cf. Ed. Thomas, Bilingual Coins of Bokhara,^. 4(E,epr. Numismatic Chronicle, 1881.)
5. The existence of this smaller Chin gives a clue to the adoption in the Vlth century

of the appellative of Maha-China for the great empire of China. This explanation,
which I propose here for the first time, does away with many difficulties in the geo-

graphical accounts of that period.
6. The notion that the "

envoys
"

from Yueh-tchang did wear long robes has been

unwisely inferred by Pauthier, from the meaning of the compound symbol read tchang or

shang, which, in its present form, means simply
" the lower garments," (cf. W. H. Med-

hurse, Chinese-English Dictionary, s, v. p. 1001), and which, at the time when the name
was put in writing, was perhaps composed of other phonetic ideograms (cf. Min Tsi Kih,
Luh shu t'ung, Bk. iv., f. 7), carrying a different meaning. However, the idea ideo-

graphically expressed by Yueh-tchang, is simply the lower of the outside borders, imply-

ing the extreme south.

7. In his Essai sur Porigine et la formation similaire des Ecritures figuratives Chinoise et

Egyptienne (Paris, 1842, pp. 9-10), the late G. Pauthier had suggested that this writing
was that of Egypt. It is only in his Histoire des relations politicjues de la Chine (Paris,

1859, pp. 5-8), that he suggested that this Tortoise writing was the cuneiform characters.
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this rather suspicious source, no mention is

made of the inscribed tortoise with reference

to the Yueh-tchang envoys whose story is

reported at length by several authorities of

the second century B.C., such as Fuh Sheng
inhis Td, f I h' 1 1an or "Introduction to the

Shu-King,' Han ying in his "Introduction

to the Shi-King, &c.,^ and of the fourth

century A.D., but only as having appeared

at the Chinese Court in the sixth year of

the regency of the Duke of Tchou, i.e. 1034

B.c.^ Nothing is said of an arrival of

Yueh tchang envoys as early as the time of

Yao, who was not more than a chieftain

struggling on a small territory in the north

of modern China proper, for the welfare of

his follower co-immigrants, and whose

legendary greatness, like that of his imme-

diate predecessors and successors, arose in

the mind of Chinese historians from the

fact that they were civilized while the sur-

rounding native tribes were not so.'° It is

not an uncommon thing for the investigator

in ancient Chinese history to see among
the native compilers a tendency to suppose

and even to admit as having happened
under the rule of their early "Emperors,"
events enhancing the glory of their sway,
and similar to those of the historical period

of which they should have been the fore-

shadows." The present legend must have

been concocted, and the information com-

bined, by the aforesaid Jen Fang in the

sixtli century, or by some other writer very
little before his time. The term /i''oh ton

or "tadpole" characters, applied to the

oldest Chinese characters in order to indi-

cate that they were composed of strokes,

which, like the tadpole, were thin at one

end and thick at the other, was used for

the first time by K'ung ngan Kwoh about

150 B.c.'^ And the country of Yueh-tchang
is known to have been the region now
covered by the provinces of Nghe-An,
Thuan-hoa and Quang-nam of Tung-King."

A.S to the fact of the writing on the

tortoise, which has been injudiciously com-

bined with this legend, and about which

there are several accounts connected with

the beginnings of the writing among the

Chinese, it does really refer to the cunei-

form writing which, as I have discovered,

was known and used by the leaders of the

Chinese Bak tribes previously to their

migration to the East, where they carried

it, about 2250 B.C." We shall examine

these traditions in a future article of the

B. and 0. R.

Very little is known of the intercourses

between the Chinese and the other countries

in ancient times,'* for the simple reasons that

the Chinese States were rather unimportant,

and that the relations, chiefly commercial,

have taken place with the semi-Chinese

8. Prof, James Legge has collected those texts in h\s,Chinese C/a.sdcs, vol. iii., pp. 535.

9. According to the chronology of the Annals of the Bamboo Books, or Tchuh Shu ICi

nien, Tch'eng Wang, 10th year.
10. Cf. my work just issued, Ihe Languages of China before the Chinese, .sec. 13-19, anil

187- J08.

11. Cf. T. de L., The Old Nuincrah, ike Counting Rods, and the Swan-pan in China, p. 1
;

Paper Money of the IXth Centnri/, p. 4.

12. Ct. laiping y/i Ian, Bk. 747, f. '2.—K'ang-hi l\:e-ticn, s. v. 142-9, 115-4.

13. Cf. the official geography of Annam, published in 1829
; Hoang viet dia du chi,

vol. I., ff. 1, 9; vol. 11., f. 31 ; and my Beginnings of IFriting, sec. 44.

14. Cf. my resume. Babylonia and China, JVcstcrn Origin of the Early Chinese Civiliza-

tion, in B. and 0. R. for June, pp. 113-1 15.

15. Prof. T. K. C. refers, as a proof of such ancient relations, to the finding of Cliinese

porcelain ware in Egyptian Thebes, as if thi^ archcological puzzle had not been exploded
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and non-Chinese States by which they were for their name to have been carried wide

surrounded, and which were playing the anl far, should their name have had any

part of buffers between them and the outer similarity, which they had not, with Chin or

world. Their annals have not been pre- Tsin." Tlie same remark stands good for

served, and it occurred only in a few any peculiarity of the speech of its inhabit-

occasions that the mercantile parties, the ants, like that which has been advocated

so-called ambassadors of foreign States, did to, as mentioned below, should the wanted

reach the Middle Kingdom, the Tchiing peculiarity have existed, which it did not,

Alrrt/;,, and that the Official Recorders could as we shall see directly,

take down the notices on them which v/e III.

now possess.^^ Anyhow, the Hwa Hia, or The opinion adopted by Prof T. K.

Pang Kwoh (general name of the Chinese Clieyne* is, that travellers may have taken

States), were too small in importance for the own name of the Chinese the word

since a long time. The snuff-bottles referred to were employed for carrying kohl or some

perfumes, Their recent age is shown not only by the fact that the Chinese porcelain
was not invented before the Christian era, but also by their inscriptions in modern
cursive characters. These consist of verses from well-known poets, such as Wang Wai,
who lived in the eighth century (A.D. 702-745), Unnamed (A.D. 831-837), Wei Ying-wuh
(A.D. 702-795), Su Tung-po (A.D. 1068-1085), &c. The age and origin of these bottles

has excited much inquiry, and as the late Wells Williams has remarked {The Middle

Kingdom, rev. ed. , vol. II., p. 28), the weight of evidence points to their having been

taken to Egypt and Arabia by the Arabs who traded at Canton and Hang-Chou down to

the end of the Sung dynasty in 1278—
(of. Iransadions of the North China Branch of the

Royal Adatic Society, 1852, pp. 3440
; 1854, p. 93; Stanislas Julien, Ilistoire dc la Porce-

laine Chinoise, pp. xi.—xxii. This proof, however, is good for seven and eight centuries

past, and therefore is better than the finding of Chinese seals in Ireland, which was advo-

cated by some (not by Prof. T. K.) as a proof of an ancient trade of the Phenicians with

China and Ireland ! (Cf. Edmund Getty, Notices of Chinese Seeds found in Ireland, Dub-

lin, 1850
;

J. K. W., Chinese Porcelain Seals found in Ireland, Notes and Queries on China
and Japan, Sept., 1868, p. 141). They have come to a prosaic end, being simply some
sort of premium imponed from China, given to their purchasers by a tirm in silk goods in

the last century at Dublin, and therefore spread all over the country. (Cf. William
Lockhart in The Fhcenix, February, 1872, p. 132, and J. F. G. Lamprey, ihid. March,
1872, p. 152).

16. Some available information and possible inferences on the matter have

been collected by me in a special paper read before the Royal Asiatic Society, 16th June,

1884, on such of these mercantile parties which came from the south: Three Embassies

from Indo-China to the Middle Kingdom, and the Trade Routes thither 3000 years ago. Cf.

my Beginnings of Writing, II., 156, b, n.

17. The names of the Chinese agglomeration previous to the foundation of the Empire
221 B.C., from vvhidi time it has been called by the name of the Ruling dynasty, or

sinrply r(7(/';/^-yv'(',vV<, Avere the following :-i//((, "large," or Ilim,
"
llowery," or both

llwallia ;
or Wan Aio.ih,

"
all the States

"
;
or Pan'/ Kicijli, "the Kingdoms and States."

Tchung Kv:oh, or Middle Kingdom, was then specially applied to one State, that of Tchoa,

which, during the dynasty of this name, was depository of the traditional authority.
The people were called Ku'oh Kia, "families of the Kingdom;" an individual, Kicoh jen,

"man of the Kingdom." Cf. the Sha King, Shi-King, Tchun Tsia and Tso tchuen, passim.
* Ihe Land of the Sintm, appendix pp. 20-23, vol. II., 3rd edit, of The Prophecies of

Isaiah (London, 1884).—Prof, C. J. Bredenkamp, Z)er ProphetJesaia (Erlangen, 1887, 3rd

part), p. 281, commenting on the Sinim, favours their identification with the Chinese.
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for "
man," yen, not nearly chm, which they indication which can be derived from their

are supposed to have made use of frequently, phonetic element does not go beyond the

as they still do now, to describe persons time of the formation of the compound
according to certain qualities or occupation, character itself, and therefore is limited to

and their county or locality. The first the proper sound, altered or not, of the

objection to be made, which is, I am afraid, phonetic, at the time and in the dialectal

altogether fatal to this ingenious suggestion region, when and where it was made/^ In

is, that the aforesaid word in its form of the present case, however, there is no such

jen (French /), also transcribed zin or sjhi, a difficulty to deal with, as the symbol yew
and altogether different from c/iin or sin, is is not a compound, but a single character,

recent, and was formerly pronounced quite It is a happy circumstance that the Chinese

otherwise, as shown by overwhelming uvi- in their worship-like respect for all that

dence, concerns their written characters, have pre-

Therefore the solution depends upon the served with their fan-tsieh process of nota-

ancient sound of the Chinese A ''man,'' in tion-" the sounds attached to them, from

modern Mandarin jen}^ There are several the centuries following the Christian era,

means of ascertaining the archaic phonetic downwards. In the T'anr/ //mi dictionary

form of a word in Chinese as in any other of the T'ang dynasty, by Sun-mien, com-

langaage, and these means are those which piled A.D. 67G—679 in Honan, and based

are indicated by the principles of historical upon two works of the previous century,

and comparative philology in general, the sound of the symbol, now read jen.

Four kinds of these means may be succes- is transcribed ^Q ]J^ Jj. which, in modern

sively and successfully employed. standard Chinese, would be "JU LIN cut

1.—Hktorical Doctbments. In the case of off."^^ But this reading is worthless

the Chinese, written as it is now with ideo- unless it be rectified into the reading

grams, or with ideo-phonetic symbols (the of the period when the transcription was

latter composed of a silent ideogram and a made. And this rectification cannot be

symbol taken exclusively for its phonetic ol)tained otherwise than by a series of

value) the sounds cannot be ascertained, as circumstantial evidence, the chief authority

they can be in languages written with an being the archaic dialects according to their

alphabetic or syllabic writing. Even in the chronological branching off from the com-

case of the ideo-phonetic compounds, the mon stock.-- The corresponding dialects

18. In Wells Williams' Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Language, p. 286, this now
is written zhdn in Pekinese and jdn in Mandarin dialect.

19. The neglect of these principles has misled the sinologists who have built specula-

tions on the old Chinese sounds, picked up without discrimination. Cf. my book The

Languages of China before the Chinese, sec. 57 n.

20. Chinese scholars, acting apparently at the suggestion of some ingenious Budtlliist

monk, then numerous among them, adopti'd thim curious system, which consists in indi-

cating the sound of a word l)y the initial of one and the linal of another. Cf. my Begin-

nings of Writing, I., sec. 55, n. The uume fan-tsieh, from Jan, "to turn back," ami tsie/i,

"to rub," form an appropriate hazy designation, says rightly T. Walters, in his Essays

on the Chinese Language, ch. iii.

21. K'ang-lii-tze-tien,^. y.

22. For the chronological arrangement of the Chiuese dialects, cf. my book on The

Languages of China before the Chinese, sec. 205.
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in this case would be those of Amoy and that the ni initial of the Ts'in and Han
Fuhtchou, sliould not the symbol ^Q be periods, onward, might be a temporary
oneof those whose sound --^ has been altered phonetic equivalence of a former j, though
similarly to that of /^, and therefore any the line of alteration and decay in sounds
information derived from these would be runs in the opposite direction. But the

begging the question. In the Wentchou Chinese have preserved unconsciously, in

and Kuatchou dialects of Tchehkiang, which the oldest forms of their written characters,
in the Xlllth century, had still preserved at least in some of them, the means of

some archaic sounds,
- ^ the above

ji\i
was ascertaining the old sound of their words,

read ni and nu, thus showing the old initial In many of these oldest forms, either

n to have been also that of the ancient genuinely primitive so far as the Chinese

sound of A- We shall have to come again go, or imitated in later though olden times

to the dialectal information for further fi'om the primitive forms, the sounds are

demonstration of this point. In the diction- indicated by a rough process of aerology

ary called (S'/ic-wwr/, of which I have spoken and syllabism.-" And this process was

in my former article,"^ compiled in the casually used instead of the ideographic
second century of our era, and where the symbols of the words. "Man," written

sounds are given by homonymous symbols, ideographically A, "^as also written phon-
we find A A) the latter in its turn being etically. In the MS. copies of the Tao teh

explained by J2«- Now, in the Sinico- King oi Laotze,"^" purporting to be exact

Annamite dialect, which has preserved the copies of the work of the founder of Taoism,

sounds of the period"
*' with only a slight

as written by his disciples, the spelling of

alteration, these three symbols are read the words ought to be looked upon as a

respectively-'' nhon, nhan, and nhan,-^ a. trustworthy representative of the genuine

uniformity which goes far as a demonstra- traditions of orthoepy, inasmuch as Lao-tze

tion of its accuracy. was Keeper of the Koyal Archives at Loh

This information, however, does not go
about the close of the Vlth century B.C.

back to times sufficiently remote, and there- Now we see that Lao-tze or his disciples

fore might leave some doubts in the mind wrote the Avord for " man " A with two

of some of our readers. They might object symbols A, one over the other, and intended

23. At Amoy it is rea,d ju.
24. Tai T'ung, Lu/i Shu Kit

;
The six scripts, transl. L. 0. Hopkins (Amoy, 1881),

p. 57. Tai T'ung, whose autliority is here quoted, lived in the Xlllth century.
25. Bab. and Or. R., p. 46 b.

26. Cf. The Languages of China before the Chinese, scs. 92, 205.

27. P. Legrand de la Liraye, Pronunciation figuree des caracteres Chinois en Matidarin

Annamite (Saigou, 1876, fol.) s. v.

28. In the diu quae figu, i.e., the Roman transcription adopted in Annam by the early

European missionaries, the nh represents nie, Cf. G. Aubaret, Grammaire Annamite,

p. 10.

21). I have been the first to point out this peculiar feature of the oldest Ku-wen char-

acters, framed in accordance with the traditions brought by the early leaders of the

Chinese tribes as a necessary accompaniment of the art of writing in Babylonian charac-

ters, which they had learned in S.AV. Asia, previously to their migration to the Far-East.

Cf my papers On the History of the Archaic Chinese Writing and Texts, p. 4
; The Oldest

Book of the Chinese and its Authors, &ec. 23 (London, 1882).
30. Cf. Min Ts'i-kih, Luh shu t'ung, Bk. II., f 16.
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as usual to suggest the initial and final

sounds of the word
;
the upper character

representing the final. This same spelling

occurs also in several inscriptions'^
^

;
and in

a Ki-tae, i.e., a variant of spelling which

does not occur in the official books,
'' ' the

lower character is /\ nijr''^ (now /?(),
the

ancient initial nasal of which has never

been, and cannot be, doubted. Therefore,

as the final nasal of the old word for
" man "

is well ascertained by its permanence
throuafh all the dialectal and archaic varie-

ties, as well as by the rhymes of ancient

poetry,"^* there is no room left for doubtiuo-

that the oldest known initial of the modern

word jen, "man," was an n (or its imme-

diate substitute occasionally written for it,

viz., /).
All this indicating a word like

nen or len, nan or Ian. We shall now

examine the second class of proofs.

2.—Dialectal Archaisms. This proof re.

suits from the fact, well ascertained in

comparative philology, that dialects being

exposed to surrounding circumstances dif-

ferent in character to those which have

dominated the wear and tear and the evo-

lution of the sister languages, are thus

far enabled to preserve old sounds and

torms of speech unaltered, or altered in a

different direction, and therefore easily

ascertainable by inter-comparison. With

reference to the Chinese dialects in the case

of the modern Mandarin jen, "man," we

see by the Cantonese form yaii that this

dialect, in the course of its alteration, has

run there near the path of the standard

language. But the forms niaiifj at Shanghai,

lane/ at Amoy, neiiff at Fuhtchou, confirmed

by the Sinico-Annamite'^'' nJiou and the

diverged form ren in Gyami or dialect of

W. Szetchuen, leave no doubt that the old

form was nen or len, nan or Ian, thus agree-

ing with the indication obtained through
the first order of proofs.

3.—Loaned ivm'ds in ancient times. These

occurred chiefly with the Japanese and the

Shan Siamese languages. The formation

of the nucleus of the latter family has taken

place in historical times within the modern

boundaries of China proper,"'" and there-

fore is a highly-interesting and favourable

circumstance for the history of the loan

words. In the various diah cts, Shan,

Siamese, Aliom, Khamii, Laos, &c., the word

for "man" is JCon or JCon and A^un or

K'av, which finds no cognates in the other

languages of the great linguistical stock,

the Indo-Pacific, to which they belong.

As a rule, the L initial of the Chinese

words boirowed by the Tai-Shans lias be-

come among them an initial K, and there-

fore the A'on or J^un above, being loan

words, suggest an original ion or I'mi, which

are sufficiently near to the form Ian or nan

nip, placed under
Cf Dr. ,1. Kdkins,

31. Such as the Yiin tai pei, the Pi-loh pei, etc., ibid.

32. Also in Min Ts'i-kih, 1. c.

33. Sinico-Annamite ?ihap. In Ku-wen spelling, it was written
jf^

j\pat. Cf. ibid. X., 25 v.
;
and Tung Wei Fu, Tchuen tze Wei, s. v.

Introduction to the Study of the Chinese Characters, p. 5.

34. Cf. the lists drawn by Dr. J. Chalmers, in Jiis valuable papiu- on The Rhymes of
the Shi-Xing (China Review, 1877, vol. VI).

35. The respective dates ascribed iji a general way for the branching oil" of tliese vai i(tus

dialects are the following :
—

Sinico-Aunaniite, 200 i;.u.
; Amoy, GOO ad.

; Fuhtchou,

Shanghai, between 600-1300 A.D. Cf. my General Historical Scheme of the Chinese Family

of Lafiguages, sec. 205 of The Languages of China before the Chinese (London, 1887).
36. Cf. my paper The Cradle of the Shan Race, introduction to A. \{. CuIi|ulioun's

Amofii^st the Shans (London, 1885) ;
and The Languages of China be/ore the Chinese, sms

96, 126, and 221.
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of ancient Chinese to permit our con'luding

that they all represent one and the same

original word.

In Japan the knowledge of Chinese

characters was carried in the third century
of our era with the sounds in use at the

time in the State of Wu (a.D. 222—280),

the western of the three contemporary
States between which the Empire of the

Han dynasty had been separated In this

pronunciation, known in Japan as the Go-

on, or sounds of Go, i.e., Wu or Ngu, nin is

the sound attributed to the symbol for

"
man," therefore agreeing with the indica-

tion obtained from the other sources.

4.— Words of common descent in cognate

languages. The very remote time of the

severance of the Chinese from the Turano-

Scythian original nucleus, and its starting

of its own course of evolution, makes this

order of proofs difficult. Howevei^ we are

still enabled to point out a few related

words, though only among distant languages.

It is not at all unlikely that the Accadian

nmi, "lord or master," is the oldest instance

of the word we are just studying. Coming
eastwards, we find in Brahui a language of

ihe Dravidian family left behind, narina,

"man." In several Tibeto-Buimese tongues
we remark in Dhimal : diang, Namsang
Naga :

—
nyan, in Khyeng—lang, all mean-

ing
"
man," and obviously connected with

the Chinese nan or Ian.

The perusal of the four class of proofs,

long and fastidious as it proved to be, must

have dispelled in the mind of our readers

all possible derivation in ancient times of

an appellative "sjin" or "chin" from a

common word of the language which was

pronounced nen or len.

IV.

I have thus far shown reasons to reject

the two most important explanations which

had been put forward for the Sinim as

being the Chinese
;
and I need not abandon

the question without mentioning that the

names of two other States of the Chinese

agglomeration, under the rule of the Tchou

dynasty (1' 50—249 B.C.), have been quoted
rather injudiciously by some writers as

probable antecedents to the name of China.

In case that these other names, hitherto

unmentioned by us, should be dragged into

the question by someone unaware that the

suggestion would be worthless, we had

better to dispDse of them here. One, that

of Tch'en, in Honan, was one of the smaller

of the States whicli came to an end in

477 B.C. The symbol of its name is now
read frdn in Sinico-Annamite. The other

principality, of which the name has been

quoted, is that of Shen (now read fan in

Sinics-Annamite), was insignificant and

hardly worth mentioning, as it was sup-

pressed in 688 B.C. Both of them had no

political nor numerical importance ; they
were encircled in other States, had no pos-

sible intercourse with the outside, and mast

be left altogether out of the question at

issue, on which they cannot have exercised

any influence whatever.

V.

These last remarks ought to conclude

the series of criticisms which, we hope, will

put an end to any speculation tending to

assimilate the name of Sinim with that of

the Chinese. They leave untouched the

constructive part of my paper on The Sinim

of Isaiah, not the Chinese, where I have at-

tempted to show that the Sinim were the

Sliinas of the Hindu-Kush, whose name, as

that of a most distant country, had reached

Babylon when that part of the Book of

Isaiah was written.

1 do not feel myself competent to go

further, and answer the question of Prof.

T. K. Cheyne :

" Were Israelites among the

Shinas of the Hindu-Kush f otherwise than

by remarking that the ruling tribes of the

Afghans of the present day claim, with the

same sort of possibility, a Jewish descent.

I shall not make it my business to enquire
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about their rights to sucli a claim, and the

probability or improbability that they are

the descendants of the Israelites of the

Exil, or of any Jewish migration of later

date. I do not think the solution of this

question is necessary to establish the just-

ness of my contention. As I understand

the Avords of the prophecy, geographical

precision was not the aim of the author,

and his object iu speaking of the Land of

Sinira was to indicate the most remote

resrion of the East which had been heard of

by him.

Terrien de Lacouperie.

BEVIEIF.

Babylonische Texte. Inschriften von

Nabonidus, konig von Babylon von den
Thontafeln des Britischen Museums copirt
und autographirt von J. W. Strassmaier,
S.J. 160 autographed pages.

This work, which comes from the new

Publishing House of Edward Pfeifter, of

Leipsic, is perfect in form and finish. Of
all those Assyriologists who have attemp-
ted to autograph texts, Strassmaier is by
far the most successful. He seems to pos-
sess any amount of patience and endurance,
which qualifies him for the task. Even the

shading of the doubtful characters is done
in such a masterly way that no blotting
can be detected. Mr. S. lays great stress

on the exact reproduction of the characters,
and this has been faithfully carried out

wherever the writer has examined the

original. The printing and form of the

book are such as to reflect the "reatest

credit on both the printer and tlie pub-
lisher. Type is certainly in many ways
preferable to autographing, but tliis work
answers some of the objections that have
hitherto been urged against it. Notice for

example No. 65, p. 4"J. The book before

me is the first part of a work which is to

contain all the texts of Nabonidu.s, the last

independent king of Babylon The author
has collected together nearly one thousand
texts of this king, which will fill five such

parts as the one before u.«. The import-
ance of such a collection of texts as this

for the As.syrian language cannot be over-

estimated. It is certain that many new

words and forms will be found. In addition

to this, they will be of much interest to

the historian and the exegete ;
for the

documents are of the time of the prophet
Daniel and the Babylonian captivity.
Strassmaier has done his work well. In

the texts that I have examined ther.^ is

little fault to find with the copying.
In S. X 979 (Strass., No. 15), line 1,

the shaded part is, 1 tin'nk, the name

^] x^]t] ^TM ^^ri ^\. cf.

Heimthscantrict AL3, p. 125, line 6,

obv., where the same name occurs with a

slight difference of writing. In this tablet,

line 8, the last sign visible seems to be sa,

instead of ir, and probably the character

te or perhajxs a Iv is lost. S. + 535, line 0,

instead of the tv>o signs at the end I see

only "^^y. Aside from these things,
I have found almost no mistaki' in all the

texts that I have collati'd. The great
wonder is that they are done so well, since

the author was engaged on so large a luim-

ber at once. The untiring way in wliicli

Mr. Stra.ssmaier copies texts deserves the

gratitude of all students of Assyrian.
One of the most interesting parts of the

book is the preface, in which the author

speaks of the way in which the "Conti-
nental School of Assyriologists" ignore the

existence of the work of others, although,
at the same time, they have undouliletlly

copied much from them. Some of the ex-

jn-essions arc (|uit«' sharp and cntting. l>ut

no fair-minded man will think that they
are too much so. No condemuation is tog
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strong when a scholar will not recognise
the work of another, whicli he is iiicapablo
of doing himself. The writer believes;,

therefore, that those who are best in posi-
tion to nnderstand the words of ihis pre-

face, will quite agree with its author.

In the prospectus of this work we are

promised complete lists of words at the

close of the last part, which will be of great

import nice and adv\aiitage to students.

We welcome, therefore, tliis work as one

of the most valuable publications of Assy-
rian texts,

Forthcoming Papers.—Arthur Ami-
and : The Countries of Magan and Meluh ha

;

E. Coll)orne Baber : Assyrian and Chinese
Gates

;
Prof. Dr. S. Beal : Krishna and the

Solar Myths ; Fragments of a life of the

Buddha {Fii yao King) ;
W. St. C. Bo5-

cawen : Inscriptions relating to Belshazzar
;

A Royal Tithe of Nabonidus
;
Prof. Har. wig

Derenbourg : Yemen Inscriptions (con-

tinued)
;
Prof. Dr. C. de Harlez : A NDmen-

clature of. Buddhist Terms
;
The Deities of

the Indo-Scythian Coins
; Joseph Jacobs :

The Nethinim, a Biblical Study ; Prof. N.

Kondakoff: New Archaeolooical Discoveries

at Tashkent
;
Prof. Dr. T. tie Lacoupc r e :

Kactro Chinese Coins
; Tattooing ;

Shifted Cardinal Points in Jhxby-

lonia and China; Prof. Dr. J. Oppert:
A Juridic Cuneifoim Text

;
W. M. Flinders

Petrie : A Royal Egy})tian Cylinder with

figures; Theo. 0. Pinches: Sumer and
Akkad ; Akkadian Etymologies ; A Baby-
lonian Dower Cmtrai t

;
Prof. E Reviilout:

On a so called Hittite Seal from Tarsus
;

The Bal)ylonian Istar Taribi ; A Cuntract

of Apprenticeship from Sippara: Prof.

E. Rivillout anil Dr. V. Reviilout : Sworn

Obligations in IJabylonian Law; Prof. Dr.
A. H.Sayc.-: New Phoenician and Israclitish

Inscriptions ;
was Jai-eb the Original Xame

of Sargon '? Dr. H. C Tomkins ; Geograph
( f Xorthern Syria vicvved from the As.syriaii

i-ile; T. Tyler: On the Hittite Inscription
of the Yiizmt Seal.
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BABYLONIAN AND ORIENTAL RECORD.

The Editorial Committee is not responsiblefor the opinions or statementa of the Contriliutors.

As this luiiuber closes our first year's issue, we take tliis opportunity to tlmnk our Contri-

butors anil Subscribers for their forbearance as to the shortcomings inseparable from the

starting of a Magazine like this, established on cheap lines, and yet publishing every

month papers of high scientific and philological value.

The large promises of help received from many of our Contributors arc a sure index

that the Record will become increasingly important and attractive to all those who are

interested in Oriental research.

We trust that the medium provided by this Magazine, through its ap])earance every month
will be more and more generally recognised, ajipreciated and utilized than hitherto; and that

our Subscribers will help us to make our tmdertaking a complete success.

The Record will henceforth contain 24 octavo pages; and, with illustrations and improved

typography, will appear in a more convenient form, without any change in price.

Edit.

NEW PHCENICLIN i!c ISRAELITISH INSCRIPTIONS.

The Phcenician graffito discoveved by Mr. a cry of mourning," as in Ps. xvi. 7, Jer.

Flinders Petrie at Silsileh, last winter, is xlviii. 31. This, I believe, is its meaning

very interesting, not only on account of its in Mr. Petrie's inscription, where a reference

clearness and completeness, but still more is made to the rites of mourning, associated

on account of its contents. The forms of with the worship of Isis. As for the proper
the characters would refer it to the 5th (or name fc^^H' 11 is a well-known contrac-

possibly the 6th) century B.C. They re- tion cf "T2i^ in later Phoenician, and the

semble those found on the coins of the analogy of names like Bod-Ashtoreth, "the

Persian satrapies, with the exception of the servant of Ashtoreth," would indicate that

yod and kaph, which preserve the archaic t^3 must be the name of some deity. A
forms of the Abu-Simbel letters. I read the Phcenician deity with such a name is, how-

inscription as follows:— "^Di^S T\yr\ t^lJIH ever, unknown, and I can therefore only
" Bodka has cried to Isis." The conjecture that the name may represent

words T\yr\ '^^^^ ^Di^ are new, but the the Egyptian ka or "
double."

spelling of the name ot his with samech is The inscription .seems to imply the

conformable to the spelling of the name of existence of a chapel or altar dedicated to

Osiris with the same letter. In Hebrew, Isis in the place where it was found,

the verb 'n^r\ is used not only of " ad- The two seals belonging to Dr. Grant

dressing" a person, but also of "singing Bey of Cairo, are of still greater interest

praise" (Ps. XXXV. 28, Ixxi. 24); its proper than the Phcenician inscription. The

signification, however, is that of "uttering double lines between which the letters are

Vol. I.—No. 12. [193] Oci., 1887.
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placed, characterize inscriptions on gems of

Israelitish origin, and, I may also add, of

Moabite origin, since a gem reading

^n^
—

tl^^^S* "belonging to Chemosh-

yekhi,
"
with the winged solar disk and sym-

bol of Asherah above, is characterised in

the same way (De Vogiie : "Melanges

d'Arch^olcgie orientale," p. 89). That the

larger inscription on Dr. Grant's gems is

Israelitish is further shown
1:)y

its contents.

It reads ^DDH V72i^
" Amoz the scribe."

The occurrence of the Hebrew article is

noticeable, as well as that of a name which

was borne by the father of Isaiah. So also

is the upright line which denotes the end

of the text, and reminds us of the points

by which the words are divided on the

Moabite Stone and in the Siloam inscrip-

tion. The characters, however, are rather

those found in the Aramaean dockets

attached to Assyrian contract-tables of the

8th and 9th centuries B.C., than those

belonging to the Judtean alphabet of which

the Siloam inscription affords us the oldest

known example. It is only the mem with

its rounded tail that claims affinity with

the latter, and bears witness to an alphabet
which was used for writing upon jiapyrus

or parchment and not upon stone. The

tsadde, too, is somewhat more like that of

Siloam than that ofthe Aramaean dockets,

and the same may be said of the re^h with

its upright stem. But the b-amech is that

of the Aramiean dockets of the 7ta century

and we may accordingly consider the seal to

have been made for an Israelitish exile in

Nineveh in the line of Sennacherib or Esar.

haddon. Other Israelitish seals of the same

age and locality have already informed us

that some at least of the Israelitish exiles

had conformed to the prevailing Sun-

worship ;
the same fact is indicated by the

seal of Amoz, with the winged solar disk

above an altar, on one side of which stands

a priest with flounced dress, while the

owner of the seal stands on the other side.

The second seal may have belonged to a

worshipper of Yahveh ; at all events there

are no pagan symbols upon it. The open
heth shows that it mast be assigned to a

little later period than the other, though
the mem has the same form. It reads

ni?:^^
"
belonging to M(a)b(a)kh." I can-

not vocalize the name, as I do not know to

what root it can be referred, or even in-

deed whether it is Semitic at all. It can

hardly represent either Mabbikh " he who
causes to bark, or Mubbakh "he who is

made to bark."

A. H. Sayce.

The Pho3nician graffito is on the sand-

stone cliffs of the Nile, about four miles N.
of Silsileh, on the W. side, along with

numberless Egyptian gniffiti : it is partly
hidden by a fallen block. The seals Dr.

Grant kindly allowed me to take some time
since : they were purchased by him in

Cairo.

W. M. F. Petrie.
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YEMEN INSCRIPTIONS.—THE GLASEH COLLECTION.
{Concluded fvoiii p. 180).

XTII.

Glaser, 204.

Stone broken in three
])i(ve.s. Iiroiiyht from

Ma'in. It is the oria^inal of Halevy, 11)4.. "NVe

read there, in the Minean dialeet:

ioni4')(ihi>'Hnih?i 1

'ISHIXIXolTXVa'l 2

Hebrew Transcription :

Pn It ial Translation:

1 In order that lie . . . Naknili, iim-iter

of

2 for these . . . this [statue .

Line 1. The root "^nZl' although frequent

enough in the Yemenite texts (in!2D) propt'i"

name Qin^,)- remains obscure.—The god

f-p^^ was adored liy the Ma'inites; see

Hal. 191, 1. i: l'.)2, 1. 1: 1!)9, 1. 2; &c.,

and tbe folldwing inscri]itinn (^(ithiser, 2!)5).—
Line 2. The form ^J^pJI "'iiy l»rol)aIiIy lie a

demonstrative pronoun analogous to the

Etliiopian pronouns. After
^'"7,

I suggest

ixiri "statue".

XIV.
(Jlaskii. 2Itr).

A small fragment, also coming from

Ma'in. This is the text of the
iiiscri])ti()n :

••••o|i,nioH?Ilo| 1

\h\ 2

Hebrew Transcription :

• • • • V I p I vvryi:! i

Translation :

1 'Amyada', son of 'A

2 to Nakra[li

Line 1. ^H^^i?: cf. Hal. 1H7. 1. 1; 188,

I- y: o2ii, 1. 1.— Line 2. On the worshij) of

Nakrali ,ii Mn'in. see the j)refeding inscrip-
tion.

XV.
Gi.ASKR 2!m;.

I'uiicreiil stela, coming from Ma'in. It

lienrs

Hebrew Transcription :

The two ellipses placed at the top represent

eyes, as on the Egyptian inscriptions .- se*

the inscription XXI, and Corp, inH\ Sein.,parii

(lH((rta.\).h().
—The theophore apocopated pro-

per name 3,ni '^ already found in ()s. ID. 1-

l._l road next Til "that of Wadd", and I

compare "ll^^ Hal. 577, 1. 1 and 2: 111^>D
Hal. 221, 1. 2; see Mordtmann und .Midler.

Sah(n><che Doilmnler, p. 69.

XVI.
(iLASER. 297.

This inscription, in the Minean dialect,

comes from As-Saud,"i. This is its tenor:

ABninAivAMM.n
nvcDivx^B^noiv
Mi]iHhvna)iB^va))n

nnihxn«E^isv?h)iv '•'

1

2

3

4
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Hebrew Transcnptioii : ®<I>IH')hhlH8)Il® ^

• V 1 H'MooiixTnfhihn 2

DmiDDSno •.r:^ '

H I XX1> I HhH )X<i> 3

nni ! nn«i:^"i^i In 3 .,^w,,/,viiiiiv\riTi .

1 DD^nn. I DH.nn 4 Ma>lX<^M OX^* I hX VhD 4

«i I DDnn^^i I D2V 5 >
I

•*• I ' E I iS I n '^
I

^

4a I

]rQptr?2")
!

]n^:"i:in
ti Hebrew TraQsmption:

Partial Translation: .
, L ,

• .

2 thanks to 'their 'pre'sent.

"

conformahly m ^.' ,"^^^\'

"'^^^ ' ^^™^
^

[his] defmand ILl^s r^ I ^^ ^ 5
3 and the places of the ablutions of Wahb- UD7V2

-^

D I 21 I

r'il (?).... Provisional Traiislation :

4 their .... and their sons .... 1 and as consecration to Nakrali and to

'anam and their wives, and . . . 'A[thtar
6 the two towns, and the valley between 2 between the houses of Pafw (?) . . . .

the rocks .... d Watar (?) Younim; and to pierce this

7 . . . . the possessions and offerings, opening
4 [people of] Manahat, lias served with

It is impossible from this text to re- ^^al, and ....

construct the context. It has been urged
' ^"^^ '^^

*'^^*^'^" -'"^' ^^ '

that it refers to the offerings made to a god
Line 1. I consider ih^^ here as a

who is not named. All that is preserved
common noun, derived from the verb -ij-|-^

appears to point to that, unless some "^ consecrate"; of. the inscription XX, 1.

plirases following can be re-constructed. 2.—After tlie god Nakrab, (cf. the inscrip-

Line 2. I read DD^«]DmiDD^re, and I tlons XIII, 1.2; XIV, 1. 2), 1 should have

^"^
- ..," ^. I ;... Q r^ws>»^'^ -f supposed ailT) "and the god Wadd". But the

compare \^ j^\^_—Lme 3. nt<^2J1?2, ct.
^t-

_

uiJii
. 7 .

(j^^ 5 ux:s.
usage IS that, ui the mscriptions, VVadd

tj-tfj
J one of the chapters of the Musul- precedes Nakrah,

'

Athtar !)eing reserved for

man canon - law.—Perhaps ^Hl is the the end. Read therefore "iJlJlli'l-
—Line 2.

complete proper name, as in the inscription I believe we find "^Sjlli^ I IDfe]. as in the

XV, 1. 1.—Line 4. Perhaps it is necessaryto inscription 11,1. 5.— Line 3. Read perhaps
read DDHI'^Ij although I do not know what

qj«i | -^f^i, two surnames of a personage

meaning it would be suitable to attribute who was just named.—"fU/l !
cf. tlie

to it.— Line 5. QDnilifc^ ;
cf. the inscri})- inscription I, 1. 7, after whicli I supply

tion I, 1. 1 and 3.—Lin 6.
"jn^::i:in

is

jnnD I pi.-Line
4. Read

]nn:T3[« I ^n«,
a dual; cf. Langer, 1, 1. 1, and I). H. Midler, after the inscriptions 1, 1. 1

; II, j. ;^.

Siegf. Lumi. ]hif<eh., \). 11—12.— I have "rcnn = AiJr»^U— Line 5. I su])-
translated

jniptlJD
after the Arabic J^_^ pose something analogous to l]?:2DrT?^5«

"
opening in the midst of the rocks".—-Line although the mhn appears to l)e certain

;

^.inaD^t^i lnSn«- ^^M -w -a Mt
p^^-^I'-^i'^ 't ought t.. i..- read ij^Dnn^tr

.pJD-NI I pT-QN ^5;.'La]lj L_ricin. "their patron"; cf. the inscnVtion 11, 1. 8.

xvii. xvin.
(iLASER, 21)8. CtLASEK, 209.

This inscnption come. From Siraka. in >, '^';i' '"?'
'''*'"''

^'""f
'""'''

^'T "Y'
lio n;o.,r iT«.. •

1 . 1 ',
naiKlii. ivlv cojiv reiiroduces exactly tliat

he J)jaul. Here is what wc read there:
,,(• ryj Ej/f;!.!^^. ,.
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We submit to our learned colleagues th

text of this inscription, ut difiCfptatio fiat

The opportunity will no doubt be presented

for our intervening once in the debate

whiche this curious fragment cannot fail

to provoke.

XIX.

Glaser, 300.

From Siraka, in the Djauf, like in-

scription XVir. This is what the stone

bears :

ivsvnii^Ho. 1

ilhXOH'AXH 2

• m unom s

hihiih.sni! 4

Hebrew Transcription :

I n^nn ! b^-^y i

.
I |n?re I ni 2

y

• • • -^ I "^IV i D ^

I 1 On'O 4

Partial Translation:

1 Wadad'il, son of ....
2 this ])lain

•A [to Nakrah] (?), master of (?) . . .

4 [this construction

Line 1. I propose ^fc^lTl after" Hal. 44^

I. 1; 188, 1. 1;41C, 1. 1; .507; see however,

h)A1V H'^1- '^1' ^- ^•—Li'»P ^-
jnCTO;

^ee

above inscripti(jn I, 1. 10.—Line 3. l*er-

haps hvH I DHI^i; cf. the inscription

Xni, 1. L—Line 4. T^'yydi I n> '^^ 'n

the inscription II, 1. 8.

XX.
Glaser, 30

'

.

A little altar, coming from As-Sauda-

It is what is called a mihrdm {A
.^^j,^)-

An

otlier monument of the same kind is named
in inscription XXIX (Glaser, 334, 1. 6) a

DnD72' The two conidincd figures, whicli

M. Glaser has kindly drawn tnr my jiurpose,

will give an idea of ibc cutting of I he stnnos:

M. Ed. Glaser has furnished me with

tlie following descriptive commentary: "The

faces a, b, and c have inscriptions, also

//, (/ being anepigraphic. Tlie inscrip-

tion commences upon the face a, and con-

tinues on the faces b and r." M. Ed. Glase-

adds, and we produce his opinion, without being

in a condition to verify its degree of correct

ness :

" As to D5^"^""7, which I hold to be

identical witli the Biblical place Pl^J^,

mentioned with p^ and 'n^ as submitted

to the Assyrian kingdom, do not fail to refer

to my conference, Ueher meine Reise in

Arnbien, (\Ym\, 1887), p. 13 and 14. L|)y
= Hirran and *^^|0=Aden were therefore at

that time, like the gi-(^atest part of southern

Arabia, under Assyrian domination, which

Is besides shown by the inscription of

Sargon, according to which Ithamara the

Sabean () J] f*]
O 3 ?) l"^'"^^

tributeto Assyria."
The diagram on tiie next page groups the

faces which bear some characters :

M. Glaser has accompanied this very
characteristic drawing by the following-

notices : "The face/* bore evidently two bull's

head? symmetrically arranged.
—The word

jnOy iippears to correspond to the Arabic

U_v — The obscure word of the first

line of < appears to be nT])TTIi or

^0?VI] •

h)D]<!>Il' tl.at is to say

jn^rra.
01-

)V^nt2^
'"•

pr::pn.-~The
word

on the face a, which comes after ntlo.

ap]iears to be n)f|®-— ^'' ^^"*^ ^ *'^ *''^ ^'^•^"^

^I!n)1HI)X80 (^^rtainly not Linlb)

must evidently be read Dn"lJ17 I "^iirii^

The Kitub (il-ikltl knows this place, whicli.

it cal ,\.:
J

• J. From llie position of this
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r~'

"ra^t c
K<*ce a.

11

in<'inH<'i^--;,

.)1X<»IS^SHI'!'j

J'cLce h

place it niigliti lu'cuiR-iuded that
(^ B,) (f]!^l)

was likewise in the Djauf, a '^hurt distaiic,.

from As-8auda. The Assyrians dominated

at that time hi the region from iiirran np to-

wards Ma'rib, as well as in the port of Aden."

Here is the Hebrew transcription of tliis

1 1 imvaritic text :

C. b.

1-1^1 1 nnm I v^ •

V

?

1

2

g^^-^iijiNT i

ju;:i

4

6

G

7

las cuiisooratod to 'Athtar of

Provisional Translation :

1 .... Bavyin, ser\ant ol' the Banou ....
Rasaf, tlie conshMiction (?) Va'oud.

2 '[and] . . . 'Adhah, ... [and]... tiie temple of the sanctuary Arthat. in the day

when by reason of the olila—

8 [lion] 'Athar of Djiral). and of liasaf, and
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4 May he accept the titlie

5 to protect liim, as well as

6 his [forjtune,
and [his] rank,

7 . and his children.

^N'otwithstanding the linguistic difficulties,

1 am not disinclined to accept for 77^^(1 the

interpretation proj)Osed by M. Glaser.—
Line 1. The names which usually })recede

the surname
I13,,

such as ~>t^i^T, "i" 7fc^2'^3

are too long for the unoccupied space.
—After

DDJJIT' ^ propose to read 7"i^2.^' ^^ ''^ ^"'

scription XIX, 1. 2, thinking of -ririnnn"^!
in Glaser, 302, 1. 2.—Line 2. ijl-)^ has

appeared to be a counnon name, as in

inscr'ption XVII, 1. 1.— Line 3. On 'Athtai'

of Djirab, see the communication of M. Glaser,

which has been just alleged. D3,"1)l n^ay also

be likewise a common name, see inscription

IV, 1. 8.— Line i. I have translated the word

^tlJi^ according to the Arabic a. "to levy

the tithe"; cf., on this verb, the examples

quoted in Mordtmann und Miiller, Sab.

Denkm., p. 46.

The cutting of this inscription which is

continued horizontally on three faces, with

a pedestal containing a conclusion in four

independant lines, gives some likelihood to

the analogous solution which we have given

for inscription 349 of Halevy, a solution

which has been disputed by M. D. H. Miiller

in the Zeits. der cleutschen inorg. GeseJls. of

1883.

XXL
Glaser, 303.

Funeral stela, coming from Hadakan.
This is M. Glaser's rough draught:

©

V^XB

Underneath two eyes (cf. the inscription

XV), we read the proper name [101] 21Q !

cf. the inscription V, 1. 4.

XXIL
Glaser, 305.

Stone brought from Ma'in, on which we

read :

l1hih<i)h?IX1» 1

ina-IXSoO-DV 2

ihtnnvis 3

Hebrew Transcription :

I ^^Dl^*" I JlVlO 1

Provisional Translation.

1 Oratory {}.)
of Youaus'il . . . [and]

2 Hauf'atliat, and Ba
3 people of Gizyan

Line 1. I have trauslatetl jl^j/^ after

Mordtmann und Miiller, Sab. Dmkm., ])_

88—80. [t seems that they wrote indiffer-

ently nStO '"»^^ n^2-—^t-^DI^^"" : cf- tiie

inscriptions 1, 1. 1): VI, 1. 6.—Line 3. On
the root ^"JJ in Sabean, see Mordtmann

und Miiller, ibid., p. 18.

XXIII.

Glaser, 30fi.

Two lines, coming frem Arhab, conceived

thus:

nV«)<»(hoV?«lX8o«a>.. 1

oslIliHID-pmXih 2

Hebrew Transcription :
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Translation :

1 HJant'atliat, and Vdulia'in, and AValili .

2 and
Xasc'ha['karil), and liauis, and 'A . .

Line 1. Road nnj^SIH? i^^ 'i* <''•' '"i-

scription XXII, 1. 2.— 'l^n"'> see, above, tlio

nscri])tion X, 1. 3.—Line 2. I liave com- j-
pleted 113[t^tl721, perhaps n'^2«[lTl.—^
For QD^"^, tliis name recalls to M. Glaser the 31

)^yX*u,<j
of Al-Hamdiuii.

XXIV
Glaser. 3o8.

A sort ot' head, jierliaps tlint of an idol''.
**

M. Glaser writes me, "perhaps also a funor- ^^

eal monument, bearing the proper name |—
^«in^, Rathad'il." —

XXV.
Glaser, :>08.

A sort of bead of Janiis an idol with the j-

singular inscription ^j^
4i which we re- P=3

l)roduce without trying to explain it. M.
,
—

Glaser infoniis us that such idols ap^jear tox
1h' still worshipped at this day in certain O^

regions of Tihama.

xxvr. e
Glasek, 309.

~"

Inscription coming from As-Sauda, ident-

'cal with the inscription 512 of Josepli Hal-

evy. The text given by M. Ed. Giaser is

on next column :

Tj< O

t^^
o- \

^M%) e
CX)

o
^"-s Oc ^^
m 1=1 £
e azm

___ nrm ^
DC e —
CZ jC CZ

— o
e X

o—
cz:^>
oo

nC o-

As for the inscription XVIII,, I content

self with giving this text under its rectified

form, reserving it for further consideration at

an early o]iportunity.^

XXVII
Glaser, 323.

Brouerht from As-Sauda. A little animal
n "

a sheep or ram, which boars the letter IJ *^
'•j

evidently an abbreviation. (Jf what W(jrd. 1X
cannot tell.

XXVIII,
Glaseu, 333.

Stone brought from BarAkisch, on which
we read (at f(jot of next column) :

Provisional Translation :

[N . . .
,
son of

has]
I vowed to 'Athtar, [of]
2 Youharik, the palm-troc> [nf Ma-
3 dhab. He who

® is:
oo

oo

o-
o

o— On

o-

O 3-

e o

3C 3
O- "^

ij

Si

0)

e

O-

X
oo

•zr z_

© — —-

e

-z t:: :i^

^ M

nn^P
n
r
r

s r

— D
Q
r
D .rn

n
c;

D
n

nn
r

rD

£
r

Pv r
r -

r ^

a n S

i - °
n n n

umn -
^

QznD^

rn
J— r r
n

n

.r

.rn
»-

r

c
.a
cr —

n

— a

CI /-
Hi- Q

r

C -
n
D
n

9
p r r- —

D
c
r

o—

o _

)X8oK8X
iysK)Vf
IfHinhH

Hebrew Transcription :

I

2

3
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Line I . I consider
J^inJl

'^^ identical with

tlie Arahic-
J.1j\,

the eisjlith fdiiii dt'

The \voi>hii) <!' 'Athtar Youharik was veiy

widespread at Barakisch, as is proved l)y

HaJ. 424: 425, 1. 2 and S: 420, 1. 1; 437,

1. 1; &c.—Line y. I have inferred palm-trees

ot'Madhab, by snpi)Osing the t'nll Arabic

spelling L-j\s^ instead of the more fre-

quent Himyaritic spelling [\\\)\ '2172, ><'•'

the inscriptions V, 1. 4
;
X>;I,— iV-y i,j,

perhaps the commencement ui the impre-

cation against plunderers.

XXIX.
Glaser, 334.

The diagram reproduced beneath gives an

idea of the monument which comes from

Harim:

The monumeut l)eura no inscription except
on the outer face, of which the following is

the appearance and contents:

1

z

L
Helirew Triinscriptiun :

1 1 TiDin

1

2

3

4

5

6

N 2

Translation :

1 'AmdhanV and

•2 Haufwadd, desccn-

3 dants of Aus Dhou-
4 Zalam, has consecrated

4 to 'Athtar Dhou-Kabd,
fi two censers (?)

The reading of the monogram, bornjwed

in line 4, leaves no room for doubt. On
nD?^^ see the opinion of M. Glaser, above,

p. 198. My translation connects this word

with the Arabic *Ji.vi» ''^/cs.ji
-
charcoal".

XXX.
Glaseu, :{o7.

Funereal monument, analogous to our

numbers XV and XXI (Glaser, 29G and

308). This stela comes from Harim:

<$> <^

nHd

Underiieatli the Iwo sejiulchral v\'{'<., we

read nothing but a single word ^OXB
]i?il!^>

"
Dafan", a proper name which

might well be foreign. .AVe have

perhaps to read ^OXQ ]^Pi2' "the Bata-

'ite". This should then be the tomb of an

anonymous person of the tribe of Bata',

tribe, on which may be consulted Mordtmaun
und Miiller, Sab. Denkm., p. 44—4n.

XXXL
Glaser, 338.

Funereal m(mument, coming from Hanm,
like the preceding:
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Underneath tlie two eyes, we read
1] H I M

Ql^/^i ^\\ K((ll'. Ill tlii> followin,^' line

there is what seems tlie outline of a letter,

of which the nature and object cannot bo

distin,o-uish<'d. The stonc-cuttor appear> to

have had the doi^iign, then to have abandoned

it, of adding to the name an etlmic adjective:

cf. the preceding inscription.

XXXII.
Glasek, 339.

Another tomb-stone, coming from Ha rim

likewise, without the two eyes, ami only

bearing a proper name
)0jf|f'|^ "I'ltTli^.

See the name as an epithet of the god

rtD2in?D '" Hal. 148. 1. ;).

xxxiir.
Glaser, 340.

A stone coming from As-SaudA. on which

we read:

OV'i'lhAhlol'iV

D1?irHIV1*lhn
?'niv)n(nix?n

)f!IHn*lh?o8
IVIl*?!??!^*

Hebrew Tran.scrij)tion :

D^t^D I n'^ o I p 2

•'jr I ninD I n^n •''

1

2

3

4

D«i
' m3

This tVanuKint <iiiru'e>ts to nie tlie I'ollow-
'O'^

iiig rellf(ctions; Isb, liine 1, if the series of

parallel nanies reprosont towu-. tlie

last word ought to be reiid
^]-)ni

" •""'

Hirr!''i[n : 'Jiid, llin' ;'.. I i iMn-hiii- "iIh'

houseof the minister of Gai[mun,pp2^ l)eirig

here as in inscription i, 1. H, and
'Jtij^J,*

beinii: identical with the town situated five

hours to the south-west of Sana, of which

MM. Mordtmann and Midler have spoken

Sa/i. Dfiik.,
ji.

la: 3ril . line (i. I imagine

l]D«1imirL'?«: '>• tl"' slK.rter name nitT
which we can equally suppose here, in in-

scription I, 1. 8, ami "TD^^ '" the same

inscription, 1.1.

xxxiv.
Gr.AsEU, 341.

inscription from Ma'in, conceived in those

terms :

4')H1?i I

nv®i<i>iS ^

"
B IM -1

Hebi-rtw Transcription :

Probable Tran>l:itioii:

1 ildhari-ih, [and
2 his [son], Wahb . .

;!. has |[vow]ed Vaf[w
Line 1. Without knowing the full length of

the lin(!, I suggest at the end 1D[2mV'''"^l

his [stm]", or rather "and his [sons]"

Line 2. ini '" tin' he.^inning of a proper

namenni.Hnni "'• DISlnni: ''"T are both

conjoined in inscription 1 of the Corp.insr.

SVwi., p<(r-< qmn-td, p. (I.-- Line 3. 1 roa"'

^'^LlT- ""^ '" our inscri]»tion XXL\. 1. 4. - !•*

itconvenient tosupposeat the end^[cji, as in

insciiiitioii 11, 1. ;"» .'

\ X XV.
(; LAS Kit, 342.

A fragment of which M. (ila<er indicates

as th»? place from which it comes. Hasina,

probalilv Hasina, between .Ma'in and Unra-

kiseli. Tliis is tlir form and the tenor of

till' Iii^criplioii :
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^——-—^^-,^->^

Hebrew Transcri^ttion :

D i pn
hnvl V

Provisional Translation :

1 Ni'yam (?)

2 Rainian ( ? )

1

2

;-> [have Ijuijlt and rene[wed

Line 1. 1 have supposed the proper
name Q^J^2, from the root QJ^3, pronounced

hice -j^/i.^ • —Line 2. Can s^-^ by chance be

an abrid'gel spelling of
J^i-) (see the in_

scription VI, 1. 2 ?—In line 3, I read

n]nni ! r[Di- On the root 2^h (nhn-

applied to constructions, (see the inscription

II, 1. 1, and I). H. Mliller, Sin/f. Lang
Rif^eh.. p. 37 -3S.

XXXV] .

Glaser, 313

This stone is the original of Halevy,

406. It has been brought from As-Sauda.

Here is the text, just as

communicated it to me:

M. Glaser has

mxvmihnvh<i>ix<»'iii®i.h^' ^

iRi«.JIh)ii?imi®m)4'l!lhHI<i'TilXhl!*?l 3

T*ih?HifhmiS*iAi'-;x?ii<i>ii8?<i>iimoiiix 4

Hebrew Transcription :

I PP
•

"»
I pi I ]"inn

I p 1 1:12 1 n:it2v 1

»iDn I «n:iDi I oShto^ I h^ I Sh^i ! D^i^^ I n

»
'

?

1

2

3

4

Provisional Translation:

1 [Dhou] Kabd
2 [Najfis and Manawat, and the people

of Manahat
3 to the right of the position of this

sanctuary ( ?).
And whosoever shall injure it

[and all the go—
4 ds of Ma'in and of Yathil, may he expel

him and send every one away who shall

make common cause [witli himj.

Line L
Vipi

is abridged from ppihnn^
Atlitar of Kabd;" cf. this same shortened

designation in Hal. 154, 1. 22, and also pro-

bably elsewhere..— Line 2. I have supposed

a propername DD3=U^ ^^" U*''^'
' -—For

imiD' ^^^ ^^'^^ inscription III, 1. o.—-

ir\ni?2i^ I ^T\'^'i ^^^ tlie inscriptions I, 1. 1

and 2
; II, 1, 3.—Line 3. r\1'(2V

"
^'^ t^^

right of", as in the inscription I, 1. 7: II,

1. 9.—
'\^y,

cf. the inscription 1, 1. (!.—I

have supposed ifohrTC !

fl-
—After p "

lie

who" (perhaps wo ouglit to read 73). I
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conjecture QD'^D^LD]''' ''^^ ^vell as in Hal

109, 1. 3.—Line 4. The r\ "s the end of

nL^t^^i^ i ^3 -'Hllthe gods"; see Hal. 109

1. 2 and 3; 260, 1. 2
; 465, 1. 8; &c.—

Sntr = \

• —Before the second verb

t^n^D ^ho 1 of tho third person has been

omitted, as it is omitted sometimes in Himy
aritic

;
thus

]i?np^
f'-r

]i?rD|T^
«ii the

inscription 8 of the Louvre. The meaning of

this verb, in the first and fourth forms,

has been cleared up in Mordtmann and

Miiller, Sab. Denhn., p, 16.—I read at the

end d]'>1D''1
= <V.jW t^JJU

XXXVII.
Glaser, 344.

A little fragment in marl)le from the Djauf,

We read
t|)<}X<D npm- I derive

^pr\
from the root

Jfj,
and I imagine that this

word expresses honour, respect.

XXXVIII.
Glaseu, 346.

A stone brought from Thafar ( .Ulr),

where it has been fuund at the west of Kasr

Zaidan. We read there;

M!«^l?on)^oo| ^

<»IIl.S)OMh 3

Hebrew Transcription:

• nl
]n

I
1

Provisional Translation :

1 son of M . . . .

2 and hun [dred]and fortyf[ive . . .

3 .
-

. horses, and ....

Line 2. Read ^]^^p^ '

^:iO"lh^1 I Dfcn=
a hundred and fnrtyfive. Is this a date, as

M. Ed. Glaser supposes it to be, or a num-

ber connected with a class of objects which

are about to be mentitmed? I should incline

to the latter hypothesis, as I observe in the

last line DD1Ct^ =
i^]rJ^

Arrived at the conclusion of this rapid in-

ventory, I give it over, such as it is, without

hiding from myself the lacuiur which my at-

tempts at explanation present. 1 liave only

sought to make known, as soon as ])ossiblt\

this admirable collection of unedited texts •

I did not think myself authorised to keep

back from tlio curiosity and impatience of

iJioM', wlio are less fiivourcil tlian I. the

excellcut ci>pi('s wliicb M. Glaser had the

kindness to send me. After wliat my frienil

Prof. Terrien de liiicouperielias written uic. it
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will be impossible to obtain "
squeezes" until

the collection shall be arranged, classed,

and numbered, consec^uently not before the

end cf the year. Such delays, we

must always fear, may be exceeded. How-
ever ephemeral may be the usefulness

of my present decipherment, those who shall

build after me upon a more certain foundation

will perha])S remember him who has first

broken up the grfiund.

H.VRTWIG DeREMBOURG.

THE DEITIES OF THE INDO-SCYTHIC COINS.

Everyone will have read with lively in-

terest the learned paper of Dr. M. A. Stein

on the Zoroasfrhtn Deities in Indo-ScniMan

Coins, and will have found it, as I have,

soli and suggestive. But, to prevent some

conclusions perhaps false, I may be allowed

to present an observation which appears to

me very important.
We are accustomed to call Avestic or

Zoroastrian everything which is found in

our text of the Avesta. This ought to be

understood with a certain subtraction, lest

things utterly different in nature and origin

should be confounded.

The Avesta is not a book written at one

stroke, nor composed of homogeneous parts.

Far from that, we find there things even

the most incongruous. Sometimes we find

there the purest dualism, two eternal spirits

equal in power ;
it is thus in two passages

of the Gathas especially (see Yasiia XXX.,
1—5

; XLIV., 2
; LVL, 7, 6. Elsewhere

it is a softened dualism, the good God is

raised above the spirit of evil, and the

latter will perish miserably ; only the pre-

sence of Zoroaster breaks his power, &c.,

&c. (V. p 6. Yt. XIX. at end, Vd. XIX.,

150, &c. Sometimes, also, the Avestic

authors profess a nearly irreproachable

monotheism. It is thus in nearly the whole

of the Gathas, in the Yesht of Ormazd

Yt. I
),

and elsewhere. Then Ahura

Mazda governs the universe
;

the Druje,

the spirit of evil, cannot undertake anything
serious against him, and the most exalted

heavenly spirits in power and dignity are

nothing but his creatures and servants (see

spec. Yt. I., 37, Westerg. XX.) On the

other hand, in many passages the Avesta

testifies concerning naturalistic beliefs and

practices the most impeached, and, let us

say it, of a true polytheism. In the first

chapters of the Vispered and of the Yasna,

and others besides, all material nature, and

particularly fire, are the objects of a real

worship, on the ground of their natural

power. In a hundred passages, the

ancient spirits of nature appeared with

an independent nature, a power of their

own, which made them veritable gods.

Thus it is the worship of Hauma, and not

that of Ahura Mazda, which brought to

the ancient heroes the extraordinary

favours, the signal victories which have

made them famous. It is to Haoma that

Pourusliacpa should be father of Zoroaster,

Haoma, ^Viithra, iKrc, give all good things,

smite with all the evil, destroy th^
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countries which do not honour them, and ouglit to be made, whetlicr at the epoch
that according to their fancy (V. Ys. IX., purely Zoroastrian, or later, when the

1—43, 59, if., the Yesht of Mithra nt^arly Avesta was collected.

as a whole). Much more the faithful The result is that the larger number of

Avesta demands from these spirits—half the spirits to whom are devoted a great

person, half material element—even as many of the chapters of the Avesta, have

much as the Paradise of the righteous (see nothing about them Zoroastrian or Avestic,

Yasna IX., 64 from Haoma, Y. LXVII., 36 i)roperly speaking, if we take this word in

from Ardvi Siira, &c.)
" Give to him who the sense of sacred book of Zero istrianism.

honours thee the perfect world of the It is specially so of Haoma and Mithra, of

righteous, shining with all tiie splendours !" the sun, of the moon, of the wind, of fire, of

Ahura Mazda then disappears completely ; Tishtrya, and other deities -who figure on

sometimes a " created by Mazda," added the Indo-Scythic coins. They could belong
after a stroke, makes the independent spirit only to the Iranian religion properly si)eak-

re-enter in the Zoroastrian system. ing, to the ancient naturalist worshi])^ and

This fact appears strange at first sight, not in any way to Zoroastrianism.

but it is to be explained by an error. The What would induce me to believe this

collection of books and of pieces which is, that these coins do not bear any trace

compose our Avesta does not belong to of the Ahura Mazla cult, without whom

only one school, and pure Zoroastrianism there could be nothing Zoroastrian nor

never had been in a condition to stifle Avestic. The Indo-iScythic deities were,

entirely the ancient beliefs, the antique therefore, rather Iranian than Zoroastrian,

traditions. The worship of the spirits of although there might be a certain influence,

nature has resisted the efforts of Zoroastrian- a certain mingling of Avestic ideas,

ism, and it is perpetuated in the Eran. I confine myself to these reflections.

By the side of the Zoioastrians, the parti- They could be developed much more,

sans of myths and primitive beliefs knew C. DE Harlez.

how to maintain them, and a compromise

JiA B YLOMA .\ K TVMOLOUIES.
THE PRONUCIATION OF THE DIVIXE NAME ^^ .^-J ^-y|.

It lias l)een the custom among Assvriol.iu-ijts explained by \&\ JL jv- Yg[r '-*{-C lithar

to transcriho the well-known group "-f—^f {,>v >/ihhar) uihtli (or saf/ati). Tlio Irans-

^^yf as Dibbara or Lnltura, upon tlie iation of those plinisos is
iiy no means ccr-

ground, apparently, r)|' W.A.I. II. pi. tain, l.ut there is one thing that is quite
25, 1, 13 y// (

= W. A. I., v.. pi. 2S. I I Icy/),
'^'''^'- '^'"^ '•'='' '*S '•"'< /«/"" 'S not given

where we (ind
.->y- ^^y ^^yy ^^ t^W *''^ "'*' l>'"oi»iii»ciatioii of

,.>y- ..^T ^^ify
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— i.de.'d, a glance at tlie 7th line above,

where we have the word Inhi-ii, "a <ifarnient,"

explained \>\ TEjy ""jty ^fl luburu, shows

canclusiA-elj' that this cannot be the ease, for

liibar is^ naturally, the construct state oi*

liiharu, and sdUuti is in the genitive after

it. The meaning of liibar salluti must

therefore be something like "
garment of pro-

tection,"
"
protecting dress." This being the

case, it becomes, of course, needful to try

to find out what the phonetic value of the

group ^jL >-^y ^^11 really is.

As is well known, the common meaning
of tlie character

»-J^|
is ardii or dbdu, "ser-

vant," and the dialectic (Sumerian) form of

the equivalent word is
t:y][ '"11^1'

^~''*- The

unn-dialectic form of this eri should, ac-

cording to the laws of sound-change in these

ancient tongues, give us the word uru, which

niight to be the pronunciation of the char-

acter
»-^*-y.

For this reason, amongst others,

1 wrote last x (.'nr, inmy Zusatzbemerkunf/en

to t^. A.Smith's KeilschrifttexteAsurbanlpals,

Heft 1., p. 110 : Meines Erachtens sind die

Zeiclien an-ur-ra nicht Lubara, sondern ein-

facli Urra oder Ura zu lesen."

My conjecture is now turned to certainty

l>y a fragment of a list of gods, which gives

the very group which has Vjeen so strangely

mistranscribed. In this text we find the

gnjup >->y- »-^*"y ^S:yy,
written with the gloss

^Pfi
close to the character »"^y thus show-

ing that its pronunciation was it; This Ira

(for so we must, in this case, read the group

,^J_ >-tiy ^C^yy)
is probably either the dia-

lectic form of the name, or else indicates

tliat the word was, in Akkadian, to be pro-

nounced Ura (with modified u, as is some-

limes found). With regard to hibara, this

word has a most interesting variant, namely,

^y, in, for ^yy, /•« in line 14 db of the

same plate
— a variation which natur-

ally raises the question \\h.^ther we have

not here an example of the interchange be-

tween s and ?•, which we find in the words

Irdudu for isdadto, martahd for maslakid,

irtanu for istanu (W. A. I. V. 31, 1. 40 e/)>

murpalu for muspalu (Prof. Sayce), and

probably other words.

Besides the simple Ira or Ura, the divine

names Ira-gal, Ira-kalkal, &c., are also

found.

This word, as is well known from W. A.

[. V. pi. 46, 1. 42, is not to be read Ni-

batanu, hvA mustabarru itmtdnii, and trans-

lated "the foreboderof deaths." The tablet

R'" 2, 38 gives the variant ^>^ »^^=^ *~< Tt

».Yy>^ (jnustaharru miitarii), with the geni-

tive case after the verbal noun Diustaharru

(^YY>-^ ). As -anu or -ani is only the pho-

netic complement in Semitic Babylonian,

the Akkadian portion of the phrase is
«->y-

>2:>_<^ whicli, if ever used by the Akkad-

ians, in tliis form, probably had the pronun-

ciation of JVi-bada.

"^0 '"SF t^TT'
KI'-^IDA or KIKIODA.

The above xVkkadian group seems to have

been pronounced kikkhi. It was taken into

Assyrian under the form ^J^ ^J^ ][TT^y

tyyyt: ktl-ittu, and the oblique case

(or plural) in r'. >-J^ '-^^ ^<^^T

^yY (variant <]^ t]]] <J^ ^y? ^dfciffe)

also occurs. (W. A. I. V„ 47, Obv. 38

and 39). Synonyms are nepiiii and epsetu,

" deed." It is not unhkely that the original

form of the word was Idkkid'i, for kidldda, a

reduplicate from the root lid.

ThEO. G. I'lNCHKS.
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A ROYAL TITHE OF NABOXIDUS.

Amiin<; the iiiscriptioiis olit.iineJ by Mr. The richness of this tithe offerin;j:, equal to

Ilirisani from AlMi(.-Hul)ba is one of special
a large sum of the present currency, leads

interest, whicii appears to record tlie royal me to regard it as the offering of the king,

tithe or dues presented liy
X:il><>iiidus to the Mr Pincheshas already shewn {B. ij- 0. R.

teiii|)I('
of the Suii-gnd at Sipiiani. on his No. 5, p. i2y\ that these tithe dues were

accessi(Ui to tl.e ihrone in V>. C. bb^^. The paid by villages as well as individuals, being

earliest date in the reign of Nabonidus is apparently regulated according to the pop-
the 18th day of the niouth Sivan, (Stras. ulation. In another tablet (S + 32!)) we have

Naliii.^ No. 1) the third iiiwuth. The tablet the record of a tithe paid to the several gods
in question is dated on the twenty-sixth Stinhu Maiia hamilti sikli kaspi tiirfi sa

day, or eight days later, and both in the Belu, Nairn Nergallu u Bilat Uruki: "Two
accessiidi year. The accession of Nabonidug thirds of a nmna five shekels of silver, the

niust^ therefore, have taken [)lace subsequent tithes of Bel, Nebo, Nergal, and the Lady
to Nisan 1st, B. C. 556.^ The tablet is of Erech (Islar)." Kings appear to have

transcribed by Dr. Sti'assmaier (Nabn. I

No. :.'.)

Transcnptwn .

SaI.s: MA-NA KHURAT3C ES-RU-0
SA SAliUI INA ABULLI
SA K I'AKRA IJJ-DIN-NU

AKAKU SniANU YUM ESKA-SALSI (kaN)
SaTTU RiS SAKKUTl
D. P. Nai;ii-naii) sar Babilu

Tian>il((tiuii.

Six niana of gold, the tithes

of the king, in the great gate
of 1']. I'arra, were given,

(in the) month Sivan 2{\\\\ day,
in the accession year of

Nabonidus, king of iiabylon.

dedicated fixed offerings to the temples of

Babylonia, as in the case of Nabu-a]p]a-iddina

(B. C. SaO). In the tablet from Aboo-

Hubba (ir. .4. /. V, pi. 61. cl. V, .5-8):

Ana D.p. Savias d.p. Ai d.p. Sernenc uhinn

alchu tfi'tti sitrruti npar sangani iiia tseni

(lu-nit-mes) nik s<irru saknt snttn :
" to

Samas, Ai and Sernene he apjjoiiitod to eacli

aroya! p )rtion, (an I) the portion of the

priests of sheep, the victims of the king, the

tale of the year." In Assyria also we find

Sennacherib, after the defeat of Merodach-

baladan, a)ipointing offerings to his gods

{W. A. /, 1. :{7, Col. II, 61):" Esn( imira

(SZ^K^) kurtmni, esra imiru sulvpjti (ka-

lum-ma) rci-ti .vM ana Hani mat Ass-iiri hell

ya ukin L-akri: "'Ten omers of wine and

twenty omers of first fruits, to the gods of

Assyria my lords I appointed curiently."^

Another taldet recording the gift of gold

to the temple of the Sun-god is also in the

collection {A. H. 268. Strass. Nabn. No.

190), in which mention is made of 82|
shekels of gfld for the making of chains

1) Inschriften von Nabonidus, Konig von Babylon. 1887. Heft 1.

2) The t;iblet of Lubasi-Murhd-; or Labasi-Kurdur, in the IJritish Museum, is dated 1 t

ofth.' month Aim (Trans. «oc. Uib. Arch., Vol. Yl., p.:-),)
wliieli reduce>^ the interval i . the

slio!-i period of thirty four days.

3) Se(; also the |m>>ii-c (|ini(.dliy .Mr I'inche- (Trans. Soe. Bib. \' I! . I
.^

records llio yearly ol'fcring lo the prie-t> in ihe time of I )eineti-ius.

\\ IIK'll
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lid tablets tor tlic shrine of the g(jddoss Ai.

As ail example of the payiiient of titlics

hv private individuals, the followin^^ may bo

(|iioted: (1. //. 184, Stras. Nabn. No. 97)

'J|
Mana 2^" sikli kaspi eiirn 2) in d.p.

Musezib-Mardiik (amelu)3) sipru sippar^ki)

ana 4) p.p. BUut Sippar (ki) iddi7i 5)

Arakh airu ynni VIII (kani) G) Satt>t III

(kam) Nabu-iuiidl) sar Biihilu (ki). "Five

sixth mana, 2| shekels of silver tlie titlies

of Musezib-Marduk the scribe of Sippara

tor the lady of Sippar (Anunitum) he has

given, month Airu 8th day in the ;3rd year

of Nabonidus king of Babylon,"
In an early number of the Record I hope

to publish some inscriptions relating to Bel-

shazzar and his household during the reign

of Nabonidus.

W. St C. Boscawen.

FouTHCOMiNG Papers.—Arthur Amiaud-'

The Couiitries of Magan and Meluhha:

E, Colborne Baber : Assyrian and Chinese

Gates
;
Prof. Dr. S. Beal : Krishna and the

Solar Mvths : Fragments of a life of the

Buddha "(Fii yao Km/): W. St. C. Bos-

cawen
; Inscriptions relating to Belshazzar;

L)r. L. C. Casartelli : Two discourses of

Chosroes the Immortal-souled. II. Chosroes

argues from the New Testament^Pehlevi
Notes. III. The Semitic suffix— man : nd
its origin ;

Prof. Ur. C. de Harlez : A
Pentaglotte Nomenclature of Buddhist

Terms : Dr Arthur Helbig : On Babylonian
and Assyrian Music; Joseph Jacobs : The

Nethinim, a Biblical Study : Prof. N. Kon-
dakoft' : New Ardutological Discoveries at

Tashkent
;

Prof. Dr. T. de Lacouperic :

Tattooing; Shifted Cardinal Points in Baby-

lonia and China; Remarks on the early

Babylonian writing: Prof. Dr. J. Oppert :

A Juridic Cuneiform 'J'ext; W. M. Flinders
Petrie : A Royal Egyptian Cylinder with

figures ; Egyptian Funereal cones and their

classification — Ethnological photographs
from Egypt—Rock inscription in Upper
Egypt : Tlieo. G. Pinches : Sumerand Ak-
kad : A Babylonian dower Contract; Prof.

E. Revillout: The Babylonian Istar Taribi;
A Contract of Apprenticeship from Sippara ;

Prof. E. Revillout and Dr. V. Revillout :

Sworn Obligations in Babylonian Law
;

Prof. Dr. A . H. Sayce : Was Jareb the

Original Name of Sargon ? Dr. H. G. Tom-
kins : Geography of Northern Syria viewed

from the Assj'rian side
;
T. Tyler : On the

Hittite Inscription of the Yuzgat Seal.

In our last issue the two following misprints must be corrected :

P. 1«8, col. a, 1. 19 :for /^ read 1= p. 189, col. a, 1. 7: for /\ read ^.

* * A title-page and table of contents of vol. 1 will be issued with next number.

END OF VOLUME FIRST.
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